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PREFACE. 

We have been told that the time has come for a new book 
upon co-operative banks. And there seems reason in the sug
gestion. My object in writing .. People's Banks: A Record of 

Social and Economic Success" was to awaken an interest in a 
movement which, though then scarcely heard of in the United 
Kingdom, had produced magnificent results abroad. 

That object, I think, has been attained. However, evidently, 
though the results secured are viewed with admiration, the 
causes which have produced them are as yet too little under
stood. My object in the present book is to set forth those 

causes, to explain the mechanism and rationale of the institution 
and to give the .. why, and wherefore" of each of its parts. 
To do this adequately it will be necessary to enter somewhat 

into detail, and I am afraid that it will not be .altogether pos
sible to avoid repetitions. 

However, when objects and causes come to be fully under

stood, I think that we may look forward to as satisfactory results 
in this country as have been obtained elsewhere. 

January, 1907. 

H. W. W: 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

CO·OPERATIVE banks have been before the world just about 
sixty years. In the words of M. G. Francois, himself a banker 
of standing, they have become a power in the world, a force 
to be reckoned with, a potent factor for good, for the demo~ 
cratisation of credit, for the relief of distress, for the creation I 
of wealth, for the turning to account of industrial and agricul
tural opportunities. No country which has adopted them now 
wishes to do without" them. Its leaders in economic opinion', 
its capitalists, its typical mcn of business may have expostulated 
against their necessity, have protested that there was no want,. 
no room for them. The banks have come, and they have found i 
wants waiting and uses abundant. Business has gravitated to 
them, thousands of needs for them have been discovered. Their 
merits have become known, recognised, prized. And 'they have 
proved most useful helps to social advancement and agricul
tural and industrial development. In Ge~many, where they 
have been longest established and have become most active in 
business and most powerful, they now provide millions· of money 
to turn to productive uses, at the very points of the economic 
and social system-that is, at the base of the pyramid-where 
money help. is most urgently called for, and can also effect 
socially and productively largest good. It is to the . medium 
and small manufacturer and dealer, the artisan, the working 
man with the little needs ot his househoid or his calling, the 
farmer and the small cultivator, that they bring longed for and 
valued help. A sovereign made available in that humble stratum, 
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doubles, trebles, quadruples itself in little time and brings 
relief proportionately to the largest number. And the same 
quantity of gold diffused in that wide stratum produces more 
happiness and prosperity in a nation than when lumped together 
in heavy gilding at hi~er points. For' a happy, wellemployed 
and well-to-do, working class· necessarily means a prosperous 
nation. From the bottom the benefit in this application rises 
to the higher strata much more readily and more effectually 
than it is apt to filter down through the impervious lining of 
capitalist pockets. And so the effect becomes spread out over 
the entire commonwealth. 

In ,Germany, some 950 banks alone, of one particular type
no doubt by far the best en,dowed and the most active-according 
to well checked statistics, keep perpetually in circulation, for the 
payment of wages, the purchase of materials, in a word, in 
some shape or other making for employment of the labouring 
classes and the direct enrichment of the nation, that very 
"£100,000,000," on which Mr. Chamberlain, when addressing 
the Working Men's Branch of the Tariff Reform League in 
May 1905, cast wistful eyes, declaring that. with that sum to 
expend in additional wages he saw his way to doing great 
things indeed fo~ the British working man. He thought he might 
obtain the money by putt!-ng additional duties upon foreign food
stuffs and other articles. Co-operative banks have required no 
tariff, no increased import duties, no raising of the price of corn, 
to provide that £100,000,000. It is produced by the people's~ 
own efforts and thrift, and, being so raised, it finds employment
almost automatically, very near the source from which it first· 
sprung, in the most fructifying way. The need has in part first 
suggested the supply. No raid on the consumers' 'pockets was 
required. Quite the reverse. Instead of taxing corn to produce 
the money, Germany, thanks to the good' offices of co-opera
tion of another kind, directly supported by co-operative banks. 
manages to raise the price of corn to the producer-mainly by 
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steadying it and rendering forced sales at times of cheapness, 
when they benefit only the speculating capitalist, avoidable
by just that 21. per quarter which Mr. Chamberlain has sug
gested as the proper addition, wherev6l,co-operative granaries or 
grain storage houses are established and nf~been. well conducted. 

In Austria and in Italy the result is only less in degree, but 
absolutely the same in kind; and hundreds of thousands of 
labouring and cultivating folk, small tradesmen and small 
dealers, steadily raise themselves from year to year in the 
social scale with the help of their co-operative banks, climbing' 
up from rung to rung. Credit has now become accessible t~ I 
the poor as well as to the wealthy-in some shapes to the. 
very poorest of the people. "It is. impossible," so remarked' 
M. Luzzatti, with not unreasonable pride, in the course of one 
of his presidential addresses, "not to acknowledge that we have 
delivered the small folk and the 'middle classes from crushing 
usury, that we have assisted commerce, and, lastly, that we 
have helped to cultivate throughout the fruitful tree of thrift 011 

ground which previously appeared absolutely barren." Aye, 
usury flees at the approa,ch of co-operative banks, as mists do 
before the rising sun. 1ftIfy-~ tal~ of such effect of theirs there 
has been to tell in the history of co-operativ~ banking. It is 
the same thing everywhere, in Italy as in Germany, in Russia 
and Servia as in Austria. Moreover, usury only shows the effects of 
the want of working capital in their worst form. There is a milder 
form of pinch, more widely diffused, which in' its aggregate 
effects hinders national prosperity even m~re. "Have you not 
made credit accessible to small folk to whom previously it was 
inaccessible, have you not popularised, democratised, <;lecen
tralised credit, have you 'not .taught people to bank, to place 
their money on deposit and draw it out when they need it; 
and do you not lend money to people who, even. now, have no 
other bank to go to?" So I asked the manager of a People's 

. bank in the South of France, who, having high altruistic notions, 
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considered mournfully that his bank was not doing enough. 
The answer to all these questions was distinctly in the affirm
ative. In fact M. G- has done an immense amount of good 
without being fully conscious of it. The Raiffeisen bank makes 
it its particular aim to bring help to the impoverished, the 
neglected, the forgotten, provided that they can show that they are 
honest and have productive work offering, on which to employ 
themselves. The Italian banca popolare by means of its pres
tito di onore in a different way dives down as low. 

Looking a little further afield, we find the self·same results 
apparent, proportioned to the time during whichco.operative 
banks have been at work, in Belgium, in Hungary, in Poland, 
in Servia, in Roumania. The tale is everywhere the same. A 
new cornucopia has been found for the poor which casts forth 
its fructifying golden showers, accessible to all who can show 
a claim to benefit by them. . 
: And, while assisting people with credit for outlay which 
;repays itselfl the banks at the same time most effectually 
I check improvident . lending-improvidence . of every kind. "The 
best guarantee of a co·operative bank," so urges M. Luzzatti, 
who originated the People's banks movement in Italy, "is 
the moral worth of its members." Co-operative banking 
could not exist where there is improvidence. The first step 
which a bank is bound to take, from regard for its own safety, 
is to make the improvident thrifty, the reckless careful
in some applications even the drunkard sober, the evil liver 
well-conducted, the unlettered capable of using the pen. In 
this way it has become a moralising and educating agent of 
the greatest value to the nations among whom it acts. The 
effect is everywhere acknowledged' and prized. It is the same 
in the plains of Lombardy and Venetia, on the banks of the 
Rhine, in the mountains of Thuringia, and in the newly broken 
deserts of primitive Servia. Accordingly, statesmen ,favour the 
banks-in some. instances unfortunately to excess-and priests 
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and clergymen have admitted that the banks are more effective 
in raising the moral tone among their flocks than their own 
ministrations, in spite of all their sacerdotal authority. 

It is foreign to the purpose of this book to .repeat the 
description of the seemingly miraculous work of co-operative 
credit which I have given in Peoplf's Banks, to tell the tale 
of the little villages of tumble-down cottages-peopled with families 
of evil reputation, so much in debt that not only their wretched 
starving cattle, but even their ricketty furniture, had ceased to 
be their own, and they were he~d in helpless thraldom by. the 
merciless usurer-turned into homes of plenty, and order, 
good h.usbani:lry, good conduct, accumulating wealth; to relate 
over again the history of the early struggles and eventual 
brilliant triumph of the little Italian Village bank, the very 
humility of which, in M. Rostand's words, constitutes one of 
its main attractions; to describe how this system of democratised 
banking has spread over whole realms, brought wealth to many 
thousands of villages, on a larger scale reformed national 
banking in great business centres, how, taking 'advantage of 
every opportunity offering, it has successfully raised itself to 
the position of a great financial power. My present business 
is rather with the machinery than with the results. 

I must, however, for one brief moment dwell upon the enormous 
services which co-operative banks have rendered to the cause 
of thrift as, in M. ,Luzzatti's words, "perfected savings. banks." 
I shall show in a subsequent chapter to what essential extent 
this work forms an ~ntegral palit ofth~ir programme and their plall . 
In any case, by presenting themselves to. people in a sympath
etic form, they have conquered the affection of those people 
and much more actively stimulated thrift tlianordinary savings 
banks could possibly do. And they have made such thrift 
serviceable to the country by abstaining from locking up the 1 
money which it yields in unprofitable State securities, sending! 
it back, instead, into productive u~es, so ~s to restore thereby 
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to the local people the command of the money which them
-selves had first contributed, and' so ensuring a double benefit. 

Another point 'upon which I should, in passing, like to lay stress 
j is the remarkable adaptability which co-operative banking has 
shown itself to possess. It has readily found for itself a place 
in Russia, as well as in Germany; in Italy as well as in 
Hungary; it suits the Canadians, and it appears to suit the 
Indians. It fits into the economy of every race and every 
climate. And, as it shapes itself in accordance with varying 
national character, so it also proves applicable to every variety 
of business or calling. It helps the artisan to buy his tools, 
the working man to purchase his house, or household goods. 
the hawker his barrow or his donkey, the small cultivator to 
acquire hIs cow or goat, the small tradesman to buy his 
materials cheaply. or else to tide over a bad time when he 
cannot sell his goods except at a loss; but it also provides 
working funds for large undertakings, such as co-operative 
dairies, the purchase of costly agricultural machinery, of motive 
power and the like, and it lends out millions, cheaply and 
more considerately than any other agency, on mortgages on 

. land. It helps the individual and it helps the society. Although 
in its individual application it shields the humble, there is in 
its collective capacity nothing too large or too ambitious for it. 
f It has had a very powerful effect in cheapening money, 
jreducing the rate of interest, and so making money much more 
. accessible for productive purposes. It has, in fact, carried the 
world a good bit nearer to the ideal state in which cash is to become 
a, mere commodity, freely. purchaseable and saleable by and 
to anyone; and freer play promises accordingly to be given 
to intelligence, technical proficiency and moral qualities. 

It is not surprising that such remarkable .results should have 
impressed opinion to the extent .of suggesting some almost 
thaumaturgic agency concealed under its homely face. It all 
seems so wonderfull I hope to show that there is no· more 
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wonder-working about ·it than sound economic causes necessarily 
producing good results. We are apt to forget sometimes how 
much we have done on other ground by appropriate' action, 
by democratising forces and spreading them out, reduced in price, 
over a larger area, to . make the same .quantity of material yield 
a very much larger amount of work-no matter whether it be 
precious metals, or coal, or electricity, or warmth, or air. 
Democratised banking, that is, banking rarified so as to become 
more widely diffused and to penetrate into narrower nooks and 
channels, may be shown to .have intensified the effective power 

. of credit in the same way. 
No more is it astonishing that the tale of all this useful work 

reaching our shores- sometimes in rather distorted· versions
should have excited at any rate some, at the time, unfortunately 
still rather languid interest. In truth, it is in the outlying parts 
of our country rather than in the heart of the Empire that 
attention has been awakened. This is really perfectly natural. 
For wherever co-operative. banking has as yet penetrated, it is 
specifically the poor districts rather than the wealthy that have 
shown themselves eager to take it up. The man who has got 
a little, and has become accustomed to old, humdrum ways 
fails to detect at once the advantages which co-operative banking 
offers him. His tolerable familiarity with b~siness, which ought, 
as one would think, to lead him to seize upon it with readiness, 
and discove.r in it many benefits, does not, help him in his 
stolid submission to the existing order of things. the man 
who has next' to nothing, to whom £1 may be'a boon and 
£s a treasure, who sees ·opportunities crowding in upon him; 
which, if small to others, are' great' to him, naturally has a 
much quicker eye. At the Co-operative Congress ,at Peter
borough, when I read a paper on co-operative banking, the 
great leaders of the movement, princes of the Wholesale Society, 
and others with substantial deposits and investments laid up. 
pooh-poohed incredulously. Like Esau. they "had enough." It 
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was the poor, with their cottage plots, their little patches of 
potato and cabbage land, who insisted, with impressive emphasis: 
14 We want agricultural banks." In the same way, our British 
small folk generally, both industrial and agricultural, have 
evinced little eagerness for the new banking~ The poorer
and quicker-Irish only needed to be told of it to detect in 
it at once the remedy of all others needed; and the difficulty 
has, I believe, been rather to restrain them from forming" agri
cultural banks" recklessly, than to stimulate them to form such. 
The movement in Ireland is, afLer all, still small and humble. 
But it has brought substantial benefits to those who have 
joined in it, and the banks are· loved and valued for their 
results. They have rendered help such as the older popular 
credit instit;ttions, most notably the Loan Societies, so well 
known in that country, have failed to render. The beginnings 
pf the little pioneer banks established in India under the Act 
of 1904, being necessarily adapted to local circumstances, are 
distinctly encouraging for the same reason. In India, where 
the terrible mahajan rules, distress is great, indebtedness is 
oppressive, and the need of help is pressing. Even at this 
early stage the pioneer banks have taught people thrift, 
which was not long ago ·looked upon as unattain~ble among 
them. Elsewhere, Canada, Jamaica and Barbadoes have ex
perimentally taken action; and Canada already has some very 
good results to show. 

There seems ample reason for holding that in England and 
Scotland co· operative banks are wanted as much as elsewhere. 
The most conclusive proof is perhaps to be found in the 
various organisations already existing, as a kind of tentative 
embryo banks, to render at any rate part of the same services. 
Such are the old Friend of Labour Loan Sotieties, the Funding 
Clubs, the Slate Clubs, the Self-help Societies, one or two very 
well regulated societies formed specifically for the Civil Service. 
and some other~ of the same kind. Imperfect as their methods 
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are, their services are in request; and there seems to be also 
a good deal of small lending going on in friendly societies_ 
By the side of this, in at any rate one of our best co-operative 
distributive societies, the same object, of providing money for 
members, is attained by making shares freely withdrawable, which 
enables members to purchase them when they have money 
and sell out when they are anxious to realise. This is very 
elementary. But all these things ind~cate the consciousness of 
the want of some appropriate agency for obtaining temporary 
accommodation in money. In Edinburgh there is a properly 
organised co-operative society" bearing the name of "Co-oper
ative People's Bank," which renders admirable service in provid
ing working men with money wherewith to purchase their own 
dwellings, those famous Edinburgh "fiats." Nevertheless the 
movement generally still hangs fire. 
, The reason,. as I believe, is, that the question is not yet 

fully understood-even in quarters in which one would look 
for better discernment. It would be ungraCious to go into 
particulars. But the evidence is not far to seek. One telling 
proof perhaps is the ease with which well-meaning men, whom 
one would suppose to be possessed of greater familiarity· with 
business, allow themselves to be decoyed into giving support 
to,. and pronouncing their benison upon, schemes which have 
nothing whatever co-operative about them except the name, 
which in their case is clearly used as a "drawboy" only, and 
which threaten to lose their supporters their money-scheme!! 
which sometimes, though bishops and deans extol them' as the 
coming friend of the poor, the Labour Department, more con
versant with such things, refuses to recognise as at all co-operative. 
There have been several such already. I am regularly asked 
to join in promoting them, with a reward placed in prospect, 
and some passage penned by me quoted to recommend and 
accredit the venture; therefore. I know about these things. But 
even where genuine co-operative banking is earnestly desired, 
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it does not seem yet to be everywhere quite fully realised 
with what extreme caution and circumspection one ought to 
proceed, more particularly in the first stage; nor quite to be 
understood what are the moving causes and what the besetting 
dangers. ~t seems to be thought all only a matter of rules
rules, unfortunately, often enough very arbitrarily drawn-when 
in truth the important part is the principle; and the rules, which 
must ne~ds be elastic and adaptable, so as to fit in with vary
ing circumstances, take only second rank. Acceptance of the 
tale of success coming from abroad seems sometimes to be held 
to be enough. It appears to be" thought that understanding 
is bound to follow in the wake of belief. Banks are labelled 
this, that, or the other, according as they are marked by some 
outward mechanical feature which is supposed to make the sole 
"difference between one type and another. The various systems are, 
however, not to be either learnt or taught in this rough and ready 
manner. And it is idle, when the relic blood will not liquify, to 
find fault with the Saint and call for State aid as a deus ex machina, 
since it will certainly not supply better knowledge, nor better results. 

It is only a good understanding of the principle, an intel
ligent application of the machinery, which will produce good 
co-operative banking. Mere mechanical. rule-of-thumb manage
ment must needs wreck the bank. 111 People'S Ban~s I have 
compared co-operative banking to a piece of machinery, in which 
every spring, every wire, is alive, and knows and consciously p~r
forms its duty, being endowed with the capacity of rendering 
discriminating service, according to the merits of each ,case, 
watching and checking the other parts. Such description I 
hold to be the only one at all capable of giving an idea of 
the work to be accomplished. It is useless, therefore, ,to look 
only to "rules" as settling the" matter. My hope and desire is 
that what will be told in the following pages will make the 
machinery of co-operative banking more fully understood, and 
so pave the way for more satisfactory experience. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PROBLEM TO BE DEA1..T WITH 

THERE can be no uncertainty about the nature of the problem 
which a co·operative bank is called upon to grapple with. The 
man who joins a co-operative bank joins it because he requires 
a loan which he is not able to obtain in other quarters except 
on terms which are either exceedingly onerous or else humil-. 
iating, and in consequence demoralising. All other legitimate 
sources of credit seem closed against him. "What we are 
bothered about," so said a hapless working man to the vicar 
who formed the first Self-help society, in answer to his question, 
.. is this: whenever we want a shilling we don't know where 
to get it." 

It is a truism, an.d alm,?st a stale one, to say that credit has 
become in economics a very r'uler of the world, the main 
driving-wheel of industry, commerce and finance, the support 
of public bodies and states. As a factor of production it deser
ves all the good things that the late H. D. MacLeod has said 
about it in his Theory and Practice of Banking, except that it 
actually is capital-although in not a few cases it. may be found 
to supply a substitute· even more useful than its counterpart. 
No Chancellor of tI:e Exchequer, no merchant, no petty trades
man could do without it. Were Lord Byron to write his Don 
Yuan today, he would probably substitute" Credit" for" Cash, ,,! 
and say: .~ Credit' rules the grove, and fells it, too, besides"-' 
repaying itself with profit taken out of the proceeds. And 
Lemuel's II vi~tuous· woman, considering a field," would pre
sumablynow buy it with credit. It is absolutely inconceivable 
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how the world could in the present time go on, even for ada}, 
without credit. In business or enterprise of any kind, the main \ 
use of money may almost be said to have become that of 
purchasing credit-credit far exceeding in amount the value of 
the money which buys it. Credit multiplies the utility of money 
and ?ften enough constitutes the only means by which economiq 
help can be rendered. Let me put a hypothetical' example. 
A person receiving a sum of money as a gift might be counted 
upon to waste at any rate part of that sum, and, confident in 
his possession of wealth, to show himself reckless in his business 
calculations. The same man receiving the same sum distinctly 
as a loan, realising that -it must certainly be repaid, is not 
likely to make ducks and drakes of a single shilling; he may 
be relied upon to husband his cash and not to spend a pen!1y 
needlessly. It is the new form given to his money which has 
awakened his sense of responsibility, as possession never could!" 
have done. There, surely, is tlo denying either the utility, or' 
even the absolute necessity, of credit as an instit:ution. 

But unfortunately such utility becomes in practice narrowly 
circumscribed. One man has it, the other has not, even though 
he should want it more urgently, and be, perhaps, more deserv
ing of it. For, at any rate wherever co-operative banks have 
as yet failed to establish themselves, credit remains altogether' 
the monopoly of the wealthy. Truly," to him that hath shall' 
be given I" The poor man, as has ·very correctly been observed, 
in truth needs credit a great' deal more, just because he is 
poor. He has that which money can make richly productive 
and remunerative, that is,· his muscular power and his mental 
capacities; but he lacks the wealth, or its substitute, which 
alone can make them creative of wealth. .. He has no credit 
because he is poor, and he remains poor because he has no 
credit; in such vicious circle does he move helplessly along.'" 
The thing seems cryingly unjust. But it is in truth per
fectly reasonable. Our banking, as we have it, is essentially 
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1'5k men's banking, and was advisedly established to be such. 
It is quite true that bankers, made liberal by competition, 
to-day readily accept as customers comparatively small men 
with small balances and doing small business. But still, in 
the main, banking remains the wealthy man's special pre-' 
serve. The explanation is simple. Credit presupposes secur) 
ity. It would not be legitimate without such. And there is-' 
without co-operative banks-no security that the poor can give, 
which could at all satisfy bankers. I am now using the word 
" poor It in its most comprehensive sense, as including in fact 
everyone who does not satisfy this test, of being able to" 
raise money easily on credit at moderate interest, be he a 
rather under-capitalised tradesman or manufacturer, or the needy 
costermonger who, for want of a sovereign or two ~herewith 
to stock his barrow, when he might double or treble the 
outlay in a day, is constrained to allow the opportunity to 
slip by. To these people-millions in every nation-the ordin1\ 
ary bank is barred as a credit institutien, and in their hour 
of need or opportunity they have no one to fall back upon 
except the charitable philanthropist, from whom it may require 
a good deal of time, coaxing and loss of self-respect to 
obtain a loan; or else the usurer, whose credit i~ anything 
but cheap; or else the pawnbroker, or the tradesman-which 
latter may possibly accommodate. the applicant with ruinous 
and demoralising shop-credit, in' return for which he will claim 
back even more in dependence than he takes in unowned 
interest. The bank and our man cannot possibly be brought 
together to do business-not merely because there is no security 
forthcoming that the bank could accept, but also because the 
two dwell, so to speak, in distinct worlds, far apart. The banker 
does not understand his would-be customer, nor could ~e ap
preciate his resources and his necessity; and the· would-be 
customer certainly does not understand the banker-if he is 
a working-man, an artisan, or a small farmer, or small holder, 
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he could not possibly do so; the two people almost speak 
'different languages. Ancl certainly the small man,being depen
dent upon his earnings for his daily bread, could not spare 
the time for trudging a long distance within working hours, 
to explain his case to the fine gentleman in his regulation frock 
coat behind the co~mter. If capital-of which there is plenty
and need in this particular shape-of which there is sufficient 
to match-are to be brought together, some new bridge will 
have to be thrown across the gaping gulf which divides them. 

It reply to this, it is often eno~gh asserted that "the poor" 
:-probably intended in a less comprehensive sense than that 
in which I have here used the term; but let us accept it, it will 
prove my case a fortior.i-has no legitimate use for credit.' 
That is a hard saying, and, I think, patently refuted by facts. 
The petty trades.man or small farmer, who, with a money claim 
urgent against him and goods in stock momentarily depreciated 
in the market, is in despair lest in a forced sale of such goods 
he should lose heavily, certainly has a use for credit. So has 
the artisan, who stands in need of ~ools or materials, which 
will repay his loan many times over in little time; the poor 
woman, who, if she could but purchase a sewing machine, could 

Iwell earn her living and keep herself and her children from 
starving; the costermonger-I, repeat the case, because in this 
country it is of very fr~quent occurrence-who see!1-his oppor
tun~ty of trebling or quadrupling a small outlay, if he can only 
obtain the small sum needed at the right moment, lost. And 
how if we go out into the country? What is the small holder 
do with his bare land? , 

People will have it that agriculture does 'not" pay." It does 
not, very likely, on the old lines. But no calling pays better 
in small hands when there is plenty of money to work it with. 
Only, in all our callings-agriculture has been the last to 
le~n the lesson-the rule of the pre~ent day is: you must have 
plenty of working- capita'. It. is not the food which just sup-
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ports the life of a beast which earns a profit, but the extra 
hundredweight of cake or meal which lays on the flesh and 
fat. It is not the mere delving or' ploughing of the, soil that 
makes farIiting remunerative, but the manure put into it. And 
of such fertilising material the last bag or hundredweight earns 
a profit out of all proportion to that earned by preceding 
ones. It is .. intensive" which does .it. The old Roman saying: 
allllus producit, 11011 aget', might very appropriately be altered 
so a§ to make it say: it is not the land that pays, but the 
money which you put into it. Of course judicious employment 
must be taken for granted. But all knowledge and skill, all 
foresight and calculation will be thrown away if we have not got 
the money. Hence in business those enormous accumulations of 
working capital by amalgamation of banks, or creation of monster 
stores, which a~e a characteristic of the presen~ day, They are 
in themselves conceived on perfectly right lines. There is no 
harm in 'the centralisation of business. That· cheapens produc
tion. But there 'is distinctly mischief'in the employment of it 
as a capitalist weapon, producing wealth in one quarter at the 
cost of impoverishment in another. In the wake of amalgama
tion unfortunately foll?w "rings," .. corners," .. trusts." It is 
not true, of course, as is sometimes asserted, that in the present 
day the rich still become richer and the poor poorer. But the 
striking inequality in the command of credit, to which attention 
has been called, which gives all to the rich and nothing to the 
poor-as in the French .. partage de Montgomery" -necessarily 
and greatly retards the progress of the desired levelling move
ment and obstructs it. 

Now the same need of capital, muck working capital, for I 
purposes of production, trade, commerce, applies to small: 
undertakings as well as to large. Such small enterprises have' 
opportunities as well as the other~, but cannot at present 
tum them to account. And small enterprises it is which we 
have to reckon with more particularly in agriculture. For 
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,in agriculture you can not, at any rate under present dr
Icumstances, adopt that strongly centralis~d form of production 
which answers in industry. The tendency is, rightly, all the 
other way. The spade is crowding out the plough. We cut 
up estates, plant small tenants or small owners on them, thereby 
multiplying the rural population, producing more customers for 
native industry, more taxpayers for the State, more contented 
people for the country, because we know that small husbandry 
pays better than large. They have scientifically testeq the 
question in Germany and found that the two stand, in respect of 
remunerativeness, in the proportion of 2 to 3, or much more. * 
In the North of England I have found small tenants doing 
well on land' for which they paid a rent of £2 per acre, on 
which same land the large farmer had not been able to make 
both ends meet at a rent of t9s. However all such prospects 
become illusory if we cannot provide the wherewithal to cul
tivate small lots, not only to bare sufficiency, but generously, so 
as to raise champioh crops. We talk of setting up gr~naries, 
of securing supplies by preferential 'tariffs, in order to safeguard 

.. our command of breadcorn; and at the same time we neglect 
a splendid opportunity offering for raising produce-not necess
arily corn, but produce far more precious-by very high farming 
under sinall cultivation at home I No land settlement has yet 
been successfully carried out-unless it be in a ne:w country 
on virgin soil-without money supplied to enable settlers to 
do full.justice to their opportunities. 

Looking at .. the poor" in the form in which they are most 
frequently brought under our notice, as people in actual need,let us 
for one moment picture to $)urselves the entire mass of human 
misery and destitution to be met with in the country-no matter 
what be its degree or its cause-gathered together into one 
space. And let us" ~n imagination carry a line through it, 

• I have dealt at length. with this question in .1 A Practical Justification of 
Peasant Properties," published in the Co"temporary Rlfliew of May, 1891. 
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dividing those who might, if provided with, money for temporary 
use-under proper safeguards, it may be; but in sufficient 
quantity-earn their living, and probably something more, from 
those on whom money would be thrown away. Who can" 
doubt but the number of those remaining destitute would be 
very materially reduced? And their destitution wOllld pro tanto 
become less burdensome, because there would be more well~to·do 
to support them. If the inquiry be pursued further, I think 
we should find that under the present conditio,n of things there 
is a truly enormous mass of producing power-in the shape 
of muscle, .brains and opportunities-allowed to run to waste, 
to the loss of the individuals, to the los~ ofthe country, merely 
for want of that drop of borrowed gold which, acting as a 
spore on the receptive capacity of production, could be relied 
upon to fecundate it into healthy and wealth-producing life. I 
have elsewhere pointed out * what an enormous advantage our 
two great commercial rivals, Germany and the United States, 
secure by 'keeping their credit for' productive .uses, not only in 
the upper strata of society, hut in the humbler, steadily and 
fuIly mobilised-so far as such mobilisation is not co-operative,' 
at .an undoubted risk, but, apart from that risk, in a way profitable f 
to the nation; how by their small bank credit, supplied by 
the original .i People's banks" (Volksbanken)-from which the 
,co·operators have subsequently borrowed the now familiar name
spreading out a network of credit .institutions through whose 
meshes scarcely anything can escape, they vitalise every capaci
ty and make every opportunity capable of being turned to 
account. It is this systematic feeding of trade with cash, "merchandv 
ising with money," which has enabled them to become the 
formidable rivals to ourselves that they now are. 

:, I cannot believe that the popular proposa:iop, that the poor I 
'have no use for credit can be seriously maintained. Argument~ 

* .: An l:nconsidered Factor in the Economic Problem: British and Foreign 
Banking," in the Economic Review of Oct<?ber, 1905. 
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apart, foreign experience, wherever there are co-operative banks, 
'conclusively disproves it. It is not quite correct, as was stated 
at one of our Co-operative Congresses a long while ago, to say, 
that the presence of co-operative banks made German married 
soldiers economically independent of the cessation of employment 
connected with. the war of 1870, because "there was the bank 
to provide for their families." Co-operative banks have indeed 
rendered very useful service under circumstances of such sort, 
just as they have rendered truly invaluable help during the 
great drought of 1893. However, they cannot burden them
selves with out-of-work pay. Where there is security forthcox"ning 
they can help to tide over a slack time. But there is in Germany 
and in Italy many a small workshop kept going, many a man 

!helped up to a higher social level, many a small factory enabled 
to continue employing its hands in adverse periods, simply 
thanks to the assistance rendered by co-operative banks, 

H:>wever, advan:ing one stage further, we are confronted 
with a fresh objection. Granted that poor people have a uu 
for credit, so it is urged, they still have no t£tle to it; that is 
.. food for their masters;" it would be sure to be injurious to 
them, on the principle of ne puero gladium; they have not the 
requisite commercial education; they would not know how to 
employ credit; it would burn a hole in their pockets and become 
in their hands like an edged tool in the hands of an untrained 
boy, that is, it would in all probability injure instead of be
nefiting them. 

Surely such supposed consequences might be left to take 
care of themselves. It is rather late in the day, after working
men have triumphantly carried through their co-operative enter
prises on a most imposing scale, and formed and managed 
their various societies-friendly, trade union and others-with 
admirable success, to raise this objection. Those men might 
now be trusted to deal on their own responsibility with a little 
borrowed money. Nobody objects to safeguards. I shall have 
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plenty to tell about them; they are absolutely necessary. But 
those who make themselves responsible for the credit might be 
trusted to impose such, for their own protection. No more 
can one object to instruction in the art of using credit; that is 
one of the main objects for which co-operative. banks were 
formed. But the right of poor people to claim credit, if they 
can pay its price, is absolutely not to be denied in the twentieth 
century. 

Everybody has a right to buy what he can pay for. But 
that brings us to the very crux of the question. Credit, so it 
is argued, must be paid. for, like everything else. And its one 
price is security. Now, as observed, the security that bankers 
ask for, and from their point of view rightly ask for, our 
poor people-employing the word once .more in a wider sense---, 
are not in a\position to offer. Our very assumption is, that they 
have no material possessions, at any rate that they could 
spare. And material possessions, a tangible, convertible pledge, 
or the knowledge of the existence of its equivalent-for that 
is what lending on .. character" in most cases amounts to-is 
what alone will fit into the banker's system. Our poor people 
have co security" all the same.. co The skilled artisans of a com
munity," so wrote the late. Sir Robert Morier, addressing himself 
with great judgment to our very present problem, .. are as good a 
subject for a mortgage as the steam-mill which supplies it with 
flour, or the broad acres which. furnish the corn for the mill." 
Sir R. Morier had seen co-operative credit at work in Germany. 
I do not go the full length of his assertion. But I 'would point 
out that in one sense, limited it may be, working men have \ 
even proportionately more substantial security to offer than! 
capitalists, if it can only be made effective.' For, in their smaller 
venture, they put more ."alu~ of their own into the enterprise 
for which the credit is asked, and· by which it is in a sensfi 
secured. Their own labour, their technical skill, their futurd 
existence or welfare enter into the undertaking and are put a~ 
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~take in a comparatively larger proportion. Of tangible, con
.!vertible security, however, it is true. they have little. 

It is therefore perfectly correct, as a noble Duke put it to 
me, when a fair number of years ago I requested him to accept 
the presidency of a propagandist popular credit organisation, 
"if you were to sell all these people up, what would you have ~" 
However, tangible property is not the only security which can 
claim credit value, nor perhaps even the best. "Credit was 
in its infancy", so" urged Leon Say, "when kings borrowed 
on their crowns and their jewels." A man may be effectively 
bound by other pledges. In Germany, among the higher class
es, a man becomes ruined in social position if he fails to 
redeem a debt secured by an Eltrenscltein, a promissory note 
for which he pledges his word of honour. Respect for him is 
gone, his classmates will not look at him j if he is in the army 
or the public service, he forfeits all prospect of promotion, and 
may have to retire. He is held to have dishonoured himself. 
The poverty-stricken Italian peasant who, despairing of making 
a living at home, is provided with a cheap passage to Argen-

: tina, shows that he is governed bv_ J'he same sense of ll_onour
produced, it is true in humbler circumstances-when from his 
far-off, new home he sends back to his little cassa" yurale the 
few lire that he still owes, rather than disgrace himself with 
his· classmates, even though he is at a distance from them. 

There is, as I hope to show, as a matter of fact, plenty of 
security to pledge. Only it is not of a description such as an 
ordinary business bank could take, or be expected to take. 
Therefore a new agency must be created to make it effective. 

And it is not the character of the security only'which comes 
:into consideration. The question of distance has a distinct 
'bearing in the matter. The small holder could not go a pil
grimage into the distant town, sacrificing a day's work, in order 
to borrow a pound. or two. He must have. his bank almost at 
his own door-Ujust round the corner." 
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Also the character of the people dealing with one another comes 
into account. The small man wants people to go to, to whom 
he can express himself with freedom, who can understand his 
language and fully appreciate his case. There have been 
not a few attempts made to attract the small man, more par
ticularly the peasant, and to induce him to ask for credit, 
coming from substantial financial institutions, doing business 
through specially appointed local agents. From Napoleon the 
Third's pretentious eddit Agricole, which in the end benefited 
only the ,wasteful Khedive Ismail-by invitation~down to the 
Belgian comptoirs agricoles-of which a few still linger on, long 
after the congenerous French institutions of comploirs d'escomple 
have vanished from the scene after enforced inaction-such 
institutions have utterly failed to bring the desired relief. There 
was plenty of money placed at horrowers' disposal j and with every 
disposition to leni it to them-those institutions were specially 
created for the purpose. 'However, for want of an appropriate 
form selected to connect supply with demand the attempt failed. 

The case of the Belgian comploirs ag,icoles will 'make the 
case very plain-almost as plain as that of the French comploirs 
d'escomple, which, formed with the object of providing convenient 
credit for small agriculture, never did any business at all. The 
Belgian comploirs agricoles were introduced in 1884. They placed 
the practically inexhaustible resources of the National Savings 
Bank at the disposal of agriculture, through the means of local 
committees to be appointed in each district in which they might 
be asked for, composed' of members who might be presumed 
to be possessed of a knowledge of local circumstances. To 
stimulate their zeal, they were to receive a commission on 
business done. On the other hand, they were, as a precaution 
to induce them to take none but good security, to make them
selves liable for the money lent out on their recommendation. 
I do not think there were ever more than a score of comploirs 
actually formed. Their business was trifling, .and mainly with 
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owners of large estates, who were in a position to satisfy the 
comptoirs in respect of security, but who had already other sources 
of credit open to them. By 1889 their number had dwindled to 
four, of which only one, that of Genappes, showed any signs of 
life. In 1903, which 'is the last year for which there are returns 
at the time of writing, there were once more eight, but their 
business was insignificant :-1 ,73 8 loans in all, amounting to 
7,873,047 francs, something like £314,920; and, of that number, 
759 loans, standing for 4,214,662 francs, stood booked to one 
comptoir alone. Jhoo a loan is not altogether small business. 
Similar attempts, made elsewhere, proved, if anything, even less 
successful. 

Generally speaking, the small man is anything but a ready 
\ borrower. He would rather keep the tale of his distress to 
himself. He cannot readily be brought to regard credit for 
some productive employment as 'a legitimate transaction. He 
st!ll be~ieves that there will pe held to be something of disgrace 
attaching to it. Invite him to make his !1:pplication for credit 
to some co~rectly clad gentlemen in a fashionable bank, and 
h~ would sooner go without the promised benefit. He must 
have his own bank, as he must have his own shop, homely and 
plain, it may be, but of familiar appearance; familiar to him in 
its usages, encouraging him to do business. 

We nlay, I think, take this first point for granted. Some 
\ 

special and distinct banking institution there will have to be, 
'no~ mer~ly as a means of ensuring that the particular kind 
of'1>usiness here contemplated will always be forthcoming, but 
also beca\lse without it the conditions of the problem could not 
possibly I be satisfied. There must be a distinct credit-shop to 
go to, ~aling with small customers according to their own habits 
and re uirements. And there must be a distinct credit-shop, 
on this ther ground that-as, I think, has been shown-ordinary 
banks c nnot meet such particular type of demand. Within 
narrow imits ordinary banks may indeed deal with small bor-

f 
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rowers-as, in point of fact, some of them endeavour to do in 
various parts of the kingdom, more specifically in Scotland and in, 
Northern Ireland. But their business must necessarily be restricted, 
and leave many gaps; it cannot satisfy the entire class of people 
here to be considered j and, well intended as it may be, it is 
bound to labour under the drawback of being based either ,upon 
very liberal-from a business point of view doubtful-confidence; 
or else on real security. It makes no difference in' principle under 
this head whether the actual borrower is a small man, without any 
real security to pledge, so long as his endorser, accepted as such 
by the bank, is expected to be a man of substance. The 
security pledged will under such conditions still be real security. 
Indeed, this kind of business, the going bail of a rich man for 
a poor on such lines, is open to very serious abuse, such as 
may unfortunately be witnessed, among other places, in Italy, 
where it is not unusual for· a small peasant or artisan in need 
of funds, and not dealing directly with a co-operative bank, to 
ask a usurer, not for a loan, but for his c;ndorsement, for which 
he pays high interest. Our aim must be to provide an institutjon 
which is in a position to deal, and deal at any time, with the small 
man on his own terms, accepting security such as he has it in his 
power to give, without drawing on the protection of the rich. 

And that implies and includes what must accordingly become 
the main factor in our problem, the providing of some new kind 
of security, which small men can. give, collectively if not singly, 
the devising of some new pledge for credit such as will serve 
where there is no tangible security to offer. 
. And there is one more consideration to take into account, 

of no less vital importance. The .new agency to be provided, 
so I would insist, is not a convenient and plausible channel, 
through which to pour charity or bribes-which could not fail~ 
to have a demoralising effect j or a specious institution for sub
sidising small men out of public funds'-which would act as 
detrimentally. The object of the assistance given must ever be 
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,to benefit the recipients educationally as well as materially, t() 
[emancipate rather than further to enslave them. And so we see 
a high social and moral aim rising up into view, behind the purely 
economic one of material help, but inseparable from it. In truth, 
material help in such connection, without moral improvement and. 
a -strengthening of fibre, would be only mischief in disguise. 

But our immediate problem, upon which everything else 
hinges, and which must above aU thing!!" be dealt with, is that 

lof devising a new kind of security, within the reach of everyone 
as a borrower, but at the same time satisfying to the lender. 

The' general principles involved in the solution of such problem 
I purpose to deal with in the succeeding chapter, and afterwards 
to explain in detail how, in the several systems of co-operative 
banking in use, those principles are applied. 



CHAPTER III 

HOW THE PROBLEM IS SOLVED 

THE only method by which weak men can remedy their 
individual weakness, such as in the present case we have to 
postulate, is combination, the joining together of puny efforts, so \ 
as by their collective effect. to produce force. Obedient to this 
maxim, working men combine to make their ·money go further 
in purchasing, their labour in producing. There are many more 
provinces of human activity into which Co,operation might with 
advantage be introduced in 'the 'sartte way, such as the renting 
of "land, the erection ~f houses, the use of machin<:ry j and, 
please God, it some day will. 

The same principle is applicable also to credit. However I 
small may be the individual's power to give security, many small! 
units combined may very well make up a sufficiency for moderate 
purposes. And once this result is brought about, additional 
forces may, as we shall see, be brought into play, with the 
effect of still further stiffening the power produced, and making 
tbe collective security go, in the end, a very considerable way. 

Possibly, as an illustration of this, the familiar practice of bail
going may suggest itself. However, that is not quite on all 
fours with our case, because in ordinary bail-going, though 
indeed there are two or more securities joining together in one 
bond, and accordingly to that' extent there is the form of co
operation, the substance is wanting. For the l.iability relied upon 
is, as a rule, not the security of any combined eff~t, but that 
of the one surety who happens to be financially the strongest j 
and, furthermore, all such security is accepted, not on tlle ground 
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of any co-operative, principle underlying it, but on the ground 
of the accessible seizable property which it represents. 

There is something far more' nearly approaching co-operative 
principle to be discovered in a peculiar continental organisation, 
the Unions de Cridit, which were originally established in Belgium, 
but have long since spread out into Switzerland and France, and, 
notwithstanding what would appear a very risky feature in their 
organisation, have become exceedingly popular and worked very 
satisfactorily, and practically without any loss. The very first 
such Union, formed in the revolutionary year 1848, has lived 
down to our own days and done well: In these Unions an 
indefinite number of members join. together, taking up each, say,' 
one share of 200 francs. On that share they pay up only 
20 francs, in some cases even only 10 francs; but the share 
entitles each holder to 2,OPO francs credit, to be made effective 
by means of a b~1l of exchange for which the entire Union makes 
itself liable. No doubt, in case of default, that is, if the Union 
were really to be made to pay, it would have its legal remedy 
against the issuer of the bill j the Union has also the resource 
open to it of calling up, in case of need, the balance on the 
shares. However, of all this outsiders know nothing. They buy 
Union paper and look to the Union for its redemption. In not 
a few Unions, more particularly in those. of Switzerland, members 
are permitted to take up more shares than one each. in some 
cases up to' 200,' which would under the above assumption mean 
4.000 (or else only 2,000) francs paid down. and credit given 
up to 400,000. francs in. return. The structure presents itself 
to our British minds as top-heavy and precarious in the extreme; 
and the whole thing is really workable only on the supposition, 
which appears' thus far to have be'en realised. that the Unions 
elect their members with extreme caution, so as to keep out 
all black sheep. They are not. of course, societies of working 
men, but of commercial men, who have need of ample credit. 
and who evidently find it worth their while to purchase such 
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by most scrupulous observance of their obligations. The 
popularity and respect enjoyed by these Unions demonstrate 
how very much good conduct of business alone, and a reputation 
for honesty acquired, will do to secure credit. For it is really 
only the established honesty of its members which in this case 
procures such. The money actually staked seems out of all 
proportion to the risk. However, a vivid sense of responsibility 
evoked substantially strengthens its effect. . 

Successful as this method has proved, it would obviously n~t 
answer in the case of presumably poor men, not in very active 
commercial business, with which we are supposing ourselves to 

• be confronted. 
There is another practice, very familiar in the northern half 

of this island, which brings us a good deal nearer to our point. 
In 1729, the Royal Bank of Scotland, erected by charter only 

two years previously, with the object of influencing opinion in 
favour of the Hanoverian Government and circulating its own 
unlimited issue of bank notes in the northern kingdom, intro
duced what has become widely known. as the system of "cash 
credit." Up to that time, credit had been currently obtainable 
only by pledging some security. Cash credit is a credit opened 
to a customer of the bank, to draw upon at pleasure up to a 
figure agreed upon, which is guaranteed by sureties, making 
themselves answerable, and accepted by the bank. Practically 
the same thing haS become familiar in the southern half of our 
island by the name of "overdraft." Only it found its way into 
England very much later, and even now the overdraft does not 
appear to be used in anything like the popul~r way in which 
it became established in Scotland at once upon its introduction
although, even in Scotland, it does not now appear to be spreading. 
To quote the late Mr. H. D. Macleod's words: "Cash credits 
do not differ in their nature from overdrafts... only they are 
reduced to a much more regular system, and are governed 
by their own methodical rules, and are appropriated to cer-
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tain particular purposes in the' banking system." Cash credit 
was introduced to assist the tradesman, the farmer, the manu
factClrer, by placing credit at his disposal, to be' paid for only 
as used, in current account. Mr. H. D. Macleod sings the 
praises of its remarkable results with 'no subdued voice. "The 
far-famed agriculture of the Lothians, the manufactures of Glasgow 
and Paisley, the unrivalled steamships of the Clyde are its own 
proper children." The grateful appreciation with which cash 
credit is viewed by Scotchmen is further illustrated by the follow
ing passage which I quote from the (London) Bankers' Magazine. 
"A friend of mine," so related Mr. Fowler some years ago at 
the Bankers' Institute, "was travelling in one of the northern· 
counties in Scotland, and there was pointed out to him a valley 
covered with beautiful farms. My friend was an Englishman, 
and his companion, who was a Scotchman, pointed down the 
valley, and said 'That has all been done by the banks,' inti· 
mating his strong opinion that but for the banking system of 
Scotland (the cash credit) the development of agriculture would 
be in its infancy compared with what it is now." 

In the same spirit, when some ten or twelve years ago I 
addressed a, gathering of members of Parliament at Westminster 
on the subject' of co-operative banks, a Glasgow merchant, at 
that time Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce of his city 
and member for 'a northern borough, patting me approvingly 
on the back, said: " You have hit the right nail on the head; 
lowe what I am to cash credit; what has been done for us 
we must, now do for others." 

In truth there can be no doubt about the merits of the 
system. Our rivals in commerce, the Germans and the Ameri
cans, have borrowed. it from us, improved upon it, and made 
it answer marvellously.'" In the words of a recent writer in 
the (London) Bankers' Magazini, German credit-banking, very 

• See my article on "An' Unconsidered Factor in the Industrial Problem, 
British and Foreign Banking," in the ECD"Dm;c Revitw of October, 1905. 
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much of which is co-operative, has become "vi.rtually the pioneer 
of the home and foreign trade of the German Empire." Hence 
that wonderful development of business and prosperity in those 
countries, which some of us envy. 

Now Scotch cash credit, as it is known in Scotland, really 
has nothing that is co.operative about it, and in its own home 
it has never become popular in the sense of "democratising" 
credit. For its security is distinctly "real." it is the money 
and other property known or supposed to be owned by the 
sureties, nothing more. It is . distinctly not a ~emocratic, but a 
middle-class institution, intended, not for poor people, but for 

"rising farmers and traders. It does not .dive down nearly low 
enough to be of use to poor. people. The majority of cash 
credits granted are for sums of from £200 upwards to £500. 
'The figure rises to £2,000, and probably beyond. It has 
never, so far as I can learn, descended below £50. 

However, the credit, such as it is, has proved of inestimable 
advantage to Scotland_ And it is enlightening to us, because 
it introduces a new feature which helps us considerably, guiding 
us on our way in our quest for something more popular, more 
democratic, namely the interposition of a responsible, interes~ed, 
composite body between the original lender and the ultimate 
borrower, qualified to safeguard the former, while satisfying .the 
latter. The bank does not in cash credit rely directly upon the 
borrower himself, but upon sureties of well understood financial 
capacity, and possessed of better means of exercising pressure 
upon him than itself, to control him and keep him to his 
duty. "There is 'one part of this system," so says the 
Report of the Lords and Commons Committee appointed 
in 1826 on the State of Circulation of Scotch and Irish Notes, 
.. which is stated by all the witnesses (and, in the opinion 
of the Committee, very justly stated) to have had the best 
effects upon the people of Scotlan~, and particularly upon 
the middle and poorer classes of society, in producing and 
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encouraging habits of frugality and industry. The practice 
referred to is that of cash credits. • .• From the facility which 
these cash credits give to all the small transactions of the 
country, and from the opportunities which they afford to persons 
who begin business with little or no capital but their character, 
to employ profj.tably the minutest products of their industry, it 
cannot be doubted that the most important advantages are' 
derived to the whole community." "The witnesses whose evid
ence we have quoted," so the Report goes on, "stated that 
they calculated that the number of persons who had cash 
credits granted to them amounted to about 10,000 or 1 1,000; 

and, as the average number of securities to each bond might 
be taken at 3, there were about 30,000 persons interested as 
securities; so that the total number of persons at that period 
(1825) who were interested in the system was at least 40,000. 

The banks were then supposed to be under engagement of 
that, sort to the amount of about £6,000,000, of which about 
two-thirds were drawn out.... This system has a great effect 
upon the moral habits of the people, because those, who are 
securities feel an interest in watching over their conduct; and 
if they ·find that they are misconducting themselves, they be
come apprehensive of being brought into risk and loss from 
having become their sureties; and if they find that they are 
so misconducting themselves, they withdraw the security." 
.. The practical effect of which is," says one witness quoted, 
"that the sureties do in a greater or less degree keep an 
attentive eye upon' the future transactions and character of the 
person for whom they have thus pledged themselves; and it 
is perhaps difficult for those who are not intimately acquainted 
with it to conceive the moral check which is' afforded upon the 
conduct of the members of a great trading community, who 
are thus directly interested in the integrity, prudence, and s~c
cess of each other. It rarely indeed, if ever, happens that banks 
suffer loss by small cash accounts." 
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That is almost of a piece with what a member of the first 
rural co-operative credit society of Italy, in Loreggia, stated in 
much plainer words in his broad Venetian patois, many decades 
later, when asked to explain the success of co-operative banking, 
applied on a minute scale i~ his own village: "We are a 
hundred persons, wqo watch one another like spies; it is not 
possible that anyone of us should fail in his duty." 

Here we have the principle of the new form of credit and 
the cause of its safety and success set forth in few words: it 
is knowledge of the borrower, power over him, and intelligent 
watching of him on the part of his surety, made effective by 
a keen sense of responsibility brought home by· means of direct 
liability for his conduct; in· other words, the creation of an 
intermediate body, bound by interest to the borrower, but 
bound also very effectively by interest to the lender, negoti
ating with the latter and controlling the former. Under this 
system it becomes the surety's business to satisfy ,himself that 
the borrower for whom he goes bail is a: proper person to be 
trusted, and that he remains so. The bank is not in any way 
concerned by what means he accomplishes this. He covers the 
bank with his shield, securing it against loss. 

However, this is, after all, still only a very one-sided trans
action; the surety receives, at any rate ostensibly, nothing in 
return for his endorsement. If he were to receive anything, 
from the borrower, that would be an abuse, which is unfortunately 
not unknown. It is, moreover,· a capitalist transaction; for it 
is necessary that there should be at any rate one monied man 
to take part in it, giving the others the benefit of his own 
wealth. It is also in every case an isolated 'transaction, doing 
nothing to make credit general. And it is a temporary arrange
ment only, with nothing of permanency about it, since it may 
be brought to an end at any moment by notice. It renders 
some particular persons a valuable service, but it does not 
establish a new institution, always ready to benefit an entire 
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class of men in the same way. If any good is to be done to 
such class, permanently, and by a service which maybe depended 
upon, the nethermost limit must be brought down very much 
lower than the point at which it now stands, the institution 
must be greatly widened and popularised, the principle of 
capital security must be' eliminated, for it is not everybody 
that possesses capital; and there must be a direct community 
of interest established between borrower and sureties, making 
the organisation advantageous alike to both parties, which 
means, that borrower and sureties must beco'me one class with 
one interest, not two, not one receiving, the other giving, but 
both benefiting: 

To bring such result about it is that the assistance of Co
operation has been called in. And only Co-operation is in a position' 
to accomplish it. Only Co-operation, so I should at the same 
time wish to add, can be in a position to produce such enorm
ous sums in credit as have actually been set in motion_ 
Taking into account the humble materials out of which they 
are created, they altogether dwarf anything that capitalist effort, 
however well endowed, has .produced anywhere. 

But my present point is that only Co-operation can bring 
about the desired effect. Other agencies have been tric<d and 
have failed. The cases of the comptoirs agricoles and the 
comptoirs d'escompte have already been quoted, also that of the 
Credit Agricole " the telling case of Gambetta's Caisse Centrale 
might be added, also that of the Legs Rampat and the many 
well-intended loan-funds created in Germany by the E~peror 
William I, a late Duke of Saxe-Coburg, the Grand Duchess of 
Saxe-Weimar and others. All of these have failed in their 
object, because the one thing required for success was wanting. 
They represent charitably intended assistance offered by people 
or institutions not directly interested in the benefit. If you would 
make an institution of democratised credit answer, you will have 
to enlist the interest and efforts of those who are themselves 
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·to receive the benefit,' and furthermore to build up fr~m the 
bottom to the top, so as to have a sound foundation for every 
fresh layer of bricks to rest upon. Nobody in the world, even). 
if he had the apostles' power of discernment, could provide' 
for others what they ought to provide for themselves, because 
only they themselves know what that something is, and only they 
themselves can be made answerable for its proper use. A well
known philanthropic peer some time ago sent out at his own expense 
English settlers to Canada. They took the free passage and the 
land offered-but, as their benefactor subsequently complained, 
soon after. emigrated into the United States. What enormous 
sums have been wasted in this country by well intentioned 
persons, endowing co..operative production. or agriculture for 
which the beneficiaries were not yet ripe I How much better 
do those fare who finance themselves by their own efforts, bor
rowing indeed, but finqing the rootstock capital for their enter
prise themselves. Organise downwards from the top, and in 
such matters, in which the beneficiary's responsibility and interest 
have to be' consulted, you are bound to fail, as the late Lord 
Winchilsea failed with his Agricultural Union. Organise upwards 
from below, and,' if only you will be judicious in your measures, 
you )Vill succeed, as the great continental co·operative credit 
unions have succeeded. 

Hence it is false policy altogether, proceeding from a gross 
misconception of the elementary conditions of the case, to want \ 
to begin with the provision of money, to try to place sums of i 
money, of your largess, at the disposal of people who need them, 
on the proviso that they will comply with conditions which you' 
considerately lay down for them from your higher position. 
You cannot conceivably know what to lay down; and you 
cannot call forth any interest and resolution to carry the matter 
through. The larger the Sums provided, the greater probably 
will be the mischief done. It is like forcibly bending an axle 
in a delicate piece of ~achinery, which act must needs set all 

3 
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the wheels out of gear. It entirely alters the principle. There 
is plenty of money to be had. "Money," so said the late 
Lord Salisbury on one occasion, .. is so plentiful that you can 
hardly get money for it i it is overflowing in the coffers of' 
capitalists and the bankers." What you want to do is to enable 
the people to I;>e benefited to earn the' right to obtain the loans 
which they require for themselves. 

Joint effort can accomplish that. It can create the security! 
which is the proper, the indispensable price of credit. If you, 
get the "100" members of the little village bank, or the I 7,000 

~r 19,000 members of the giant co-operative banks of Milan or 
Augsburg, to join together in one bond, and sufficiently quicken 
their sense of responsibility, you may enable them to devise 
means for making even poor people's security, thus far unrecog
nised by the banks, effective. It does not follow that in practice 
all your beneficiaries will be poor: But suppose that they are. 
Their joint liability may conceivably be made to satisfy the lender 
of the funds required. Take the simplest and quite an extreme 
case-which I would '.lot have readers believe must necessarily 
apply, except under special circumstances i we have ample proof 
to the contrary. Suppose that all those members, joining hand 
in hand, make themselves collectively responsible by unlimited 
liability up to the last farthing of their several possessions for 
all debts contracted with their joint consent. According to 
M. Durand's calculation, in a selected number of his humble 
. Village banks in France, that would provide liability representing 
iabout eighty times the value of the money which he found to 
haye been actually raised. I am not sure that so large a 
multiplicator would apply in all cases in Germany and Italy. 
However, in !lny case, if you 'add up the total of a man's 
possessions, the sum that he actually borrows will be found to 
form only a small fraction of such collective value. It is quite 
true that a forced sale would never realise anything like the 
figure estimated. But that is all the more reason why the man 
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who has made himself responsible should strain every nerve to 
avoid a forced sale. It does not by any means diminish his 
loss, that his "eighty times the loan" becomes under distraint 
reduced to .. ten" or II five;" he loses the eighty . Nor will it 
be any consolation to him that his brother sureties fare as badly 
as he does; it is his own fate which troubles him. And, apart, 
from the mere money value of the articles virtually pledged, 
there is some ~mental value also attaching,. even for a poor 
man, to his lares and penates, his home, his position among his 
classmates. He does not want to forfeit ,all these things. 
Accordingly, he may be trusted to keep the borrower, whose 
bondsman he is, to his duty. 

To proceed further, let us now suppose that a number of 
persons have actually joined together, making themselves all 
liable up to the very hilt-rich, if there are any, and poor. 
Experience shows that, once they can devise suitable organisation, 
that mere fact may add a most material element of further 
pledgeable security. Good management, prompt recovery of 
loans, and publicity, to proclaim the fact, will appreciably extend 
their joint credit. Experience shows furthermore, that, if they 
can only manage to raise a fair, though still only moderate, 
share capital, much less security than unlimited will suffice for 
their purpose. And it goes on to show, that they have ample 
means at their disposal for in their turn protecting themselves, 
as against the individual members for whom they procure loans. 

To accomplish such purpose, they have, in the first place, o~ 
course, an absolute right to select their members according to\ 
their own fancy. They are under no obligation to elect anyone; 
and their interest is rather to have good men than many. The 
greatest mistake that they could make would be to run after 
"business." .. Business" may' wreck and drown them, as it has 
wrecked more banks than one, officered by foolish men who were 
eager for "results." The bank's business· is, not to have much' 
business-it is not a profit-seeking concern-but to keep everything 
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safe, in fact 'to hedge around its business with safeguards which 
make it so, even though they should render transactions a little more 
difficult. So it must be ,with the choice of members. The bank 
wants no black sheep, and the larger is its members' liability, 
the more careful will it. presumably find them in the exercise 
of their right of election. That is the special recommendation 
of unlimited liability. We have seen in the Belgian Unions de 
Credit with what effect and success even this one safeguard only, 
of careful selection of members, may be exercised. It is con
sidered a great point in favour of credit associations formed 
among civil servants-like our own" Share Purchase Advance 
and Investment Societies "-that they' have a select membership 
to deal with, anyone of whom has in his position and prospects 
very much more at sta1.<e than he could possibly gain materially 
by defaulting. Within the limits of what is possible, that same 
safeguard should be made effective in co-operative banks. " The 
best guarantee of a co· operative bank," says M. Luzzatti, "is 
~he worth of its members." 

However, that by no means exhausts their resources. They have 
a right to examine the application for a loan, and make their 
Igranting of it dependent upon its appropriateness to the case 
,of the applicant and its prospect of success. They have a right 
to lay down the rule that they will grant loans, only for outlay 
which prima faCt~ promises a profit, or an economy, so as to 
reproduce itself out of its own employment; and they have a, 
right to hold the borrower to his undertaking given so to apply 
the money, under threat of the withdrawal of the credit, as in 
the case of Scotch cash credit. In this way they may not only 
make sure that no money will be obtained for other than provi- . 
dent purposes; they may also provide for the safety of the 
loan; and they may make its employment a substantial security 
for it. 

Not satisfied with this, they will furthermore, as a, matter of 
course, require some additional security as between themselves 
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and, their borrower, which ought, where possible, to assume the l 
shape of personal sureties sufficient to meet the case. 

This consideration incidentally' introduces a point which is of 
not a little moment in co-operative banking. Among people 
supposed ex kypotkesi to be poor, real security is really not 
what we have a right to ask for. If we had, it would not be 
advisable; for, in the first place, the very suggestion of property 
becoming exposed to the danger, of seizure is foreign to our 
purpose; our people are to be trained to think of avoiding 
seizure rather than of incurring such danger; and, in the second 
place, pledge security, be it land, house property, or goods,is 
rea\1y the most inconvenient security that a bank could hold. 
Such pledge, if it have to be seized, may become a white 
elephant, and will certainly for a time 'lock up money. If such 
security is given at all, it should be distinctly made only 
co\1ateral. Co What I particularly like about co·operative banks,'1 

,so said Leon Say, "is that they deal in personal credit.'ll 
Personar credit, properly secured, is indeed the most convenient 
form of credit for the bank, and the most educating for the 
borrower. Real credit, since it may lock up money, ought to 
be peculiarly objectionable to a co-operative bank, as such 
institution in any case operates with only very limited capital 
and, it may be, with none at all. There is also no occasion; 
for real credit, because the entire business of a c070perative: 
bank is based upon mutual knowledge among members, ofl 
their several persons, their qualities, their positions,their busi-'! 
ness. It is, in truth, such knowledge, the vigilance exercised, 
the close touch maintained, which makes the co-operative bank 
at all possible and its business successful. Personal credit,! 
therefore, will have to be the form of credit upon which co-opera-: 
tive banking will, in the main, have to be built up_ In diffus
ing personal credit, in educating up, to· its use, making it more 
generally understood, more secure by the additional safeguards 
which, within its own modestly endowed sphere, it must of 
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necessity impose, co-operative banking will be found to be 
rendering to the community at large an even greater service 
still than that with which it has benefited Germany, by intro
ducing the cheque and the clearing-house; and Italy; by reform
ing its banking methods. The extensio.n of personal credit is 
bound to set free springs of productive power which, not being 
dependent upon the weight of real security, are the more widely 
applicable and resilient, although thereby sacrificing nothing, as 
experience has shown, in respect of safety. 

Having now laid down our ruling principles-a junction offorces, 
a sense of responsibility awakened, discrimination in the election 
of members, caution and inquiry in the granting of loans, and 
vigilance in the control of their employment-it will next be 
our business to consider how best such principles may be made 
effective. 

The first condition, quite indispensable, is, that the constitu
~tion of the bank should be thoroughly republican and its man
agement entirely representatiye. If every member is to bear 
his own part of the burden, obviously every member must also 

. ,have his own equ'al say in the management. That bars out 
I altogether, and from the outset, all such forms of organisation 
:as, for instance, that of a joint stock company, in which a 
Board, practically' co-optative. manages affairs, and members 
individually hear little about them. It also bars out, as abso
lutdy, the abomination of a distinction between different classes 
of members-speaking generally: rich and po~r, privileged and 
unprivileged, benefactors and beneficiaries, .. gentlemen" and 
ordinary members-such as nO one who knows what a co-operative 
bank should be would ever dream of suggesting, since it is 
utterly destructive of co-operative principle, but as, nevertheless, 
has, under well meaning but inexpert guidance, found its way 
even into the United Kingdom. The Co-operative bank must be 
genuinely co-operative. Without perfectly equal rights accorded 
to all members, without the affairs of the bank being as much 
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as possible kept within their ken, and made 'subject to their 
control, the local knowledge possessed will be wasted, the 
sense of responsibility awakened will be weakened, vigilance 
will become illusory. In a model little Village bank everything 
is done in the broad light of day, and that fact alone keeps 
interest and the sense of responsibility alive. Members crowd 
to the meetings and keep themselves informed by inquiry in. 
the intervals. As banks grow larger, direct managemept by, or· 
in sight of, all members becomes impossible. The business 
becomes too bulky. However, as much as possible, the principle 
of direct influence by members will still have to be maintained. 
A bank falls off-there are plenty of examples-in the precise 
degree in which the interest of members becomes relaxed, in 
which they absent themselves from meetings and' treat their 
bank, for which they are responsible; as ~ merely outside 
business concern. Certain tasks have necessarily to be committed I 
to various Committees. However, every one of those Committees I 
will have to be freely elected, so as to secure representation, 
if there should be different sections or sets of people within' 
the bank, for every particular section, social, economic or local. 
. And the Committees must be held strictly responsible. 

The observance of this rule practically implies, as a safe
guard for. the active participation af all m'embers, the study 
of that II 'E-~ximum of. publicity" which Sir R. Morier h~ 
rightly laid down as one of the three cardin~tc9n_4itiQns in
dispensable to success. Information --about whatever has been 
done must be at any rate accessible to every· member. And 
the rendering of accounts by such administrative bodies as 
exist, at the end of the' year, or at other periods, must be made 
a reality: Publicity keeps out corruption and abuses as daylight 
and pure air keep out decay. And it has a substantial value 
also beyond the narrow circle of members of the bank, as our 
surviving private banking firms own, when, without any legal 
need, they publish balance sheets. Publicity outside the bank 
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fakes the merits and solidity of the bank known to the· general 
iPublic, to whom in a large measure, of course, that bank must 
lJ.ook for a supply of its working funds. Its particular business 
is to attract a maximum of such funds, and, accordingly, every 
proper means ensuring such result will have to be carefully 
studied. The' great Banca Popolare of Milan, which has risen 
to the rank of the premier bank of its city, when starting on 
its c~reer in 1866 with just £28 in its possession, secured 
the confidence of the public by p,?sting its daily balance sheet 
outside its office door regularly every evening. The Banque 
Populaire of Mentone, beginning business nearly twenty years 
later, with a considerably larger, but still only a modest, share 
capital, followed the example, and by such !lleans assured the 
same result: There can scarcely be too much publicity-except, 
of course, in respect of individual depoc;its and in respect, also, 
of the allowable credits to' each member, put down for the 
confidential guidance of the manager. 

The hext safeguard to be observed is control. Control cannot 
be made too searching or too severe. All the bank's c;uccess 
depends upon it. Our British propagandists, who make the 
election of a controiling Council purely optional, have in truth 
missed the main point of the gospel which, as apostles not having 
previously been disciple's, they have set themselves·to preach. 
~There must be, not aUditing only, but overhauling of accounts 
and systematic examination of all that has been done. In careful 
banks, accounts are in this ,way passed through two or three 
special examinations-by a local committee, by a skilled banker, 
and by inspectors appointed for a number of banks -in some 

,cases, in addition, even by an inspector of inspectors. No investiga
: tion, indeed, can be too searching. And the result must be made 
known to the members, to admit of their judgment upon it. 

By such mea~s effective. control by members, carrying vigil
ance, a sense of responsibility, and the rest of it in its train, 

..may be assured. Of the administrative machinery to be set up 
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to carry through the business I shall have to speak under subse
quent heads. It 111 sujJit pas, as Leon Say well reminds us, d' avoir 
U1ll bonne machine, it faut aussi avoir un bon mecanicien. That 
is the members' affair, and very careful they should be to secure 
good administrati,on. But good machinery, as will be shown, 
can of itself effect much. 

However, if the bank is to accomplish its object permanently,. 
its founders will necessarily have to think of its permanent 
existence, the primary condition of which is the command ofl 
funds, which must be kept steadily increasing. An institution of i 
this kind, which does not use forethought, and study steadily 
to strengthen its position, may be considered as doomed from 
the' outset. Hence, whatever be the strength or we~kness 'in 
which the bank begins, whether it start with liability only, as 
was Raiffeisen's ideal, or with a sub~~antial share capital, to be 
gradually paid up, which was Schulze-Delitzsch's precept, it will 
necessarily have to endeavour steadily to increase its funds, it 
may be by adding to its share capital-more cO':llmonly it will \ 
be by amassing a substantial reserve. _ And that does not· 
exhaust its duty with regard to money. To enable it to carry 
out its task with the utmost efficiency, it will have to do all 
that it can to attract working funds, over and beyond its share1 
capital and reserve. The readiest, the most legitimate and the i 
most effective way of doing this, for an' institution in its own 
position, is by the promotion of thrift among the local popula
tion and the attraction of local deposits. Its collection of funds 
also sh?uld not be dictated by purely egotistical motives, be-! 
cause it is emphatically not an egotistical institution, but -an', 
institution designed to perform a public service in teaching its 
members to create capital. Obviously,. strong members make 
a strong bank. Accordingly, it will be the ba~k's duty to en
courage the accumulation of capital in the possession of, its 
members, as much as in its own coffers. That disposes in itself 
of the suspicion, that a co-operative bank is merely a channel 
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through wnich conveniently to convey ephemeral doles, which, 
so to speak, leave the land, momentarily irrigated, finally as 
barren as it was before,. and produce merely ephemeral verdure. 

By such means 'as those described, it has proved practicable 
at length to bridge over the gaping chasm which has so long 
separated want from wealth, latent power of production from 
the means or' using it, to devise out of materials for security, 
scarcely suspected, and certainly feeble in themselves, a new 
kind of security which has proved equal in efficacy to that 
forged out of capitalist gold, or feudal broad acres. For it is 
a particular and justified boast of co-operative banks, that 
in them losses have been infinitesimal, and statistics con
clusively establish this fact. Wherever the recognised principles 
and safeguards of co-operative banking have been observed, 
there has been no loss. "It is," in the words of M. Maggiorino 
Ferraris, at that time a Cabinet Minister in Italy and himself 
foremost in the co-operative banking movement," inconceivable 
how a properly managed co-operative bank can go wrong." 

Co-operative credit has, indeed, in a manner shown itselr'more 
effective than capital could have been made under similar cir
cumstances; for, instead of leading to distraint and foreclosure, 
it has directly prevented such, and made it, not people's interest 
only, but their recognised aim, to avoid the necessity of seizure. 
Among poor, struggling people this is something to take credit 
for. But members have been brought to feel, that it was not 
their little wealth only, but their reputation, their position among 
their equals, their future, which were at stake, and the peril 
of forfeiting them has 'made them careful. 

I hope that thus far' I have made the general principle clear. 
The manner of its working will be more fully set forth in 
further chapters. 



CHAPTER IV 

SHARE BANKS 

By II Share banks" I m.ean co-operative banks which make 
a share-capital the outward and visible sign of their security, 
the foundation of thei~ existence, whatever be the particular 
form of liability adopted~in contrariistinction to "Unlimited 
Liability banks," which rely in the last resort upon the un
limited liability of each member. According to M. Paul Leroy
Beaulieu there is in this. connection no other foundation for 
credit conceivable; and no other certainly has yet been suggested. 

One can scarcely help noticing a rather !\triking similarity in 
this feature with joint stock companies formed under our Com
panies Act, severally with liability limited by shares and by 
guarantee. It would be a gain to the co·operative banking 
movement, if the same distinction could be introduced into our 
Provident and Industrial Societies Act, which at the present 
time recognises only limited liabilily, and thereby leaves us no 
choice in forming unlimited liability societies (such as rural 
credit societies necessarily must be), but to fall back upon the 
Friendly Societies Act. That Act, favourably as it has been 
interpreted for our use, is by its very nature not as fully suited 
to our purposes as the ~rovident and Industrial Societies Act, 
and indeed it was designed for a totally different purpose. 

We shall do well in the consideration of our subject to bear 
M. Leroy-Beaulieu's distinction, already referred to, constantly 
in mind. For the different foundations accepted for security 
will explain the necessarily different method:5 adopted to make 
the security effective. Such difference is not arbitrary, or dictated 
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by caprice; it follows naturally from differences in the systems. 
The distinction so made will save us from going astray into 
fanciful classifications of co·operative banks, such as that which 
calls one class "agricultural" and the other ,. urban,"· as if the 
two different scenes of operations required essentially different 
organisation. As a matter of fact, although what people insist 
upon calling "agricultu~al banks" - of the Raiffeisen or some 
similar type-are, generally speaking, quite unsuited for applica
tion in ordinary urban districts, with their dense and frequently 
shifting population, wh"lt some people are pleased to call" urban 
banks" render quantitatively more substantial service for the 
benefit of agriculture, even amid perfectly rural surroundings. 
If ever our larger farmers were to seek the services of co-operative 
banks, "Share banks" with limited liability, what our friends will 
call "urban" banks, will have to be the type selected. 

What makes the difference between the two types is not .. town" 
and "country," but the distinct object pursued, and the particular 
kind of security created. Wherever the population is dense,: 
and, it may be, Ilhifting, wherever money keeps changing hands 
readily, and there is no serious· difficulty about raising what is 
wanted to purchase a share, wherever, moreover, business is 
active and credit is generally wanted only for short periods, no 
matter whether the district be agricultural. or urban, the Share 
bank will be found out and out the most suitable form to select. 
It admits of larger busine~s, and has, in fact, produced such 
quantitatively out of all comparison with that of Village banks, 
much more numerous though the latter are. The large farmers 
of the Lodigiano, of Upper Bavaria, of the Insterburg and other 
districts, could not possibly be adequately served by rural loan 
banks, .. Village" banks as I call them. They are admirably 
served by Share banks. Where, on the other hand, population 
is sparse, but fixed on the soil,· where money is scarce and 
whatever may be required to buy a share can be raised only 
with difficulty, unlimited liability banks will be the form to 
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adopt. They do not lend themselves to individually as large, 
business as the others j but they penetrate where the others 
could not possibly go-into every ci·evice, like a root-fibre 
'pushing its way down to the barren gravel of the subsoil, to 
the very bedrock of destitution. Such strata the founders of 
Share banks deliberately refused to cultivate, except as a matter 
of charity and of almsgiving, not of membership. They made 
ability to buy a share the sin~ qua non of admission. 

For Share banks without doubt Schulze-Delitzsch's golden rule 
. holds good, that the more varied in respect of callings is the 
membership, the safer will be the foundation on which the banks 
rest, simply because in different callings want and abundance of 
money are apt mutually to supplement and equalize one another. 
A blending of callings, accordingly, tends to bring about that 
ideal state of balance between supply and demand which makes 
business easy. 

However, even in Village banks, the broader is the basis in 
respect· of callings, the more of the brisker un-agricultural busi
ness there is to mingle with slowly moving agri~ultural business 
and carry it along, the better will a bank fare, although that 
does not preclude business purely. among agriculturists, wher
ever circumstances may require such. 

I am now dealing only with Share banks. But that does not, 
as it happens, dispense me from considering unlimited liability. \ 
For tl1ere are Share banks with unlimited liability as well as, 
with limited, and others with a curious intermediate liability; 
very much in vogue in Germany and in Austria. The question 
is not likely to cause us much trouble in the Upited Kingdom. 
However, since for' Village banks unlimited liability is indispens
able, it is quite possible that there may be misunderstandings, 
as in fact I have already found them to occur. It will therefore 
be better in the interest of clearness of. views to deal briefly 
with the subject. . 

Now, to be plain, I cannot think that in Share banks-at any 
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rate outside' Germany and Austria, where people have become 
accustomed to it-unlimited liability is' at all in place, above all 
things because there is serious danger that in such connection 
its nature and object may be misunderstood, and its obligations 
may accordingly not be fully realised, which can scarcely fail 
to lead to mischief. I am quite aware that there are excellent 
co-operators ot a different opinion. Of such was the late Herr 
Ziller, the "father" of Austrian co·operation. Of such, also, 
was the late Arrigo Valentini, Managing Director of the Banca 
Co-operativa Milanese, who held unlimited liability to be absolutely 
essential for any co-operative credit-institution, although his own 
had as a matter of fact adopted limited liability. That was 
because he believed that no other form of liability could bring 
forth that undefinable but invaluable possession of a co.operative 
institution, .. co-operative spirit," the feeling of "brotherhood .. 
which it is most desirable to produce. Schulze-Delitzsch's 
followers recommend unlimited liability on altogether different 
grounds, namely as a help to easier credit, more parHcularly 
in the infancy. of a bank, when the want of credit is apt to 
be greater than the supply. If that proposition were allowed, 
a co-operative bank would never be able to do without unlimited 
liability. For periods of scarcity and tight money are apt to 
recur even in the oldest established banks. In 1895 I found 
the German co-operative banks overflowing with money, not 
knowing what. to do with it, passing resolutions to the effect 
that shares must not be further paid up. A few years later, 
when we had called in our foreign investments to pay for the 
Transvaal war, Ute same banks were thankful to raise whatever 
they could to fill thei~ empty cash-boxes . 

. My point is. that where unlimited liability is employed only 
as a_ prop. not as the main pillar, where it is not applied so as 
to make people realise fully. what it involves and be on their 
guard against abuse, it is likely to be made light of, and so to 
lead societies into loss. No doubt. under circumstances, unlimited 
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liability, or even liability only partially limited, may prove an 
exceedingly valuable help to credit. The German and Austrian 
laws require that, even under liability termed "limited," each 
shareholder shall be held liable to creditors, in the event 'of 
liquidation, for an additional sum, equal at the very least to 
the value of his share, or of as much more as he chooses to 
agree to. There are banks in which members make themselves 
liable for fifty times the value of their share, and even 1000 

times, and more. That occasionally helps them to large credit 
with very little actual present sacrifice. But at the price of 
what danger I The Belgian banks at the outset faithfully copied 
their German model in all things, such fancy liability included. 
And thus it came about that a few years ago I fO\1nd a bank 
in Belgium, of rather a capitalistic cast, numbering about 1500 

members, every one of them liable for his own share, and 25 
times its value besides. In virtue of such conditions the bank 
enjoyed almost unlimited credit with the National Bank. For 
the National Bank had ascertained that of the 1500 members 
1000 at least were fully equal to their liability. Another case, 
likewise taken from Belgium, proves the correctness of my 
apprehension as to the probable effect of unrealised liability. 
In the bank to which I refer, liability had been altogether 
unlimited. It was proposed to limit it to fifty times the value of 
the share, and people at once cried out that they could not 
possibly burden themselves to such an unreasonable extent. 
Up to that time they had been liable up to their last farthing, 
but had never realised this. 

That foreign fancy liability strikes me as an extremely danger
ous institution. It was int<;nded by the legislature to make 
members careful, by saddling them with what was to serve as 
additional security to creditors. Its actual effect is .only 
to make assets uncertain, and, after reckless engagement of 
liability unrealised, to bring down the burden with unexpected 
weight upon such as are able to bear it. 
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In co-operative banks, of all institutions, where familiarity 
with business is supposed to be slight, unrealised, unsec.ured 
liability is the danger of all others to be avoided. This word 
·of warning unfortunately appears to be not uncalled for in the 
United Kingdom; for alrea?y I have found a disposition to 
imitate the Germans in piling up unsecured liability on the 
foundation or" a very small share, mainly for the convenience 
of large credit, in an over sa nguine spirit likely to lead to 
disappointment. 

There is· really no reason why this question of limited or 
unlimited liability should divide co-operators. Schulze-Delitzsch, 
though he long stood out sturdily for unlimited liability, gave 
way to the other view before his death, allowing limited liability 
to be admissible. And his successor, Dr. CrUger, who pleads for 
unlimited liability as a distinctively "German" institution, as 
well as on the ground of utility, frankly owns that there is 
no question of principle involved in the point. 

In Italy, M. Luzzatti, when transplanting co·operative credit 
into his country, from the very first moment recognised tha~ 
he could not ask his cou~trymen to accept "an economic tradi
tion of Germany," so full of "danger, which, in the words of 
Sir J. Lumley *, "must have deterred persons of means and edu
-cation; " which, according to M.· Ettore Levi, would have 
prevented. people from "joining an association which threatened 
them with such grave danger;" and, according to M. Giustino 
Fortunato, must have made co-operative banking" absolutely 
impossible in d'e South of Italy." Accordingly, he introduced 
limited liability, as we understand it, that is, liability limited 
absolutely to the amount of the share, with nothing whatever 
hanging over. And he has found it sufficient. It is quite true 
that he had his path made easy for him by the favourable 
disposition prevailing among both savings and business banks 

• See "Reports by Her Majesty's Representatives abroad on the Systems of Co· 
operation in Foreign Countries. - 1886." 
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to assist his co-operative banks with credit. In France, where 
the State, like our own Treasury, claims all the savings banks 
deposits .lor its own employment, co·operative banks have not 
found credit quite so readily attainable on the same terms. 
However, taking all things together, the balance of conven
ience and advantage for new countries certainly seems to lie 
on the side of limited liability. 

There is also this to be said in its vindication. If unlimited 
liability facilitates credit, limited facilitates a larger accumulation 
of share capital, wherever a disposition for it prevails. This, on 
Schulze-Delitzsch's own showing, is a matter of the very first 
importance. Where liability is unlimited, members naturally 
take up only one share. That is the, accepted rule. And why 
should they take uP' more? Now let that share be as large as 

'it will, nobody would go beyond £50; and only in rare cases 
is that the figure. That leaves the bank with just £50 in hand
when it gets it. For it will have to be borne in mind that 
such large shares are actually paid up by a very slow process . 

. In the Schw,iznisclze Volksbank, which on this point closely 
resembles Schulze-Delitzsch banks, the 1000 francs share may 
be paid up by monthly instalments of 1 franc at a time, which 
allows something over eighty years for full payment. Where, on 
the other hand, liability is limited, a member may take up a 
number of shares one after another, up to £200-that is the 
maximum figure now in all countries-and so supply his society 
with larger funds. IJ;owever, unlimited liability shares are not 
invariably large. The very fact that liability is unlimited, and 
therefore may be held to act for certain purposes as a sub
stitute for share capital, tends to reduce the value of the shares 
issued. Why should members pay both in grist and in meal? 
Dr. Criiger recently found that, among a considerable number 
of German co-operative credit societies furnishing returns, 46 
per cent had shares of less than 10 marks (or shillings), 2j per 
cent of less than 1 mark. That would scarcely have happened if 

... 
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liability had been limited, and share capital had thereby been 
. made really, to answet: the purpose for which, according to M. 
Leroy-Beaulieu, it was intended, namely that of i, a capital of 
guarantee." The direct tendency of unlimited liability therefore 
is, to impede the accumulation of a large share capital, which 
Schulze-Delitzsch . and his followers nevertheless insist upon being 
most desirable. 

A further objection to unlimited liability, in my opinion, is 
that it forms a temptation to what is dec'idedly unco-operative, 
that is, the allowance of a large dividend to capital. 'The 
practice is, unfortunately, not absolutely confined to unlimite? 
liability banks. It has become .very general, and is answerable. 
for a great deal of bad practice. The co-operative principle is 
that capital should receive exactly the interest which is usual 
for it in the market, and no more, only so that a maximum 
be fixed - just as in our "philanthropy plus five per cent" 
societies. Capital, so it ought to be remembe .. ed, is in a co
operative society not the master,. but mereiy the raw material. 
The joint stock company is a union of money units; each of 
which carries a vote. The co-operative society is a union of 
persons. Those persons do not, like the shareholders in a joint 
stock bank, join together to earn a profit out of others. They 
deal only among themselves. They combine, not as dealers, but 
as customers. Their object is not profit, but a cheap banking 
service, alike for all. There must, accordingly, be only one 
interest in the bank, and that the customers' •. The members' 
stake in the COl\cern, to' employ an accepted French term, their 
mise, accordingly, ought to be considered rather as a "contri
bution," a part socia/e, than as a "share," action. The" share" 
is an investment of a definite value at starting, which value 
successful or unsuccessful operations may increase or diminish. 
That is a trading conception; the object aimed at is profit. 
The II contribution" is money paid towards a common fund, 
with which to create a common service. The aim of profit 
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arises only outside such service" as its secondary result. Limit
ing the am9unt of the contribution, paying interest upon it, 
and making it returnable in the case of a transfer alter nothing 
in its essential character.' Recognised as a "contribution," it 
becomes insusceptible of appreciation or depreciation. And that 
is the co-operative conception of the thing. To set up a 'cap
italist's interest by the side of the borrower's means unavoidably 
to bring in duality of purpose, and accordingly friction and 
confusion, in which the weaker interest - which is just the' 
one for the support of which the bank was formed - will neces
sarily suffer. 

I will illustrate this by what I have seen in a small country 
bank in Hesse. But there are many similar examples, both 
small and great, to be met with, in various countries. There were 
about forty members in that bank, the number being purposely 
kept down by means of comparatively large shares (50 marks each) 
and an entrance fee, which was likewise purposely fixed at a 
high figure, though it had recently ,been reduced from 25 marks 
to IS. The forty members, by dint of trading upon about 300, 
who should have been members, and who ,received 3 per cent 
on their deposits, earned for' themselves IO per cent. The 
device of fixing the entrance fee high, in order to keep down 
the numbers of members and secure an usurious dividend to a 
few shareholders, though a flat negation of co-operative practice, 
is no~ unknown in other places. Herr Wrabetz recently publicly 
reported the instance of a soi-disant "co-operative" bank in 
Austria, which keeps its membership small and select by means 
of an entrance fee fixed at no less than 600 crowns; that is, 
more than £241 All such abuses should be avoided. 

The effect of high dividends is to be observed in a different 
form in some cities of Italy, where they have driven up the 
market price of the share-dealt in on 'change like a~y other 
securities, which is distinctlr bad from·a co-operative point of 
view - to 200 (for IOO) and more. Dividend was not, at the 
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outset, limited in those banks, because it was not anticipated 
that there would be a substantial surplus to divide. That is 
M. Luzzatti's explanation for Italy. In Germany, Schulze
Delitzsch evidently doubted his power of attracting capital, the 
coyness of which he certainly overrated. As a matter of fact, 
Capital, once it had its reasonable curiosity satisfied, has proved 
anything but coy. .. We have succeeded too well," so exclaim
ed M. Luzzatti in 1889, at the sight of the abuses to which 
I have just called attention; II we have suffered, not from scar
city, but from superabundance of money." There is no occasion 
whatever to be nervous about the command of capital. Capital 
wants to reconnoitre its ground. Once it is satisfied that the 
ground will bear, it comes upon it willingly. Once the mischief 
was done, remedial action prQved difficult. To some extent 
constant warnings and rebukes appear nevertheless to have served 
their purpose and, though not limited by the rules, in Germany 
dividend is (now) in practice generally kept down to 5 or 5l 
per cent. In all ,newly constituted banks dividend to capital 
ought to be strictly limited. Co-operative institutions belie their 
own character and object in allowing profit beyond the current 
rate of interest to capital, as if that were the main factor of produc
tion. Their object is, to make it the hired servant of employment, 
to be bought in the market (in return for security) like any 
other commodity, It matters little in principle whether dividend 
be limited to a certain figure, or to the rate currently charged 
on advances, with or without a deduction. (The rate allowed 
on deposits would be too low.) In ordinary circumstances a 
fixed rate, say 5 per cent, or 41 per. cent, as maximum, will 
~robably be the most easily understood. 

In truth, dividend belongs to capital in co-operative banks just 
as little as it . does in co-operative stores. Both are, as has 
been said, in contradistinction to joint stock companies, not 
unions of capital, but unions of persons-of persons who combine 
to bring custom to the shop, which custom becomes the deter-
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mInIng element of success. It is cuslom which earns what is 
misnamed profit, and, after due allowance is made for reserve 
(which must have the very first, and that a very substantial, claim 
in banks necessarily weak in capital at the outset), to custom 
the dividend should go. This is a truth plain indeed; but for 
all its plainness it has been allowed to lie hidden in a well 
for many decades. It is only quite recently that it has been 
brought to the 5ur~ace-in Belgium by M. Micha, and in Italy 
by Professor Vivante-and has had its claims allowed in a very 
few banks, which now out of annual profits allow a r;slourn~ 
(corresponding to "dividend" in stores) to customers, according. 
to the business done. 

Rislourn~ would, of course, h~ve found its way into co-operative 
banks very much sooner, and much more generally than it 
actually has, but for" unlimited liability," which has, in truth, 
from the outset set up, inside the bank, that "second II interest, 
the interest of capital, to which I have objected. Dr. Cruger 
will not allow the rislourne, and for this quite tenable reason, 
that share capital, being burdened with" unlimited liability," 
and being therefore answerable for all contingent loss-which 

... custom" . co1l1l01 answer for-is rightly entitled to a more 
substantial benefit than mere ordinary bank rate interest. It is 
entitled to a premium for risk. There is no gainsaying this. 
But, on the face of it, it is a mischief. It is calculated to de
naturate the character of the co-operative bank. The difficulty 
. would disappear at once were liability made limited, as it is 
being made to a larger extent from year to year under the 
permissive clauses incorporated in the laws severally of 1889 
and of 1903, in Germany and in Austria. 

So much for liability. We have now to consider what is the 
best value of a share. At this point we find ourselves on 
sharply contested ground. No doubt the bank will be all the 
better for it, the larger is the capital put into it by means of 
shares. In the best of cases that cannot amount to very much. 
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From such 'point of view Schulze was right, up to a certain 
point, when he asked for as large shares as might be placed. 
He laid it down that the individual share sl:lOuld, if possible, be 
£40, or .£50, but not in any case less than '£5. Now a £5 
share for a "people's" bank seems quite stiff enough. Of 
course it was not intended that the share should be paid up at 
once, or that the enjoyment of benefits should be deferred till 
the share was cleared. Benefits begin as soon as the first 
instalment is paid in, and the instalments may, as we have 
seen in the case of the Sclzweizerisclze Volksbank, be spread 
over a very long period. But the share Schulze would have 
big, if possible. At the present time the mean value of shares 
in his banks stands somewhere about .£ 15. And in respect of 
banks with limited liability (in the German sense of the word) 
a congress of Schulze's followers and pupils has recently laid 
down 1:2 S as the desirable minimum value. 

But, then, on the other hand, our supposed members are 
many of them poor, and a share of any magnitude may mean 
a serious sacrifice to them, so serious as to deter them altogether 
from joining. 

We shall also have to bear in mind, that a large capital is 
not at the outset asked for. M. Leroy-Beaulieu advisedly 
speaks of a "small" capital; and a capital, not to trade with, 
but of "guarantee,',' a stake put down, forfeitable to lenders, 
and intended to attract other money. The otluy money will 
be the money to trade with, at any rate in the main. 

One little instance from practical experience will make my 
meaning clear. The great Savings Bank of Lyons, like some 
other well endowed and well intentioned institutions of the 
same kind, such as the National Savings Bank of Belgium and 
the admirable public Savings Bank of Parma, makes a point of 
starting Village banks in its district with its help. It does this 
with the object of doing good, and also of creating additional 
receiving-offices for itself. To this end it has 'had suitable 
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rules drafted, and it offers to any Village bank forming, which 
adopts those rules and submits to its supervision, to advance to it 

, £2 for every £1 subscribed in share capital. The idea is, that 
in the event of a loss, members stand to lose their £1, before 
they can lose the depositor his £2, for which reason they will 
do all that they can to avoid loss. Now in banking, £2 lent, 
for £1 laid down, is a very moderate proportion. There are 
co-operative banks which, relying upon their own means of 
securing credit, take in deposits £5, £10, even £20 for every 
RI laid down. In 'Italy the average proportion between'share 
capital and loan capital at present is as I to 8. Accordingly, a 
small share capital, if supported by such able management as 
will earn the bank a good name, may be made to go a long 
way. Under such conditions it is the good management which 
secures the~ank its credit, and large shares are not indispensable. 

However, there are times when it is share capital that tells. 
And those are precisely the times in which it will be all·important 
to the bank that it should not lose its deposit money. When all 
goes smoothly, in the piping times of peace and plenty, the bank 
is likely to be judged rather by its management than by its 
share capital. In times of crisis and disturbance, on the other 
hand, people are likely to look mainly to its capital for their 
safeguard. Therefore, so far as it can be managed, a substantial 
share capital will always be an advantage. 

Schulze·Delitzsch may be assumed to have scarcely been think
ing of this when he laid it down that shares should be large. 
His object avowedly was to compel his co·operators to exercise 
thrift and lay by. And that is why his credit societies have 
come to be known as .. Compulsory SaviIlgs banks." 

It is quite .conceivable that both his point, and that of providing 
a substantial capital of guarantee may be met by other means, 
such as would not tend to deter poor people from joining by 
asking them to commit themselves to taking up large shares. 
Members 'may be induced to take up more shares than one, 
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everybody 'in this matter following .the dictates of his own 
fancy. In this way a substantial share capital may be got 
together without hardship being inflicted upon anyone. On 
all grounds therefore, there seems not a little to be said in 
favour of the newer system introduced by M. Luzzatti in Italy, 
which has become the accepted' system in all new countries, 
that of making the shares small, but calling up the money for 
them within a short time - as ~ rule by ten monthly instal
ments, and only in rare instance,; in twice that period. 

This change, so it will be seen, introduces quite a new order 
of things into the organisation of a bank, which, it is quite true, 
is not without its drawbacks. Undoubted~y, under such system, 
at the ~utset the bank is likely to have a smaller fund of security 
to trade upon. But, on the other hand, all that is subscribed it 
will, after very little waiting, find actually at its command in 
its own till, with no unpaid instalments of doubtful quality 
hanging over and making its assets a questionable quantity. 

In addition, the system, by this means, becomes very much 
more elastic and adaptable. It becomes adaptable to all varieties 
of circumstances and of equal utility for all classes. Are the 
people for whom you desire to create a bank poor? Very well, 
then make your shares small. One of the best little banks of 
Italy, the Societa masckile e femminile of Bologna, which pro
vides credit, very effectively, and with much co-operative spirit, 
for very poor people, has only 4S. (5 lire) shares. Nobody likely 
to want credit will shrink from com~itting himself to the payment 
of 4S. in ten months. Other banks have 8s. (10 lire) shares, 
many 16s. (20 lire), probably the larger number 32S. (40 lire), 
and there are no shares permitted above £4 (100 lire). Under 
such a system you see co-operative banks; pretentious or humble, 
working side by side, sometimes in the very same town, 
'tagel's, that is, ranged in tiers, as people call it, to provide for 
wants of all kinds, the medium trader, the well-to-do artisan 
and the small labourer. 
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The actual extent to which M. Luzzatti's system has succeeded 
in Italy, and has spread beyond, goes some way towards 
establishing its sufficiency for the case to be dealt with. And 
it has been generally found rather to facilitate, than to render 
difficult, business-like arrangements. 'No doubt the substantial 
assistance, which M. Luzzatti's banks readily obtained from the 
very outset, both from savings banks and from business banks, 
has constituted an important factor in the matter. A free credit 
with such institutions undoubtedly greatly facilitates working with 
a small share capital. The matter is of some importance. In' 
Italy the business ban~s at once realised that here, in the co· 
operafve banks, they were confronted, not with rivals, but with 
feeders for themselves--'feeders laying, by their" democratisation 
of credit," as Leon d' Andrimont has called it, extensive new 
territories under tribute to themselves, who were masters of the 
capitalist market, introducing for their benefit that humble, but 
paying .. third class traffic," which is never cultivated without 
good returns. Savings banks, not being tied by the leg to a 
greedy Treasury, as in the United Kingdom, but left to carry 
on their high mission with that "single eye," commended in 
the Gospel, to the promotion of thrift and of useful employment 
of the money collected by it, were free, and glad, to diffuse 
thrift by means of new 'machinery over new areas_ There has 
never, in Italy, been any jealousy between savings banks and 
People's banks, any more than between business banks and 
People's banks. The latter showed from the outset what stuff 
they were made of. The first among them actually courted 
publicity and inquiry, posting its daily balance sheet outside the 
office door every evening .. As soon as the banks ascertained 
that the new institution was well managed, they gladly gave 
their help, mainly by discounting bills. "In doing this," proudly 
says M. Luzzatti, "they have only studied 'their own interest." 
They wanted business, and business the c<H>perative banks 
brought to them. But their help was none the less useful for the 
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progress of the People's banks. Will our British banks show 
themselves equally enlightened? 

In France, where the same help has not been forthcoming
and could not be, so far as the savings banks are concerned, 
because the State, like our own Treasury, claims all their 
money-the success of small shares has not everywhere been 
equally great,· and accordingly it is doubtful whether, though at 
the loss of a little popularity, they might not do well, wherever 
the wheels want greasing, to raise the value ot their shares. 

The Italian People's banks have found means of proving their 
gratitude to the other banks by more besides prompt repayment 
of advances received. On their first creation they found, as 
Dr. V. Magaldi has recently testified in an admirable paper 
read at a Liege congress, Italian banking, old established indeed, 
and generally understood, but backward to the degree of recall
ing, as M. Magaldi puts it, " the economic middle ages." 
Acting with the same ready resource as their sister institutions 
in Germany, which first created clearing-houses in that country 
and made the cheque popular, the Italian People's banks intro
duced modern methods into their country, and so shook up the 
"old ladies" of the Tiber, the Po and the Arno, as to infuse 
perfectly new life into their stiffened limbs and bring Italian 
banking up to date. They have, in their tum, been rewarded for this, 
by conquering a good slice out of the business banking and 
establishing their superiority over the older banks-I regret· to 
say to some extent by forsaking co·operative purity for business 
prosperity- in· the North. 

We may, I think, take it that, generally speaking, a small share, 
to be paid up within a brief period, is sufficient for our purpose, 
but that co·operative banks will do well to encourage their 
members to acquire more shares than one as time goes on, so 
as to strengthen their capital as much as can be done. Pecu
ni(l! obediunt omnia .. 

In dealing with shares the question of value is not the only. 
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point to be considered. Be the share large or small, a second 
question arises, which is this: is the share to be withdrawable 
or not? The bank, of course. would wish all shares to be non
withdrawable, in order that it might keep its capital together. 
as our Industrial and Provident Societies Act in fact would 
make it do. For withdrawals must necessarily weaken a bank . 
at that most sensitive point, the point of capital. So much is 
this felt, that in some co-operative banks notice received of 
withdrawals which would reduce' the bank's share capital by a 
fixed proportion (in the Schweizerisclu Volksbank it is one 
fourth) is by ruJe made 'a cause for at once summoning a 
general meeting of members to decide whether the bank is to 
go on or not. On the other hand, withdrawable shares are 
likely to mean a lar2'er number of members. For the more 
readily people know that they can get out, the more willingly 
are they likely to come in. On this matter it is difficult to 
lay down a hard and fast rule. In the United Kingdom, as 
observed, the law settles this question for us, and there will be 
few to object. If, however, withdrawable shares should be 
allowed, it will be necessary carefully to surround them with 
conditions, to insist, for instance, upon fmr notice, and make 
withdrawal permissible at all only at the end of the financial 
year, beyond which term of course liability for new engage
ments naturally must cease; whereas the outgoing member 
will in fairness have to be made liable for his share in past 
engagements up to a fixed period-under the German law it is 
two years, which is none too long in view of the liabilities 
maturing. To make the term shorter must necessarily mean 
to deprive creditors of security, as a matter of fact already 
pledged, and so would only deprive the bank of credit. 

Entrance fees, being non·returnable, do not help us much 
in this matter, certainly in this class of banks,' though, no 
doubt. their general tendency is to keep members in a bank. 
However, the figure fixed is bound to be so trifling wherever 
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sound principles prevail, that it cannot be expected to exercise 
any determining influence. 

However, there is another institution, important in any case, 
which may become effective' for helping- to keep members 
in a bank. The smaller is the share capital-and small it will 
almost necess,arily have to be in a bank catering, at any rate 
potentially, for comparatively poor folk-the more imperative 
will, as a' matter of prudential practice, the duty become of 
adding to the working funds of the society, as far as cir
cumstances will permit, by other means_ 

The first and most convenient means for doing this without· 
question is the reserve fund, which, of course, any business 
institution governed by sound principles will in prudence want 
to accumulate. I have noticed in some of our British infant 
institutions a disposition to stint reserve in favour of dividend. 
But that is the falsest economy conceivable under the pt:culiar 
conditions. For a co-operative bank the accumulation of a 
sufficient, nay ample, reserve fund, not merely as a means of 
guarding against calls upon members in the event of loss, 
but as an addition to capital, i~, by the very nature of the 
case, a 'matter of immeasurably greater importance than it is 
to any ordinary bank, which as a rule begins with a substantial 
capital. The need is of course greatest where share capital is 
smililest, that is, once more, in unlimited liability banks. But 
it applies indifferently to all co-operative banks, because al.l 
begin with little capital. Very rightly, therefore, do prudent 
members of co-operative banks make a great point of this, 
going sometimes even to the 'length of willingly incurring 
sacrifices at the outset, in order rapidly to stiffen their backbone 
of cash, which is their .. guarantee." Really, the sacrifice of 
paying a somewhat larger interest on loans than is strictly 
necessary in the earliest period of the bank is less burdensome 
than it looks. For in part,. at any rate, the overplus comes 
back to those who pay, more particularly so where there is a 
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ristQUI7I~. There are not a few good co-operative banks which 
have wisely carried their reserve fund beyond the figure of 
their share capital. In truth, in a co-operative bank, the share 
capital is not a fair standard at all by which to measure the 
proper volume of the reserve. The share capital represents 
merely the money that is there, not the money that is wanted 
properly to carry on the trade which is being done. The bank's 
actual liabilitiu would be a much more appropriate standard, 
though that must necessarily fluctuate. And the view that this 
is so is spreading. Some people would have the reserve fund 
eventually take the place of the share capital altogether, redeeming 
the latter as the bank grows stronger, and producing in the end a 
common fund to which no individual, as such, could have a 
claim. That may. be a right aim to make for. It does not 
really concern us here. 

Under existing laws the reserve fund will, in a Share bank, 
belong to members, who, on the bank's coming to an end, will 
legitimately share it out among themselves. However, until the 
bank comes to that point, the reserve fund belongs to the bank. 
No individual member has, as such, any claim even to a portion 
of it, and the retiring member by his retirement simply forfeits his 
share in present indirect and eventual direct benefit. Accordingly 
the more substantial the reserve is, the less willing is he likely 
to be to forego that share. On this ground' then, as well 
as on the more weighty grounds already enumerated, will it 
be desirable to do all that is possible for the accumulation of 
a large reserve. In truth, too much attention can scarcely be 
directed to this point. 

Most co-operative banks make their reserve fund available 
for employment in their own business, and this is perfectly 
legitimate-not merely as a means of strengthening their working 
funds, but also as a safeguard against speculative investment. 
No co-operative bank is likely to care to tie itself down for its 
capital investments to public' securities only. And, once you 
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get beyond that limit, }' ou can scarcely tell in what speculative 
investments optimist managers may land you, once you give 
them the necessary power. Now, speculative ventures are a 
thing which, above all other, a co-operative bank must be careful 
to avoid.. There are banks which do not. I -know of some 
which nave very materially improved their position by clever 
operations in shares-in some cases under able administration 
following upon bad, from virtual insolvency to comparative wealth. 
This is, however, altogether contrary to good principle. Under 
its own management the bank will know what becomes o( its 
money. It will take care that all is safely laid out. Therefore 
there can be no harm whatever in its making its reserve fund 
available for such purpose. 

I think what has been said disposes of what I may call the 
capital side of the question, the subject of the visible security 
that a bank has to offer, which may .be said to constitute its 
first line of defence. Under ordinary circumstances, as already 
pointed out, once a bank has made good a certain position, 
good banking practice, though at the outset taking a second 
place, is likely to tell more with depositors than capital. A 
bank which shows good practice, which keeps all its engage
ments, adopts good business-like methods and makes all these 
virtues known to the outSide world, by what Sir Robert Morier 
has rightly numbered among its three cardinal virtues, that is • 
.. a maximum of publicity," may be trusted to obtain all the 
money that it may stand in need of. 

N ow how is good banking practice to be secured in a co
operative bank? I have heard co-operative bank managers 
complain that the republican form of their constitution tends 
to hinder business rather than help it, that autocracy, leaving 
the hands freest, is the ideal. form (They forget that it is 
the republican form which absolutely secures them custom.) And 
managers of banks, which from co·operative had become joint 
stock, have owned to me in a visible spirit of self-congratulation 
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that the entire conditions of their management had by conversion 
been changed materially for the better. 

The problem is, however, in reality not· nearly so difficult of 
solution as at first glance it is apt to appear; and from the 
bank's own point of· view, and the point of view of those 
who trust it with, money, malcontent managers' complaints and 
jointstock bank managers' jubilations may be shown to be 
equally misplaced. In saying what they do, these gentlemen 
are thinking -of I, business." However, the co-operative bank's 
object is not "business." Its business will be, and will have 
to be, just what its members bring to it. It was formed for 
their convenience as customers, to render them a service. Its true 
object is "safety." And to provide safety the co·operative form 
affords infinitely better' means than the autocratic or jointstock 
form. F~r it makes the mass of members, whose capital is at 
stake, absolute masters, and necessitates frequent reference of 
matters to them and a careful system of checking, to insure 
that their will will be obeyed. Checking and control, accord
ingly, which are the soul of safety-examination and inquiry, 
and the careful exclusion of risks-will have to be looked upon 
as the dominating features in the entire organisation-features 
which cannot be trenched upon with impunity. ,They may 
involve what is irksome and 'tedious. But trouble and patience 
are what members must not grudge to give, while seeking what 
they have not the money to buy. And, without them~ there 
can under the circumstances not be safety. With them, in the 
words, once more, of M. M. Ferraris, one of their most active 
organizers, "it is inconceivable how, a co-operative bank could 
go wrong." The entire system may therefore be described as 
one of mutual checking, bringing home what Sir Robert Morier 
has described as the second cardinal point among such in co
operative banking, namely, "a maximum of responsibility." 
In organising our system we have therefore the consideration 
of safety to place foremost. Now the first condition for securing 
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such-which is very well within our power, as being an elective 
organisation-is that of securing a trustworthy clientele to deal 
with, out of which, at the same time, a well-qualified governing 
authority may be formed j for the customers are also the 
masters. 

I take it thiJ.t no co-operative bank should do business - so 
far as giving credit goes - with any but its own members_ 
(As regards deposits, of caurse,. its counters will be open to all 
the world.) The proposition has been contested, but as I am 
bound to contend, on untenable grounds. A false analogy has 
been drawn between our co-operative stores, which habitually 
deal with non-members, and co-operative banks. The analogy 
is, however, altogether misleading - let alone that it remains 
an open question whether co-operative stores really benefit them
selves by dealing with strangers. The Swiss co-operative stores 
have recently deliberately adopted the principle of restricting 
sales to members, and they fare the better for it, in respect 
alike of membership and of business. But, 'however that may 
be, our stores do business wi::h non-members for the sake, not 
of larger sales, but of attracting new recruits among the poor, 
who cannot at the outset commit themselves to the purchase of 
a share, but can manage to pay for the goods, which in any 
case they have to buy-the dividends due upon which eventually 
payoff the share. The co-operative banks dealing with strangers, 
on the other hand, 4.0 so merely for the sake of extending 
their business, Once more, our stores run no risl( whatever in 
selling to strangers. They hand over their goods, and at once 
receive full money in return, and there is an end of the matter. 
The bank parts: with its money and receives only a promise to 
pay, given under circumstances which, so its own careful selection 
of its members shows, must mean the introduction of an element 
of uncertainty. 

It may be in point to insist at once that there is nothing 
more dangerous to a co-operative bank than running after busi-
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ness. Business should come to it, in order that it may make 
its own terms. Only so can it fully secure itself. A big balance 
sheet, which so- many managers delight to point to as a testi
mony to their own skill, is the most misleading of all evidences. 
Wherever business is not to be obtained without being run after, 
the conclusion must be that there is no room for a co-operative 
bank. And where there is no room for it, it ought not to be. 

Assuming then that, for the .. bank~s own protection, business 
has by the rules been restricted to members, what, next, are those 
members to be? All authorities are agreed that the fate of the 
bank, its success, or failure, are absolutely bound up with, abso
lutely dependent upon, the quality of its members. "The best 
security for a bank," once more to q~ote M. Luzzatti, "is the 
moral worth of its members." He attributes the remarkable success 
of his banks in Italy to .. the great reputation of honesty" which 
their members have acquired. Dr. Criiger is no less emphatic. "To 
belong to a co-operative society depending upon self-help and the 
members' own efforts, it is necessary that a man should be 
irreproachable under a moral aspect, in character and in his 
manner of living." The bank must not beat the big drum, and 
invite every one and anyone to' join, but carefully scrutinise 
applicants. Such extreme care is not indeed called for in our 
pr~sent case as we shall find to be indispensable in the small 
rural credit societies, still to be spoken of, in which one member 
pledges his credit for all the others. But there must be some
what careful selection, and, which means practically the same thing, 
~areful supervision after membership has been conferred, in order 
that anyone deteriorating in conduct or character, and thereby 
prejudicing the bank, may be promptly got rid of. For of 
course every member is a possible borrower. That is why you 
want to make sure at the outset that he may be trusted. He 
is also a possible administrator. He is intended to be one of 
the controllers of the bank. On all these grounds it is indis
pensable that he should be trustworthy. 

5 
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What has thWJ far been said ought to show, among other 
things, how absolutely faulty, from a co-operative point of view, 
is the easy transfer of shares allowed in some Italian co-operative 
banks, which has been already referred to. To a not inconsider
able extent it undoes what has been accomplished by selection. 

Now, to pr<?ceed a litep further-the members, being selected. 
are to govern the bank. It is of course impossible for them 
collectively to exercise any effective supervision, once their bank 
becomes at all large, except in particular cases brought before 
them by some deputed authority. They will, accordingly, have 
to delegate- some of their powers, alike of supervision an'd, of 
course, of actual administration, to smaller bodies acting on. 
their behalf. However, in the last re~ort, questions of manage
ment must come before them collectively. The less interest is 
shown by the large body of members, the fewer of them attend 
the General Meetings, the less good, certainly the less co-operative 
prima facie, will the bank be. In fact, it may so~etimes not 
be amiss deliberately to make business for General Meetings, to 
employ legitimately artificial means for enlisting members' inter
est. For the general surveillance, as distinct from the technical 
and expert supervision, the active taking part in the life of a 
bank by all members is one of the main elements of safety, 
and such as no actuarial expertness or application can replace. 

The organisation of an administrative machinery, as it happens. 
presents no serious difficulties. 

There. will, i~ the first place, of course, have to be a governing 
body, which actually administers affairs, presides over the cash-box 
and the counter, deals out money and receives it, takes charge 
of effects and securities. That body, no matter whether it be 
in daily attendance in the office, or, as will happen in small 
banks, attend only at longer intervals, will of necessity have to 
be small; for a large Committee would by its very size be 
disqualified for such work. All the more will its discretion have 
to be limited, and will it have to be bol}lld down ;to mainly 
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ministerial' action, in accordance with fixed rules laid down 
previously by the members generally, or their selected represent
atives. On the other hand, the more expert this body is in 
banking 'business, in the better way will the affairs of the bank 
be conducted. In such distribution of duties the co·operative 
bank may be said longo intervallo to approach the organisation 
of the Bank of England, in which it is not the experts who 
govern, though their counsel must be of immense benefit, but 
a Board of plain business men, of good judgment, representative 
of tj1e members, under whom the experts act only ministerially. 
The executive body will have, not to govern, but to administer. 

It will be best to consider first what an administrative or 
executive body will be., called upon to do as a dispenser of 
credit. Banking methods are innumerable. They will, in this 
connection, have to vary greatly according to the surroundings 
and the size of the bank. There are none in use in business 
banks which may not be-and indeed are not likely to have to 
be-adopted and employed also in co-operative banks. In small 
banks such methods will be of the simplest, scarcely rising 
much above the methods of loan societies .. In large banks they 

I 

become not only ambitious, but .so richly varied, that the mere 
catalogue of them-as in the great banks of Milan and Cremona
is apt to bewilder non· bankers. 

The root transaction of them all, of course, is the simple 
loan-the advance. The question at once arises: how is' that 
to be adequately safeguarded? 

The first safeguard to be adopted will have to be discrimina
tion with respect both to borrower and loan. As regards the 
borrower, his election as a member of the bank, though useful 
as a preliminary test, is not sufficient., Also, the bank was not 
formed to practise lending for lending's sake. Its object is to 
provide credit for certain approved transactions only, transactions 
which promise to repay the outlay with interest, to improve the 
position .of. the borrower, and which are appropriate to his case. 
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There will, accordingly, have to be inquiry made under two 
heads: I. is the object of the loan a proper object; and, 2. is 
the borrower the right person to pursue such ~n object and 
to carry out the transaction? 

Inquiry with regard to the object of the loan and its prospect 
of success nee~ not in this case be as searching as we shall 
find that it will necessarily have to be in small Village banks, 
which rest all their security t? outsiders on unlimited liability. 
But inquiry of some sort there will have to be. .That is of the 
essence of this kind of banking. At the very least, the general 
course' of the member's business and mode of life will have to 
be watched. Should he transgress, the bank, which in this 
connection only lends for short terms and keeps its debtor well 
in hand, will be able to withhold a loan on the next occasion, 
or even to withdraw one:: already granted. But some additional 
prima facie evidence, sufficient in the opinion of the governing 
body tQ warrant credit, it. will be well to ask for. And that 
prima jacie evidence will in prudence have to extend also to 
the borrower's qualification for his intended enterprise. 

To keep the bank true to its purpose, as a People's bank, 
and a co·operative bank, various authorities have laid down 
certain hard and fast rules, which do not of themselve~ fully 
meet the requirements of the case, but which have been here 
and there adopted as preliminary precautions. Thus it has 
been pretty frequently laid down that, in the event of conflict
ing claims, exceeding collectively in amount the cash available, 
the preference shall invariably be given to small business over 
large, to the £1 loan over the £100. A further argument, 
purely prudential, is pleaded on behalf of such practice. It is 
contended that over the wider area the same sum of money 
is distributed, in the smaller amounts it is divided, the safer 
will the collective business be. I cannot altogether subscribe 
to this as a general rule, since the small borrower may be 
individually the less trustworthy. Leon d'Andrimont, in the 
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People's bank founded by him at Liege, would not permit any 
one person to be allowed credit beyond 5000 francs in all. In 
his opinion, apart from the preferential considerati(~)Q due to 
small business in a People's bank, people who require more 
would obtain better terms by going to some other establish
ment. Once more, I cannot subscribe. The co·operative bank 
is likely, under all circumstances, to be cheaper than an ordinary 
bank. And, although, of course, the particular object of a 
co-operative bank is to provide credit for those who could not 
otherwise obtain it readily and cheaply, that is, in the main, 
smaller folk, and to such work its managers' attention should 
be steadily directed, I cannot see why so very hard and fast 
a line should be drawn. We shall find presently, when we 
come to deal with Central banks, how difficult it is sometimes 
to make small business suffice for itself. To keep the bank 
self-supporting you must have a certain current of business. 
And, so long as it is not carried to excess, there seems no 
reason why some larger business should not be employed to 
carry the small more easily along. After all, the proper test 
is not the magnitude of the transaction, but its character. 

No doubt, also, it is ~eIl to limit credits to individuals to a 
maximum sum. That is largely done, but on purely prudent
ial grounds. And that is not quite what d'Andrimont meant. 
He meant to keep the bank "co-oper:ttive"-a People's bank
and to prevent competition with other banks. 

Both the object and the borrower having been approved, 
and the amount possibly reduced, the bank will want still 
further to safeguard itself by insisting upon proper security. 
There is, no doubt, not a little credit business carried on in a 
number of co-operative banks without any security whatever 
being taken, except the borrower's simple promise to repay, 
and it is found a great convenience, and, so long as certain 
safeguards are observed, to result in little loss. However, it 
is by no means universal, or even general, and always involves 
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a certain amount of risk, such as a co-operative bank ought 
to make it its study to steer clear of, and should therefore not 
be adopted as a regular practice. A co-operative bank, deciding 
to lend on "character" only, ought to be sure of having the 
borrowers to whom it accords this privilege v.ery well in hand 
and know them well. Even so, if it would avoid danger, it 
will have to restrict its lending upon "character" alone within 
fixed limits, to be drawn none too wide, say, a fixed portion 
of the reserve fund. No doubt, lending without security is 
convenient. But in a co-operative bank it is difficult to refuse 
to one man what is· granted to another. And the particular 
business of the bank is, inter alia, to train people to habits of 
business. Therefore, even for mere training's sake, it may be 
advisable to insist upon security, even when such is not 
absolutely ·required. Such security should be personal. People 
readily give it, even where the practice is quite new to them, 
as we see in our little Self-help societies. And it helps to 
bring the co-operative idea, the idea of one man depending 
on the other, home to people. There is also this to be con
sidered. A French proverb has it that nobody so misleadingly 
resembles an honest man as a rogue. Mistaking the one for 
the other, to the length of not requiring security, has landed 
co-operative banks in serious loss more than once. Therefore 
it is always safer to ask for security, and if it consist of sureties, 
to make sure that the persons named are also really willing 
to serve. A signature may easily be forged. The ostensible 
sureties ought in every case to be communicated with. Many 
German Share banks go so. far as to ask in every case for an 
acceptance-among ourselves it would be a promissory note, 
which stands legally on the same footing-in which, as German 
law permits, the date is left blank, to be filled in as occasion 
may require, that is, whenever pressure has to be brought to 
bear upon the debtor to make him pay. This is to prevent the 
expense and trouble of renewals. German law is exceedingly 
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exacting with regard to acceptances. M. L. Durand has called 
it "draconic." Hence there is an unconquerable aversion to 
signing an acceptance to be met with among the rural popula
tion. But, among people more or less broken. in to business, 
no objection is raised, and the acceptance, which offers many 

. advantages, is very commonly in use. In Italy, where the 
law is less sevete, and considerable facilities are offered for 
dealing with acceptances, the latter are even more common, 
among country folk as well as town. Among other facilities 
provided, it may be mentioned that rural postmen are author
ised to receive, and to deliver and cash, bills on their regular 
rounds. One of the most valuable practical advantages attaching 
to the acceptance is, that in case of need it can be passed on 
to another bank, so as to make more money. And, if the 
status of the bank passing it on be good, its. own signature 
will on re-discounting secure it a lower rate of interest, so that 
it stands to make a profit upon the transaction. 

Another advantage attaching to the acceptance is this, that 
it almost authoritatively limits the time for which a loan is 
issued. Acceptances, to be serviceable for discount, must run 
for short periods only. And in Share banks, under any circum
stances, it will be desirable to assign to each loan a short life. 
It may, of course, be renewed. A very common practice is 
to allow (where such course seems justified) nine renewals at 
three months each, on the understanding that one tenth of the 
principal will.be paid off at each stage, which gives the borrower 
the use of the money, or part of it, for 2! years. Loans have 
been allowed to run on for much longer. And, no doubt, there 
are instances in which that is not only justifiable; but laudabie. 
In any case, the acceptance keeps the debtor steadily in hand. 
It keeps him on his good behavi~ur, and obliges him to repay 
by instalments as required. For, failing this, the renewal w~ll 
.be refused. .A peculiar form of acceptance, favoured by some 
co-operative banks, and offering some advantages, is that issuable 
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under our "Bills of Exchange Act, 1882," which makes the 
amount repayable i by instalments without renewal. 

What has been. s~id with regard to security applies to sp~cific 
lending of amounts agreed upon for stated purposes, and leaves 
the credit value of. the borrower himself completely out of 
account. However, some credit value every member is pretty 
sure to possess, and the bank will reasonably want to ascertain 
.what it is. Up to that point it may, if it chooses, dispense 
with security, though·I do not think that it should do so. On 
this point I take the orthodox German practice to be best. 
which is, to insist upon security in all cases' and to accept the 
valuation here spoken of merely as a guide. In any case the 
bank will be the better for knowing what each man is'presum-

i . 

ably .. good" for. It will be to the member's advantage as 
well. The managing. authority of the bank, of which I shall 
have more to say, will, in all cases, have to be so composed 
as to be able,' with or without further inquiry, to "value" 
its man. It ought to be as representative as possible, repre
sentative both of local districts and of various sections of 
members, in order to possess, or else to be able to collect. 
sufficient information about every member, who, so' it will have 
to be remembered, cannot be said to be altogether unknown 
to the Committee, having been previously put up for election 
. and had his qualifications inquired into. In some cases the 
bank will have additional sources of information open to it. In 
some Italian banks, which, according to the custom of the 
country, collect the taxes for the Government, the information 
obtained in the exercise' of such duty proves most valuable. 
However, that applies to Italy only, and is not what one would 
~ish to see extended elsewhere. 

In any case, there;. will have to 'be some authority-whether, 
as in small banks, the general Committee, or, in larger, some 
specially appointed body, as in Italy the comitato di sconto, and 
in Germany the Einschiitzungscommission-which can, in strict 
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privacy, appraise each member for his capacity for credit, and 
embody the results of its inquiry in a register, to be at the disposal 
of the responsible executive officers, but otherwise kept strictly 
private. In that book-east~U~1I0 or else Cr~ditlist~-each member 
should have what is considered a safe value placed against his 
name, up to which, under whatever form it be, he may at any 
time claim credit. It does not necessarily follow that the member 
himself is made aware of the value placed upon him. For all. 
that, the amount will be at his disposal, and he will be able. 
to combine with others, as sometimes happens, to obtain upon 
the two or three or more signatures proportionately larger 
credit. Where this is done, A, B, C, D and E, being severally 
appraised at ,fIOO, £200, £3QO, £400 and £500, may by their 
collective security authorise one of their number to receive 
£1500 in credit. 

It need hardly be explained that the valuation obtained in 
this way will have to be carefully revised at regular intervals, 
by the same authority, and also in specific cases, in the event 
of anything becoming known which may affect it. 

That is not enough. In well-organised banks, having a wide 
connection, a register of past transactions is also kept, in which 
every member has his own folio, so that his past conduct may 
be inquired into in all essential particulars. And another register 
-k~pt, in Italy, sometimes by a special committee known as 
the eom;/a/o de; rireM-records all thai: is known of the conduct 
of past sureties, whether members of the bank or not. There 
is therefore considerable material for information at the bank's 
disposal. And modern methods of keeping records make such 
information very readily available and handy, by means of 
special boxes, card catalogues, etc. 

Should any member require more credit than is put down 
to his name in the eas/eUel/o, he may of course obtain it, provided 
that there is money in the bank; but that will be subject to 
further inquiry and further security. Up to his valuation, the 
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manager is usually authorised to allow credit on his own authority. 
Beyond that figure he will have to consult the Committee. 

Simple as this matter seems, there are one or two points 
which call for special remark. We will suppose for the moment 
-the matter will be further explained-that there are two 
bodies to administer the bank: an executive, and a deliberating 
and controlling authority. Now the question arises: are members 
of those two bodies to be entitled to credit or not? They should 
be the salt of the society, or they would not occupy their several 
positions. Therefore prima facie they may be held entitled to 
credit, possibly nwre so than anyone "else. But, on the other 
hand, the temptation to take u'ndue advantage of their position 
is also great. If they will only agree among themselves, there 
is any amount of room for mutual back-scratching. As a matter 
of fact, wherever a bank has suffered serious loss-in Germany, 
at any rate-the cause has generally been, that one or other 
of one of the Committees has been trusted with excessive 
credit-credit running, in some notorious cases, into very long 

'figures. Some' banks, accordingly, will not allow their managers 
or committeemen to borrow at all. But that seems hard measure 
indeed, and may injure the bank itself, since it may prevent 
some of the ablest men from serving where their services are 
particularly wanted, but will involve a disqualification. An alter
native course has been discovered, consisting in the appointment 
of a separate appraising c'ommittee for these privileged people. 
However, even so, all danger is not excluded. For such distinct 
Committees hav~ by extreme: complaisance, been known to value 
their ~en in a rough and ready, purely formal, way, by putting down 
the same figure (a liberal one) for everyone. This is a point 
on which, but for the outside control still to be spoken of, the , 
mechanical rules of the bank itself might prove scarcely adequate. 
It is, indeed, to be presumed that, in the majority of cases at 
any rate, co-operative practice will have awakened and quickened 
"co-operative spirit" to a sufficient degree to prevent abuse. 
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Nevertheless it is always well that, as on the occasion when 
Spurgeon's famous allocution was delivered, there should be "a 
plain-clothes policeman" present, as well as "the all-seeing eye." 
And for this purpose, among others, co-operative banks have 
long since, of their own accord, introduced the special inspection 
still to be spoken of, which in Germany and Austria the law 
now makes compulsory, and which, where properly conducted, 
answers its purpose very well 

So much for what may be called the natural "value" of the 
member as borrower, ~e value coming into account when any 
specific advance is asked for, say across the counter, or also in 
the shape of a .. cash credit," or .. overdraft," to be used in "cur
rent account" -which last-named method of transacting busines~ 
is rightly becoming more and more popular and general, and 
has of late even penetrated into rural co-operative banking. 
Wherever there is frequent recourse to a bank's services it is 
out and out the best method to employ. For it is advantageous· 
no less to the bank than to the member. It keeps unemployed· 
balances in the bank to be otherwise dealt with, and secures 
the bank much active business, which is what brings it profit. 
For .. current accounts" which remain .. dead" are either not 
renewed, or else are summarily withdrawn, while still ruIming, 
as arguing abuse. At the same time current accounts give the 
bank a great deal of welcome insight into customers' business, 
which is invaluable, more particularly in a co-operative institu
tion, a body always, in a greater measure than another bank, 
dependent upon its knowledge of its members' 40ings, and upon 
its knowing that the credits which it grants are employed for 
legitimate purposes. It is invaluable, on the other hand, to the 
borrower, because it places an adequate amount of money at 
his disposal at any time, for only so much of which will he be 
charged interest, as he actually draws out, and only for the 
period during which he has the use of it. Such accounts are in 
Germany generaIly secured by an undated bilI, to be used against 
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the debtor in case of need; and in the ordinary course of things 
they run on for a twelvemonth at a time, though they are 
withdrawable at pleasure on sufficient cause being shown. They 
are readily renewed from twelvemonth to twelvemonth. 

But I have still to deal with the subject of security to be 
taken beyond the castelletto value of a member, which does 
not always suffice him. E videntl y, if the member pledges somethin g 
apart from his ascertained degree of personal security, say, 
effects, or real property, or an approved claim against anyone 
else-or if he bring an approved 'acceptance for discount
he may with safety be trusted with a corresponding credit or 
discount, every pledge being estimated at its own value. In that 
case each advance stands upon its own merits. 

But there is one thing which ought not to be taken in pledge, 
though, as a matter of fact, it not unfrequently is, more parti
cularly in Italy, and that is the member's share. It is not at 
all unusual to allow a member to borrow up to the value of 
his share, or even beyond, his acceptance as a member on the 
ground of good character being taken to stand for additional 
value. In truth the share' has no pledgeable value whatever, 
least of all to the bank, to which it represents value only while 
it is in somebody else's hands. Taking back the share, which 
the bank potentially does by accepting it as a pledge, must mean 
to it a weakening of its own position. Even outside the bank 
the share is devoid of pledgeable value, sin,ce it cannot be trans
ferred without the bank's approval. The more fully and clearly 
what has already been pointed out is realised, namely that what 
is called a II share" is not in reality a share at all, but a receipt 
for a contribution made to a common fund, the less danger will 
there be of this very questionable value being accepted as 
a pledge. 

Another kind of pledge, only in a lesser degree undesirable 
for a co·operative bank, but nevertheless not rarely accepted, 
is real property, be' it land, or be it a building. It seep-is diffi-
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cult to make old-fashioned people understand that a mortgage, 
which has long ranked in popular estimation as an ideal secqrity, 
is open to a good deal of exception from a banking point of 
view. However, in a c<H>perative bank, of all institutions, which 
operates with comparatively small funds, it most undoubtedly 
is so. Unquestionably mortgage-credit may be provided by 
co-operative means. The German Landscltaften are at bottom 
co-operative. The La1ldwirt"scltiift/iclt~ Cr~ditcmossenscltaft of 
Sa.'"<ony has carried the same kind of mortgage-credit very much 
further, democratising it. with good results. And there are other 
similar institutions, of which I shall still have to speak. ,Accord
ingly. co-operation has shown that it is perfectly capable of 
providing serviceable mortgage-credit. However, wherever this 
is done, special precautions are taken to secure money for 
long periods. For an ordinary co-operative bank, such as we 
are here contemplating, mortgage-credit would lock up money 
for so long a time that it must mean danger or mischief. 
Co-operative banks have in fact come to grief through lending 
on excellent mortgage security. The secret of the success 
of a co-operative· Share bank is, as M. Ettore Levi . has well 
explained, "a perpetually mobilised portfolio," that is, a col
lection of acceptances which may be readily reconverted into 
money. Apart from that, in these modem days, real property 
is subject to depreciation, as our Building Societies well know. 
I will not suppose that many co-operative bank committees will 
be unwise enough to lend upon such questionable real security 
as, to their loss, some German credit societies have accepted, 
namely, in one case a theatre, which upon foreclosure the bank 
did not know what to do with, and in another a water mill, 
which was bodily washed away by the flood and so disappeared. 
But some Italian co-operative banks have lost heavily by deprecia-

. tion of land pledged to them, to the point of finding their 
position seriously imperilled. 

There are other things which are not ideal security, but which 
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are nevertheless taken, to oblige members. Lending upon the 
security of goods, live stock, implements, machinery., dock warrants, 
and the like has become very popular abroad, and wherever the 
law allows chattels to be pledged while remainillg in the borrow
er's possession and use - by what is abroad termed gage sans 
dessaisissement ~ this is possible and useful, just because it incon
veniences no one by the articles pledged being put under lock 
and key. In the United Kingdom that would be practicable 
only subject to a bill of sale, which is an undesirable instrument 
both to give and to· hold, inasmuch as it involves unpleasant 
publicity. Nor is it likely that the practice will ever gain much 
of a footing in the United Kingdom. Elsewhere, however, and 
more particularly in Italy, it is found exceedingly. convenient 
and useful, and is carried very far. Thus raw material is taken 
in pledge, down to cocoons, which the poor Bergamasco spinner 
pledges while working them into silk. A builder, having his men 
to pay, may borrow on the certificate of the person for whom 
he is building, a printer on a certificate from the publisher 
showing a good account to be maturing. Humble folk have 
humble needs; "little things are great to little men;" and this 
small help so given may prove an Archimedean :r'oii rTT6i, the first 
step in a rise to a very much better position. Unconventional as 
such pledges may be from our point of view, in Italy, where 
they are common, the losses occurring in connection with them 
are trifling. However, in all these cases it is really the personal 
security which stands first, that is, the approved character of 
the selected member; the pledge is, in a manner, only collateral. 
It is for the Committee of the bank to consider in each case 
whether or not it can assent to the tra'nsaction,. There is never 
an obligation admitted on its part. 

The pledging of effects and commercial or banking documents 
offers much less difficulty. 

Such being the bank's active credit business, it will be for 
us next to inquire by what organs it is carried out. 
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. The executive functions of the administrative Committee 
alre·ady referred to -cannot, in every case, be kept wholly distinct 
from the deliberative functions entrusted to the controlling body. 
There will be occasions in which especial caution and consider
ation become indispensable, in which the two functions may 
have to be blended. In the main, however, the two are rightly 
kept distinct, more particularly in Germany, which in respect 
of large development takes the lead in this' movement. Varied 
as the organisation may be under this aspect in different banks, 
there is one principle common to them all as a foundation for 
all work of management. That ruling principle is, as observed, 
the maximum of mutual checking already insisted upon, so as 
by vigilance to keep out danger: There must not be any act 
committed which there is not. some competent and represent
ative body appointed to check. That is, once more, giving in 
work what cannot under the circumstances be given in money 
by capital found and expert service hired. . 

This principle may be traced through the entire structure 0 

the organisation. Thus the office of the body elected by th~ 
General Meeting, the consiglio or "Council of Supervision," i~ 

to control the managers, to decide difficult questions for them 
to sanction, or else disallow, what they may have done. II 
Germany suc;h office is plainly indicated by the name given tc 
the body: Aufsichtsrath, that is, "Council of Supervision.' 
To perform its appointed work it is required to meet at statec 
intervals, as often as may be necessary, and pass in revieVl 
all that has been done by the Vorstand, that is, the executiv~ 
officers. The latter are of course required to be me1l!-bers 0: 

the society, but they are selected-from outsi~e, if need be
on the ground of their expert efficiency, and are salaried 
Schulze did not believe in purely honorary work. His maxiII 
was that ~ labourer is' worthy of his hire, and, accordingly, or 
principle he allowed adequate remuneration for every service 
Under the same scriptural rule, the members of the Committe~ 
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likewise, generally speaking, receive fees for attendance, or some 
other small remuneration. The executive officers may be'paid by 
salary and commission. They are three in number, each having 
distinct duties assigned to him, but' qualified to replace his 
colleagues at times. Documents issued by these officers in 
every case require at least two signatures, so that there is always 
one member to check another, even at the outset. The annual 
leave, to which of course each of these officers is entitled; is 
often taken advantage of for adding another check. With that 
object in view, leave is in some banks made obligatory on the 
officers. During their absence their duties are temporarily dis
charged by some other members of the bank, who by such means 
obtain a certain amount of insight into, and familiarity with, the 
work ordinarily done by each officer. That is no doubt to some 
extent a check upon carelessness or malpractices. The three 
several offices are those of Director (managing director), Cashier and' 
Comptroller, though they are sometimes ~ifferently designated. 
These three men form collectively the Executive Committee. 
They direct the business, with a staff of clerks under them 
proportioned to the requirements of the bank, grant loans according 
to the Creditlistt', or the value offered as pledge, deal with 
surplus money, and are, for all these things, responsible to the 
Aufsicktsralk or .. Council." The Aufsicktsratk consists in Ger
many of an indefinite number of members of the bank, generally 
speaking from three to fifteen, elected as a rule for three years, 
with a third retiring at the close of every year. The ideal 
qualifications for these men are, that they should"have a sound 
judgment' in business matters, with a pronounced leaning to 
caution, and know as much as possible personally about the 
members of the bank, or of that portion of them in respect of 
which they are eleCted, so as to be in a position to exercise 
the discretion which has necessarily to be left to a governing 
body. It will be either this Council, or else a distinct Committee 
appointed by it, which will draw up the Credit/isle, fixing an 
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allowable credit for every member. The Council is, in very truth, 
the authority responsible for the management of the bank and 
endowed, accordingly, with plenary powers. It does not itself 
appoint the executive officers, but proposes them to the General 
Meeting for election after inquiry.. However, it has power to 
dismiss them. The executive officers are responsible to it for 
all their acts, and it is free to make a searching inquiry into 
the affairs of the bank, books, cash-boxes, etc. at any time. To 
assist it in such work i~ frequently employs expert accountants, to 
whom it may delegate part of its powers. One is bound to 
be thankful at seeing this feature, which Schulze-Delitzsch him
self first suggested some decades ago, beco~ing more popular 
in the larger banks. For the work of the Council has, in truth, 
in many instances, become too volu~inous for them to do justice 
to. Accordingly, in practice,. the . good management of the 
bank depends in a very great degree upon the three executive 
<>fficers, who may, indeed, be said to have generally proved 
their efficiency as an institution during a long period of exist
ence of the banks. Nevertheless, in some cases at least, one 
would wish to see the supervising efficiency strengthened. 
Wherever there is a weak point, it is traceable to a want of such. 
It was for this reason that Schulze, when acting as one of the 
Council in his own particular bank, made his willingness to stand 
for re-election dependent upon the engagement' of a profiCient 
helper. However, it is not for "help" only that such assistance 
is 'required. -.The mechanical and expert part of the Cound's 
business, the auditing, and reckoning up 'of figures, and seeing 
that all is kept ship-shape, are sure' to be very much better 
done by a trained man of this particular business than by the 
Council. The Council's proper iNork really begins only after 
that is done, when it comes to be considered whether the 
Committee have properly carried out the resolutions of the 
General Meeting, have made a right use of their discretion in 
the apportionment of credits, in renewals, investments and 

6 
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otherwise. For such purposes, it is rather acquaintance with 
local circumstances, and a general understanding of business. 
than expert knowledge that are required. In any case the Council 
is to overhaul the executive officers' accounts and balance sheets. 
as a rule once a month-or oftener, if occasion should seem to 
require-which. means not only auditing, but inquiring. into 
everything, and satisfying itself that the law and the bank's 
rules have been complied with. And it presents a separate 
annual report to the General Meeting, in addition to that which 
the Vorstand prepares. For certain purposes, such as the 
employment of money, the extension of a member's appraise-' 
ment, the appointment of employees, the consideration of certain 
office matters, the renting of offices, etc. etc., in respect of 
which the Vorstand may hold its own powers to be insufficient, or 
desire to assure itself beforehand of the approval of the Council. 
it is entitled to ask for joint sittings of the two bodies, at 
which such matters are conjointly discussed and disposed of. 
the Council thereby covering the Vorstand with its authority. 

Here seems ample control provided, which should leave nothing 
unverified. 

The body inside the bank to check the" Council of Supervision .. 
is the General Meeting of members, in which supreme power 
is invariably vested. .Unfortunately, in Share banks it is found 
that, just as in joint stock companies-unless anything should 
happen to go wrong-General Meetings are not very numerously 
attended, and little active interest is shown. There is no doubt 
a source of possible danger to a co-operative bank in this. In 
large societies such a state of things has in some rare cases 
brought aPout this additional drawback, that the employees of 
the bank, being members and always present, bulk very large 
in the meeting, and may at elections vote for persons on the 
ground, not of their qualification but of their acceptableness 
to the staff. I know of, at any rate, one such case in Italy. 

On all grounds, then, it' may be considered a good thing that. 
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in addition to such control exercised in the bank, the additional 
provision is laid down to which reference had already been made. 
However, let us first glance briefly.at the organization of 
banks in other contries. 

In Italy the governing body of a co-operative bank is the 
consiglio d' amministrazione, a body of unsalaried elected members, 
varying in number, according to the requirements of the bank, 
from about 14 to over 100, including deputies. It appoints the 
officers who practically administer the Bank, and who in some 
cases are numerous. There is always a President and a Director, 
as well as a Secretary. There may be a Vice.president. And 
there are other officers: H'owever, none of these additional offi
cers draw any salary. The authors of the Italian system considered 
that services of the kind required should be given gratuitously, 
as a freewill offering in an altruistic cause. There is certainly 
no lack of devotion and willing service for want of paymel].t. 

The historian, and for a long time the Manager, of the great 
.. Banca Popolare" of Milan, M. Felix Mangili, thus sums up 
the elements of success in his own particular bank, which he 
would have made general in all co-op·erative banks: "The 
gratuitous rendering of services, the non-limitation of share 
capital, the smallness of the payments exacted, and' allowed 
to be paid by instalments, the restriction of each member to 
one vote, the distribution of business over a large number of 
transactions, the extension of confidence to every membex: who 
shows himself deserving of it, the preference given to cheap credit 
over profit, and the avoidance of anything that involves risk." * 

A peculiar feature of the Italian system is, that there are five 
sindaci (three effective and two supplenti, or deputies), that is, 
unsalaried officers elected by the consiglio out of its own number, 

• "La gratuita., delJe cariche, il capitale illimitato, Ie quote di tenue imporlo 
pagabili anche con versamenti a piccole rate, I'unicita. del voto, il frazionamento 
delle operazioDi, l'elargizioDe del fido a chi fra i soci si De mostri veramente 
meritevole, il credilo anteposto agli utili, e l'esclusione d'ogni operaziontl alealoria." 
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one of whom is expected to be present on all office-days and 
supervise all business done, except such as is of a mere routine 
character_ Practically not a lira may be paid, nor a liability 
entered into, without his express sanction. His signature is required 
for every document issued by the bank. By this means the 
administrative staff are kept under the constant supervision of 
the elective governing body. The sindaci, corresponding in a 
manner to the German Alifsichtsrath, present; like that body, a 
separate report to the General Meeting every year. Their office 
being particularly burdensome, they are as a rule let off any 
further service at the close of' their term, if they choose to take 
advantage of this provision. 

The Belgian system, originally exactly copied from the German, 
is similar to the Italian. On the whole it asks for unremunerated 
services. There are two officers (besides the staff) salaried, namely 
the Manager (g-erant) and the Cashier. The responsible officers 
entrusted with the management are the President (unsalaried), 
the gerant and one member of the conseilor Committee, elected 
for such service, like the Italian sindaci, at the annual meeting. 
The question of credits is entrusted to the conseil, which meets 
frequently and controls and checks, employing in many cases 
an expert accountant or banker, with absolute freedom of inquiry, 
to inspect and examine books and cash balances. And the more 
he inquires and inspects, the better are the members satisfied. 

The sum and substance of it all is, that in every accepted 
system of banking the executive authority is carefully checked, 
perhaps not always quite as minutely as was intended, but 
nevertheless s~fficiently for the purpose; that there is a gradation 
of inspection and supervision,· machinery being spread out and 
subdivided as occasion may require. In 'a small bank one small 
Committee or Board, with a single manager, may suffice. In a 
large bank there is a perfect army of clerks, and there are four 
or five Committees or more_ Whether the apparatus be large 
or small, there is representative government, and responsibility 
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brought home at every point. Nothing is left without proper 
inquiry. And there is some one answerable for all that is done. 

The Italian banks have an institution quite peculiar to them
selves, and not really making for control and safety, which is 
here my special subject, but for peace. It is the probiviri, that 
is, three men exercising summary jurisdiction, elected by the 
General Meeting, to act as arbitrators and conciliators in any 
case of dispute that may occur. Whatever ·the case brought 
before them may be, their judgment is final. So far as personal 
contentions come into play, no doubt the institution must be 
allowed to be useful. But it seems doubtful whether, on such 
questions as the admission of an applicant to ~embership, or 
the refusal to grant a credit, a right of rehearing and overruling 
over the responsible Council is wisely allowed to an irresponsible 
body like the probiviri. 

It remains to be shown how a co-operative bank proceeds to ex
tend its operations over a wider area. In what has been said, 
it has been assumed that there is a bank working in a district, 
be it town or be it country, which it can cenveniently cover 
from one centre. There are very considerable country districts 
with a f~rming clientele, as well as towns or cities, in such case. 
But how is a bank to do, when its district becomes too unwieldy 
for such treatment? It is no answer to say that it should leave 
the wider circle alone. and allow independent banks to grow up In 
it of their own accord; because, as likely as not, independent banks 
could not be started there, and therefore very useful and necessary 
work would have to be left undone. It is often very much 
easier to extend an organisation already existing than to provide 
a new one on untried soil. 

And, just like any similar institution, a co-operative bank may 
very well spread out its work over a wider area by means of 
branches or outposts, provided that the proper persons for such 
service can be found. Wherever a branch grows to sufficient 
size, and is found to have sufficient ·stamina of its own to sub-
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sist independently, it may afterwards be made independent. 
There is no difficulty raised in such cases. It is not a co
operative bank's business to oppose such moves. Its interest is 
not its own, but that of all its members indifferently. In Italy, so 
far from jealously r~senting emancipation, parent banks have been 
found willingly.to encourage it and support the offspring institutions 
after weaning. The main points to be kept in view are, that represen
tation and responsibility must not be weakened, and that the col
lective body of members have one administering authority only 
to deal with and call to account, whatever may be done locally 
for the convenience of local members. Whatever be the number 
of branches or stations, the management must remain centralised. 

Thus the Schulze-Delitzsch bank of Gotha has over fifty 
out-stations, each with a little local Committee of its own. The 
local Committee's functions are purely advisory. Its members 
have some duties to perform collectively. But, upon anyapplica
tion for a· loan being made from their district to the head office, 
they are consulted severally. A printed inquiry form is sent 
out to every local committee-man. He writes down his answers 
independently of his colleagues, and the whole transaction is 
protected by strict privacy. The bank is not bOUlid by the 
opinions which it receives. It may have other sources of in
formation open to it. But' the opinions are a great help, and 
the local' Committee are available for watching the debtor and 
reporting upon him. The members receive a trifling commission. 

The large co-operative bank of Augsburg, the work of which 
lie~ in a district mainly agricultural, does the co-operative 
banking for the whole province of Upper Bavaria. To accomplish 
this it maintains about 250 "agencies" within its district, allowing 
agents a small commission, quite sufficient to act as a stimulus 
to work, and to secure them, if active, a remuneration worth 
having. The agent collects applications, takes money, supplies 
information, and so on. But, by his side, the bank has a "man 

, of confidence" stationed in every district, whose name is not 
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disclosed, and who supplies it with independent confidential 
advice. He is generally a man of local position assumed to 
mark him out as trustworthy. However, in all matters of business 
actual decision rests with the Central Committee alone, and 
this arrangement has thus far answered. 

In Italy it is usual to allow to every succursale its own 
officers-a dire/tore and a cassUre-and also local representatives 
acting on the Committee, which is one for all the bank, as 
are also profits and losses of the bank as a whole. The bank 
in fact acts as one, with collective powers and responsibility. 

I think it will have to be admitted that in the systems here 
reviewed-which are at bottom only one, as Leon Say insists
we have very ample security provided that the money entrusted 
to the bank, whether it be share capital, deposits or capitalist 
loans, will Dot be lightly dealt with, or placed in jeopardy. By 
the side of ordinary capitalist banking the mechanism may 
appear a little complicated, and, it may be, tiresome. But that 
is of necessity involved in its being co·operative. We Lave to 
deal with a. class of customers, for a very considerable portion 
of whom, at any rate, banking facilities of any other kind are 
supposed to be out of the question. The problem is to devise 
some banking system which will meet their case without sacrific· 
i~g security. Money security being scarce, the members, acting. 
together to secure for themselves a valuable benefit not to be 
obtained without co·operation, will naturally have to be content 
to give in personal service, in personal supervision, examination 
and control, and, inversely, in submission to rather troublesome 
inquiry, what they cannot give in money value. The man who 
is too poor to travel by coach or rail must be content to 
walk on foot, though it tires him a great deal more, wears out 
his shoes, and takes much more time. That is exactly the case 
of the member of a co-operative bank. His account is small, 
in many cases too small to pay a capitalist banker. Accord
ingly, he must pay in grist what he takes out in meal. The 
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governing pii~iple in the whole matter is strict checking. 
responsibility remorselessly brought home. Without such the 
whole thing. would be impracticable, and the application of the 
co-operative principle to' banking would be illusory~ 

'The sufficiency of the safeguards provided by the system"as 
perfected by nearly sixty years' experience, is very conclusively 
shown by the excellent results obtained, ubder searching statistical 
inquiry, among some thousands of banks-in not a few of which 
they are not fu~ly .observed. Even so, the lo~ses have proved 
infinitesimal"anc1. such as have occured are in all cases traceable 
to some glaring neglect. If co-operative banks will only adhere 
strictly to their'system, and, use such safeguards as are within 
their reach, M. Ferraris' statement is bound to be verified, and 
colla.pses 'of co-op~r.ative banks, or heavy losses by them, must 
become impossible. Under the circumstances it is not astonish
ing' that, wherever the co-operative, .banking system has become 
generally known, co-operative banks are freely trusted with 
millions of money, which, for the benefit of the community, they 
are enabled to distribl.lte- for self-repaying productive work all 
over ~e country, to return to them saie and sound, with increase. 



CHAPTER V 

UNLIMITED UABILITY BANKS· 

THERE are districts and there are populations in which, and 
among whom, co-operative banking by means. of Share banks 
is not, or else is scarcely, possible. And those are precisely 
the districts and populations amid which the assistance to be 
rendered by co-operative banking is probably particularly needed. 
Working capital is wanted. And for want Qf it the field, the 
allotment, the little homestead, the country workshop, languish, 
and opportunities must be allowed to run to waste. However, 
in such places sh~es are out of the question. For money is scarce, 
and to ask for even a small sum down, to pay for a share, might· 
mean to deter people, desiring to be mel}lbers, by the proposal 
of a condition which it is impossible for them to fulfil. At the 
same time also;- amid such surroundings, pusiness habits are less 
developed, accounts, promissory notes and similar instruments, and 
formalities of banking are not understood, anti, it may be, are 
dreaded. But there is, generally, at any rate potential honesty, 
a disposition and willingness in the simplicity of one's mind to 
do what is right. And there is also generally more fixity of 
habitation, more mutual touch and knowledge among people; 
than can be found in the populations sufficiently developed and 
conversant w~th the use of money to provide fit members for 
Share banks.· In such districts, wherever circumstances are fa
vourable, an unlimited liability bank may be formed with a fair 
prospect of success. I have called it a bank. But tQ speak 
of it as a village credit society would give a truer idea of its 
nature. For its charactet'istic feature is humility and smallness . . 
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M. Ras~no _s~ys that it is the -"humbleness" of these institu
tions, cOllpled ~~h the spirit of mutual kindness which they 
generate, wb· ch cQnstitutes their chief attraction. You cannot 
work these ins ·tuti'qns on an individually large scale. Nobody 
ever conceived s h\an idea. The bank is to be a poor man's 
bank, working in ircumscribed area. Its essence is mutual 
touch, knowledge and observation, brought about natu~ally by 
proximity, gained and preserved without any effort, or anything 
that might give offence. Among the humble people here kept 
in view, in an appropriate credit society, all that is severe about 
credit business becomes obscured by a sense of familiar rela
tionship and "solidarity," which in many cases it would scarcely 
be an exaggeration to term brotherhood. Neighbours, even 
neighbours differing in station, are brought to realise that they 
have great interests in common, and rich and poor, accordingly, 
learn to join hands for common work in the common little parish. 
Also, the credit needs of this humble clientele are, generally 
speaking, far more modest than in the other case, and their ob
jects are comparatively few, and such as every one in the locality 
can understand and appreciate. The bank, in fact, in its humil
ity is intended to bring help where similar help could not by 
any other means be given ~ for there is no charity- in our plan, 
though uncorrupting philanthropy no doubt plays its part in it. 
The banks are intended to penetrate into the most forsaken and 
destitute nooks and corners of human economy, and there to 
raise character, while at the same time filling pockets. It would 
be doing them only very partial justice to measure the benefits, 
of which they become the channels, by mere money value. Such 
value is, of course, in each single ca!:Je small, though it becomes 
collectively great; and it is brought into action where, perhaps. 
in proportion to the outlay and the sphere of operations, it 
produces the largest amount of social good, and probably, in view 
of the opportunities, of material value as well. Also, the philanthropy 
,enlisted in such service is of the purest, inasmuch as it is careful 
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not to demoralise but to elevate. It does not give; accepting 
Archbishop Sumner's principle, * it merely helps poor people 
to help themselves. Once it degenerates into giving, it immedi
ately loses all its value and hopelessly spoils the institution. 
The last thing that it is called upon to do is to take sovereigns 
out of the rich man's purse and put'them into the poor man's. 
The task set to it is to create new values. 

My object here is, however, not to show forth the merits of 
this particular banking system, but to explain how it provides 
for the security of money entrusted to it. 

The fundamental principle brought into play is, essenti~lly the 
same as in Share banks, only it is differently applied. Respon
sibility, quicken~d and divided down to units, vigilance, caution, 
the strict holding of people to their duties, are, in both cases 
alike, made to some extent to take the place' of material pos
sessions, and, in the banks now to be discussed, in an even larger. 
degree than in those already spoken of, just because there is 
less tangible wealth. 

Shares being, for many of the people to be benefited, out of 
the question, and, wherever an adverse law has nevertheless im
posed them, advisedly fixed at so small a figure that they repre
sent scarcely any value, the only other form of security avail
able, according to M. Paul Leroy-Beaulieu's sound dictum, that 
is, unlimited liability, to 'be pledged .. up to the hilt," the liabil
ity of one for all and all, for one is what the bank necessarily 
has to fall back upon. 

Shares are held to be inadmissible on principle, because they 
would form a barrier to admission. And the intention of the 
author of the scheme dist\nctly was that not even the poorest 
person was to be turned back. In all probability it would be 
he who would need the bank's help most. Such a man may 
have some opportunity or other for turning his labour, or a 

.• "The only true secret of assisting the poor is to make them agents in bettering 
their own condition."-It'ecords of Crcalion. 
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favourable chance, to good account, if he can but obtain the 
necessary cash; and, if he can find people to vouch for his 
honesty, that opportunity he is not to be made to los~. In a 
social aspect, his seizing it ~ay possibly prove of greater benefit 
even than the heavy. profit which another man may gain in 
some big venture. It may start our man once more on an 
onward course, instead of forcing him down permanently and 
hopelessly into the Slough of Despond. For the same reason 
it is an open question whether entrance fees should be permitted 
or not. They 'are useful, no doubt, as supplying money for 
petty expenses, and they have a tendency to keep members 
in the bank. However, Raiffeisen, who first devised this system 
of banking, did not like them, just because after all they 
constitute a tax, though it be only a small one. Shares he 
found forced upon him by an unkind legislature, which under 
Prince Bismarck's guidance could not understand the ex nihilo 
aliquid of his scheme. But, in self-defence, he made them as 
small as the law would tolerate. In Italy, where in a solitary 
instance a local judge gave a German interpretation to the 
Italian law and ruled shares to be indisp'ensable, rather than 
test the question before a higher tribunal, the little Village bank 
bowed to his ruling-but fixed the value of the share at one penny. 
In Germany Village banks have been known to go down even 
lower still and fix the value at a halfpenny, and even at half 
a farthing. As a rule, however, in Germany shares are larger, 
say lOS. or 12S.6d., and in Austria they reach a higher figure 
still, often £1 or more. But, in the best' case, they are only 
small. Now, since under the law and the rules every member 
can hold only one share, the amount raised by this means 
cannot possibly be considerable. In fact, in this connection, 
shares are not at all to be taken into account as a source of 
working capital. 

I shall presently show that, even so, in the matter of cash 
security we are not wholly powerless, that even without shares 
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we may, sooner or later, place ourselves in a position to offer 
some substantial metallic guarantee. 

But first, it may be asked: what is the unlimited liability, that is 
substituted for the .. small capital of guarantee," worth as a 
security under the circumstances here supposed to prevail? 
Provided that there is some one more or less wealthy man to 
take his place among the poorer members, the problem at once be
comes much simplified. For this man, whose property probably 
exceeds by a good deal the value of all the money that the bank is 
likely at any time to require and to borrow, covers its creditors 
as with a shield of inexhaustible solvency by means of alia· 
bility which pledges him up to his last farthing. That is, of 
course, a material advantage secured by unlimited liability for 
the poorer members. The depositor or lender is thereby 
saved all the trouble of inquiry. He knows that, in any case, 
he has a sufficient bondsman on the other side. And the 
wealthy man, incurring such liability with his eyes open, really 
may be assumed to join the bank with the very object of 
rendering it such service, giving his guarantee for all its lia
bilities. We shall see how, in his turn, he protects himself. * 

However, there may be a bank of this sort with no man in 
it who can at all be called wealthy. There are many. There 
may be' a poor parson-in Germany country. parsons are 
generally poor, and in .Italy equally so-to act as the Crresus 
of the bank. In one, I found such .. Crresus" just wealthy 
enough to be able to make himself responsible in respect of a 
.P 25 share in the Central bank to be taken up by the Society 
(and paid up to the extent of one half), which entitled it to the 
credit wanted. Or else there may be nobody. Nevertheless, 

• ·Similar service may be rendered by a wealthy man, as I have found it 
given to an aglicultural syndicate at Aiserey, near Dijon, by Count Lejeas, who 
handed over bonds to the syndicate to pledge with a bank for advances, securing 
himself by the right of inspection and a first claim on assets. However, for ob
vious reaso:Js, this is a less perfect form of renderin,g help than joining in the 
common venture. 
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the members, being· all united in one bond~ staking everyone 
his little all, as a common security to whosoever may have a 
claim, represent some value, which g~od business and good 
character will, in course of time, render more effective. It is a 
mistake in this matter to look at the mere money value of 
these members' possessions. 

It is quite true that if, in a credit society composed only of 
small people, you resort to the ultima ratio and have them all 
sold up, you are not likely to recover much. However, nobody 
contemplates the necessity of selling up; there are other safe
guards adopted which have proved quite sufficient. A much 
more effective guarantee than the money value pledged is this, 
that none of these men' will want to be sold up, and every one 
of them will, accordingly, under the conditions prevailing, strain 
every nerve to prevent such a contingency. He does not stand alone 
in the undertaking. He is linked together with his neighbours. 
Putting them to loss must· mean disgrace to himself and an 
unhappy after-life. For these people are his little world. They 
are also not unobservant, mute, inanimate neighbours. They have 
eyes sharpened by their own interest, and a voice which under 
provocation may become menacing. They have even more 
effective weapons than these at their disposal. And, if anyone 
were to play them false, or neglect the duty which he owes to 
all, they might be found very willing to use them. Moreover, 
every borrower may be expected to require the services of the 
bank again. So he is not likely to spoil his own market. And,' 
once started, the little bank, unless badly managed, is pretty 
certain to improve its position as time goes on, by means 
which will still be explained. 

However, it may be readily granted that the membership of 
one or more people with sufficient property to answer prima 
facie for the bank by themselves alone, is no doubt a substan
tial help, and not merely by the outward shew of solvency 
which it naturally imparts. The wealthier men are likely to 
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bring more to the common stock that is valuable and wanted, 
besides their money guarantee. They are likely to possess 
experience, knowledge of the world, knowledge of business, 
judgment, influence with others. They may, accordingly, be found 
useful guides to the little society in the management of its 
business and in the prosecution· of its educational objects, which 
are quite as precious, quite as valued a boon to it, as money 
services. And they may promote the social objects of the 
institution, as important in the view of its members as any of 
the others, namely, that of drawing classes together in the little 
village world, producing community of feeling, a consciousness 
of common interests, and mutual good will. In some instances, 
even, their presence may be found useful as a means of at
tracting poor people, who require credit badly, to the counters 
of the bank which. left to themselves, they are too shy to 
approach. There is an old prejudice against borrowing, by 
which they are influenced. They have so long been taught to 
look upon credit, not as the valuable productive instrument of 
the solvent man-who can claim it just because he. is solvent
but as the last despairing resourccr of the ruined, that they look 
upon going to the bank to ask for an advance as an actual 
.. disgrace," an ostensible proof of serious straits. In such cases 
men of known wealth have more tha~ once usefully intervened 
as bell-wethers to set the example. After' they had broken the 
ice, their poorer neighbours . were found to pluck up courage 
for the dreaded plunge. 

It may be as well, after having laid stress upon the advan
tage of having wealthier men in the bank, pledging, like every 
one else, their own unlimited liability-which is absolutely 
necessary; for nothing else will answer the. purpose- at once 
to go on to explain in what way such wealthier members may 
protect their own interest, and make the unlimited liability 
harmless to themselves-apart from the general safeguards still 
to be spoken of, which are adopted to ensure in every case 
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conscientious repayment by the borrower, 'and therefore to protect 
the bank generally. ' 

Above all things, the ,members of the bank may themselves 
by resolution limit th~ use to which unlimited liability is to be 
put. This is very commonly done. And the wealthier men, 
who would probably suffer most in the event of a loss, have 
an interest in seeing. it done. The General Meeting-whose 
ruling may not be modified except by another General Meet
ing-is free to fix maximum figures, not to be exceeded 
in 'any case, the one in respect of credit for anyone person, 
the other in respect of collective business. That is one safe
guard. Supposing that the bank pledges all its members' pos
sessions to the outside world, but within its own organisation 
lays it down that no one is to have more than .i! 15, and that 
ail lending must not exceed .i! 200-or whatever the figures may 
be:-here is a limitation of liability which effectually protects 
everyone. For, supposing that the Committee were to grant 

. credit beyond such figures, not only would they become pe.-
. son ally responsible for the excess, but they could also be made 
liable to penalties within the bank and before a court of law. 

Of course, if that is to be a safeguard, those who pledge their 
own liability must be able at any time to ascertain that the nile 
is observed. Adequate provision is made for this. We shall see 
that members of this class of banks are, and have to be, elected 
with very great discrimination, which is a first guarantee. Next, 
the 'men elected on the Committee are likely to be such as the 
members generally feel sure that they can trust. In addition, 
the Committee has an active Council of Supervision above 'it, 
to examine and check all that it has done. Furthermore there' 
will be, as there will indeed have to be, full publicity. In this 
little society everything that happens becomes known, or can, 
at any rate, be ascertained - everything except the deposit of 
savings. And that is a necessary condition for it. There must 
be publicity, as in a healthy room there must be oxygen, to 
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keep out corruption. Therefore, as far as privity goes, every 
member has his remedy in his own hands. Beyond this, it is 
an unwritten rule, that, wherever there are members in the bank 
whose liability goes appreciably beyond that of the bulk of the 
other members, such members-that is, wealthy people who 
have larger possessions at stake-should as a matter of right 
be represented on the Committee, so as to be kept informed of 
what is going on, to have a voice in the management, and i:o be 
able to nip in the very bud any project which may happen to 
appear dangerous to them. And, knowledge being ~n such various 
ways fully secured,iwealthier members may quite adequately 
protect themselves by going out of the bank at any time. In 
unlimited liability banks they are entitled to that protection. In 
Share banks we have seen that ample notice should be insisted 
upon. Resorting to withdrawal means becoming quit at the 
moment of' all liability in respect of engagements not already 
entered into. In respect of engagements already accerted, out- • 
going members will of course" have to remain liable up to a· 
certain fixed time. In Germany that time is two years, which 
is none too long, but sufficient. I do not believe that in the 
early stages of the movement a bank will incur serious peril, nor 
yet creditors who have parted with their money, if the period 
be shortened to a year. But it comes near a direct breach of 
faith, not only with creditors, but also with instaying members, 
to limit liability, as is proposed in some generally faulty II model 
rules" that have come u"nder my notice in this country, to six 
months only. How the Treasury, which is the appointed guard
ian of the public interest in respect of II specially authorised 
societies," could have consented to so manifestly im{>roper a rule; 
I wholly fail to understand. By strict right, the outgoing member 
is liable in respect of every liability incurred during his member
ship, witltout limz"t of time. That was the liability pledged, 
expressly pledged, to the depositor or the lender-it may be, 
the only security which the latter cared about. As a con-

7 
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venience to outgoing members the period of liability has been 
shortened to two years. I am content, for the present, while 
transactions remain few and small, to have it limited to one 
year only. That, at any rate, gives depositors and lenders time 
and opportunity to learn the fact of certain members accepted 
by them as sureties having withdrawn, from the annual report
which I presume will be forwarded to them. They may then 
correspondingly withdraw their loans-supposing that such are not 

'expressly granted for a longer term, in which case the injustice 
to them will remain unabated. To cut down the period to six 
months only must mean to deprive them even of this modicum 
of safeguard and inflict a crying wrong. To make matters 
"worse, the authors of the "model rules" limit incoming members' 
liability to the period of their membership only. That is per
fectly right in itself; but, since outgoing members' liability is. 
likewise taken away, apart from wronging creditors, it may 
burden a comparatively small number of instaying old members 
to an intolerable extent, and possibly wreck the bank in, it 
may be, otherwise a flourishing condition. The Treasury should 
see that this absolutely absurd rule is cancelled-the sooner the 
better; or else it will incur a serious responsibility. The person 
entitled to first attention in the rules of the bank is the creditor. 
It is he who has to be secured. It is idle to suppose that 
banks adopting a rule so directly opposed to his legitimate 
interest will retain credit. 

Supposing, then, that a wealthy member goes out," the bank 
at once loses his support, which we must assume to be distinctly 
valuable to it. Its credit will be lessened by his retirement. 
Therefore it is not likely lightly to let him go. Were he to threaten 
to resign, as a means of preventing some questionable engage
ment, the bank would be likely to abstain from entering into it. 

I think it will be admitted that here is sufficient protection 
for liability, provided that members will only take the trouble to 
use it. And if they do not, the fault will rest with themselves. 
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Other safeguards, to be represented purely by £. s. d., were 
they conceivable as adequate for the purpose, must be altogether 
disallowed; for the bank wants its members'-more particularly 
its wealthier members' -personal attention and share in the 
management, quite as much as, if not more than, their money 
guarantee. Each member i~ to bestir himself personally for 
the benefit of the common concern. Therefore; if there is a 
wealthy man who wishes the bank well, but cannot, for some 
reason or other, afford to give the time and attention which 
membership requires, he had much better not join at all, b~t 
assist the bank, if he feels at liberty to do so, with a deposit 
or a guarantee as an outsider. In so doing, he will incur no 
liability whatever except that for the specific sum fixed by himself. 

Liability being unlimited, it follows as a matter of course 
that pluralism is inadmissible. A person may by common rule be 
a member only of one bank. Otherwise his liability would lose 
its ascertainable value, and might even become worthless. The 
one bank must have his whole liability and °his whole interest. 
If that be done members know where they are. Once he divides 
his allegiance he becomes potentially in either case a cipher. * 

The bogie of members' unliinited liability, specifically as it 
affects the wealthy, having thus been, as I think, disposed of, 
it will be well to show what general provision is made for the 
safety of lenders' money. Such demonstration will at the same 
time help to make it clear why unlimited liability is, under the 
present aspect, absolutely indispensable, and what are the ad- • 
vantages which it secures. 

In the first place there is the election of members, which is 
in the present case a matter of very much greater importance 
than in Share banks, requiring careful discrimination. For Share 
banks, after all, secure themselves to some extent by capital, and 
obtain, as a rule, more convertible security in respect of any 

• That does not mean that a wealthy member may not give a specific guarantee 
in respect of another bank, if the matter he made known. 
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advance made. In Village banks pretty well everything turns 
upon the member's character. And it is iust this which invests 
them with so great an educational value. Liability being un
limited, every one being responsible for everyone else, election 
could not be allowed to become a pure formality. The appli
cant's charact~r and past life will be inquired into. Poverty 
makes no difference. The man may be as poor as a church 
mouse. If he is known to his neighbours as an honest and 
trustworthy man he will be readily elected all the same. But he 
must have character. Therefore we begin with a membership 
of presumabiy careful and honest men, elected not en masse, 
but singly, after the first handful-it may be only two or three
have joined together as a nucleus. 

Next, the conditions involved in such membership in them
selves make it indispensable that the bank's district should be 
only small. In a district of any size there could not be suffi
cient personal touch and knowledge of members and applicants, 
and the safeguard of election might thereby become illusory. 
A parish with 400 inhabitants, or little more, is considered the ideal 
district. In some cases it is possible to combine two or even 
more parishes or districts to be served by one bank. However, 
such instances are rare, and it is a mistake to seek for op
portunities for expansion beyond what natural conditions permit. 
Largeness is not by any means required. But personal know
ledge, close touch and automatic supervision cannot be dis
pensed with. 

Election being made a serious business ensures the educational 
. effect aimed at better than anything else. The bank has some
thing to offer which the peasant, or petty tradesman, or artisan 
stands in need of. But it will not have him unless his reputation 
passes muster. It could not'afford to have even speckled sheep 
as members; for that would mean loss of credit outside, and 
danger within. Accordingly, doubtful persons are unmercifully 
rejected. In many, many cases have they in consequence of this 
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mended their ways in order to become eligible. Not only have 
they taken to paying regularly for what they bought, become 
industrious and peaceable, but they have gone the length of 
giving up drinking, and grown altogether respectable. Such 
results are freely attested from all countries. In fact, in Vil· 
lage banks, de Foe's dream, indulged in in "Giving alms no 
Charity," appears to have been made a reality, and "drunkards 
are made to take care of wife and children; spendthrifts lay 
up for a wet day; lazy fellows become diligent; and thoughtless, 
sottish men careful and provident." Even the Servian peasant 
in the country of "Sliwowitz" has renounced his dram. * 

And such creditable behaviour adopted could not be thrown 
aside after the election is over. For the relapsing member's 
stern judges continue in session, and, prompted by their own 
interest, would not shrink even from using their power of expul
sion. Whether the man really means it or not, accordingly, 
while he remains in the bank, he will have to consider himself 
on his good behaviour. 

However carefully selected members may be, as a second 
bulwark, the bank will take care that it has proper security 
given to it. It rests with the Committee, of the composition 
of which I shall still have something to say; to determine what 
in any given case the security should consist in. It has its own 
liability to make it cautious in the matter. ?ureties. are, as a 
rule, the most advisable form. Pledges are sometimes given, 
and even mortgages on real property. But they should· in all 
cases be treated as collateral security only. "What I particularly 
like about co· operative banks," to repeat Leon Say's phrase, "is, 

• For some remarkable instances see PlO/Ie'S Bonks. What I have said should, 
by the way, show how· utterly opposed to good practice is the method specifically 
recommended in some would-be "model rules," issued in England, namely, that 
of touting (or recruits and busioess by means of "prospectuses," to be cicuiated 
throughout the village, setting forth "the advantages offered" by the bank. Members 
and loan·seekers must come to the bank, asking for a privilege, to be granted on 
terms. The bank must not go to them. 
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that they give personal credit-just credit without any qualifica
tion." In Italy, as an instrument of credit, acceptances, endorsed 
in such manner as the occasion may demand, by one or more 
sureties, are common. They are convenient; they may in case 
of need be passed on i and they keep, as has been already 
observ,ed, the debtor well in hand. They are granted in any 
case for three months only, for however long it may be unde~
stood that, all conditions being complied with, the debt will be 
allowed to run on; but, within such limit, they are willingly 
renewed. In Germany the peasantry are frightened at the idea 
of a bill or promissory note. Accordingly, a note of hand is 
the more common form. In the event of long term loans the 
bank secures itself in a special way, as will still be shown. 
Only quite recently has the system of current accounts (by 
overdraft) been introduced into these banks in Germany. Prev
iously they had no genuine "banking" whatever. This is a 
~tep in advance. But it argues a stage of development such 
as the originators of the system could not, in their day, have 
contemplated as near at hand. It means that the member's 
business, whatever it be, has been to some extent commercialised, 
which is a development, and that he himself has become 'trained 
to business habits. Among a selected membership t~ere can be 
no difficulty about ascertaining whether a particular person is to 
be trusted. with a "passive" current account or not, to what ex
tent that account· should be granted, and what security should 
be asked. So the matter presents no difficulty. In the main, 
the earlier practice of only borrowing by specific demand' still 
holds the field; and it is sure to preponderate for a long time to 
come. Therefore our business must lie almost exclusively with it. 
Under that practice every ~dvance granted is granted only for 
a distinct, specified purpose. 

This is one of the peculiarities of the system. The loan is 
granted for a specific, approved purpose; to, that purpose the 
borrower is rigorously tied down; and in this way the employ-
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ment of the money is itself made a 'security for the loan. 
Applying it to other uses forfeits the loan and makes the 
borrower and his sureties liable. A man misapplying the loan 
would of course not be allowed to borrow again. In fact he 
would be got rid of as being untrustworthy. It is only fair to 
btate that I have never heard of any case in which such a thing 
has happened. 

There is DO limit by rule to the objects for which credit may 
be asked or given, beyond this, that the object must in every 
case be legitimate for the person who asks for it, and that, being 
of a nature to improve the borrower's material position, it pro
mises to repay itself with increase out of the outlay itself. In 
practice, however, objects range, generally speaking,' over a 
rather circumscribed area. In the case of the peasant or small' 
holder there may be a cow to buy, or a 'pig, or a calf, or it 
may be a horse; or else implements, machinery, fertilisers, 
feeding-stuffs, seed i or, once more, there may be a house to be 
built, or a shed, or a pigstye i a well to be sunk, a field to be 
drained, a wall to be set up; or there may be a field to be 
purchased. The village tradesman may require raw material, . 
or tools, or else he may want money for holding over his goods 
through a slack season. Both classes alike may'require money 
for household purposes, to effect a saving by tirpely or wholesale 
purchase. Or they may want to substitute a debt raised at a 
reasonable rate of interest for an exorbitant one. Whatever 
the object may be, the bank is ready to consider it, and if its 
means permit, and it judges the outlay legitimate in th case 
of the particular person, to grant the loan. On the other and, 
a man is not allowed credit for useless or extravagant expendl ure, 
or for a speculative venture, even though the article t be 
speculated in might, in ordinary circumstances, be, held legiti ate. 
Provided that' the object is approved, and the amount ked 
is judged to be appropriate, the bank is willing to I t the 
man have all the money that he. wants, and for as I 
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he may require it to recover what he will spend out 'of his 
outlay. It would be DO kindness, but rather the reverse, to 
allow him, say, .£20 when he requires .£30, or to let him have 
his money for six months, when he wants it for ten. In that' 
case he would have to trench upon other sources of income or 
credit~ and that would necessarily embarrass him; it might mean 
driving him perforce into the usurer's arms. Therefore it is 
a mistake to tie down borrowers, even preferentially, to short 
terms, arbitrarily fixed, as' a. matt.er of red tape. A committee 
of neighbours can easily determine all questions arising. 

The conditions here stated, of previous approval of the object 
of the loan, and a sufficiency of money provided for carrying 
it . out, call for no, comment or vindication. However, the third 
condition referred to, that of adequate time for allowing the 
loan to reproduce its own value and something more, has been 
rather sharply challenged in hostile quarters. It has been urged 
that a co-operative ,credit socie.ty, dependent for its means upon 
loans and deposits withdrawable at short, or without notice, is not 
in a position to grant loans ior two, or five, or ten years. The 
answer to this of course is, that t~e bank does not earmark 
its sovereigns and lend them out one by one, being careful to 
call them in in the same order. The withdrawal of any number 
of particular sovereigns cannot affect it, so long as it can 
make reasonably sure of having money of some sort or other 
at its disposal. And the deposit money of these banks has 
proved as a rule to be remarkably .. good, lying money." 
However, there is no necessity for insisting even on this valuable 
quality of its deposits to justify the Village bank granting loans 
for long terms. And, indeed, its critics have really placed them
selves out of court for raising this point at all by doing precisely 
the same thing as that' which they object to, with less 
justification. For, even 'in Share banks of the very straitest 
sect, I have fouad loans which are allowed to run on for quite 
as l?ng periods-that is, for ten years, and even up to twenty 
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-not by any means unknown, nor made a secret of, as 
if they had been granted in violation of any accepted rule. 
What the managers of such banks urged in justification was 
that-"there was the money" and employment had be found 
for it; they knew that it was safely employed, and it was 
employed where it was doing good. And there is no answer 
to that. 

However, ·what critics of such long lending in Raiffeisen 
baoks-which is absolutely necessary~overlook is, that circum
stances are in those banks widely different from those prevailing 
in their own societies, from which they rashly judge. It is 
quite true that you cannot lend out a ~overeign, of which you 
are allowed the use for a fortnight, for three weeks. But you 
may very well lend out a sovereign ~at is lent to you for 
ten years for the same period. The Share banks described 
cannot generally indulge in long credit. because their business 
is, as a rule, one of short transactions and quick tum over. And, 
moreover, short loans are amply sufficient for their own business. 
In a further chapter I shall show that co-operative organisations, 
properly adapted for the p\lrpose, may very well, and without 
any inconvenience or risk (in respect of time), lend out money 
on mortgage for as much as sixty and seventy years. Co
operative banks of the Schulze-Delitzsch or Luzzatti types could 
not do' that. Co-operative Mortgage banks equip themselves 
for it by themselves raising their loan money for at least as 
long periods. Village banks of the Raiffeisen type hold an 
intermediate position between the two. They are not asked 
to lend out money for sixty years, but it may be for five or 
ten. To provide themselves with that money they do not, like 
Cr~dilvtT~in~ and banch, popolari, rely on shares, or bills of 
exchange, or promissory notes, but on liabIlity pledg~d to th~m 
for a long tim" for the specific purpose of pledging it further. 
Their borrowing business is really not banking at all, but mort
gaging-mortgaging, not land or house property, but personal 
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liability ascertained to be sufficient. * Accordingly, they are 
perfectly in order in granting long term loans as they do. 

Rigorous insistance upon prompt payment is another charac
teristic feature of our present system. And, without doubt, harsh 
as it may appear to people new to s,uch banking, it is necess
ary and represents sound policy. Dealing with its small funds 
obtained by pledging its liability, the bank would not know 
where it was, if it could not rely upon having its money 
back at the proper periods. And its educational objects 
demand the same caution on other grounds. The bank is to 
make people businesslike, to teach them to calculate, to make 
them conscientious. It does not follow that the borrower will 
not obtain an extension of time, or an extension of cr~dit, upon 
showing cause. But that will be for the bank to determine. 
He will have to make his case plain. The interest due must 
be paid to the day, and also the prescribed instalment of the 
principal. For repayment by instalments is an accepted feature 
in this kind of credit business. In any case it facilitates'repay
ment, especially to borrowers of the poorer class, and holds 
them more strictly to their terms. But the longer are the 
periods for which the loans are habitually granted, the more 
indispensable is it that the debt should be steadily reduced, as 
time goes on. Should the borrower fail in his repayments, or not 
apply the money as was stipulated, the bank,as already stated, 
by a special clause included in all contracts, retains power to 
call in the loan summarily at four weeks' notice, making the 
borrower and his sureties responsible. 

That is what the late Duke of Argyll commended in a letter 
which said: "Your system of strict payments and watching 
the loan is admirable." , Admirable it has been found in practice. 
It has created a new kind of security. It has made uncultured 
people businesslike and conscientious. And the best p~oof 

• This is another reason why the limitation of out-going members' liability 
btlow Ilt least a year is indefensible. 
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perhaps of the efficacy of the rule is to be found in the rarity 
of its application. It has remained a birchrod on the mantle· 
piece. a .. terror to evildoers." without becoming an instrument 
of active punishment. 

The Italian Village banks secure the same object by the 
practice of renewal every three months. That leaves the 
borrower a little more time. should he have disregarded his 
terms; but for practical purpose it is found equally effective. And 
some such rule, under the special conditions of the case, there 
will have to be wherever this system of banking is applied. 

The precautions described have been found to provide adequately 
for the safety of money borrowed. However, there is more to 
tell. Our system requires machinery for carrying it into effect. 
That machinery is constructed on lines similar to those obtain
ing in Share banks. Only, since the system is simpler than 
that of Share banks, so also is the machinery adopted. But, 
if simpler, it is also stricter and more exacting, among other 
things. in respect of inspection and overhauling, without which 
no co-operative banking can be safe. And this system, in par
ticular, could not possibly do without it. 

The conduct of business is in Germany entrusted to a Com
mittee of five-which figure, being the Indian" punch," seems 
likely to make· this banking system, now at length introduced 
into our great Eastern dependency, easy to learn among the 
rayats. My own impression is that in very small banks a 
Committee of three is amply sufficient. In many French Village 
banks of the smaller order it is found so. It is a great 
mistake to over-man the executive, or to embarrass it, as some 
people have sought to do in this country, with cumbrous pro
ceedings. That will probably be at the expense of control, 
which wants to be kept very efficient.. The quality above all others 
to be secured for an executive is the capacity for prompt action. 
However, there certainly is an advantage in having some margin 
beyond the proper quorum, whiCh ought to be three. And five 
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has peen found a good number. The Chairman, who is really 
chairman of the bank, and who presides over the Committee ex 
officio, occupies a privileged position, and is elected, not by the 
Committee, but by the General Meeting. Raiffeisen used to say 
that, provided that a good Chairman and a Reckner (secretary or 
cashier) could' be found, a new bank might begin work, counting 
upon other members to drop in. In practice there is always a 
larger number to start the bank, though it is often very small. The 
Committee should, as far as possible, represent all sections and 
localities of the district; and, if there are wealthy people in the 
bank, such ought as a matter of right to have representation upon it. 
But it would be a fatal mistake to make the wealthy, or the 
more highly educated, the sole, or even the principal, administra
tors of the bank. There will be no confidence, no willingness
which qualities are indispensable-unless one man is recognised 
as fully the equal of another, and unless those for whose benefit 
the bank is intended have the main say in its doings. The 
Committee should meet as often as is at all required. But, as 
that will necessarily be at intervals, and as the utility of the 
bank is in a great measure determined by the promptness with 
which it can render assistance, some provision should be made 
for emergency operations. After all, the business is so simple 
that in pressing cases a member of the Committee should be 
able to obtain provisionally the verbal consent of his colleagues 
on a walk through the parish. 

The Committee's doings are watched and over~auled by a 
"Council of Supervision," consisting of from six to nine members, 
once more as fully representative of all classes and sections 
composing the bank's membership as can be. The Council 
is advisedly made larger than'the Committee, because numbers 
invest it with greater a~thority and also provide more ample 
material for information, which is altogether necessary under the 
circumstances. For in Village banks the questions of the pro
priety of distinct loans, compliance with rules. discretionary 
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treatment of borrowers, and the like, are likely to bulk larger 
than mere questions of account. In view of the smallness 
of the district and the paucity of transactions, in comparison 
with . the Share banks previously spoken of, inquiry by the 
Council of Supervision is likely to be more searching; and 
it certainly ought to be so. In fact, examination by the 
Council is one of the main safeguards of the bank and cannot 
be neglected with impunity. No doubt there is a difficulty 
to be faced. It is not easy at the outset, it may not be easy later 
on, to find in a village a sufficient number 9f men properly 
qualified to carry out the duties of members of ~e Council. 
That has been a difficulty in Ireland, and I believe also in 
India. Under such circumstances it is quite right. that, as has 
been done in Ireland, inspectors should be sent down from 
headquarters to check the bank's doings and act practically· as 
a Councii. A similar difficulty has been c;:xperienced in Germany. 
And that in part accounts for the practice adopted by the 
Neuwied Union of having balance sheets anel reports sent up 
bodily to headquarters from every bank every year, to be there 
carefully inquired into and sent backwards and forwards for 
interrogation and answers; till all is made clear. However, that 
can never fully replace a vigilant and actively interested local 
Council, which is sure to dete~t flaws and points of danger that 
escape an outsider's notice. A bank cannot really do without 
a Council of its own. . Accordingly, the local Council, if it is 
not equal to its work at the outset, should be carefully trained up 
to it. The inspector may come down from headquarters and in 
the first stage do the principal work. However, the form of in
vestigation by the Council ought to be preserved, and by this 
means gradually should the local men be educated up to fitness for 
their task. The bank will be all the stronger for this. And the 
Committee will be in a better position to refuse what it does not 
approve of, because there is the Council above it to point to, which 
may disallow, and rebuke, and report to the General Meeting. 
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Just as the Council of Supervision plays proportionately a 
more active part in the examination of the Committee's doings 
in the Village bank than in th~ Share bank, in the same way \ 
do the members generally in .their turn, within the small com
pass of their business, more actively supervise and check their 
representative. bodies. In fact, the interest taken. generally in 
the doing~ of the bank by members and by the local population 
as a whole, is one of the distinctive features of this system of 
banking. And it is right that it should be so. The more eyes 
watch what is being done, the less possibility will there be of 
imprudent actions or neglect passing unnoticed. 

In some of these little banks you may see the list of Members 
of the Committee and of the Council, even of the loans outstanding, 
hanging ~p in the bank's office. In any case, the books, other 
than the deposit ledger, are open to inspection by members. 
And tlJe bank's office, which in Italy very often is the muni
cipio, or village hall, becomes the centre of interest to the local 
population. Some of the banks in Italy, in order the more to 
interest members in their transactions, levy a s.mall fine on 'those 
who do not attend General Meetings. Really such measure is 
scarcely required. Members flock to the General Meeting in at 
least the same proportion that in the other banks they stay away. 
And they show themselves remarkably inquisitive. 

Above the Council of Supervision and the General Meeting 
on~e more, as in Share banks, stands the Union with its independent, 
searching, outside audit and inspection, which is, in Germany' 
and Austria, made compulso~y by law, and of which I propose 
to speak in a separate chapter. At the present point I will 
content myself with pointing out once more how systematically 
inspection is graduated in this system of banking. You have, first, 
local inspection by directly responsible people who can judge 
better than anyone else of the propriety of a loan. You have, 
afterwards, expert scrutiny by an accountant, responsible, not to 
the bank, but to a: higher authority, therefore sure to be strict, 
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in respect of compliance with the law, with rules and with 
accepted principles of business; and you have often a final 
checking by an inspector of inspectors. 

By such means as those described a rigorous and dependable 
system of checking is set up, which in so small a world scarcely 
permits anything to escape unobserved. 

There is, however, one more point at which business must be 
safeguarded. Those who administer the bank ought to be above 
SUspICIon. Of course they will be selected with discrimination. 
However, care must be taken to place every temptation to slipshod 
management or wrong doing, out of their way. The governing 
idea is, that everything that could be suggestive of individual profit 
and "lucre" must be kept carefully out of the bank. There is 
to be one interest only at work, namely the members' generally. 
Everybody stands to benefit in the same measure by the facili
ties which the bank affords. But that is to be all that he can 
get out of it. His profit must be outside the bank. Inside there 
must be no pickings. 

That is, in truth, one of the reasons why shares are not desired. 
A share, in whatever shape it be issued, means a capital stake. 
And a capital stake means dividend. Dividend must mean in
dividual gain, and is liable to abuse,. as it has been abused
in a pseudo-Raiffeisen bank-in the case quoted in the pre
ceding chapter. * Therefore there must be no dividend, and hence. 
by preference, no shares. Since, under some co-operative laws 
-which, like the serviteur du diaNe of the French prov~rb, 
give more in the way of regulations than is asked of them:
shares there must be, the dividend accruing from them-a 
mere trifle-has in well principled Village banks been voted 
away in advance, once for all, to subscription for the co-operative 
paper of the Union_ 

This brings me up to the point to be now ·dealt with. Just 
as there are to be no dividends, there must also be no. salaries. 

• See page 51. 
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Schulze would have everyone paid, in order to be able to make 
sure of good service. Raiffeisen, as consistently from his own 
point of view, disallowed all remuneration, looking for better 
service under the peculiar circumstances of his own case to be 
rendered for'the sake of the cause,. Neither members of the Com
mittee nor, o~ the Council draw any remuneration. (They may of 
course be reimbursed out-of-pocket expenses.) This makes them 
proof against such improper influences as this. They owe their 
office to election by the members, who are by presumption the 
very people who will come to ask them for advances. So long 
as their office'is worth nothing to them in money, they may be'! 
considered trustworthy keepers of the society's purse. For they 
have no inducement whatever given them to allow or refuse 
credits, except according to the merits af each case. But suppose 
that they draw a salary or fees, and that that remuneration is 
worth something to them, the applicant may threaten them in 
this way: if you do not let me have the money, I shall vote 
against you, and get my friends to vote against you, and so 
your remuneration will go. 

Accordingly, there is only one man paid in the bank-and 
he only at a very moderate rate-and that is the Secretary 
or Cashier (Rechner, or, in Italy, rag£oniere), whose duties are 
purely ministerial. He must not be a member either of the 
Committee or of the Council. He must not have a vote. He 
has ·no say whatever in 'the granting of credits. And the more 
the money which he has to handle is, in the bargain, kept out 
of his hands between sittings of the Committee, the bet
ter will it be. For there have been cases in Germany
though only few-in which such a man has absconded with the 
cash. There is some difficulty in Germany about his finding 
security. That would, so it is pleaded, keep out desirable men 
when poor. And, somehow, fidelity guarantee insurance has 
not been largely taken up in that country, at any rate under such 
humble conditions. The amount in the Secretary's hands, no 
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doubt, can never be very large. But, in any case, it is safest 
to adopt the Italian principle, of putting what cash balance 
.. emains from sitting to sitting into a place of safety-say, for 
instance, of paying it into the savings bank-and then all will 
be secure. 

This incidentally raises a question which, but for a truly 
4Stounding ruling given by the Treasury, I should not have 
(:onsidered deserving of discussion, namely, tha,t of the employ
ment of Village bank funds. Generally speaking, it is not to be 
assumed that Village banks will have at all large funds at their 
disposal to invest otherwise than in loans., Even their reserve 
funds are, as in the case of Share banks, rightly held to be 
employable in loans. And, apart from what is required for 
such, Village banks cannot be said to stand in need of any 
-considerable ready funds. However, our Treasury-exceeding, 
as is thought by some counsel, whose opinion should be worth 
something, the powers given to it in the Friendly Societies 
Act-has ruled that the funds of a Village bank may lawfully 
be invested .. in the shares of an Industrial Society, registered 
under the Industrial and Provident Societies' Act." What the 
particular officer who sanctioned such employment may; at the 
time when he gave his sanction, have been thinking of, I am at 
a loss to conjecture. Obviously, of all kinds of employment, thr.t 
here needlessly and gratuitously suggested is one of the most 
~mproper. For an .. Industrial Society," registered as described, 
is in the best of cases only a speculative, and therefore risky, 
undertaking. Since it is such, it is perfectly right and proper 
that a wealthy philanthropist like the late E. Vansittart Neale, 
for the sake of encouraging a good cause, should stake-and 
eventually lose-what may be described as a fortune in such 
investments. His money was his own. What the Village bank 
-disposes of is not its own. It' is borrQwed money, for which 
it is trustee, or-which comes to the same thing-money 
laboriously collected, and virtually pledged as security to lenders. 

8 
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And all ., Industrial Societies, registered etc.," are not merely 
speculative undertakings. Some of them are distinctly bogus 
concerns, taking advantage of a convenient Act to curry popular 
favour. So far from the registration referred to being a re
commendation, it ought in such cases to be accepted as a 
most .suspicious symptom; for it shows the nakedness of the 
land. A banking society· is formed with insufficient capital. 
being therefore from the .outset· of doubtful standing; and, to 
save expense, it registers under the cheap Act. The bogus 
banks, pseudo-co-operative, so formed, number-as I can testify. 
having in various instances been asked to join them as a 
"drawboy," and so having obtained an insight into their schemes
among the most undesirable undertakings for Village banks to· 

invest in. . Indeed, a Village bank should in all circumstances, 
like a shoemaker, "stick to its last," and avoid mixing its~lf 
up in other ventures. It is there to lend money to "industrial 
societies," not to stake its money in them. Several of the 
banks spoken of have, as was to be foreseen, very promptly 
come to grief. Other collapses are likely to follow. But such 
banks, of all "industrial societies," have a most alluring bait 
to hold out to necessitous Village banks-a bait which has 
already proved effective, when coming from another quarter
the bait of supplying share-holding banks with money in cases 
of stringency. The money is, in truth, sure to pass all the 
other way. But unwary Committees may be caught with the cha~. 

Now how, I should like to ask, comes the Treasury need
lessly to go out of its way to place such enticing temptation 
in that of the little Village banks, in the management of which 
it is called upon to interfere only so far as such conduct is 
called for by regard for their safety? In a Bill now awaiting 
the consideration of Parliament, a well-known Member of Parlia
ment, acting on my advice, takes power on behalf of Village 
banks to invest in shares in an industrial society, being, as I 
should explain, a ·central bank, "having a board of management 
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ekcted wlw/Iy or in part by the society, or by the society jointly 
with other rural credit societies." That is a different thing 
altogether. The Treasury recklessly, and to the imminent 
peril of the society which it is called upon to befather, dill
cards our limitation. Most earnestly would I urge Village banks 
to abstain scrupulously from the use of the dangerous power, 
the Pandora's gift which a slumbering or else unreflecting god
mother in Downing Street has forced upon it. !?uch u~e would 
be deadly poison to it. Village banks ought to be careful in 
the extreme in their investments, if they have any to make. 
The powers given them in the Act are, with the above men
tioned qualification absolutely sufficient. It is indeed seriously 
to be hoped that the Treasury will take the earliest opportunity 
of cancelling the power given, and here complained of. Nobody 
knowing what a Village bank should be could have asked for it. 

There is one provision still to mention, which adds not a 
little, as time goes on, to the security offered to depositors and 
other lenders of money. At however cheap rates our little bank 
may lend out its cash, it will in prudence have to leave some 
margin for the production of an overplus. Since nobody is to 
have any individual gain out of the bank's business, that over
plus must remain in the bank's hands as a collective possession. 
And that is just what is intended. There is to be an ordinary 
reserve, of course. But at the back of that also there is to be 
a growing endowment, belonging to the bank as a whole, an 
endowment to be used as an emergency reserve fund, should 
occasion arise, but otherwise to be allowed to accumulate 
without any trenching upon it whatever. It is declared by 
rule indivisible and inalienable, and is not to be shared out 
on any consideration, not even in the event of the bank coming 
to an end. For otherwise it might, in course of time, become 
a spoil tempting to the wrecking of the bank. Should the 
bank be wound up, the rules provide that the endowment fund 
is to be handed over for safe keeping to some trustworthy 
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public authority, to be by it resto~ed to its old purpose, in the 
event of a new bank being formed under the same rules in the 
same district, or else to be laid out in some useful way for 
common local benefit. 

By such means everything seems made tight and secure; 
there is no crevice left for leakage. And this fund. must, in 
proportion as it gr(\ws, become a more and more ample security 
to creditors, whose borrowed capital it may indeed eventually 
replace. 

• 

In countries like the United Kingdom, under present circum
stances, the endowment fund (Stiftungsfonds, originally Vereins
vermogen) is likely to grow only slowly .. In Germany it has 
in some cases increased very rapidly, and assumed substantial 
proportions, because agricultural property is subdivided, and 
sales and purchases of land offer very favourable opportunities 
for earning the bank a profit. Thus, for instance, it is not 
unusual, whenever some property is offered for sale, and there 
are known to be applicants for portions of it in the village, to 
map it out in lots, and offer it through the bank for sale at 
a mock auction. The bank is not bound by the result, but 

,the bidders are. Accordingly, if the sham sale should result 
in remunerative bids, the bank will buy the property, divide 
it at the prices offered, and pocket the surplus. Maybe we shall 
arrive at such a state of things in course of time. 

There is another method still, by which the reserve or en
dowment fund is in Germany made to grow. Village banks 
very often engage in distributive or supply business for the 
tenefit of their members, purchasing agricultural or other 
implements, as a store purchases groceries: From such busi
ness a surplus ought to result, which is carried to the common 
reserve. Raiffeisen's original idea was, that these two branches 
of business should be kept distinct-the sales being managed 
by one society, banking by another. Practical considerations 
have led to the two branches being sometimes united on a 
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small scale, in little villages. And there is certainly something 
to be said for the arrangement, if the limitations here postulated 
are observed. Abuse is not likely to occur so long as the 
accounts are kept strictly distinct. The transactions are too 
few' and in every instance admit of easy tracing. After all, in a 
village, everything is small; controt is easy; every transaction 
can be checked; here are the same members for both kinds of 
business already organised in a society; and there is the bank's 
money to help I 

Once more, as in the case of Share banks, I think. it will 
have to be admitted that sufficient safeguards have been pro
vided for carrying the money entrusted to the bank safely and 
without loss through the various stages of business, while 
doing an inestimable amount of good in a truly astonishing 
variety of ways to immense classes of the population. As a 
matter of fact, though these little banks now number by a good 
many thousands, and their work has been in progress for more 
than half a century under a remarkable variety of conditions, 
losses have been infinitesimal. A draft has occasionally had to be 
made upon the emergency reserve fund; sureties have been 
compelled ~o pay up. But neither member nor creditor, so 
I believe, has ever lost a penny. And the system has been 
judged so safe, that in some districts of. Germany local law 
courts have allowed trust moneys to be deposited with these banks. 
Such diswtion has now ceased, not on the ground of any 
loss of C6nfidence, or suspicion of deterioration, but. by reason 
of a revision of the German law·code. Nor do the Raiffeisen 
banks covet the privilege previously conceded to some of their 
number. For the receipt of trust inoneys must reasonably mean 
an amount of Government supervision and interference which 
would be felt as excessively irksome, and might dangerously 
restrict their freedom of action. Several German States have 
continued to show their unabated confidence in these banks 
by allowing public moneys to be deposited with them. 
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Thus by ingenious expedients a system has been built up 
which enables wealthy men to assist the poor without adopting 
the demoralizing practice of gifts, and which places power in 
the hands of co-operative institutions for coming to the rescue 
of the very poorest-the very beggar on the dunghill, it may 
be, provide~ that he is found honest, or the all but bankrupt 
petty peasant-and raising them up to independence, and it 
may be wealth, certainly to self-reliance and self-respect. 

"All this," so writes M. Rostand, President of the great 
Savings Bank of Marseilles, "surely is a practical realisation of 
the co-operative ideal in the village. It is possible only by 
union, by the spirit of solidarity." It is, in very truth, what M .. 
Luzzatti has called it, "the capitalisation of honesty." F or it 
is honesty and character that are by this ingenious combination 
of rules made the security for money. 

It will also now be seen for what reasons unlimited liability 
is indispensable in banks of this kind, . and what in truth is the 
part which it plays in the system. Its object is less to facilitate 
credit by the mechanical means of pledging an excessive money . 
value, than to render credit possible by making personal inter
est, quickened. vigilance, and a keen sense of responsibility 
effective towards that end. Without unlimited liability, people 
would never be half as careful as they are required to be, in 
the election of their fellow members. They would readily stretch 
points from a sense of unwise generosity and kindness. Unlim~ 

ited liability remorselessly banishes all etiquette, and applies 
the one true test. It is the same at all points of the system. 
But for the unlimited liability pledged, members would be 
careless in the election of committeemen, of councillors, in their 
inquiries into the business done, in their attendance at General 
Meetings. Unlimited liability sharpens their wits at every point, 
and makes that safe which otherwise would not be so. But 
for unlimited liability, committeemen would probably allow many 
an application for credit to pass which is economically unsound, 
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all the more that the property of the bank is common. Without 
unlimited liability, the council of supervision would be much 
Jess critical. The bank must, for want of money, have the 
secllrity of vigilance, of keen scrutiny, of a sense of responsi
bility. And these things are not to be got without unlimited 
liability, which puts every one on the qui vive. For the poor 
man's pence are as precious to himself as are his tens of 
thousands of pounds to the rich. 

It will also be seen what is the part which wealthy men are 
called upon to play in the scheme. It is not "ransom" that 
their poorer neighbours ask of 'them, but guidance, counsel, 
example. Their gold comes less into play-except at one 
point-than their personal influence and active interest. And 
one of the chief merits of the scheme is. just this, that it 
enables wealthier men to come to their poor neighbours' aid 
with their credit, it may be their money, their influence and 
labour, without degrading the beneficiaries by gifts. A gift 
would spoil the entire scheme, as a particle of impurity spoils 
crystal glass. It must not be, for the members' own sake. 
They must be trained to self-reliance and self-help. The scheme 
.is, once more to quote M. Rostand's words, "a happy combin
ation of business and the truest, the most practical, philan
thropy," which has created, in the words of the Hungarian, 
Professor Dobransky, "a real world of brotherhood," and for 
which humanity remains its d~btor. And it has proved its 
safety by experience. 



CHAPTER VI 

CO-OPERATIVE BANKS AS SAVINGS BANKS 

IN the preceding chapters I have endeavoured to show how 
money may be kept safe in a co-operative bank It is not by 
any means unusual for people freshly approaching the subject 
to want to begin at the other end. Their first question is not. 
how is security' best to be provided, but, how is the money 
required for credit purposes to be obtain~d? That clearly is 
putting the cart before' the horse. The money will be' got, and 
rightly got, if got at all, only if it can first be shown that it 
will be employed with safety, so as to ensure repayment t() 

the lenders. Accordingly, the keeping of 'the money safe. 
avoiding all risk of its being lost in ,the course of employment. 
and providing for its repayment, must necessarily stand in the 
forefront of the problem. I hope I have sufficiently de:J.t 
with that point. Having done so" my task will now be t() 
inquire how, on such premisses, the money wanted for the 
bank's service is to be secured. 

Obviously, there are ~n any_case only two sources open for 
the obtainment of moner. And' one of them is, in our instance. 
manifestly excluded by our opening supposition, that the people 
who ,combine to form a co-operative bank are more or less 
short of capital~ and cannot therefore provide sufficient money 
out of their own purses" Accordingly, borrowing from others
which in any case constitutes the banker's business-becomes 
the only available expedient. 

Now, in respect of this, once more, novices are apt to begin 
at the wrong end. They would borrow in a grandiose way. 
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like a State, in big sums, from large capitalists_ They look for 
good round hundreds and thousands, to be furnished as sub
stantial endowments by millionaire bankS, or else by capitalist 
well-wishers, and, since such quest generally ends in disappoint
ment, they gladly accept the easy-going principle which has 
grown fashionable, not· abroad alone, and turn expectant eyes 
to the guardians of the public purse, looking for manna from 
that terrestrial heaven, which, so they seem to forget, represents, 
not a spontaneously generated cornucopia, but laboriously earned 
taxpayers' money. .. Is. not their cause a good one, promising 
b~nefit to the cOqlmunity? \Vell, if it is so, clearly it deserves 
support from the public purse." "Taxpaye!S' money," so it 
may be well to point out, the money granted will be, even 
though it be actually taken, as is now freely asked, from such 
a subsidiary source as our public savings banks. For in the 
United Kingdom, at any rate, any draft furnished by the savings 
banks bears the taxpayers' binding endorsement upon it, and 
if, by any chance, money should be lost in the transaction, it i~ 
the taxpayer who will. have to make it good. 

The expectation· indulged in has unfortunately abroad been 
o,!ly too frequently realised. The State, listening to the plausible. 
pleadings, has dealt .out taxpayers' cash. Hence we find the 
same hankering for the same boon now asserting itself in the United 
Kingdom. Ireland has unwisely,led the way. 

No doubt, gifts or advances, like those here suggested, make 
tne bank's work distinctly more easy in the beginning. And, 
the consideration of State aid apart, some money of course there 
will have to be to begin upon-so it will have to be under
stood-to answer the purpose of the pailful of water poured 
into a new pump to make the sucker work. Both Schulze
Delitzsch and Raiffeisen had to send the hat round for such 
money, and M. Luzzatti begged his £28 together, with some 
difficulty, from sceptical friends, who subscribed £24 out of it
he himself .providing the lion's share of £4-really "to do him \ 
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a favour." Had these three men been able to go to the 
Exchequer and claim an endowment of a cool hundred or two 
their task would have been much facilitated. 

But would the easier method have produced the same goo< 
results? It could not possibly have) done so. There is no nee< 
to go into argument. One brief glance at co·operative bank! 
grown up by independent efforts, as compared with others coddle< 
with gifts, will suffice for our purpose. In the former we fine 
co-operative spirit, unselfishness, enterprise, self-reliance, mutua 
helpfulness and "go;" also natural growth from poverty t< 
sufficiency, from sufficiency to wealth; and always solvency. It 
the latter, we discover neither self-reliance, nor sound finance 
but on the contrary, trusting dependence on others, like that 0: 

an unweaned calf upon its mother cow, insatiable cupidity fOI 
" more," uncoupled with any sense of responsibility or realisa 
tion of duty. Epiphyte the bank starts, epiphyte it remains, 
exerting itself only so far as under imperative direction from 
its benefactor it needs must do, so, in order to comply wit!: 
prescribed forms, being virtuous.' for the sake of reward, a 
machine rather than a self-initiating, living, and therefore growing 
body. And, even so, the help obtained from outside, from whiclJ 
so much was expected, is found to fail in the end, because 
extraneous sources are incapable of producing all the money 
that is ultimately wanted. And then, after all, in steps inevitable 
Fate with its harsh judgment, cO'1demning those to efforts oj 
their own who thus far had been, so to put it, carefully trained 
away from self-help. Like the hapless Babylonian maidens 01 
Isaiah, after being nurtured in luxury, and spoilt with" wimples 
and crisping pins," they have now after all to" take L. e millstones 
and grind meal;" for there is no credit that will last, "hat has 
not t() be earned by one's own exertions. It is a harder task 
to buckle to the work then; but if it is not accepted, the vaunted 
" co-operation" fails. 

However, such argument is purely utilitarian. There is higher 
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ground to take. For the co-operative bank was not started 
merely as a convenient credit-pipe, to establish communication 
between capitalist reservoirs and non·capitalist dry places. Its 
cause is avowedly and necessarily the cause of thrift. Its 
accepted mission is, by means of thrift, to raise the comparatively 
poor, not only to greater competency but also to independence. 
The use of credit is in it really resorted to more as a means 
towards such end than as an end in itself. A powerful stimulus 
given to thrift may be said to be in it, of greater importance 
even than access secured to other people's money hoards. The 
thrift bank deals in credit, designedly as an inducement and a 
stimulus to thrift. Without· credit business, it could not pay the 
same rate of interest. But, throughout their work, we find thrift 
impressed upon all this class of banks as a distinguishing mark, 
just as if the founders had foreseen and accepted in advance 
Mr. Gladstone's admirable principle: "it is self-help which make!! 
the man, and man-making is the aim which the Almighty has 
everywhere impressed upon Creation. It is thrift by which 
self·help for the masses, dependent upon labour, is principally 
made effective. In them, thrift is the symbol and the instrument 
of independence a':ld liberty, indispensable conditions of per
manent good." It is as "compulsory savings banks" that 
S:hulze.Delitzsch's co·operative banks first became known; 
M. Luzzatti's are, by his own dubbing, "perfected savings banks," 
the majority of German Village banks are, not "Loan" only, 
but" Tltrift and Loan Banks." 

Now let us return to utilitarian reflections, and see what is to 
be said for thrift on such grounds in comparison with wholesale 
borrowing I 1:· 

Chancellors of the Exchequer know well-we have their 
express avowals for it, Mr. Gladstone's at the head of them 
all-what a far more advantageous source of borrowed money 
savings deposits are than any other funds. It was "to make 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer independent of the money 
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market," to give him .. a strong financial arm," that Mr. Glad
stone called' the Post Office Savings Bank into being. Thrift 
may be made to produce enormous sums, to levy which in the 
open market would cost something in negotiation and also in 
commission. The money which it produces is the cheapest 
loan money at all to be got. This latter point is of especial 
importance for People's and Village banks, because their parti
cular object is to cheapen credit. And it produces what Mr. 
Meikle of Glasgow has, in a Savings Banks Inquiry, termed 
.. good lying money "-money, that, as Mr. Gladstone has 
remarked in its praise, does not worry its custodian by going 
in and out, making calls upon him, or else overburdening him, 
both at inconvenient times. It lies firm. 

On all such grounds, then, the collection of deposits-savings 
deposits-must for a co·operative bank stand first among the 
sources of money supply. For such banks-doing a business 
only just profitable, with a small stock of cash-the risk of 
withdrawals, and more particularly withdrawals in lumps, the 
inconvenience of dependence upon others, whose wants' and 
caprices are not to be foreseen, are much greater and more 
serious than they can possibly be for a capitalist institution. In 
truth, drafts on capitalist money-hoards should, on prudential 
grounds alone, be kept in reserve only for temporary emer
gencies, to assist the bank-Iegitim~tely enough-in times of 
exceptional demand. M. L. Durand goes so far as to say that 
a Village bank obtaining money from outside sources (he is 
speaking specifically of credit allowed by a Central bank) should, 
so long as it is in possession of such money, consider itself in 
" hospital." The ordinary supply ought in any case to consist 
of-or at any rate to come to do so as soon as possible
money collected from depositors in the bank's own district, as 
an independent resource. 

Not without good reason, then .. did Schulze-Delitzsch lay it 
down, that the first duty of a co-operative bank must be to 
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possess itself of all savings obtainable within its district, to sweep 
that district clean and to prevent any savings from going else
where, be it into a stocking, or be it into a great financial 
.. wen," that is, some great banking centre. If there are 
difficulties, it must adapt its methods to local requirements till 
it overcomes them. But, in any case, it must strive to become 
the recognised receptacle of the district, at any rate for" People's" 
deposits, so as to be as little as possible dependent upon the 
outside market, and at the same time, by attracting every idle 
shilling, to train and accustom people to banking habits. 

There is ample evidence to show that, by active measures 
taken on the spot, deposit money may be obtained in sufficient 
quantities. M. L. Durand, speaking for his own districts, which 
cover a wide area in France, contends that it is an entire 
mistake to suppose that money is not sufficiently plentiful in 
country parishes, that rural credit societies have accordingly to 
go for their supply to towns, which are supposed to be more 
opulent. The system, invented in the South of France (and 
unfortunately viewed with some favour in certain. quarters in 
India) of interconnecting town and country banks, making the 
former the reservoir and the latter the taps, is, accordingly, 
wrong altogether, and very likely to lead to trouble. There is 
plenty of money to be collected in countrr districts, so testifies 
M. Dur.nd. Whenever one of his Central banks requires any, 
all that it needs to do to obtain it is to send out a circular to 
the local banks, and then, within a few days only, as a rule, 
it has to withdraw thaf notice, because supplies come in too 
plentifully. Things do not go quite so swimmingly in Germany. 
But in Belgium the Village banks formed by the National 
Savings Bank of that country actually take much more in 
savings than they advance in loans. Assuredly, there· would 
be a good deal of money forthcoming also in the United 
Kingdom, were the co-operative method tried. In 1894, when 
we formed the little Village bank at. Scawby in Lincolnshire, 
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one of the members, a working man, at once declared his 
readiness to withdraw his account-one of those lordly accounts 
of about .£ 1.00, about which bankers and Chancellors of the 
Exchequer make so great a fuss, as if they proved that, abusing 
the facilities offered, Rothschilds and Carnegies were depositing 
their millions in the savings banks-from the Post Office Savings 
Bank, and transfer it to the co-operative bank. Even Central 
banks, on which at the present time so many longing eyes are 
cast, as if they were promising milchcows for necessitous 
cultivators, should be' in the main, not tapping channels, but 
balancing centres, in which the overplus of one bank may be 
made to repair the emptiness of another. Co-operation is not 
tapping, begging, relying upon others, but producing, creating, 
establishing independence. 

Now, if on the one hand co-operative banks stand in special 
need of the support ,of local thrift, on the other, it may easily 
b~ shown that, both in towns and in country districts, they find 
themselves in a peculiarly favourable position for promoting 
and stimulating such. And herein lies their importance for the 
United Kingdom at the present time, when our savings banks, 
however admirably administered, and however useful in them
selves, are beginning to prove unequal to the great task set to them. 
(Further attention will be given to this point lower down.) Under 
such circumstances, co-operative banks may usefully be made 
to take up their place side by side with savings banks, as was 
indeed recommended by Lord Avebury in Parliament as long 
ago as in 1887, in imitation of what has been actually done, to 
very great public advantage, alike in Germany, where the savings 
banks envy the new comers, and in Italy, where they have warmly 
welcomed those institutions, which go on covering the unoccupied 
ground, inch by inch, attracting deposits, "drop by drop, as in a 
stalactite grotto," to quote M. Luzzatti's favourite simile. Both 
countries are the better for the presence of these popular thrift 
banks, and in both have they been found capable of accumulating 
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very large sums, which are now at the community's disposal 
for useful purposes, and which without them would lie practically 
idle. Like our own Trustee Banks in their favouring North, bidding 
against the Post Office Savings Bank-which in some places.!hey 
leave "out of the running" altogether- co-operative banks have 
been able to offer, in addition to that valuable help of counsel 
and personal interest, which is so much appreciated by the 
poor, many new facilities for laying by, such as, in the judgment 
of so experienced a savings bank actuary as Mr. Meikle, consti
tute .. the secret of success." More particularly as "collecting 
banks" have they proved superior to any similar institution. 
For they know the inhabitants of their district, they can get.at 
them, they have influence with them. They have local public 
opinion with them, which is a powerful force in a small community. 
They may influence small folk to save and deposit when nobody 
else could. 

As a rule, of course, co-operative banks, having a more 
remunerative employment for their money than savings banks
which, in the United Kingdom, are compelled to hand over all 
their capital to. the State-are in a position to allow depositors 
a rather better rate of interest. That is an advantage which is 
pretty sure to tell. For it is. a serious mistake to suppose, as 
official apologists of our State-governed system would have us 
believe, that the rate of interest offered makes no difference in 
the view of depositors. There are many instances in savings 
bank history to support my contention, that it makes a great 
difference indeed. Reduction of interest, or withdrawal of other 
favouring conditions, can be shown to have driven much money 
out of the bank, and, vice versa, more favourable conditions can 
be shown to have brought it in. The latest instance which, in 
the course of my many inquiries-here, there.and everywhere-I 
have come' across is that of Dresden, where the city area has 
recently been substantially enlarged. As a consequence, what 
used to be villages outside the borough, and therefore not bound 
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by municipal regulations concerning deposit interest, have been 
brought under municipal authority j and the local savings banks 
have accordingly had to reduce their rate of interest to 3 per 
<:ent. Within very little time deposits were withdrawn in con
siderable quantities from such outskirt banks, to be carried 
further afiel~, where they once more earn the higher rate of 
3i per cent, although perhaps the security offered may be 
argued to be not quite so good. 

However, it would be a 'mistake to suppose that the co
.operative bank rate is invariably higher than the savings bank 
rate, more particularly where savings banks enjoy full inde
pendence, and have accordingly as remunerative employment open 
to them for their money as co-operative banks. The main caU:se 
.of the popularity of co-operative banks with the depositing public 
is, that they are the depositors' own, administered by themselves 
through their elected nominees, that in them the depositors may, 
so to speak, .. see their money," and follow it through its further 
·course of employment, watching the results which it brings forth 
under their own eyes. There is Loreggia money turned to account 
in Loreggia, .Cremona money in Cremona. "But for this institu
tion," so Sir J. Lumley quotes·M. Luzzatti as saying, in the Blue 
Book already noticed * , "the whole of the savings of L~mbardy 
would be concentrated at Milan." "The local Post Office Bank," 
.50 wrote M. Eugene Rostand after visiting such banks, "has few 
customers j as happens everywhere where the spirit of initiative 
is strong, these intelligent workers prefer indepe'ldent private 
action to the action of the State, and realize the advantages 
which they d~rive from carrying their money to a place from 
which it will return to them as fertilising dew in the shape of 
loans or the cJ;scounting of bills." That is a distinct advanta6;, 
It is impossible to give full statistics, though a few will be quot
ed. But, indeed, statistics are not necessary for my argument. 
For the fact is not in dispute, that the amount of savings 

• "Reports by H. M. Representatives abroad on the Systems of Co-operation, 1886." 
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money lodged in People's banks and Village banks is very 
considerable .. 

To go on with my argument, co-operative banks, more 
especially Village banks, are not by any means content with 
opening their office door and simply receiving what is brought 
to them, even though the bulk of their deposits may be taken 
in that way. Old, seasoned savers, broken in to thrift, will come 
to the counter surely enough, as they come to the savings bank, 
bringing their savings with them i and, with regard to such people 
the question that the bank has to ask itself is simply: how 
conditions may be made sufficiently attractive. Under such 
aspect, a maximum rate of interest, convenient office hou~s and 
facilities for withdrawal are th.e most telling points, apart, of 
course, from safety. Facilities to be offered for withdrawal should 
not be neglected. For prompt repayments, even where notice 
has been bargained for, are greatly appreciated, and well-managed 
co-operative banks are careful to provide for such. On thi~ 

point, once more, I am sorry to see our English would-be 
organisers or Village banks swerve wide of the mark when 
insisting on the observance of notice. Their banks will not be 
formidable competitors to other thrift institutions, sho'uld they act 
upon such recommendation.. But, on the other hand, it .is 
of material advantage to the bank to have money 'deposited 
for good long periods-money that may be relied upon. 
And for such, as in all banking institutions, a somewhat 
larger interest ought to be allowed. Also, it is often found 
a help to introduce special say.ings sections for particular pur
poses, such as for receiving instalments towards maturing rent. 
Co.operative banks will allow a higher rate of interest for 
deposits so earmarked. But in candour it will have to be owned, 
that earmarking does not in all cases preclude abuse. I have 
found that the .. savings department for rent" (affitto)-at four 
per cent-in an Italian bank, was used mainly by employees of 
the bank, who knew of the advantage offered, for quite ordinary 

9 
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savings, independently of rent, which latter was put forward only as 
a pretence. Passbooks are generally issued" to bearer," which 
seems to be regarded as the most convenient form. And I do. 
not think there is much fraud occurring on this score, even in 
populous districts, where the number of accounts is very con
siderable, and where people are not throughout personally known 
to one another. In villages fraud would be easily detected_ 

However, that is only half the collecting work which any 
active co-operative bank is called upon to perform, at any rate iu 
country districts; and perhaps the less important half of the 
'two. If they would be sure of gathering up all the spare money 
that there is in their district, and of training more especially the 
poor people to. lodging it, co-operative banks must, like the king 
of the parable, send their emissaries out into the highways and 
hedges and "compel them to come in." They have to do so, 
in the first place, to get hold of the money, which might other
wise go unprofitably into a stocking, or else be wasted, or, in 
the best case, travel out of the district; and, in the second, to. 
draw th.e unthrifty, or children, into their net, and systematically 
train them to thrift. That is one of the especial objects for 
which they exist. Germany is, in a manner, classical soil for 
collecting hy collectors. The method was there in use long 
before there were co-operat~ve banks to employ it. The large 
Savings Bank of Frankfort-on-the-Main has collected by collectors 
ever since 1826. And, wherever the method has been tried, it 
appears to have given satisfaction. In country districts there is 
now a great deal of collectiag done, in the same way, by 
coliectors, who scour the country, going from house to house, 
like the members of our most useful, but numerically quite 
insufficient "collecting banks," knowing at what times there 
is likely to be money present, and ready to snatch it up before 
the tempter has suggested another use. If they are sufficiently 
wide-awake, they will be present at the pay-office on pay-days. 
and very much in evidence on Sundays, outside the church and 
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elsewhere, before the week's wages are gone. They may even 
visit the farm servants in the farmyard, the labourer in the field, 
or the forest, and take care, generally, to be on the watch, with 
their out-stretched hands, wherever they' may scent loose cash. 
As receipts collecting counters are used, sometimes metal counters, 
often counters of cardboard-the latter are now frequently made 
in the shape of railway tickets. There are counters of different 
shapes or colours to represent different values, which may be 
exchanged, the smaller for the larger, like the co-operative store 
tokens. Some societies carry them down to five pfennigs, that 
is, id. Then there are other counters representing sixpence; 
a shilling and so on; Postage stamps do not abroad lend 
themselves as readily to use as instruments of thrift as among 
ourselves, because co·operative banks are not the Post Office, 
and could, therefore, not accept stamps gummed' on a card as 
money. Special arrangements are sometimes come to with the 
Post Office to make postage stamps receivable. Thus it is in 
Italy. However, only one co-operative bank, the People's Bank 
of Bologna, which is ever to the fore in all provident work, 
takes advantage of this. In Italy there is, on the other hand, a 
difficulty in the way of halfpenny deposits, caused in part by 
the levy of Ii per cent made upon all deposits in other thrift 
institutions in favour of the Post Office Savings Bank. In Germany 
there is no similar obstacle to the collection of small deposits. 
And there, as an additional facility, imitation postage stamps 
have been tried. The old-age-pension cards have familiarised 
working folk with su'Ch all over the Empire. But somehow 
people do not take to them. Counters or tokens are convenient, 
more particularly in this respect, that they may be served out 
to representatives of the bank, schoolmasters and others, who 
subsequently ac~ount for them in money, or else in counters, 
so that there can be no doubt about the reckoning. However, 
,they are easily lost or mislaid. In fact, so little are they liked, 
that, although introduced into use by savings banks- as 10hg as. 
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twenty years ago, and readily taken up at first, they have recently 
dropped almost altoge~er out of employment in such establish
ments. In 1901, out of 3620 savings banks receiving-places 
existing in Prussia, only 323 issued counters or cards, and by 
their means collected in all only about £27,650. In co-opera
tive Village banks, however, they are still much in use. Never
theless I be"Iieve that I was right in recently recommending, * 
in preference to them, small deposit books, made out to 
particular persons, such as are usual in our penny banks. 
:Sooks of this sort are not as easily lost as counters, and, if 
lost, may be at any time replaced, and cannot well miscarry. 
For, in a village, there can be no difficulty whatever about 
establishing the identity of a child, or indeed of anybody. 
And children like looking at their book. and watching how 
the "account" grows. Penny banks in schools are very much 
in vogue in connection with co-operative banks. They prove 
useful,' of course, in proportion as the master takes an interest 
in the work. An active master makes a prosperous school sav
ings bank. So greatly is the importance of training children 
betimes to thrift appr:eciated, that in Italy schoolmasters showing· 
good results in this respect receive a special gratuity from the 
State. The matter of course has two sides to it. Children 
saving may mean parents worried for coppers, or larger coins, 
with altogether illusory results. On this ground, the important 
Generalverband of co-operative societies of the Raiffeisen type 
in Germany, of set purpose, up to quite recently discQuraged 
children's savings banks, at school or elsewhere, holding such 
to be hurtful. That seems like the Duke of Wellington objecting 
in early days to military savings banks, on the ground that 
deposits from soldiers must mean that the men were overpaid. 
Apart from this one Union, which seems now to have changed 

• "Btkbung dts Sparsilmts tmti Fordtnmg dts Sparbttritbts. Darmstadt," 1906: being 
four Prize Essays, issued by the" Deutscher Reichsverband l:indlicher Genossen
schaften" by way of instructions to its nearly 14.000 Village banks. 
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its mind, the importance of instilling the idea of thrift .into 
young people, at a very early age, so as to make it breed a 
habit, is generally recognised 'and accepted as outweighing any 
possible drawbacks_ 

As a supplementary help to collecting by human agents, I 
have recently recommended to foreign co-operators a very con
venient collecting box, which comes from the United States 
and appears to be in common use there-though there em
ployed mainly by business banks, as a means of attracting 
depositors. In Europe it has already found its way into provid
ent institutions in the United Kingdom and in the Scandinavian 
countries. In the latter, more particularly, among a population 
strongly disposed to thrift by nature, it has already become 
decidedly popular. It is known as the II Home Bank," and 
consists of a small iron box, or diminutive II safe," with an 
aperture in the side, through which coins may be slipped, 
dropping into an inner compartment, which is firmly secured 
by a catch. The box is served out locked, and the bank retains 
the key. The idea is, that people will slip in money when 
they have got it, and will then be prevented by the secure 
closing of the box from taking it out again. After a time they 
carry the box bodily to the bank (it is very small) to have the 
contents taken out and credited to their account. It says 
something for the thrifty instincts of human nature that very 
considerable sums are reported to have been collected in 
deposits in this way.' In ~merica it is calculated that a 
II Home Bank" collects annually, on an average, about £20, 

which, with hundreds of thousands in the hands of the public, 
means a good deal of money laid by. And it would be rash 
to assume that what is so saved is taken away from other 
saving. For the experience of savings banks is, that every 
new facility offered for tllCift taps fresh sources. This applies 
more specifically to the thrift work of co-operative banks. In 
Italy, as elsewhere, I have questioned the directors of savings 
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banks respecting the effect upon their institutions of the opening of 
People's banks, with their large savings lodgments. And these 
gentlemen have shown me from their books that the People's banks 
have not in any way trenched upon their own takings. The latter 
have continued to grow without diminution at the accustomed rate. 

Thus, in one way or another, the net is cast out which is to 
catch fish for thrift. And the closer are its meshes, the better 
does it answer its purpose. Children are in Germany taught 
to save up for their confirma'tion outfit, and, beyond that, boys 
for their equipment for military service, girls towards their 
trousseau. Farm servants are urged to save up for their little 
house and home' of after-time. Indeed, in some instances, good 
intentions have outrun wise discretion. Thus, in Germany, 
where compulsion is generally believed in as a necessary of life, 
and in the main readily submitted to, attempts have even been 
made by well intentioned employers to compel servants to lay 
by out of their wages. The methods in use for providing for 
old age pensions and accident insurance may have suggested 
this. It is a bad plan, which has not answered. To compel 
people, while under authority, is to dispose them to do the 
opposite thing once the authority is withdrawn. Moral suasion 
has proved far more effective. In a number of villages in 
Pomerania recently, there were found to be in the ~ocal Village 
banks from 68 to 269 deposit accounts opened in each for 
confirmation outfit-1227 accounts in all, representing 53,650 
marks (£2,680). As for collecting by means of cards, in Hesse 
in 1903, in a village with 1240. inhabitants, more than £1,000 
was found to have been taken, in another with 2,260 population 
£2,106, in a third with 2,130 population £2,II5, in another 
with 970 population £537, in one with 3,240 population £2,500. 
Since £25 or £30 will often suffice to purchase a small house 

. with a little land attached, farm servants find themselves en
abled to lay by during service, even out of modest wages, what 
will one day make them independent. 
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The amount of money collected in co-operative banks in the 
shape of savings deposits is, as observed, very considerable. 
And it has grown very fast. Unfortunately, the statistics 
published are scanty, and will not agree among themselves. 
According to a table published by Die Sparkasse, the accepted 
organ of German savings banks, popular savings have increased 
in Germany as follows:-

31 December 1901. 3t December 1904. 

In public savings banks 9,552,000,000 M. 
In co·operative banks 1,700,000,000 " 
In insurance companies 1,927,000,000" 
In workmen's insurance 

funds (old age, accident) 931,000,000 II 

In sick insurance funds 179,000,000 .. 

J.I ,185,000,000 M. 
2,300,000,000 " 
2,35 8,000,000 " 

1,287,000,000 " 
2,100,000,000 II-

----~------~----~-------
14,289,000,000 M. 19,230,000,000 M. 

Thus, within three years, savings deposits in co-operative banks 
appear to have gone up from £85,000,000 to £II5,000,000, as 
compared with £477,600,000 increasing to £559,250,000 in 
savings banks, that is, at about double the rate. The total' 
popular savings in - Germany are in the above table put at 
£961 ,500,000. * 

The Blatter fur Gmossenschaftswesm more recently gave the 
following figures. In the Schulze-Delitzsch Banks, savings 
deposits increased from 361,773,3°9 marks in 1893 to 636,328,574 
marks in 1903; in Raiffeisen banks of the Neuwied Union, 
from 81,387,422 marks in 1897 to 192,653,973 marks in 
1901; in agricultural banks of the Darmstadt Union, from 

• The latest Report issued by the ZtntralgcnosstnSchaftskasse of Prussia, which 
act. in a manner as collective- banker for all agricultural co-operative banks in 
Prussia, shows that fbis institution had about £50,000,000 of savings deposits ill 
its keeping, for the account of such banks, apart from wllat. they were employing 
in their own business. ' 
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65,837,33'6 marks in 1896 to 392,942,244 marks in 1902. * 
Here are 1,221,924.791 marks (1?6I,096,240) accumulated in 
the three largest Unions of Germany. To this must be 
added another 11,389,053 marks ('£569,452), of which half was 
held in distributive stores and half in co-operative building 
associations. In any case, the sum of money collected is very 
large. 1?115,000,000 collected among 60,000,000 Germans 
corresponds to about '£79,000,000 which might have been col
lected among the 40,000,000 population of the United Kingdom. 
And that money is not locked up in the Treasury, .. bolstering 
up the funds, giving the Government the power of putting its 
hands into the pockets of the people, and enabling it to scourge 
the people," as "Currency" Attwood not inaptly described our 
process of putting all savings banks money into Consols, but 
it is at the beck and call of whosoever may stand in need of 
it for productive purposes and can make out a case. 

The figures for Italy are less striking, but that may be mainly 
because they are less co.mplete. They include only part of the 
banche po polan" and not a single cassa rurale. And it should 
be borne in mind that Italian co-operative banks actually draw 
much of the cash which they lend out of the tills of the regular 
savings banks, which may, accordingly, be said to be, in a 
manner, . doing the collecting for them. According to the official. 
Annuario Statistico Italiano of 1900, which is the latest record 
issued on this matter, there were on 31st December 1898, in 
507 (out of more than 700) banche popola'n~ in 297,990 accountsp 

233,841,979 lire (£9,353,680). Considering the poverty of the 
country and the number of other receptacles for savings, that 
is after all not bad. The ordinary (independent) savings banks 
held, a year later, at the close of 1899, in 1,630,678 accounts. 

• As is shown in the last Annual Report of the Rtidtsvtr6and, savings deposits 
received in the two last named Unions now increase regularly by about £5,000,000 
net a year. How dges that compare with recenf increases in our Slate-governed 
savings banks? And the membership of the two' Unions is only some 1,750,000. 
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1,430,816,003 lire (£57,2,32,640), * and the Post Office Savings 
Bank on 31st December 1898, in 2,938,401 accounts, 462,413,3 II 
lire (£18,596,532); and ordinary banks at the same date, i!1 
100,570 savings accounts, 66,016,667 lire (£2,640,668). Thus 
there was in all about £78.500,000 collected, in addition to 
about £9,400,000 in banclt~ popolari, and the unknown amount 
in other banelu popolari and in all the casu rurali, to' whose 
deposit-collecting capacity M. Eugene Rostand and Leon Say 
have both borne eloquent testimony_ There is plenty more 
to be collected where that came from, and, in any case. these 
figures show that co-operative banks have a wide field to lay 
under tribute without any need of thinking of going to tpe 
capitalist provider of money_ 

Apart from proving-which is here my main point-that 
co-operative banks may find the collection of savings deposits 
a richly yielding source to provide the money which they want 
for carrying on their work, what has been said must also. I 
think, have shown what most serviceable and valuable machin
ery for the encouragement and practice of thrift co·operative 
banks afford, superior, to my mind, to Government-ridden savings 
banks, and also to joint stock institutions, which. now so freely 
invite savings. And this merit, at any rate, ought to make 
them acceptable to those who, like. the British people, still 
persist in believing themselves too well off to need democratised 
credit. It may not be amiss to add that every nation in turn, 
in which co-operative banks now flourish, has begun by pro· 
testing that it did not want them. Time was,in the same 
way, when we thought that we could do without railways and 
the electric light. However little we may think that we need 
democratised credit, there is no one who does not profess himself 
favourable to working men's thrift, even on a large scale. Now 

• By the close of 1904 the amount had grown to 1,776,900,000 lire; and the 
amouD.t of deposits in the Post Office Savings Bank had increased to 978,600,000 
lire. 
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our British savings bank system is unquestionably admirable. 
as far as it goes. However, by reason of the very fact that 
it is a savings bank system, it necessarily labours under one 
great disadvantage, to which, by subordinating it to the Treasury, 
we have very unnecessarily added another, possibly still greater. 
The first disadvantage is, that our system, as a matter of course, 
employs one set of people to do for another set that which 
the other set ought plainly to be taught to do for themselves. 
It keeps them in tutelage. It takes their savings, and keeps 
them safe, on the whole; but it does not educate, it does not 
train savers to independence, to a knowledge of business and 
to self-reliance; it is not self-government. Now that may have 
been perfectly in place in the days of Priscilla Wakefield and 
Dr. Duncan, when it may readily be admitted that only very 
few of our' working folk were capable of looking after their 
own savings, keeping them securely and investing them advan
tageously. But, even so, what happened subsequently has shown 
that the' system was, as it needs must be, inherently imperfect, 
that there were flaws in it which called for further safeguards, 
further interference, and which. unhappily, even such interference 
has failed wholly to correct. It was for the reason 'here insisted 
upon. that Mr. Gladstone interfered, introducing legislation which 
has rightly been praised, but which also shows, by the very 
limits which it sets, by 'the supervision which it imposes, and 
the restraints which it provides, that we have here anything 
but an' ideal-rather a very artificial and forced-system to 
deal with. After a time, the chosen guardians of poor people's 
money had themselves to be placed under guardianship. Inspec
tion Committees were appointed, the Post Office was made a 
guardian. Then the Post Office itself had in its turn to be 
placed under guardianship. The Treasury from thenceforward 
grasped 'the handle alone. The machinery would not work 
smoothly j every now and then there was grit getting into it 
and stopping the wheels j if the belts were drawn too tightly, 
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trustees refused to act; if they were loosened unwisely, there 
might be loss to depositors. Accordingly, safeguard was piled 
up upon safeguard, restriction added to restriction, till we have 
arrived at an arrangement, which, however securely it keeps 
depositors' money, instead of urging the lesson to save to 'the 
utmost of their power, rather admonishes our people: be not 
saving overmuch 1 Lombard Street prophets are not wanting 
to press the lesson home. The POljt Office authorities, animated 
by the same good motives as trustees, would wish to do their very 
best by the people for whom they are called upon to act as 
collectors. They are "very ambitious," so said Lord Goschen 
when he was Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1891; "the more 
business the Post Office transacts, the better satisfied are the 
officials." However, Downing Street steps in and forbids. "We 
do not want any more," so said Lord Goschen on the occasion 
referred to. Downing Street has dealt in the same way Sfu';cifically 
with Trustee banks. The Act of 1903 has brought the latter some 
welcome relief; but, up to then, they were bound hard and fast. 
They would create facilities; they would dispose of inconvenient 
buildings, and fix their abodes in new centres, considered more 
convenient by reason of the shifting of the population; there" 
have been cases when, thanks to good management, they might 
have given their depositors a little bonus. Once ~ore Downing 
Street stepped in. The result is, that we have a system at which 
the Tariff Commission could point its finger of scorn. For, th~ugh 
its figures were incorrect, and it attributed the effect observ.ed to 
an entirely wrong cause, the fact remains that we deposit less 
in our savings banks. than do some of our neighbours, really 
less well off, in theirs, simply because Downing Street will not 
let us do as they do, that is, develop thrift freely; whereas 
they possess, by the side of less material prosperity, which is 
a drawback,a perfectly free and elastic savings bank system, 
which allows them to draw wider limits, if they draw any at 
all, and to" earn, and therefore also to pay, a, better interest-in 
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a word, effectively to encourage thrift, instead of forcing it into 
a narrow Procrustean bed with a limit of £50 at one end, a 
limit of .12200 at the other, and a Damoclean sword of reduced 
interest hanging ever threateningly over its occupant's head. 

There is no longer any need for such shortsighted begrand
mothering as we are hampered with; and it is all the more injurious 
to the country, since our grandmother herself has shown herself 
very little solicitous about the grandchild and very selfish 
about herself. Mr. Gladstone himself, full' of high moral senti
ment as he was, has admitted in plain words that, for absolutely 
selfish reasons, he desired his Savings Banks Bill to be "passed 
sub silentio," because "a full . statement of my expectations 
from it would have been absolutely fatal." In other words, he 
had an axe of his own to grind. "I had an object of first rate 
importance . . . to provide the Minister of finance with a strong 
financial arm, and to secure his independence of the City by 
giving him a large and certain command of money." That 
means that he wanted to make a convenience of the savings 
banks for the benefit of Downing Street. The depositors might 
look out for themselves. So it has been ever since. Chan
cellor of the Exchequer after Chancellor of the Exchequer has 
made broad his phylacteries and declaimed about his noble 
devotion to the cause of the poor, his self-sacrifice and munifi
c~nce, he has even reminded the poor depositors that they are 
after all unworthy prodigals, for whom a fatted calf out of the 
taxpayer's stall is being periodically killed-and the elder 
brother, hailing from Lombard, Street, has not been wanting, 
standing by and protesting against the unmerited favour shown 
to "this thy son." In TIlt' Times, of 2 August 1906, he goes 
so far as to claim that, since the Bank of England will not 
maintain a sufficient gold reserve to permit him to speculate 
and earn fortunes with a fully quiet mind, his poor neighbour'S 
little ewe-lamb should once more be slaughtered for his own 
benefit, that is, that a gold reserve of some millions should be 
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provided out of poor folk's deposits, on which, as the Times will 
have it, .~ an unduly high rate of interest" is being paid, namely 
about 21 per cent. That is quite right from a selfish point of 
view. We have a poor devil to fleece for our benefit, and we 
will fleece him. In truth, the sacrifice has throughout been 
all on the other side, and it is the poor man's little ewe
lamb which has fed the rich Chancellor of the Exchequer. All 
along has the Treasury's interest been allowed to reign supreme. 
Mr. Gladstone and Sir Stafford Northcote have admitted what 
a boon the savings banks have proved to them. The inquiries 
of 1858 and 1889 told of" millions" by which the Treasury 
had been enriched. In 1891, when deposits grew inconveniently 
large, Mr. Goschen publicly scolded the savings banks for 
taking so much. .. As Chancellor of the Exchequer, I am 
adverse to any measure which would largely increase the 
already gigantic amount standing to the credit of depositors." 
That was when savings bank deposits stood at .£1 10,000,000. To· 
day they approach £23°,000,000. However times have changed, 
and quite recently we have had Mr. Austen Chamberlain, as 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, reproachfully remarking that" the 
savings banks no longer afford us as large resources as for
merly." No wonder, Mr. Chamberlain; you and your predecessors' 
have worried depositors far too much I It is always the Chan· 
cellor of the Exchequer's interest which is considered. However, 
Mr. Austen Chamberlain is wrong in this reproach. The boot 
is on t'other foot. Were we allowed to deposit like the Germans, we 
should have found, as a counterpart to their lordly £600,000,000 
in the savings banks, proportionately to our smaller 'population, 
a good £400,000,000 to stand at his disposal in the National 
Debt Office. Cancellarian selfishness has in fact over·reached 
itself. So it has been throughout. In 1896 the Treasury 
had about £1,600,000 clear profit out of the savings banks 
up its sleeve. But there was a tiny loss. At .once it was 
suggested that interest should be reduced by ! per cent. On 
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£230,000,000 that would now mean more than a round million 
a year. 

And the mischief is the greater because, in its wisdom, Downing 
Street sees only one way in which to employ savings bank 
deposits. Abroad, untold good is done by mll-king deposits avail
able for useful, fructifying purposes. The people's' money is, in 
great part at least, employed for the people's benefit. It is 
made to set up workmen's dwellings; to settle small folk on 
the land; to fructify in productive employment. .. How much 
could be done for the working man, if I could offer you 
£100,000,000 a year more for wages?" So asked Mr. Chamberlain 
the Labour Branch of his "Tariff Reform League," in May 1905. 
Aye, how much I Something under a thousand co-operative 
banks, of one type only, in Germany provide, as already stated, 
more than that £100,000,000-to go in wages and raw material, 
machinery, and tiding over of slack times. And Mr. Chamberlain 
sees the result, without. detecting the cause, in the fierce com
petition which we have to endure. But, then, in Germany 
they have no Downing Street to reckon with. And Downing 
Street is, like S. Martin, durus-durissimus-in negotio, though 
far from b01lUS in consilio; * And it is not even always fair in 
statement, when, as in this instance, its own interest is involved. 
When it wishes, under the guise of" fluctuating interest"
which the evidence of practical savings banks experts given in 
1858 . has shown to have worked very badly in Scotland-to 
reduce interest, it gives it out that fluctuating interest has 
proved "eminently successful" in France t-where it has not yet 
even been tried I But who is, in England, to credit a fact, even 
though it be ~upported by the testimony of all th~ official 
administrators of savings bank money in France, when it comes 
into conflict with a statement from the Treasury bench? When, 
in 1890, representatives of Trustee banks pleaded for their old 

• I retain the male gender; for instance see pages 97 and 113. 
t Hansard, Debates, vol XCI, 1208, 25 May 1901, Sir ;\lichael Hicks Deach_ 
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accustomed practice of" special 'investments," which, in 1889, Sir 
Edward Brabooke had shown to have never led to a loss, the 
same Chancellor of the Exchequer ruled that that would be illegal
though Lord Herschell and Lord Macnaghten had both given a. 
contrary opinion. * When questioned in the House of Commons 
about savings bank money being employed in Belgium and 
Prussia (with great benefit) for housing purposes, he pooh-poohed 
the question, on the ground of .. no information," with regard 
to Prussia, and subsequently, in the inquiry of 1902, represented 
what is being done in Belgium-where 90 per cent of the value of 
the building is advanced as a matter of course, for, long .periods, 
on very easy terms- as "very much the, same thing" as what is 
done by our own Public Works Board, which advances half. 
and less than half, under onerous conditions~provided always 
that Parliament have voted sufficient money for the year. t 

There is one ruling passion in Downing Street. Good times. 
or slack times, the money must go into Consols, to "bolster 
them up" unduly, as Attwood called it. Down as they are 

" now, in 1902 the Comptroller of the National Debt Commission 
still deposed (Savings Bank Inquiry, quo 3,278) that the com~ 
mand of savings banks money enables the Treasury "to., 
borrow the money cheaper than they could in the open market." 
AU fructifying use is forbidden. For the sake of a !;pere shop~ 
window cijsplay of better credit, the nation must be impoverished. 
its interests must be damaged by money being withdrawn from 
productive use to' be laid up in unproductive employment. 
remaining unfructifying, and only embarrassing Lombard Street. 

Now, are the people who, reasonably enough, ask for the money 
out of their own accumulations, for housing and other public pur· 

• Also, I believe. Mr. Gully, subsequently Speaker of the House of Commons. 
t Sir Henry Campbell. Bannerman appears to have been equally unaware of the, 

great diff"rence subsisting between the two cases when, on 3 Allgust 1906, he 
answered Mr. lIIoney with regard to the Local Loans Stock. Ollr Local Loans. 
Commissioners do, creditably enough, what they can; but they are hampered by 
regulations, and their assistance is of little benefit ellcept to loca! authorities. 
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poses, for land settlement, and even those to whom Mr. Cham
berlain appealed about that" £100,000,000 a year," going to submit 
to this indefinitely? It seems hopeless to convert the Treasury 
to more enlightened views. We should have to go to Brussels, 
to Berlin, or to Rome for such. The National Debt Commissioners 
have done much, by diverting savings bank money into public 
works loans. That most judicious move has enabled them, at 
any rate, to keep up the old rate of interest; but it does not 
quite represent what Mr. Chamberlain and housing reformers 
have been thinking of. 

The working classes-who, as the increasing demand for sav
ings deposits in the co-operative movement shows, are growing 
alive to the benefits, and even the necessity, of capital accumu-
1ation-have the remedy in their own hands. If the mountain 
will not come to Mohammed, Mohammed may go to the moun
tain. Lord St. Aldwyn has told them, when it suited his pur
pose-that is, when Consols were at .. famine price" (April I 6th 
1896)-that they were "perfectly well able to take care of their 
()wn deposits and invest them to the best possible advantage." 
So they are. They have shown that in their friendly societies, 
their trade unions, their co-operative societies. Why do they 
not form their own savings banks, endQwed with perfect freedom, 
under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act, in the shape 
of co-operative banks, which could deal with their co.apital just 
as they might please? "I maintain," so said the. present Lord 
Avebury in the Hou~e of Commons, on August 16th 1887, "that 
savings banks have not been an unmixed benefit to this country. 
One effect has been to discourage the creation of workmen's 
banks and local banks, which would otherwise have been estab
lished. In Germany no fewer than goo workmen's banks have 
been establi3hed, and hold large sums of money. They have 
proved a great convenience, and extremely useful to the com
munity. Some years ago, it was in contemplation to establish 
banks of this kind in this country; but it was found to be prac~ 
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tically impossible, on account of the, fact that ,the Government 
did so very much of the banking business." 

Since then the" impossibility" has vanished, not because Down
ing Street has grown more enlightened, but pecause the savings 
banks have filled to such an extent that one leading authority 
connected with their manag~ment has owned to me,' privately, 
that he considers the capital which they send up to the National 
Debt Commissioners to be growing" too big." Besides, Treas
ury worrying, talk of reduced interest and the like have un
settled depositors. At the same time, our co·operators have, 
the same as their brethren abroad, grown alive to the advan
tage of accumulating capital under their own management. It 
has taken a long time to convince them of this. For it is many 
years now since, as a Leeds Redemptionist, the late James Hole, 
admonished them: your great need is " capital, capital, capital!" 
The stumbling block is, of course, ,the employment. There 
would be no difficul~y about collection. And there is plenty 
of employment ready waiting: land, houses, and the like. However, 
land and houses are very inconvenient things in which to invest 
deposit money. For deposit money may be called in; It is so 
rarely indeed in co-operative societies. In their keeping, as a rule, 
it lies fir,m, and new deposit~, steadily pouring in" overbalance 
withdrawals. However, it might be otherwise, if it were to be~ 
come known that much of the deposited' money were locked 
up in permanent investments. Free savings banks an'd cq-oper
ative banks have been confronted with the sa~e difficulty a
broad, and they have met it in the manner which M. Lepreux, 
at that time Director of the National Savings Bank of Belgium, 
has explai~ed in this country after practical experience, * and which, 
on the ground of theoretical doubts, Lord St. Aldwyn appears ' 
to consider objectionable, namely, by buttressing a fair propor
tion of their funds to be laid out in long term investments by 

• See the "Report of the Proceedings of the Fifth Congress of The International 
Alliance at Manchester," 1902. 
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a larger amount of short term investments, which latter easily 
carry the permanent investments along by the force of their 
current. 

Here is the solution of the difficulty 1 By the side of our 
old useful, but quite unduly Treasury-ridden savings banks, which 
no one will. want to see abolished, since there must always be 
great use for them, we want free, unbound co-operative banks, 
to receive savings as well, as Lord Avebury has urged-savings 
to be employed in a very differ~nt manner, returning into pro
ductive use, stimulating employment, housing,.settling, financing 

-working. folk, fructifying largely, and bearing" some thirtyfold, 
some sixtyfold, some a hundredfold 1" Co.operators who desire 
to see co-operative savings departments established, need not 
fear - that there will be want of employment for 'the money 
collected. There is sure to be plenty. Nor need our savings 
banks apprehend that, by the side of their younger sisters, they 
will find their occupation gone. In Italy and Germany savings 
banks still continue to grow, and those who are wise among 
their administrators rejoice in the fact that there is more saving 
in consequence of the co-operative banks having taken the field. 
Notwithstanding the increasing prosperity of its co·operative banks. 
Germany deposits, in its savings banks alone, its £10 per inhab
itant to our RS. The need for co-operative banks as thrift 
institutions has come; the institutions should come as well. 



CHAPTER VII 

CO-OPERATIVE BANKS AS BORROWERS 

HOWEVER energetically co-operative banks may gather up local 
savings within their own districts, there are pretty sure to be 
times, when, to be able to do justice to all claims legitimately 
made upon them, they will have to step outside their own narrow 
sphere, to obtain money from elsewhere. Provided that such 
borrowing is reserved for occasions of exceptional pressure, ·it 
is open to no criticism whatever, and it cannot be said to afford 
in itself any indication of weakness; quite the reverse. In 
co-operative, as well as in other banks, there are sure to be 
fluctuations in the volume of business, and demand and supply 
cannot be expe~ed at all times to balance. Trade affects them, 
stringency of money affects them. Just as, on· a memorable 
occasion, even the .wealthy Bank of England found itself com· 
pelled to knock at the door of the Bank of France for a tem
porary advance of '£3,000,000, even the very strongest of co
operative banks may, under stress of business-which is in 
truth an evidence of its utility-stand in need of drafts on the 
capitalist market. And means should be found for meeting such 
want, which at times may become urgent. 

Unfortunately, quite apart from this consideration, calls are often 
enough made upon extraneous sources for money designed for a 
different purpose altogether. People show themselves anxious-it 
may very well be from philanthropic, altruistic motives; but 
unhappily motives do not affect business as such-to form a co
operative bank, but find themselves without money. Accord
ingly, they appeal to outside assistance, to provide-not a tempor-
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ary addition only to what the bank has already got, but 
the very rootstock of capital for the bank, on which it is to 
form, and grow, and borrow more. Now it would be a hard 
saying that not under any circumstances will such proceeding 
be justified. We have, indeed, the examples of three great 
founders of co-operative banking systems before our eyes to sup
port the opposite argument. Schulze was constrained, for his first 
co·operative ventures, to collect money among his friends; so 
was Raiffeisen; and so was M. Luzzatti. In the case of Village 
banks, formed on an unlimited liability basis, first help of some 
sort is often absolutely not to be dispensed with. I am aware 
that in hostile quarters this is frequently made a subject of 
reproach against such banks. However, I cannot for the 'life of 
me see what difference it makes whether friends of the Village 
bank movement give their guarantee, or deposit funds; or whether, 
on the other hand, M. M- F -, of M. Luzzatti's movement-to 
state only one instance brought prominently under my notice 
-takes up shares, at the rate of fho here, and .£25 there, in 
various newly formed limited liability banks, for the express 
purpose of assisting those banks in their ~outh. M. M- F
stands in no need of the banks' services. I do not believe that 
he ever troubles them with requests for loans. He simply takes 
up shares to help. 

I would go further, and admit that in very e~ceptiona) cases
such as possibly that of India, where it is affirmed that in not a 
few districts saving is still out of the question-it may be 
excusable if public authorities intervene in the first experimental 
period, to provide a fund out of which "to furnish money for 
starting co-operative banks. However, the presumption will always 
be against such pratice. The necessity will have to be proved. 
A very little State help may spoil a great deal of co·operation. 
It may be taken as a sound canon, that in economically fully 
organised countries public authorities should have nothing to 
do with the first financing even of Village banks; in unde-
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veloped countries and poor districts, on the other hand, where 
the necessity of early assistance might be taken· for granted, 
experience shows that, quite on the contrary, co-operative credit 
societies most readily take root, and flourish most, just because 
there is need, which nerves to a special eHort. Ireland is a 
case in point, as compared with well·to-do England. The ViI· 
lage bank movement has rapidly taken root there, in contrast 
with its comparative failure among ourselves, not because there 
is more money in Ireland, but because there is less, and the 
want of credit is accordingly the more keenly felt. Supposing 
that there are not sufficient deposits forthcoming at once-as 
we have sometimes fOllnd to be the case in England-and that 
there is no Central bank properly to appraise the liability tender
ed, and legitimately to lend upon it, the first help required 
should, under such safeguards as may be deemed sufficient, be 
given by friends, not taken from public funds. Such friends 
may reasonably take the shape of a· union of co-operative banks_ 
In this matter, the useful example set by the Central Bank of 
Co.-operative Credit Societies in Prussian Poland, formed on the most 
orthodox Schulze-Delitzsch lines, may be worth following. That 
Bank has set apart a special fund, now amounting to £10,000, for 
giving assistance to newly formed banks in their early struggles. 
I hold this to be perfectly legitimate; for Co-operation should 
be a propagandist force and finance its own propaganda. And it 
is certainly much to be preferred to State aid, among other 
things, because it helps without forcing. Under Government aid, 
public officers lay themselves out for creating local banks for 
their own sake, as a title to promotion, no matter whether suc~ 
institutions are wanted in the particular localities or not. No 
there can be no doubt that the command of public money ma 
prove of substantial assistance in the manufacture of societies, 
ostensibly co-operative, providing official statisticians with matter 
for self-congratulation. Only, it is very seriously to be questioned 
whether the character of .. co-operative" will in such cases go 
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with the name. Potemkin m'anaged to fill ~he country, through 
which he conducted his imperial mistress Catherine, with what 
to the latter's delight appeared to be bona-fide villages. But 
those pretended proofs of national prosperity, after all, turned 
out to be only cardboard stage If property." And mere "pro
perty" co-operation could not by any possibility do a country 
any good. lf~ in a country newly embarking upon this movement, 
there must be a fund for endowing infant banks, let it be a 
specially subscribed endowment fund created for that purpose, 
with money voluntarily contributed by friends, by way of experi
ment. Then, if that money should be lost, no reproach could 
come home to anyone. However, it will be even better still if 
bapks can be formed without such assistance. 

Better service still, fitting in very well into the habits of our 
country, might 'possibly be rendered by guarantors brought upon' 
the scene in the right w~y, namely not-as some people in 
England would have them~as privileged members of a bank, 
protected by limited liability, an aristocracy among members, 
but simply as what their name implies. A guarantee is in this 
matter better than a loan, because it leaves at any rate some 
sense of responsibility in the borrower's mind. He is the first 
to be asked for repayment. At the same time it in a greater 
degree disposes the lender to be watchful. It is one thing 
to lose money already given; another to have to part with 
what is still in one's pocket. Accordingly, a guarantee, given 
to a business bank, may render the co-operative bank the same 
help as a loan, while keeping it much better in hand, and 
imposing upon it from the outset the invaluable benefit of out· 
side control and inspection, of the value of which I shall have 
more to say in a separate chapter. Guarantees, say, by Guarantee 
Committees, working in their own districts, where their members 
have some knowledge of local people, and their judgment is 
more thought of than the opinion or admonitions of a distant 
endowment bank, which has already parted with its money and 
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has thereby had its teeth drawn, might in this way be made 
serviceable, for the benefit alike of banks and of their well
wishers, for introducing from the outset a: most useful safeguard, 
for which, in other countries, co-operative banks have had to 
wait till they had got a powerful unioD, and that union was 
in a mind to act in the direction indicated. 

But to return to Central banks, our present subject proper. 
In any case, we shall have to distinguish between the two 
objects: the provision of temporary loans in times of active 
business, which is perfectly legitimate and not to be called into 
question; and the finding of the first formation ~apital, which 
may be,' and very often is, open to exception. 

It is my business here to deal with the former point. Evidently, 
if a bank is to be in a position to meet all legitimate claims 
for credit, even in times of very active business. it will want to 
have a door of some kind open, by which to obtain access to 
the great reservoir of capital. The need may be more impera
tive in the poorly endowed Village banks; it is sure to be larger 
in the banks situated in industrial centres. Pound for pound 
such need will probably be more difficult to satisfy in the former 
case, since the loans there asked are, as a rule, intended to run 
for long periods, and a long period is a terrible hindrance to 
ordinary commercial credit banking, even though the amounts 
be small. However, as we shall see, means may be found for 
meeting ascertained wants in ~ both cases. 

Naturally enough, under the circumstances described, local 
banks experiencing a want of more funds in the first instance 
attempted to meet it by independent action of their own, apply
ing separately to business banks for credit. Something has 
proved practicable on such lines, but manifestly the difficulties 
in the way are bound to be considerable. The business status 
of a co-operative bank cannot, as a rule, be at all easily as
certained by a business bank. Its capital endowment is sure 
to be rather slender. The two institutions to be brought into 
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contact, moreover, trade by different methods and really move in 
different spheres, one might almost say in different worlds-so 
great is the difference-and can only with difficulty, if at all. 
be brought to understand one another. The obstacle has~ 

nevertheless, in not a few instances, been surmo:unted in Italy. 
where savings ban~s,being absolutely free to do what they 
choose with their own, without fear of' the Exchequer, and 
probably recognising themselves as cognate institutions to co
operative banks, bound to them by a solidarity of interest, have 
readily made their funds available, mainly by means of discounts_ 
Useful as such assistance must have been, it does not appear 
to have fully satisfied all requirements arising; for in 1895, at 
the National Congress of C<?-operative Institutions, we find a 
proposal brought forward, with the support of the leaders of 
the movement, to create a Central bank, which was to become 
the recognised business centre for all co-operative banks which 
might join it. Even before that time, the good example set by 
the savings banks had, as we have already seen, led not a few' 
ordinary business banks to deal directly with co·operative banks. 
bank with bank, and by such means to furnish further relief. 
On the' top of allt hat, the powerful Co-operative Bank at Milan. 
disposing of a large capital and doing .an enormous business. 
had in a measure constituted itself, quite independently, a Central 
bank for. I believe, about three hundred local b~nks, which 
had opened accounts with it and found such service a consider
able convenience. Strictly speaking, it was still in each case one 
bank dealing with another; for the Milan Bank was altogether 
independent of its co.operative clients. Bl,lt practically here'was 
the service of a Central bank already provided. 

In Austria, likewise, co·operative banks at an early stage 
occasionally sought help elsewhere, dealing in this matter with 
one another, so far as means would permit-which was not very 
far. But this was rather a balancing operation than tapping 
the market. 
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All this had its uses. But the fit continued a tight .one, and 
the cloth would not give out. The main difficulty still was, 
that the co-operative banks and their security were not under
stood by the capitalist market. Under such circumstances a 
simple, but not altogether unobjectionable, device was, quite 
naturally, resorted to. Wealthy individual members of a bank 
were asked to go bail for the bank in its credit operations. IIi 
Village banks that is, of course, the only way open in the days 
of early weakness. And, although opponents of Village banks 
have not been sparing in their criticism on that score, Schulze
DeIitzsch banks, as Herr F. Thorwart has shown,* in their 
early days, proceeded in precisely the same way, obtaining the 
endorsement, so to call it, of members of their own, of good 
financial standing, for the adv~nces which they asked .from 
business banks. So the~e cannot be so very much amiss in the 
method. But it is not by any means an ideal one. For it 
means placing the bank in dependence upon those who go bail 
for it, and who thereby become the real lenders, rightly claiming, 
in their capacity of lenders, special privileges in the way of 
supervision, inspection, preferential position and the rest of it, 
like mortgagees. While their prerogative lasts, the bank is, so 
to speak, kept under guardianship and not fully mistress of its 
own affairs. On the other hand; ~ll preferential rights conceded 
notwithstanding, it is rather a good deal to ask of members to 
become sureties for their bank. 

Accordingly, since a long time back, co-operative banks of 
nearly all types, countries and connections hav~ considered 
means of acquiring independence by other methods. The first 
expedient tried-specifically in Germany-was that of a volun
tary arrangement with some great business bank, which was 
to undertake doing the co-operative banks' business-taking 
all their surplus cash, and discounting their acceptances-at 

• See my abridged translation of his treatise "in the "Report of Pro~ 
the Sixth Congress of the International Co-operative Alliance," 190:.1 
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rates of 'commission fixed by mutual agreement. This looks 
like an easy and sufficient business device. But it is not really 
so. Schulze-Delitzsch managed to conclude such an arrangement 
in ]859, and no'doubt his banks found 'it a material help. 
However, it proved both' too troublesome and too insecure to 
answer for ,long. The arrangement was, of course, subject to 
notice. And, as a matter of fact, it had from time to time to 
be transferred to new houses, which was not exactly convenient. 
Moreover, in the discounting bank's interest, every single trans
action was distinctly made subject to the explicit approval of the 
President of the Union. There was no possibility of continuing this, 
once the business had acquired substantial proportions. There 
is also the consideration of absolute security for the local banks' 
deposits to be taken into account. For business banks, though safe 
enough to borrow from, may not in all cases be safe enough to 
lend to. Accordingly, the co-operative banks very accountably 
grew tired of the arrangement, and began to think of means 
for satisfying their wants by the expedient of further combination. 

Very nearly the same change of feeling was brought about 
by very similar experience, and led to distinctly satisfactory 
results, withil' a more circumscribed, area, among the excellent 
co-operative banks of Prussian Poland, which, though forming, 
for reasons easily to be understood, a Union of their own, are 
in respect of organisation, methods of business and all that 
gives a co-operative bank a typical character, altogether of a 
piece with the Schulze-Delitzsch banks.' They had first come 
to an arrangement, like Schulze-Delitzsch, with a business bank
a Polish one, or course-for banking services, and had found 
such services insufficient. Accordingly, they decided to form 
a Central bank of their own. That Central bank still exists, 
and to all appearances answers its purposes well. Its forma
tion raises the question of the various uses that a Central bank 
may to expected to serve. 

The first motive to prompt co-operative banks to combine 
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to form Central banks-it does not matter a jot whether such are 
central for a .whole country, or only for a "region ", or province 
-is, of course, the desire to make the most of the mean~ 
already at their command, by regularly balancing surpluses and 
deficiencies existing in the several localities, so as to turn the 
abundance of one to account to supply the deficiency of the 
other. Unquestionably useful service may be rendered in this 
way, and, accordingly, we find the method generally resorted to 
in all unions and accepted as the main, if not the sole, business 
of a co-operative bank in at any rate two co-operative unions, 
and found sufficient. In the French Federation des Caz"sses 
Rurales et OU1lrnres, * so its President M. L. Durand declares, 
balancing of excess and deficiency is all that is wanted, and 
it answers so well, that whenever a Central bank happens to 
be in want of cash, all that it needs to do is to send out. a 
notice to the local banks, in reply to which it receives as much 
as it can do with, from their deposits, as a rule in a couple of 
days. In the same way the Central Credit Bank of the Belgian 
"Boerenbond" finds that deposits, when equalised, fully meet 
all its wants for loans. Indeed, it appears a trifle encumbered 
with excess of deposits. That seems to be characteristic of its 
country. For precisely the same thing happens in the Village 
banks promoted in Belgium by the National Savings Bank. 
It means, that either the peasantry of France and Belgium are 
wealthier than those of other countries, and accordingly stand 
in comparatively little need of credit; or else that they have 
Dot fully learnt the use of the latter. It is not for me to 
determine which is the right explanation. But I may add that 
in some other countries as well, as thrift is more systematically 
extended, deposits are found to increase more rapidly than 
credits. However, this is far from being the general experience. 

* See M. Durand's paper on Central or Regional Banks in the "Report of 
Proceedings of the Sixth Congress of the International Co-operative Alliance," 1905; 
Dnd also his admirable article in the Bulletin Mensue! of his Union for March 1906. 
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There are other reasons which make mere balancing insufficient 
To begin with, the loan of mere temporary ovedlow funds 0 

necessity provides the borrowing banks with a mo~t insecun 
possession. The lending bank cannot; of course, tell at th€ 
outset for how long it will be able to spare its money. HO\l 

then is the. borrowing bank to insure to its own borrowers th€ 
use of that money for any definite time? But, in addition, th€ 
cash thus made available will not suffice, at any rate whil€ 
co·operative banking is a growing and daily expanding force 
in which demands for credit grow out of all proportion to th€ 
supply of deposits. Once it has reached its ultimate limit 
the movement may no doubt, become self-sustaining. It is no' 
yet so at present. 

People were accordingly compelled to look further. Anc 
they naturally looked in the direction of a Central bank,' S( 

contrived as to serve, not indeed as an ultimate source o' 
funds in itself, a self-sufficing reservoir, but rather as a conven 
ient conduit-pipe to facilitate the passage of funds to anc 
from the capitalist market. That is plainly designed as it! 
task and its object. It is, so to speak, to be the representativ( 
and agent of the local banks in the money market, and then 
to PlakE'" tl-,.i .. '1e(:urity understood and accepted .. 

If. it would do thll>, ""P. first thing nee4fv1iS 'that it should 
on Its own part, carefully aCl .. p" It-:Jetf to the rules, method! 
and usages of the capitalist market, so as to become a recog
nised part of it, and· to be able to deal with bUSiness bank! 
on a business basis~ Albeit its special mission is to represenl 
specifically cp-op"ativ~ banks, it will, for its' own part, have tc 
become, as far as is practicable, a /;usinus bank. In one of the 
two instances to be dealt with, it represents very moderate cash 
security, in the other merely liability. Under the circumstances 
of the latter case liability is likely to be sufficient, but only up 
to a certain point. I assume that there is plenty of good security 
mortgaged, and for such the Central bank, if it secures a good 
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standing, ought to be able to obtain: value in cash. But 
that will only go a certain length. Accordingly, the Central 
bank will, if it does its 'duty, have to make a point of itself 
accumulating capital up to the limits of its capacity, and 
of encouraging the accumulation of capital in its constituent 
banks. In its own market nothing is so well understood as 
the security afforded by capital, and it scarcely needs to be 
repeated, that the special object of the banks for which it acts 
is to promote the creation of capital among those who, for 
want of a sufficient quantity of it, resort to them. 

Once more, the Central bank will necessarily have to throw 
overboard some of those features generally specifically identified 
with .. Co-operation "-above all things, where that is otherwise 
usual, unlimited liability. Unlimited liability is altogether un
suited for such an organisation as a Central' bank, because it 
leaves so much uncertain. The Central Banks of Neuwied and 
Darmstadt formed at first under unlimited liability, but only 
because t~ey could' not in the matter help themselves. They 
-considered it imperative to form under the "co-operative" law, 
and that law at the time allowed no limited liability. As a 
matter of fact, it is perfectly immaterial whether a Central bank 
be formed under the "Co-operative," or under the Companies 
Act. The Co-operative Act in this country offers certain advan
tages, apart from cheapness, which may be an object in themselves,' 
inasmuch as the Act leaves the amount of authorised share capital 
undetermined, and provides for more democratic government and 
more searching control, which are in its case most desirable 
possessions. In the United Kingdom, the Co-operative Act gives 
.actually all the powers required for limited liability banking, as 
is most conclusively proved' by the fact that several ordinary 
,business banks of the less pretentious sort have registered under 
.it, and found no hindrance to, arise from such registration. 
However, wherever the Companies Act appears to offer greater 
.advantages there is no reason why it should not be resorted to. 
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Since 'co.operative banks in point of organisation differ so 
materially among themselves, it follows almost as a matter of 
course that on their co-operative side, so to call it, the side 
turned to their. co-operative constituents, Central banks formed, 
so to speak, to crown either edifice, will of necessity have to 

. follow the lines and style of the particular structure upon which 
they are to' be made to rest, and accept essentially the distinc· 
tive features of each, in regard both to organisation and to me
thods. Once more, there can be no legitimate ground whatever 
for wrangling and mutual criticism over this, although it 
actually has given rise to a great deal of violent contention. 
It seems to. stand to reason that banks working in populous. 
industrial districts, doing a brisk and bustling business, mainly 
of. a commercial character, with ',bills of exchange from third 
parties passing backwards and forwards in large numbers,. 
current accounts by overdraft or deposits in common use, deposit 
warrants freely pledged, and all the rest of it, developing 
moreover most unequally, some to huge dimensions, others 
remaining small, require an essentially different type of central 
institution than the modest little Village banks, homogeneous illl 
character throughout, homogeneous in business, whose credit 
transactions consist almost exclusively of mortgaging ascertained 
liability, to obtain money all of them in the same ~ay. that is,. 
by means of loans running for long periods-which banks are .. 
in addition, so effectively brigaded together in sections and 
unions and so on, with recognised and trusted delegates to 
represent them in every grade, as if they represented a revival 
of the ancient Saxon" view of frankpledge." In the former case, 
greater banking skill, much greater independence in administra
tion, and independence also in liability, will be required than 
in the latter, in which the federal character of the organisation. 
gathering power and liability tog~ther from the bottom to 
the top, as in a pyramid tapering to its apex, make a 
strict application of the representative and federal system,. 
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subject to review by the constituent units, easily practicable. 
All the fierce argument and bitterness spent in criticism of 
either side by the other is really wasted. 

Even within one form of organisation, the ready money bank. 
which some people call .. urban," variety of method has. 
proved practicable and, possibly, of advantage. The Polish 
banks, already mentioned, proceed naturally, and in their case 
probably with good judgment, on the simplest lines of organis~ 
ation. Acting in a circumscribed sphere, thoroughly self~ 

contained, but also thoroughly self-sustaining, they can afford 
to do so. The remarkable patriotic zeal which Slavs bring to. 
every kind of co-operative enterprise, more particularly where 
they are surrounded by Germans, and apt to be contrasted 
with them, may account in a large measure for the success. 
which they have actually obtained in their Central bank, "Bank 
Zwiazku Sp6lek Zarobkowych," of Posen. Such zeal is really 
admirable. It says something for Co-operation as a natural 
refuge for the suffering, that so many humbled or conquereq 
races have turned to it instinctively, to find in it a solace i~ 
their trouble. The defeated Danes have sought happy oblivion 
of painful defeat and humiliation in agricultural co.operation. 
and have astonished the world by their success. The Finns. 
have acted in like manner, from like motives, and with the 
promise of similar results. In the Polish,. the Czech, the 
Slovenian provinces, the Slavs of various races' of the common 
family devote themselves to Co-operation With so much fervour
and natural aptitude, that in Austria Herr Wrabetz periodically 
holds them up as models to his own countrymen, with ,a sigh 
of disappointment at the slower pace of German progress. 
The "Bank Zwiazku Sp6lek Zarobkowych," which answers its, 
purpose well, is a bank formed as a joint stock company, in 
the main by local banks, which hold seven tenths of the share 
capital (there is £100,000 in all) in £10 shares. It is intended as 
their own proper institution, and the barely 30 per cent or 
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share capital not subscribed by them has been taken up by 
well disposed individuals, avowedly as a help, to make up ,the 
requisite capital-not by any means to give the bank the 
position of an institution . independent of,the local banks, thougll 
from business' considerations it is of course administered by it! 
-own Board wi~h. the liability all its own. 

Useful as' this system has proved in' Poland, for a large and 
active Union, like that of the German banks of the Schulze· 
Delitzsch type, it was not judged adequate: For his OW[l 
societies, far more' numerous and in some cases very important, 
Schulze-Delitzsch, as results have shown, rightly held that a 
-different .organisation was needed. 

It deserves to be mentioned that in Italy, when the questio[l 
-of forming a central co-operative bank by combination of loca: 
banks was brought forward, an objection was raised on inde· 
pendent grounds, which is very similar to that persistently urged 
by Schulze-Delitzsch and his friends. The late Arrigo Valentini 
as I have already explained, confided to me that the schem( 
lIliscarried, because such well managed and thoroughly solvenl 
banks as his own could not consent to keep a common purs( 
with the many indifferent and even faulty banks, nominally 0 

the same class, which exist by their side. Very strongly die 
they feel, that not only common liability. which might land then 
in serious predicaments, but even common administration, whid 
might divert common funds into improper channels, must at al 
costs be avoided. Really, in Italy, Schulze-Delitzsch's postulate! 
were by that time already being fulfilled, since the Milanes( 
Banca Popolare acted practically as an independent Centra 
bank. The example of the National Bank in Belgium, providin~ 
for local banks as if it were a Central bank, is another ex pos, 
facto argument in favour of Schulze-Delitzsch's proposal. Tha1 
proposal was, that a Central bank for his societies-numerou! 
as they are, and doing a large commercial business-must be at 
'institutionentirely independent, non-eo-operative, with a shan 
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capital, administration and liabilities all its own, the latter being 
independent of and, unchecked by, the local co-operative 
banks, but bound to them by special links_ Of such links the 
subscription of a fairly substantial part of the capital by the 
banks was to be one_ That capital was to serve the Central 
bank as a pledge that business, such as it needs must look 
for and bind to itself as securely as could be, would be brought· 
to its counters; and also as a pledge to the local banks 
.that the undertaking given to them to receive all their surplus 
deposits at interest, and to provide for all legitimate claims for 
credit preferred by them,. would not become a dead letter. 
Being well represented in the General Meeting and on the 
Board of Management, and commanding a substantial proportion 
of votes, the local banks would at all times be in a position 
to enforce the execution of the undertaking. 

Schulze wanted the local banks to subscribe part of the 
capital as a pledge. Without their doing so, he would not agree 
to the formation of a Central bank. For, though independent 
in management and respons~bility, his Central· bank was not to 
be a wholly distinct institution, like the State-endowed antral
Gmossmscltafls-Kasse of Prussia, subsequently formed, or the 
State·endowed Central bank at one time planned in France, 
with totally different objects and interests. It was to have its 
specific object, so to speak, indelibly impressed upon it. To 
ensure this, the co-operative banks must take their part in 
forming the bank, but only their own part. They could not 
be asked to subscribe the entire capital. Their chara~teristic 
position was held to preclude this. They are societies com
posed of men who have themselves little capital to spare, and 
therefore combine to obtain the use of it by collective means. 
They represent want rather than cash. It is their want of 
cash, once more, which prompts the local banks to seek support 
from a Central bank. Then, how are they in their comparative 
poverty to find sufficient share capital to start it with on a 

II 
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strong and secure basis? They want to receive capital from 
it, not to put capital into it. 

There is a further consideration. Co-operative bank business 
is very steady and very safe. But it wants to be transacted 
at a minimum cost, and therefore can yield ()nly a small profit_ 
That is the universal experience. Wherever a bona-fide co
operative Central bank exists, purely for the purpose of focussing 
co·operative societies'business, gathering their joint liability 
together, and mortgaging it further in the capitalist market, such 
business will suffice, because the whole thing really is not. 
banking. Where, on the other hand, genuine banking is done. 
a good deal more is required, or the flow of money wanted 
will not be forthcoming. Everyone of the Central banks hitherto 
formed under such conditions, from the Polish bank forward. 
has found it distinctly neceSsary to do other business as well. 
in order to keep II the pot boiling." Co-operative societies' 
business is a capital addition, wh~re there is- other business_ 
However, the very undertaking given to do it at minimum 
rates makes it desirable, if not indispens~ble, that there _ should 
be a good flow of other business to earn a dividend and keep 
the bank in strength. 

The proper Central bank for busy co-operative banks like 
those of the Schulze-Delitzsch type, accordingly, will under all 
circumstances be, as Schulz~ himself concluded, an independent 
bank, sufficiently strong in capital, directed by its own expert 
administrators as a distinct institution, with its own interests, 
and free, without involving the co-operative societies in any 
liability, to transact whatever banking business it may desire 
or please, at its Own risk, and on its own responsibility. 

Such a bank was actually formed at Berlin in 1864. It has 
grown and extended its business, and has, all things considered, 
answered its purpose admirably. 

It was formed at first with only £40,000 share capital. That 
capital soon grew to £1,800,000. And business increased pro-
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portionately. In 1903 the business done, with co-operative societies 
only, amonnted to £27,964,320. The bank has in fact more 
than answered all the local co-operative banks' expectations. It 
has never failed to provide the money which they could justly 
claim. And. they have in some cases asked for and received 
more than on strictly co-operative principles one has liked to 
see. It has adapted itself to the varying conditions of various 
markets, discounting bills in the North of Germany, making 
advances by means of its own endorsement in the South. 
It has done more. In cases of crisis, when large local 
banks-which had, contrary to co-operative principles, been 
imprudent in their lendings-were threatened with liquidation, 
it has effectively stepped in, as the Bank of England did at 
the time of the Baring crash, to ward off disaster. And it has 
rendered a most valuable service, not to co.operative banking 
alone, by organising its Giro- Ver6and-a .. clearing" union, not 
merely for cheques, but in the first place and above all things 
for bills of exchange. No other body in Germany but the 
Central Bank could have done this. But its advantages are 
apparent at the very first glance. Here are a large number 
of local offices-at the present time there are more than 1200 
-ready at all times to give information and to collect money 
on reciprocal terms. For a trading community the service is 
invaluable. It is rendered at a purely nominal cost, and well. 
Many a bad debt has been avoided by its means. And many 
a "long firm," dealing in bogus bills, has been unearthed and 
hunted down. Even the mere clearing of accounts in a common 
pay office has been found a substantial advantage. 

The bank has of course transacted business with each local bank 
strictly upon business lines. It has met co-operative banks as it 
would have met other customers, but never by sacrificing safety. 
Unfortunately after a time it fell a victim, like other financial in
stitutions in its own country, to the megalomania and eagerness for 
prompt and large gains, which are now so prevalent in Germany. 
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Anxious to maintain, and, if possible, to improve its position, it 
thought that it must do as other banks do. Now, other banks 
in Germany openly' call themselves" speculation banks," and 
company promoting and similar speculations are what they at 
present mainly live upon. The Deutsche Genossenschajtsbank 
was admirably fitted for steady-going, humdrum business, such 
as that of co-operative societies. It was not at all adapted, as 
is now admitted, for speculative ventures. Accordingly, things 

'went wro~g and it lost heavily. However, none of those losses 
arose from the co-operative business. After sacrificing much 
money in this way, the Deutsche' Genossenschaftsbank wisely 
determined to confine itself once more to ordinary non-speculative 
business only, and accordingly reduced its capital to £1.500,000_ 

No doubt, under such conditions, it would have gone on rendering 
the co-operative banks admirable service, as before, even though 
its shareholders' dividends might have been small. However, at 
that precise moment a welcome offer was made to it, to amal
gamate with one of the most powerful banks in Germany and, 
since a distinct pledge was given that co-operative business 
should be done full justice to as heretofore, it decided to 
accept. That bank, accordingly, now continues to act for co
operative banks with, as will have to be admitted, greater 
power for good, inasmuch as its resources are incomparably 
larger. Practically speaking, there is no limit to its supply of 
cash_ It is to be hoped that it will remain faithful to its 
undertaking. But as regards that, as a matter of course, amal
gamation with the larger bank has not a little altered the 
position of the co-operative banks as shareholders. From being 
a majority, or at any rate a very substantial fraction of the 
whole, with their own men alone at the head of affairs, they 
find themselves reduced to a minority, with an insignificant 
minority of their men also on the Board, and if, by any chance, 
the bank should not choose to keep its promise, there will be 
no one to compel it to do so. Probably it will keep it for 
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its own sake. In that case its example may prove useful, for 
it will show that in the opinion of some of the very best 
business bankers there is no ground for the apprehension fre
quently expressed, that co-operative banks come into the field of 
business as competitors to business banks, but that they ought 
to be regarded rather as welcome feeders. 

Here we have a type of a 'Central bank which the results 
obtained entitle to attention. For Share banks with an active 
industrial connection I do not think there can be a better. * 

Scene and conditions -appear entirely to change, when from 
this busy bee-hive life, a very ant-hill of restless movement, we 
turn to the restful calm of Village banks. One of the most striking' 
features distinguishing these is the remarkable uniformity and 
homogeneity of their business. It is like a calm, still river, 
flowing placidly along amid fields, aIr of which it benefits in 
precisely the same way-as contrasted with a rushing stream, 
impetuously carrying its volume of water down precipices and 
inclines, moving countless wheels, which keep flour mills and 
factories busy, manufacturing "white coal," . and, it may be, 
pumping water out of mines. The whole thing becomes so simple. 
Banking here practically means only mortgaging ascertained 
liability, under conditions which give to the mortgage issued a 
certain justified currency for obtaining cash, to be employed, 
all of it, more or less in the. same way- Every loan is traceable, 
every sovereign is recoverable by liability well brought home. 
There are no bills of exchange representing claims against 
third parties. There are, indeed, as good as no proper bills of 
exchange at all. Liability is sufficient for all purposes required. 
Everything is under observation, and their own interest involved 
ensures that the observers will be watchful. As in the business 
transacted, so in the organisation adopted, there is general 

• For I articulars relating to this bank see my abridged translation of the 
interesting monograph upon it, contributed by one of its directors, Herr F. Thor
wart, to the "Report of the Proceedings of the Sixth Congress of the International 
Co-operative Alliance," 1905. 
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uniformity. Everything is small and everything' is more or 
. less alike. There is the little parish society, the provincial 

section, which embraces a large number of such petty units, 
organised in precisely the same way, and the national union 
encompassing them all. Organisation is the same everywhere, 
and the principle of representation is. easily carried up from 
bottom to top. There can be no difficulty here, such as I have 
instanced in invoking the name of my friend, the late Arrigo 
Valentini. The members of the Village bank are comparatively 
few in number, they deal in small sums of money, but they 
are all in touch with one another, they all take an equally 
active part in the doings of their own society, and their delegate 
is a bona·fide delegate, entitled to and enjoying their full 
confidence, and therefore well qualified to represent them with 
a free" mandate" in ~. central society. Therefore one society 
is likely to .be as good as any other society, of which, indeed, 
it is the exact counterpart. 

Where there are such conditions to deal with, a Central bank 
may ;,vell be formed on the principle of combination, as first 
conceived, that is, as a bank purely of banks - it may be, ad
mitting' some individual members to swell the capital, but 
nevertheless a bank distinctively of the local banks' own, and 
intended purely for their own particular service. To its funds each 
local bank. will contribute its own share, so as to make up the 
share capital, which should be paid up as quickly as possible. 
The business to be transacted is, in character, still precisely the 
same as that which is transacted in the local banks; it consists 
in finding a market for liability pledged, and distributing the 
equivalent received. Accordingly, there are no third parties 
to deal with. An elected Board, representing the various sec
tions, will be fully equal to the task of supervising the admin
istrative work of skilled managers. 

I cannot, therefore. help thinking that Raiffeisen was right 
~hen organising his Central bank as he actually did, making it 
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a peculiar possession of his own union of local banks, a co
operative society of co-operative soci~ties. It at once became 
a real focussing centre, and so did the various Central banks 
organised in imitation of it in other quarters, and most notably 
in what has since become the great .. Imperial Union" of agri
cultural. co-operative societies, having its headquarters at 
Darmstadt. The difference in organisation between the two is 
that, whereas the Central Bank at Neuwied was always conceived 
of as the on' centre for the Union, to be surrounded with branch 
banks in various parts of Germany (there are now twelve), 
dependent upon it as the supreme directing head, the Central banks 
in the other Union, which had, under the moderating influence 
of Schulze-Delitzsch, gone a little further towards accepting a 
share basis, and had in addition decided in favour of decentral
isation, were intended to act in entire independence of one 
another. There are now twenty such Central banks. And 
there are, in addition, in Germany, six, similarly organised, for 
distinct smaller Unions. * (There are similar Central banks also in 
Austria.) The difference, accordingly, is in the main one of 
centralisation or decentralisation, for either of which there 
is a great deal to be said. Centralisation of course ensures 
more complete union, and above all things-this was probably 
Raiffeisen's main object-uniformity in fidelity to the cardinal 
principles of the Union_ We know that a Raiffeisen bank is in
tended not merely as a dispenser of material good, but also 
as an educator and organ of neighbourly love. Viewed from 
this point of view centralisation certainly is an ad.vantage. But 
in business matters it makes things a little unwieldy. 

Under the law as it stood before 1.889, Central banks in 
both Unions, to be "co-operative" banks-as they held it 

• Since the amalgamation of the two great Unions, the Central Bank of Neuwied has, 
in a manner, become the common centre for both. However, the "Imperial Union" 
Central banks continue to do business as before. It is not quite easy to discern 
to wbat extent in the enlarged Union services are kept distinct or else united. 
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to be essential to be-were under an obligation to pledge their 
members to unlimited liability. They felt this as a serious 
drawback, but it could not be avoided at the time. After a 
difficulty which had arisen on a question in Parliament, both 
went into liquidation, and practically reconstituted themselves as 
limited liabi~ity joint stock companies, which altered form now 
fully answers their purpose. Central banks, created after 1889, 
have, as a rule, registered as limited liability co-operative societies. 
It really matters. very little what form is selected, nor does it 
matter whether the Central bank admits shareholders who are 
not co-o~erative societies. Both banks did so at first, to secure 
sufficient funds.· However, the individual shareholders have in 
the one case altogether, in the other for the most part, disappeared. 

It is of far greater importance to insist that, unlike the 
Deutst"he Genossenschaftsbank already spoken of-which was an 
independent bank with independent membership-a Central bank 
·of this description must not do credit business with outsiders', 
to whatever extent it receive' deposits from them. Its entire 
constitution, object, and system of administration militate against 
this. It can have no independent status, but can only be 
the main feeding-canal for this net-work of irrigation-ditches. 

As balancing centres· these Central banks have answered their 
purpose admirably; also as links or conduit-pipes connecting 
the co-operative with the business market, so far as their credit 
admitted of this. There has been some difficulty about obt1Uning 
money at times. More will be said about this. 

But the most troublesome work was, of course, the devising 
of a standard by which to measure every local bank's title to 
credit, independently of special security given. The only method 
possible under existing circumstances proved to be one which, 
outside Ger~any (and Austria), is scarcely likely to commend 
itself to approval. It was that of asking for a return of each 
member's estate, to be checked by the official assessment for 
income tax, or for the supplementary tax of the enormous propor-
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tion of members of such societies who, returning ,less than .t'4S 
income, are not liable to pay income tax proper. To ourselves ,that 
method is likely to appear deterrently inquisitorial. But, as it 
happened, there was no other available, and, on the whole. 
among patient and submissive Germans, who willingly cotow ·tG 
brass buttons, and unobjectingly accept even very troublesome 
regulations stamped !With the imperial eagle, it has worked 
smoothly, aDd the valuations obtained-which have proved useful 
to the local banks as well-have given the Central bank a 
trustworthy clue to the liability which it might accept as pledge. 
In respect of the eleven local societies which first joined the 
Neuwied Central Bank, the mean figure of pledgeable posses~ 
sions of each, that is, of its members, was returned as £50,000. 
Of course only a comparatively small fraction of such gross 
amount was accepted as a standard for cre~it. 

The Central banks as a matter of course had to call upon 
the local banks, for which they were to act, to take shares in 
their own business, so as to provide a capital to start with. 
They could easily and legitimately do so; for. their case is. 
under this aspect, entirely different from that of the Share 
banks already spoken of. The share required is small, and 
it really represents liability converted into money. There is. 
generally speaking, no compUlsion to join for societies which 
merely form part of the Union; but the granting of credits 
is pretty well everywhere made dependent upon the holding 
of a share or shares, the number of which is regulated in 
proportion to the credit asked-which shares are wisely made 
non-withdrawable, and transferable only by consent of the Board. 
This has led to the raising of substantial share capital. 

Outside money, as observed, was not always easy to be got. 
Private or joint stock banks were appealed to with more or 
less success; but such lending was not thought to J:>e quite the 
business for them. The" Imperial Union," having been organ. 
ised partly in alliance with Schulze-Delitzsch-who through it 
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endeavoured to make the Raiff"eisen system a little more like his 
own by prescribing shares-obtained a certain amount of credit, 
as a favour, from the Deutsche Genossenschaftsbank. A Rhenish 
Union, which is very well organised and "carefully managed, 
obtained useful financial support from the bank of the Rhenish 
.. Estates." .The Raiffeisen Union was, after some time, fQrtunate 
enough to become a party to an arrangement with the Imperial 
Bank (so to call it, the "Bank of England" of Germany), in 
virtue of which it obtained from that great national institution, 
not only a substantial amount of credit, but credit on preferen
tial terms. And the President of that bank, Dr. Koch, has 
borne witness publicly in Parliament to the utility of the 
arrangement either way. More particularly in view of th~ 
subsequent development, under which this business was handed 
over to another institution, likewise formed by the !?tate, I 
cannot help suspecting that in acting and speaking as he did; 
Dr. Koch judged rather from a. national and patriotic, than 
from a strictly banking point of view. Even so, the fit soon 
proved to' be tight, for the wearer of the coat kept growing 
very fast. Some Central banks, however, managed to obtain 
further support from outside banks, to an extent which enabled 
some of them to act merely as counting houses. They 
tested the local banks' security and kept all the accounts, 
making themselves the clearing office for all this business, but 
drew by arrangement for the money required on the other 
(outside) banks, and also had all surplus deposits paid into 
them. This proves, I think, as well as anything that can be 
adduced, that, however small may necessarily be the profits 

" realised on co·operative banks' business, nevertheless the business, 
being steady and safe, is worth having for a financial institution 
sufficiently strong. 

Under such circumstances, though they still called for im
provement, the Central banks proved unquestionably valuable 
helps to the local unions, in this respect among others: being 
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able to judge of a local bank's" capacity for liability," as it 
has, been technically called-being able, in other words, to 
appraise the security which the local banks had to offer~and 
baving money at their command, they could step in to set a 
newly forming bank upon its first legs. They could easily, and, 
without risk, find the first loan capital for it to begin work 
upon. This is, as I have already taken occasion to urge, an 
even better form of finding the first capital than deposits or 
guarantees from patronising private_ individuals; for the Central 
bank is far more likely than such person to hold the bank to 
its duty. * Newly formed local banks have accepted such help 
with the utmost gratitude, though in truth, as the Director of 
a Central bank of that time assured me, the security which they. 
offered was more than ample. 

To its cost; as it turned <;lut, the Cc:ntral bank was not 
content with rendering such humdrum services. As Lord 
Goschen has pointed out in his "Essays and Addresses," public 
servants-which term may be held t15 include servants of public 
concerns-are never satiated with work. They are always ready 
for more, whatever new labour that may burden them with. All 
that is wanted is that they should discover some new opportunity. 
The leaders of the movement at Neuwied had one such thrust 
upon them. Their Union is not only a credit union. It looks 
after poor country folk under every conceivable aspect, finding 
them, when necessary, in land, in implements, in manures, in goods, 
in arrangements for common work. To attend to the common 
purchase of agricultural necessaries-a most important branch 
of its general work-there was originally a private trading firm 

• Ooly I suppose the Ceotral bank to have been previol1sly existing; as the 
central organ of a number· of local banks orgaoised already, not an institution 
purposdy created to slari new banks. It is the pre-existing union of banks, in 
such case, rather than the fioaocial institution which ~erves them, which provides 
nurse's milk for the new members joiniog the family. The principle adopted, 
accordingly, still is building up from the bottom to the top, not down from the 
top to the bottom. 
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"F. W. Raiffeisen & Consorten," which was, no doubt-failing 
a genuine co-operative supply organisation-the proper kind of 
body to take the business in hand. But its members were to 
such an extent badgered by opponents, who accused them of 
gathering in splendid pickings under pretence of doing altruistic 
work, that they lost patience. Also, evidently, like so many 
other co·operators-who are after all to some extent only amateur 
business men-they fell into the common error of supposing 
that ill in: the Central bank could be made to do the work of 
R2 or more. There it was, and what but the result could 
prove that they were not right in their view? So they trans
ferred their business to the Bank, which was supposed to be 
rich. The latter, not content with this additional work, launched 
out into further extraneous business still, which, under the circum
stances, it considered safe, and which was intended to be highly 
useful to the Union. It was the interest of the Union, not 
thirst for profit, which prompted it. There is no need for 
going into particulars. There were superphosphate works to be 
bought in Belgium, to keep down the quotations for artificial 
manures. There were sites to be purchased-cheaply, it was 
thought -here, there; anywhere, for intended warehouses, factories, 
storeplaces j the bank even went so far as to make itself 
responsible for some co-operative granaries, which are at the 
present time about the most risky in,-::estment that one can 
embark in. All was more or less speculative, all was outlay 
which of all things in the interest of its own safety the Bank 
should have been careful to avoid. It has made no loss on 
its banking business, which was what it was created for and 
what it was fit for. Formed with R12,500 share capital. on 
which it did an annual business of £26,000, it has grown to 
possess £429,000 share capital with more than £427,000 paid 
up by 4063 societies, and to do a business of more than 
£27,600,000 per annum. It lost heavily on its improper non· 
banking ventures. Under the circumstances it did, the German 
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law in part constraining it, what in such dilemma was the best 
and most businesslike thing to do. It stopped its dividend for 
a year, raided its reserve, and by such means ,met on the spot 
a deficiency of somewhere about £45,qoo. And so the thing 
is done with, and the Bank starts afresh, with its business all 
in order, its burden off its back, though there is only a small 
reserve for the moment to go on with. However, the turnover 
is increasing, * business is active, and if it can only keep its 
hands off other tempting, but not quite legitimate transactions, 
the Bank may be expected to do capital service to the end of 
the chapter. 

Evidently the disposition to do other busine~s in connection 
with banking-a most dangerous thing for banks of the type 
of these Central banks to do-is catching. For, reversing the 
process, the Imperial Union has yielded to the same temptation. 
It began with a Common Purchase or Supply Society. When 
the desire came upon it to make itself independent of the 
State endowed Central Bank at Berlin-which under provocation 
grew a little exacting in its demands-it converted that society 
into a bank as well. To be a "bank" is supposed to mean 
that you become endowed with inexhaustible riches. "Money 1 "
why, .. ce sont des marchands d'argent," explained to me a 
Paris cabman when pointing out the house of .M. Fould at 
Maisons. Money is supposed to be always plentiful in, a bank 
and to cost nothing. Experience has shown that to be a great 
mistake, and after the lesson brought rather painfully home to 
'the Neuwied Bank, the Imperial Union might do worse than 
separate the two forms of business. 

All things considered, it will, on a review of what has been 
said, have to be admitted that Central banks have rendered very 
valuable services, and have within their own proper province 
shown themselves safe. However, there was one point at which 
they all after a time found their power to give out. Expanding 

• The increase in 1905 was from 516,000,000 M. to 552,000,000 M. 
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Co-operation was discovered to have so rapidly growing an 
appetite, that demand steadily and greatly outstripped supply. 
This is of course, as in a child, an undoubtedly healthy' sign. 
and it shows how useful co·operative banking becomes, once it 
is well established in a country. But in the management of 
banks it has its drawbacks. 

There seemed nothing more to be done, since even the 
Imperial Bank had been tapped, and the Deutsche Genossen· 
schaftsbank bid for all the money that it could get by means 
of non.co-operative business. There appeared only one escape 
open. The Prussian Government hit upon the idea of endowing a 
Central bank with taxpayers' money, to such an extent as would 
make it equal to all calls likely to be made upon it by co
operative societies. The argument employed was most plausible_ 
Co-operation, more especially - agricultural co.operation, was 
generally admitt;ed to be a good thing for the country generally. 
Co-operation stood in need of money. Then let the taxpayers 
find suchl 

The practice has spread. Pretty well every German state now 
has its own endowed Central bank. Austrian ,. countries"
federated duchies and margravates, that is-have theirs. Austria 
as an empire is about to form one on the strength of encouraging 
German results. Hungary already has something of the sort. ' 
France has authorized a huge credit for .. regional" banks.' 
Italy has decided to' form its Agricultural Centra.l Bank. And 
champions of "agricultural organisation" in the United Kingdom 
are already talking about following suit and petitioning the Agri
cultural Department for grants. 

It is all a great mistake. Co-operation cannot be generated 
by endowments. No doubt you may, with the help of such, 
create a vast array of organisations which call themselves "co
operative." But raised up on the false foundation of depen
dence on others, not only for material means, but also for 
initiative, they are sure to turn out addled eggs. They may prove 
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admirable conduit-pipes for .. relief," made to look respectable
by the use of a popular name. But they. can be nothing more. 
In Germany, since the creation of the State-endowed bank, which 
at first actually pressed its favours upon them, they have sprung
up like very mushrooms in a warm. autumn night. But what: 
lasting, what inherent good is there in them ? We shall see 
presently how a drop of worthless soapsud liability may be· 
blown into a huge showy bubble of credit. It only remains to be 
seen what will become of these societies when Government help is. 
withdrawn. 

Within certain limits, I am prepared to agree that a State
endowed Central bank may do good. And within such limits, after 
sundry mistakes committed by his predecessors, the present chief' 
of the Prussian bank is very laudably and strenuously endeavouring 
to keep the business strictly businesslike. Also, the bank being· 
there, I cannot for the life of me see why co-operative banks. 
and Central banks should not take advantage of the oppor~ 
tunities which it offers-provided always that it does not take 
out in dependence and constraint more than it gives in credit. 
Co-operative banks, in any case, want a convenient source of" 
supply. That being created, and the business being transacted 
on businesslike lines-without gifts, without arbitrary discrimina. 
tion, without undue interference-the taxpayer's sovereign is to 
the co-operative society as valuable and as legitimate a coin as. 
the banker's. Only I fail to see what the taxpayer has to do. 
with the matter at all. 'Either the business is safe and self. 
supporting. And in that case surely private capital is likely to., 
be found to take it in hand. This would certainly be so in 
the United Kingdom, where we have learnt to value safe and 
steady business, even though the profits be not large. Or else 
it is unsafe, or ·even losing business. And then, why should 
the taxpayer be saddled with it? On the top of all this, we 
know that the State, though it may app~ar liberal in the matter· 
of interest charged, knows, like S. Martin of Tours, under aU. 
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~ircumstant:es to get the best of a bargain. As will still be 
.shown, Government inspection, which is generally inseparable 
from Government assistance, is the very worst. kind of inspec
tion which co-operative banks could submit to, being misleading, 
because under its hallowed seal of officialism it conceals mere 
mechanical rule of thumb inquiry. Nevertheless, it may prove 
impossible to separate Government inspection from Government 
support with funds. And training to dependence, and to trusting 
in others, is bound to undermine self-reliance and independent 
'effort, which are the two main pillars upo~ which genuine Co
'operation must ever rest. 

But let us see how the State-endowed bank in Prussia has 
,a~ted and how it has answered 1 It is the largest and the most 
~haracteristic institution of its kind. The corresponding institutions 
in other countries are all more or less moulded on its pattern, 
and the results have been pretty much identical on a smaller 
scale. 

The . Bank was at the outset, in i895, endowed with a poor 
£250,000. That sum has long since been found insufficient and 
the amount has been decupled, which leaves it still more than 
.a million short of the share capital provided, for the greater 
part by State endowment, for the Agricultural Bank of Egypt, 
to some extent a congenerous institution. It is not quite· clear 
'to what extent private capital is admitted to the common stock. 
It has been announced that the two great agricultural co-operative 
Unions have become members of the Bank, but the precise 
manner in which this has been arranged has not been specified. 
The Bank is a self-governing body, but under State supervision 
.and responsible to the Government. 

Its object is, and was from the outset, to assist co-operative 
organisations with credit-not agricultural organisations only. But 
in substance its aid was designed for and is in fact mainly extended 
to such. It is not, like the French caisses rigionales, narrowly 
restricted to business with Central banks only, even among co-
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operative organisations. It actually does business with a number 
of local co-operative societies, not forming part of any Union. 
However, such business seems only small. Business with central 
organisations is what the State bank was actually created to 
carry on. The restriction was intended as a safeguard to the 
Bank, to prevent abuse, and to widen the foundation of liability. 
However, since under the law it only requires seven persons 
to form a society, and seven societies to make a union, the 
safeguard is not necessarily substantial. The difficulty was, as 
in the Central banks alt:eady described, to discover a standard 
for measuring "capacity for liability." There were still only 
the same means available, hugely magnified in this case in 
quantity, and greatly aided by the official status assigned to 
the State bank, which entitles it to call. for all the official 
material extant, such as income tax and .. supplementary" tax 
ceturns, assessment registers and the like. The method remains 
inquisitorial and is a little unwieldy. Of course, ample deduc
tions are invariably made from the values arrived at, and, out of the 
balance remaining, only from fifty to sixty six and seventy five 
per cent is allowed to stand good for credit, according as the 
borrowing bank may agree to make the State bank its sole 
banker, or only partially so. Objectionable as the method 
appears, there have been no actual complaints on this score. 
The mischief which really has resulted has arisen from the' fact 
which scarcely requires proof, that mere liability affords an 
unsatisfactory and insufficient standard. Discerning their oppor
tunity with the eyes of necessitous borrowers, local banks and 
Central banks have worked liability for all that it was worth, 
neglecting altogether the' accumulation of capital, and raising 
up splendid .. castles in Spain" on a very slender foundation.· 
Thus it came about that in some banks a mere 20S. share 
(not necessarily all paid up) would .carry with it ~50, and even 
£75, liability, serving as a basis for credit; a 25s. share £125; 
a 50S. share £200 and so on. At the same time the power 

12 
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of affiliated societies to hold more shares than one was enlarged. 
Thus. to take some glaring instances, a society might take up 
a hundred £1 shares, securing thereby the right to borrow on 
a pledged liability for £5,000; another might take up five 
hundred shares, involving possibly £500 down, but probably 
less, and purchasing therewith the right to borrow on the 
basis of a £25,000 liability. In a very crass instance, outside 
the Imperial Union, a single society might at one time take up 
as many as three thousand £1· shares, and, on the strength of 
that, borrow in respect of a liability for £ 150,000. The effect of this 
is to be seen on a large scale in the gross disproportions existing 
between share 'capital and loan capital which are on record
for instance, 449,521 M. of the one and 2,739,888 M. of the 
other; 555,185 M. of the one and 3,695,634 M. of the other; 
728,523 M. and 9,657,078 M.; 2,865,999 M. and 60,887,107 M. 
One Central bank, with only 9,150 M. share capital, has raised 
upon that slender foundation 173,852 M. credit with the State 
bank on members' liability only, plus 100,000 M. on the 
security of promissory notes. Another, on the security of 
291,500 M. share capital, severally 2,961,820 and 128,009 M. 
Another Central bank, on the strength of only 139,300 M. share 
capital and 997,039 M. assets, was even allowed by the State 
bank a credit of 2,067,400 M. It came to this that, whereas in 
1893, before the establishment of the State bank, when Central 
banks were still thrown upon their own resources, share capital 
was in societies as 16.4, compared with 100 loan capital-which 
is more than liberal-under. the gracious ministrations of the 
State bank in its early complaisant days, it went down to 7.4. 
and for a time even to 3.6...,...which is preposterous. To what 
extent this is accounted for by State bank money handed over 
to local banks will appear from the fact that from 2,539,652 M. 
in 1893, such loan money, coming from outside-official" manna," 
as Count de Vogue has called it-went up to 52,328,627 M. in. 
1901, whereas deposit capital, which ought to form the back-
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bone of a co-operative bank's borrowing, correspondingly 
went down. 

] ust as the State bank dealt with Central banks, so' in their 
turn did Central banks under this regime deal with their mem
ber banks. A 200 M. share would entitle to 3,000 M. credit, 
a 1000 M. share to 8,000 M., and so on. * 

All this, of course, was to have been foreseen. Give a man 
credit without exacting adequate security, and he will not care 
how much liability he pledges, so long as a mere stroke of the 
pen and a promise will do the business. Humour him in his 
recklessness, and reckless he will become to the length of 
foolishness. It was with this inevitable result in view that, some 
time ago, I ventured to put the problem of co·operative banks 
in this way, that their business really is to make credit difficult 
in order that they may make it possible; they must bind and 
require the borrower to do so much by his own efforts, that 
by such means he will really p~oduce security worth lending 
upon. That, it appears to me, is the argument for co-operative 
credit, the secret of its possibility, in a nutshell. 

Of course the state of things described c(,>uld not be permitted 
to go on indefinitely. The State bank was in its own interest 
compelled to put a stop to it. Conforming to what no doubt it 
understood to be the task originally set to it. it had made credit 
very easy for the squirearchy, who were the chief beneficiaries 
by its ministrations. It had gone the length of a~vancing 
money at unbusinesslike rates of interest. But it became in
undated with demands, which were all the more perplexing as 
it had granted credit in the main on current account only, 
which left it with no .. paper" available to pass on and convert 
into more cash. In self-defence it introduced the bill of 
exchange, which is negotiable, but distasteful to the squires and 

• See on this point Herr C. Heuzeroth's admirable paper on "Deutsche Land. 
winscbaftliche Zentralcassen" in the" Report of Proceedings of the Sixth Congres.. 
of the International Co.operative Alliance," 1905. 
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peasantry. To secure for itself larger funds, the State bank 
has long since discovered that, like humbler banks, it must 
do ordinary, more remunerative banking business as well, to 
carry the rather dragging co-operative business along. with it. 
However, even so, it could not fail to discern a source of serious 
danger in the. over-inflation of liability referred to~ Accordingly 
under its present, very businesslike chief, it set itself to intro
duce other methods. It became stricter. It gave notice that 
it cquid no longer allow liability as the sole standard, but must 
distinctly take capital into account also, avowedly as a means 
of inducing local and, above all, Central banks to pay greater 
attention to the accumulation of capital, be it share capital or 
reserve. With such object in view, it kept admonishing banks 
in earnest words to have regard to capital. For itself, it would 
not henceforth allow credit in any case above the tenfold 
amount of the bank's own capital, no matter what its" capacity 
for liability" might be shown to be. This made a tremendous 
difference to some banks. it greatly reduced their borrowing 
power. And, generally, the squirearchy broke out in a deafening 
chorus of protest and complaint. They would, so they threat
ened, form their own bank, and make themselves independent 
of the State bank. They tried something of the sort. How
ever, the State bank promptly warned them-~ere the" miller's 
thumb" of State interference discloses itself -that eclectic busi
ness must mean no business, that if it did not have all the 
Imperial Union's business in Prussia, it would have none. From 
its own point of view it was perfectly right. And it had the 
power to enforce its will. 

Such threat had the desired effect. Rebellion collapsed-and 
the State bank has done more business with the Central banks 
since. They have paid heed to its advice and become more 
businesslike in the accumulation of capital. That is, after all, 
not bad business for them, seeing that' for every £r which 
they accumulate, or lay hy. they stand to receive, when wanted, 
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£10 in credit. Among other things, the new regime has also 
led them to pay greater attention to the gathering in of savings 
deposits, and several Central banks have in consequence already 
grown strong enough to possess more deposits. than they want 
for loans. They are creditors to the State bank, not debtors. 

Thus, with aU, its inherent defects, a State bank may after 
aU do something to lead Co-operation into a businesslike groove 
and thereby strengthen it, and really, if by some unkind ruling 
of inexorable Fate there must be a State bank, the !'russian, 
as now presided over by Dr. Heiligenstadt, would best serve 
as a model. 

The State bank has in due course come to monopolise pretty 
well all the class of business to do which it was first called 
into existence. The Imperial Union, with its immense posse of' 
societies, accepted its proffered hand from the outset, being thank
ful to have such a source of practically inexhaustible credit 
opened to it. The Neuwied Union, smaller, but stricter, and 
far more orthodox, held back for a time, proudly declaring that 
it required no help, that it could perfectly well do for itself. 
The miscarriage of its trading ventures drove it into the arms 
of its more powerful sister institution, ready to welcome proteges, 
as is the Russian Empire to conclude alliance!l with adjoining 
khanates. However, the business of the State bank extends 
much farther. 'Its help is so very useful I Among other things, 
apart .rrom finding money \yhich without it it would not be 
altogether easy to obtain, it grants it on what are, more par
ticularly to agriculturists, very acceptable terms, that is, at a, 
generally speaking, lower rate of interest than the open market 
for long periods together, excluding fluctuations within such 
limits. This is a point which deserves to be fully appreciated. 
A long-term loan at a fixed interest, which cannot be raised, 
must be a boon indeed to agricultural borrowers, and may be 
valuable to other borrowers as well. Accordingly, even one of 
the credit societies of the Schulze-Delits!=h Union, that straitest 
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sect of the' co-operative orthodox, has taken refuge under its 
wings. There may be more; I know of one. Being situated 
in a rapidly growing quarter of Berlin, where it does highly 
useful work in advancing money for building purposes, it finds its 
needs perpetually exceeding its command of available money, 
even beyond what the ·Deutsche Genossenschaftsbank has been 
able to supply. The State bank, accordingly, proved to it a 
veritable god-send. 

All things considered, therefore, the Prussian State bank has a 
good deal to say for itself. It has provided financial assistance 
where financial assistance was wanted-although it will have to 
be admitted that it has done so also where no urgent need can 
be proved. It now dispenses credit to societies embracing 
1,235,529 members. Its annual turnover has increased from 
9,853,000 M. to 492,650,000 M. For the full decade of its 
existence its turnover stands at 2,625,000,000 M. As it is now 
organised and directed, it is sure to prove as useful as it is 
possible for a State bank to be, educating and restraining as well 
as promoting, sometimes to the point of forcing. For its own 
sake it is not likely to allow business to degenerate, but pretty 
sure to keep it businesslike. This does not do away with its 
inherent defects. But abroad, the great desire at present is for results 
-for quantity or number, rather than quality. For all that, in the 
interest of Co-operation, one would wish to see similar service 
rendered by a purely business body, divested of official power and 
officia1 terrors, meeting co-operative banks on a footing of equality. 

There is a different tale .to tell in respect of France. There, 
after a search pursued through decades for some acceptable 
method .of assisting Agriculture-habitually supposed to be a 
wronged and .. decaying" calling-without excessively offending 
the taxpayer, _ who is to pay the piper (since there is no one 
else to do it), a device has been hit upon in which, evidently, 
ingenuity has outrun judgment. Agriculture, according to the 
accepted formula of the day, is to be assisted under the plausible 
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disguise of Co-operation. .. Co-operation" is the word; but the benefit 
is explicitly and designedly limited to Agriculture; and the State 
endowment is advisedly masked, but masked under so trans
parent a disguise as to betray itself to the most unsuspecting. 
There is nothing paid directly out of the National Exchequer; 
but under its renewed charter (of 1899) the Bank of France is 
made, after a first advance of 40,000,000 francs down at the time 
of renewal-to run as a non-interest-bearing loan concurrently. 
with the charter-to hand over every year, without claim of recov
ery. a portion rather scientifically calculated of its net profits, 
which must not in any instance fall short of 2,000,000 francs, but 
which has, as a matter of fact, hitherto invariably exceeded 
4,000,000 francs, to the Minister of Agriculture, to be employed 
at his discretion in support of agricultural credit. By such means, 
in the course of time, an enormous sum, running into millions 
of pounds, bids fair to be made available for agricultural needs. 
The money does not, as observed, come ostensibly out of the 
taxpayer's pocket, but, in point of fact, it is the taxpayer who 
pays every farthing of it as certainly as if the tax collector col
lected it from him on his rounds. Such stratagem has been adopted 
of set purpose. It is to throw dust in the taxpayer's eyes. 
The Bank of France, so it is argued in justification of the pro
cess, was chartered, not solely, or even mainly, to earn a dividend 
for its shareholders, but primarily to discharge a public duty, 
that is, to provide credit alike for aU interests in France. It 
has hitherto altogether failed to do so in respect of Agriculture. 
That, it is admitted, is not by its own fault. The Bank simply 
could 1101, because Agriculture, as everyone knows, cannot take 
up three months' paper, but requires advances for long terms
much longer than at all fit in with the business usages of an 
institution like the Bank of France. Nevertheless, so it is now 
contended, the Bank's failure to provide credit leaves Agricul
ture with a just grievance. And since Agriculture cannot come 
to the Bank with three months' paper. like Mahomed going to 
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the mQuntain, the Bank must go to Agriculture, and devise some 
scheme which will make credit convenient to it. 

Now such problem admittedly is a very difficult one to solve_ 
France has tried its hand at it more than once and failed. 
benefiting in the end by its repeated largess, in one memorable 
instance, not Agriculture but the thriftless Khedive Ismail, to 
the tune of as much as 168,000,000 francs. Italian Ministers and 
managers of Government savings banks have racked their brains 
over the same problem, devising privileges for lenders which 
bear a. strong family resemblance to landlord's distress 'and 
hypothec, and long. term bonds which will not find purchasers. 
only to fall back in the end upon the familiar and approved 
business methods which Frenchmen still consider inadequate in. 
their own: case. Nevertheless, some means must be found, and 
so it has been decided that the money coming from the Bank 
is to be paid over to the Minister of Agriculture. The further 
disposal rests with him. He has a Board to advise him, but 
is under no necessity to take its advice_ In fact he is as 
much the Board, as our Chancellor of. the Exchequer is the 
National Debt Commissioners. One fixed rule h~ been laid 
down, namely, that at the Minister's discretion the advances 
decided upon are to be made, not to local societies or agri
cultural syndicates, but only to "regiona1 banks" formed by 
such societies. Each ~dvance is to be made free of interest. 
so as to enable regional banks to deal liberally with local 
societies (though no distinct rate of interest is prescribed), and 
for a period to be fixed before-hand, which, as a rule, is five 
years. The gratuitous advance happens to be needed-and may 
indeed be needed much beyond the five years for which it is 
given. For under a proviso, which recalls a provision most 
inconvenient to Village banks in our own Friendly Societies 
Act-which. Act was of .course passed with a totally different 
object· in view than that of serving for credit societies-the local 
bank or society is permitted to take deposits only to the 
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maximum limit of three fourths of the money which itself has 
lent out. (Under our Act it is two thirds.) That means, that 
z S per cent of the money which a local bank deals out must be 
provided by itself, in the shape of share capital or reserve, ot" 
else, since the passing of the new Act, by a grant from the 
Credit Agricole. 

No credit society, however, starts with a reserve fund. And 
it has been made extremely difficult for' it to accumulate such. 
as the official annual report on "Agricultural Credit," published 
in the :Journal Oificiel of 2nd October 1904, freely ~dmits. 

because under the existing system all canons of sound business 
are distinctly set at nought. The regional banks receive their 
ad"ances without charge for interest in order that ther may 
be able to lend out their money at a very low rate. In agri
culture this is always considered essential. They are expected 
to do so at 2 pet. Now, if they do any business worth mention-

. ing, in spite of all that is said about the supposed impossibil
ity of their doing so, they will ,have to pass some bills on to 
the Bank of France to be discou~ted, simply because they must 
raise money somehow, and there is' no one else to give them 
money for their bills. Such necessity means, that on every' trans
action of the sort they will lose something like I or 2 pet, or 
indeed more, because the Bank of France rate of interest is by 
so much higher than their own.' Conseq~ently, the more business 
they do, the worse will they fare, and, instead of accumulating 
a reserve, the greater a hole will they make in their poor 
existing assets. Really a more striking example of .. how not 
do it" could not have been produced. 

Of course the local societies might meet the difficulty by 
raising a substantial share capital. But that is the very thing 
that they do not want to do, that the Credit Agricole Act was 
designed to enable them -to do without, and that, under the 
Raiffeisen rules-which to that extent at any rate are mOst 
gladly and unreservedly accepted-they need not and should not do. 
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Such are the objections to the French scheme on business 
grounds. But there are others. The Minister of Agriculture 
being a single individual, and a party politician to boot, cannot 
help having his likes and dislikes. However he is master. 
There are complaints all over France about his arbitrary action. 
c'That gift of the gods, the friendship of a great man" has, so 
Count Louis de VogUe has stated, ensured to certain regional banks 
.. without trouble three or four times their pr?per share of the gov
ernmental manna." Others have gone without. Many have been 
kept waiting for several years together without rhyme or reason, 
though their claim was legitimate, their case good and their need 
pressing. Others have been ruled out of the benefit on what 
appear to be at the very least arbitrary, if not wholly 'illegal, 
grounds. The Government being anti-clerical, of course.the Raiff
eisen banks, which have a religious object in view as well as an 
economic, and are in a Roman Catholic country for the most part in 
touch with the Church of Rome, are distasteful. to the 't-uthorities, ' 
'who persistently raise the technical point, whether registration 
under the older Act,under which they were actually formed, 
brings them within the Act on Credit Agricole or not. Lawyers 
say: y.es; the point is quite clear. The Government says: no. 
and fences the question like Goldsmith's" schoolmaster," -though 
worsted more than once, with a persistence worthy of a very 
much better cause. Its argument really amounts to a sic volo, 
11oc jdeo. But it holds the purse strings. 

Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that very little 
good should thus far have been accomplished by the Cddit 
Agricole, which taxes the Bank of France, practically, not to 
subsidise French Agriculture, but to make welcome advances, 
free of interest, to the political Government. 

A bill, tabled byM. Codet in 1904, shows that up to the· 
close of 1903 there had been in all 62,499.966 francs paid into 
the account of the Credit Agricole, and only 7,422,985 francs 
allotted to regional banks. The latter figure included, as a 
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.. Report upon the Budget of Agriculture, '[904," prepared 
by the present Minister of Agriculture, M. Ruau, records, as 
much as 1,88[,949 francs assigned to regional banks which 
showed no share capital whatever, 688,212 francs to one single 
bank. And what particularly incenses the champions of French 
Agriculture is, that the remaining 55,000,000 francs is not stored 
up for use, but presumably gone, "sunk· in ~he bottomless 
swamp of Treasury expenditure," as M. de Fontgalland has put 
it. .. The Government would have some difficulty in producing 
the money, were it called for," so he added. 

Persons interested are busy endeavouring to produce a more 
workable arrangement. In any case, they would save what was 
earmarked for .. Agricuiture" from the clutches of short-lived 
Ministries. Not a year passes without amendments brought 
forward in the Chamber, without fresh regulations issued by 
the Ministry of Agriculture, which may possibly improve matters 
-just to the extent to which they are obeyed. Some new 
modifications in the direc~ion of improvement have been quite 
recently added. * But it is very 'doubtful if what is faulty in 
substance can ever be got rid of by surface amendments: The 
scheme is manifestly wrong. It begins with the provision of 

• The French Government has attempted to remedy the effects of some of its 
earlier mistakes by insisting-in recent instructions-that upon any renewal of 
the five years' advance made, the original debt must be to some extent reduced j 
also by suggesting to regional banks that they should no longer grant advances 
'If',," bank rate, but rather give borrowing local banks a corresponding benefit in 
the shape of a ris/Qurne or bonus return of part of the interest already charged to 
them. The last named measure can obviously do no more than put a businesslike 
(ace upon an unbusinesslike transaction. Under the first named direction it is 
announced in the 7ouma( Officit! that the substantial sum of 126,250 francs has 
already been recovered on the expiration of the first quinquennium I Nevertheless 
the volume of loans granted has increased from 24,821,833 francs in 19a4 to 
44,337,360 francs in 19a5, and some of the very regional banks made to repay 
have largely increased their indebtedness under this head, e, g-. that of Nancy from 
260,400 francs to 498,300 francs, that of the Gironde from 246,540 francs to 639.200 

francs, that of the Midi from 1,000,000 francs to 1,799,000 francs. 
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money, when it ought to begin with the creation of security_ 
It begins at the top, when it ought to begin at the bottom. It 
provides "manna," pays de Cocagne manna, produced without 
labour, which is to trickle down, instead of a healthy crop of 
vegetation raised from the soil, growing from firm roots by its 
own force. Its distribution is arbitrary, governed by favour or 
worse, when it ought to be regulated purely by considerations 
of business. It is in fact not credit. but "relief; II and, coming 
as relief, ·it is more likely to be squandered than husbanded. 
more likely to make receivers wasteful and dependent than 
laborious. thrifty and self-reliant. * . 

What has been said in this chapter may, I think. be summed 
up as follows. There can be no doubt that, as a central point 
for a suffiCient number of co-operative banks, a Central bank may be 
an exeedingly useful institution; and wherever there are enougb 
local banks to support it with capital and with business. they 
will. I believe, do well to form one-one of their own. that is, 
not one provided by the State, or by patrons, or local authori
ties, one crowning an edifice already existing and formed in 
obedience to local requirements, not created as a root to produce 
local banks like forced shoots. t A Central bank, properly organ-

* On the working of French "Regional Banks" see the two papers contributed 
to the .1 Report of Proceedings of the Sixth Congress of the International Co-operative 
Congress," the one uy M. L. Durand, the other, written on the ground of official 
and other infonnation, by myself. 

t I have advisedly omitted to refer to the "central banks" quite recently in
troduced into India, where, specifically in the Unitel Provinces, they are reported 
to be promising well. Their existence has, thus far, been of so brief duration· 
that it is much too soon to talk of results. Apart from this, their object is not 
quite the same as that- of the central banks here passed in review. They are 
rather intended as propagandist seed plants, placed in certain districts to scatter 
theIr seed abroad, in order by such means to raise up a growth of Village banks, 
which latter, under the circumstances, become what the Revenue Department in fact 
calls them, rather "branches" or "agencies" of the central banks, the proper 
name for which, I hold, would be "district banks," than independent, self sup
porting organisations. Indial). organisers of Village banks appear to find three 
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ised, may greatly facilitate business for such banks and appre
ciably strengthen their position. It is sure to equalise' the 
rate of interest for their benefit. It may assist new banks. It 
may, not only render valuable service in balancing surpluses 
and deficiencies, relieving local banks individuaUy, while giving 
strength to the system. Beyond this, provided that it has a 
good substantial foundation, entitling it to credit, it may in time 
of want of money procure such for them very much more 
readily and cheaply than, as a rule, they could do for themselves. 
And times of want of money there are sure to be. We shall 
always have to bear in mind that co-operative banks are not, 
like other banks, formed with capital as a starting point, to 
~nable those who are possessed of ample capital to carryon a 
remunerative business, hut rather with capital as an aim, a 
terminus ad quem, to enable those who are weak in capita!., or 
possessed only of its equivalent, that is, acceptable liability, 
to work up towards obtaining it. Capital is therefore to them, 
so to speak, not the steam generated within the mill itsdf, but 

peculiar difficulties obstructing their way. One is a want confidence among the 
depositing public. Another is the absence of a sufficient number of people in the 
villages capable of keeping accounts. And the third is the separation produced 
hy the barriers of caste rule. These difficulties, so it is said, are being success
fully overcome by the interposition of "central" or district banks, originating, 
·or, in the true sense of the word, "nffiliating" local Village banks. The" Central 
bank," having the united liability of aU affiliated Village banks to rely upon, 
already attracts more money and appears to be gener~ting greater enthusiasm 
.among weUwishers. It is in a position to keep the accounts efficiently for tbe 
local banks, and it seems that it enables the several castes to co-operate harmoni
-ausly. Of courne the governing Board is representative of the affiliated bodies. 
On new ground,. one must be glad to see whatever new methods promise best to 
.suit local circumstances adopted. And circumstances in India are, in various 
respects, very peculiar, but generally helpful to the organisation of local bank. •• Accord
ingly, in that country, this Dew method may be found of advantage, or even 
Decessary. Elsewhere, however, it is to be feared that the advantages gained 
would be very dearly purchased by the sacrifice of that strict local control, inde
pendence and selfcoDtainedness, which are by aU co-operative banks held to be of. 
·.the first importance, and indispensable to successful !=xistence. 
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the borrowed water which has to be conducted to them from 
a distance to set their whe~ls turning. Where the basis of a 
co-operative bank is associated liability, borrowed money is 
likely to be wanted from the outset. 

In that case a Central bank may bt of twofold advantage. 
namely, in the first place, by finding the money at all, and, in, 
the second, by finding it in the right way. Opponents are 
pleased to criticise this as spoon-feeding. It is anything but 
that. The local bank which, when begining work, has a Central 
bank to go to, to which to submit its claim for credit, and 
from which to obtain credit accordingly, is further removed 
from spoon-feeding than one which, for want of such an insti
tution, finds itself compelled to beg the money from friends-which 
latter course is nevertheless allowed to be a legitimate transac- , 
tion. For it starts on genuine business lines, claiming credit 
only in return for security, and dealing with it as being under 
a specific obligation. The private capitalist may at a subsequent 
stage forgive the debt, and. the bank will have started with a 
gift. The Central bank will not let its debtor off unless he goes, 
into liquidation, and brings his existence to an end. 

For subsequent credit, the Central bank constitutes generally 
speaking the only available means; for individual credit with 
private banks is not likely to be freely granted-let alone that 
for the receipt of its surplus deposits a Central bank is likely 
to be the safer, or at any rate the more readily trusted, recep
tacle. In their capacity of chief dispensers of credit such banks 
may, as the Prussian State Bank has done, exercise a very 
useful and wholesome influence on local banks by keeping them 
up to the mark in respect of compliance with business require
ments, accumulation of capital, etc. (I purposely do not now 
include inspection under this head.) 

It will have to be borne in mind, of course, that the Central 
bank is not, and cannot be, the pn"m~ source of the capital 
drawn upon, such as the State banks and State credits referred 
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to are designed to be, but only a conduit·pipe leading to that: 
source. It will therefore have to be made distinctively the banks' 
own, either by an arrangement which .secures them its services, or
by independent formation. In the case of co-operative banks based. 
let me say, on a ready money security, and~ith brisk and varied 
business, it will much better be by arrangement; for that will, 
by adding a powerful outside buttress, ensure incomparably 
greater strength, and relieve local banks of all risk or responsi. 
bility except for debt actually incurred. It ought also to serve
as a safeguard against that besetting temptation to Central 
banks, to encourage credit transactions on the part of local 
banks, which, for its own sake and far more for theirs, it ought 
rather to be careful to restrict. The Central bank, having a 
share capital to account for, on which it is expected to pay 
interest, will naturally try to .. make business," in order to earn. 
a profit. Otherwise it will be supposed to have failed in its. 
object. But it is not by any means to the local banks' interest 
that business should be .. made" in this way •• The less they 
borrow from the Central bank, which is to be only their reserve 
source-that is, the more fully they succeed in obtaining alt 
the money which they require in their own districts, the more
successful must they be pronounced to be. I may here opportunely 
recall M. Durand's apt simile of a bank's going into t· hospital" 
whenever it borrows. Therefore it is absolutely wrong to make
a Central bank ,ely upon co-operative business. It may easily 

.. enough succeed in leading the local banks to ·borrow from it 
. instead of scouring their districts for deposits and stimulating 
thrift. It is, of course, more convenient to borrow. However, 
the promotion of thrift is distinctly one of the co-operative· 
banks' special objects. And how would it be if the Central 
bank money w~re at any time to fail? The local bank 
would be thrown on its beam ends. Nobody would under suc;h 
circumstances care to deposit with it, after the other supply of 
credit had failed. The Central bank ought therefore to be, in 
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a manner; independent of co-operative business, though such 
business there is always sure to be. German credit co-operators 
are ,now asking themselves how they ever could have got on 
without Central banks, which at present they find so unspeakable 
a convenience. But either it must be immaterial whether the 
Central bank earns a profit or not, or else the Central bank 
must have either fields open to it to forage in for business. 

As for the credits obtained by' local banks from the Central 
bank, under such circumstances every credit will be made, as 
it should be, entirely on its own merits and as not affecting 
any other dealers at the Central bank. The Central bank will 
alone, bear the whole of its responsibility. _ If, once more, by 
faulty judgment, that bank should launch out into speculative 
business, as did to its cost the Deutsche Genossenschaftsbank, 
that will be its own affair. .No local bank will be a penny the 
worse for that. On the other hand, the Deutsche Genossen
-schaftsbank has not lost on its co-operative societies' business, 
nor has it in the slightest degree jeopardised co-operative 
,societies' money. Co-operative societies' business, under the 
peculiar conditions, cannot pay really well, nor is it perhaps 
likely fully to occupy, a large and 'ambitious bank. But, on the 
-other hand, it possesses the two great advantages of steadiness 
and safety. And in countries like the United Kingdom, where 
such advantages are prized, and 'where the rage for gambling 
-dividends, which is in its hot stage in Germany, has in many 
quarters subsided, it ought not to be difficult after a time to find 
money for such a venture. 

Where business is less active and more uniform, above all 
things where the accepted principle of credit is the mortgaging 
of liability, a Central bank really of the local banks' own 
appears on all accounts preferable. It wilt have to enter into 
arrange~nts with more capitalistic bodies to turn the collec
tive liab ity which it represents to account. But, so long as it 
keeps to sown bllsiness, and abstains from dabbling in specul-
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ative ventures, it is sure to be safe. Neuwied has embarked 
in such ventures without evil intent, simply because it over·rated 
the working power of the money at its command, which is a 
failing unfortunately rather common in co-operative enterprises. 
Really, such business lay altogether outside its" mandate," or 
brief; it should in similiar cases be explicitly excluded from the 
powers entrusted to the Board. 

State interference, whether for the provision of funds or for 
superintendence, however plausible a case may be made out 
for it, seems altogether out of place in this connection. It may 
DO doubt greatly hasten and multiply results, but only at the 
expense of their quality. If the business of providing money 
is good and self-supporting, it should be possible to find capitalists 
to come forward and take it in hand as a business venture. It 
is sure to be carried on by them. on more purely business lines. 
If.it is not self-supporting, then why should it be taken up at 
all, certainly why at the taxpayers' expense, more especially 
without their explicit authority? The loss will be theirs, and, 
as M. de Fontgalland's remark at Budapest shows, it may 
amount to not merely a trifling loss on annual business, but to 
an absorption of the ptincipal into the coffers of the State. In 
Prussia, the present President of the State Bank has very cre
ditably managed to remould the business of that bank on 
genuine business lines, and, to that extent, his institution un
doubtedly does good, providing money that is usefully laid out, 
and restraining reckless tendencies in the Central banks over 
which he exercises authority. However, his bank cannot shake 
off responsibility for an unhealthy, artificial stimulus given to 
the formation of what are, in many cases, co-operative societies 
only in name, which, but for the gratuitous offer of mon~y
which of course the bank desires to set in motion so as to earn 
interest upon it-would never have been called into existence. 
The bank cannot shake off responsibility for having taught a 
whole population to look for assistance and improvement of its 

13 
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position, not to its own efforts, but to. the favour of Govern· 
ment, to become, not more self-reliant, more .ready for "initiative 
of their own, but rather more dependent, more submissive to . 
Government initiative.. In. ·France the case is a good deal worse. 
For there, not even businesslike methods have been adopted, 
and deterioration of character, distrust in oneself, dependence 
on help,. guidance and pushing from the political authorities 
have increased apace. People seem to have become incapable 
even of forming a village pig.dub, or a friendly society, without 
support from the taxpayer's pocket. That is not co-operation. 
And that does not mean making Agriculture, or any other calling, 
stronger, or fitting those who carry it on better for competition. 
It is an abuse of the form of co·operation, resorted to for com
passing an end which must be injurious to the Nation. 

All things considered, the State had much better keep its 
hands off such business. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

UNION FOR PURPOSES OF INSPECTION 

UNION may, in co·operative banking, be made to render other 
services besides those of focussing business, equalisi~ supply 
and demand, and creating machinery by which the great cap
italist market may be tapped. Once the number of banks has 
become considerable, or the business of anyone bank substantial, 
outside control and examination become a matter of the greatest 
importance, if business is to be kept fully safe, and the con
fidence of the banking public is to be maintained. And f~r 
such purposes, as I propose here to show, unions of societies, 
formed for that very purpose, afford by far the best means
machinery incomparably superior to any which, for instance, the 
State, with all its power of compulsion, could devise. So fully 
is this recognised abroad-wherever experience in co-operativ"e 
banking has sharpened wits-that even where there is no com
bination for ,central banking purposes, .. revision unions," that 
is, unions for the specific purpose of uniform audit and inspe~~ 
tion, have been formed. 

The difficulties which local societies have to contend with in 
applying c;hecking machinery of 'their own have already been 
lightly touched upon. There is, above all things, the paucity 
of available qualified persons to be taken int<? account. Control, 
to be worth anything, must be effective; and effective control 
presupposes expert knowledge, such as not many amateur 
bankers can be expected to possess. 

It is such paucity of qualified members in the local banks 
which, in its early days, drove the Neuwied Union of Raiffeisen 
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Banks to the adoption of a device, which is good enough in 
itself as a stopgap, and which has been highly useful in pre
paring the way for Union inspection, but which I am sorry to 
see some of our United Kingdom societies disposed to adopt, 
as if intending it as a permanent institution, namely, the audit 
and supervision of local banks directly by officers from the 
central office, not as an addition to, but as a substitute for, 
local examination. However you organise your co-operative 
bank, local inspection must, under all circumstances, be its 
great mainstay, the keystone of its fabric. The object of 
superior inspection is not to replace it, but rather to compel 
it, while supplementing it by expert service: to compel the local 
examiners to do their duty, and to do it well. Neuwied was 
driven into the adoption of the· expedient referred to, because 
it could not make sure that, under the primitive conditions 
subsisting, local inspection would at the outset be carried out 
with sufficient care and completeness by local men_ Of the 
two evils, if the choice must be made, want of auditing skill and 
want of local knowledge of persons and of circumstances, without 
question the latter is the more detrimental. Therefore, not as an 
ideal, but as a temporary measure, a pis-aller, that Union organised 
an elaborate annual inspection of papers by post, supplemented 
by very full interrogatories, which were designed to serve the 
purpose of local inspection. Such inspection .. by letter" still 
remains in use. However, as a matter of course it has had to 
be supplemented by at least biennial visits from Union inspec
tors, once the Co-operative Law of 1889 came into force. The 
circumstances of the case account for the extreme minuteness 
of the examination· to which local banks are subjected, which 
is, as will presently be seen, carried very far. For want of 
knowledge of local circumstances the questionary necessarily 
had to be enlarged. However, in the mean time, under cover 
of questioning from headquarters, independent local examination 
had been made a reality. Those among our societies who, in 
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despair at th~ inexpertness of local people, have made inquiry 
by officers from the head office a standing feature, ought in 
fairness to themselves to imitate the Neuwied Union also in 
turning such headquarters inspection to account for gradually 
training up local people to proficiency in local auditing and 
inspection, which is, for· any duration of time, even more 
necessary than the other-in fact quite indispensable. 

The paucity of fully competent members is one reason why, in 
the larger Share banks, as already shown, it is becoming more and 
more of a recognised practice to entrust the actuarial part of the 
work of supervision committed to the Council to a skilled 
accountant, who is much better fitted to deal with the figures 
to be examined than those under whom, nominally, he is called 
upon to act. However, suppose that, with or without the 
addition of such an expert, you have found a sufficient number 
of qualified men to undertake the task, it is still a good deal 
to ask of them to continue any "length of time in the discharge 
of duties which are certain to be onerous and to require a 
sacrifice of time, and also to involve not a little responsibility. 
There may be remuneration for this, it is true; but even in a 
strong bank such remuneration is not likely to stand in anything 
like a just proportion to the ~acrifice imposed. Nor should it: 
For such office ought never to become a "berth." As a 
matter of fact, the answers, to which I have already referred, 
given me in active banks abroad by men engaged in local super
vision, show that, in banks doing any large business, insufficient 
supervision is tk~ weak point of the system. The volume of 
business is too large. Members of the Council of Supervision 
cannot afford sufficient time for it all. Much has to be taken 
for granted, and through such loopholes mischief is only too 
likely to creep in. 

But suppose that the members of the Council are equal to 
their work and willing to remain in charge of it for a consider
able period, that necessarily lets in another danger. These 
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men are always the same men, subject, like all members of the 
human species, to the tyranny of habit. They are familiar with 
the routine points, they know the local conditions; but they" 
would be more" than human if their work did not become 
mechanical, and if impunity in overlooking some little irregularity 
in the past were not allowed practically to count as an excuse 
for overlooking it in the present, for the supposed benefit of 
~<?me popular member. -That is another dangerous point at 
which the ship may easily spring a leak. Thes!! men, with 
their practised eye, discover with greater quickness than an 
outsider errors on the one side of the business with which they 
have become familiar. But they are apt to overlook quite as 
important evidence of danger on the other, which the eye of 
a stranger, fully skilled in accountancy, would in many cases 
detect at a glance. And they are also' apt to be swayed by 
personal sentiment, against which a stranger's mind would be 
steeled. 

There is a further danger still threatening from mere "in 
and in" inspection. Members of the inspecting Council are 
required to be x.nembers of the bank, which they presumably 
have joined in order to benefit "by its services. It would be 
hard measure, indeed, to mete" out to them to deny them such 
benefit, when in fact they show greater devotion to the work 
than others by undertaking onerous duties. But how, if they 
are to be judges as well as parties in the examination, can you 
make quite sure that their borrowing will be effectually controlled? 
Precautionary methods of various kinds have been tried. I 
have spoken of some. But their efficacy is at best imperfect. 
And it will have to be borne in mind that here are a number 
of people acting together, and, so to speak, in the same boat_ 
Human nature is human natur.e. Turn it out by the door; it 
will return by the window. Clericus clericum non decimate When
ever, in past experience, a co-operative bank has come to senous 
grief, the fault has nearly always been found to have lain with 
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careless lending to members of tke Council, stretching points 
in their favou~. 

In a small bank, up to a certain point, the danger appears 
less imminent. Transactions are humble, and the general body 
of the members pretty effectually check their own checkers. 
But, even here, the evils resulting from too much neighbourly 
contact have made themselves noticed-coupled, unfortunately, 
with an additional danger, a danger peculiar to rural com
munities, namely, of excessive regard (or great ;persons and 
exaggerated trustfulness. In a small -rural society the great 
.man seems to occupy a privileged position. Bob Stiles knows 
all about the affairs of Tom Miles. However, "the gentleman" 
in the big house is apt to be considered a Crresus. Nobody 
would think of offending him by prying inquiries or examination. 
Circumstances are not quite the same in this country as abroad. 
Nevertheless it is always better to keep on the safe side. And 
abroad, in rural banks as well as in others, whenever mischief 
of a character at all grave has occurred, it has generally arisen 
from overtrustfulness-from allowing members, generally of the 
Council, a credit to which the result showed that they. were 
not entitled. 

In large active banks there is not the same worship of great 
men. But the controlling power of the general mass of mem
bers becomes weakened, and members of the Council are apt to 
have their own way. No one is willing to say his colleague 
nay. And the unsafe borrower, finding himself short of money, 
may, if he only have sufficiently powerful friends, have ex
tensions granted or new advances made to a dangerous point. 

In both provinces of banking, therefore, to make busine~s 
quite safe, there ought to be some superior authority to check 
things-some authority not itself interested in local credit, 
having no benefits to ask for, no personal·consideration to take, 
being thoroughly independent, and at the same time skilled. 
And such authority is only to be provided from the outside. 
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Recognising this fact, the Schulze-Delitzsch Union, which has 
in the matter of organisation for business purposes acted 
throughout as pioneer of the co-operative banking world, has 
long since of its own accord introduced inspection, on the part 
of the Union, as a necessary incident ,of membership. And. 
although in this world of imperfections such wholesome measure 
has not been able to keep out all mischief, there is absolutely 
no difference of opinion on the point of its intrinsic merits. 
The sincerest proof ot approval has been given by the two 

. Governments of Germany and Austria successively borrowing 
this particular feature from the Schulze-Delitzsch programme, 
and firmly graving it upon their statute tables, making inspection. 
such ao; Schulze introduced and his successors perfected, obli
gatory upon all co-operative societies-our British co-operators. 
who are anxious to see greater power of examination propri() 
motu conferred upon the Registrar of Friendly Societies, will 
do well to note this-banking societies and others. And. 
following in the wake of those two Governments, the Italian 
People's banks seem now contemplating similar action. The 
question has indeed occupied public attention in Italy ever 
since 1888. It is to be discussed, for the purpose of arriving 
at a settlement, at the next National Co-operative Congress. 

The entrance of Italy upon the scene is interesting and 
instructive, because, really, no fact could more plainly demon
strate the great utility of inspection by a superior, independent 
authority, than the rather striking difference observable, collec
tively speaking, between German co-operative banks,.which have 
had it, and Italian, which have not. M. Luzzatti himself, the 
original initiator, and still the chief, of the Italian People's banks 
movement, has owned to me with creditable frankness that. 
although, he distinctly assigns to the best of his own banks, 
such as those of Cremona and Bologna, a superior position to 
any German co-operative bank, nevertheless he is bound to admit 
the entire phalanx of German co-operative banks to be of better 
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quality than the Italian. There is more uniformity, a higher col
lective level, a common mark impressed upon them all, stamping 
them members of one family. The explanation of this fact lies 
in the ordeal of independent inspection, which has produced that 
common level. All banks benefit by it, because even strangers 
to anyone of them know what being a Schulze-Delitzsch bank 
means. To fall below the common standard, justifying con
fidence, would be to incur the danger of expulsion and with
drawal of the common .. trademark." There are several cases 
on record where it has been withdrawn-and the bank has 
suffered seriously in consequence. In Italy, though there are 
excellent individual co-operative banks, the trademark is want
ing: there is no standard. There is, in consequence, necessarily 
great uncertainty as to the quality of any particular bank. 
Some years ago a leader of the movement frankly owned to 
me that of about 700 People's banks then in existence only 
about 250 were in his opinion "good," 200 more "indifferent," 
and 250 distinctly "bad." That may serve to place the qual
ity of such excellent banks as those referred to in all the bolder 
relief; but it cannot benefit the movement as a whole. It was 
this difference between good and bad which. as I have already 
explained. according to the testimony of the late M. Valentini, 
placed an insuperable obstacle in the way of the creation of a 
Central bank for common convenience, desirable as such new 
departure was admitted to be on its own merits. But the good 
banks would not pledge their liability for the bad. 

I need scarcely explain that the Schulze-Delitzsch· system of 
inspection did not spring fully panoplied out of Schulze's head, 
but was gradually evolved with the help of observation, as 
indeed was that of local inspection. What first led Schulze 
to think of inspection at all was our familiar "audit" -not the 
highly expert audit of joint stock company accounts by skilled 
accountants, but the friendly society audit by "one of the 
public auditors appointed as in this Act mentioned, or two· or 
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more persons appointed as the rule of the society or bank pro
vides." Now our" audit," extrt'mely valuable as it is, and quite 
sufficient for small societies working on simple and stereotyped 
lines, is not by any means generally adequate to the needs of 
the case. It establishes what Dr. Felix Hecht, the able Managing 
Director of a leading German Mortgage bank, while earnestly 
pleading for the adoption of our accountants' audit by, German 
business houses. at a congress recently held in Germany,* describ
ed as " accuracy in matter of form" (formelle Richtigkeit). 
Dr. Schneider distinguishes between calculatorische Revision, an 
accountant's inspection, and a revision for sachliche Richtig
keit. regularity of business itself. Our audit puts figures straight, 
and testifies that there is a voucher for every entry. But it 
does not tell that business has been properly conducted, that 
in every instance adequate'security has been taken, that limits 
as to time and amount have been duly observed, that the qual
ity of sureties has been inquired into and their signatures have 
been verified, that members' loans have been kept within the 
figures of the "credit list, I' that members of the Council have 
not been obligingly accommodated beyond what they were 
entitled to, and so on. However, all these things are really of 
far greater practical importance to the bank than the precise 
agr~ement of figures on one side of the balance sheet and on 
the other. Accordingly, more had to be provided for. The 
Council of Superv~sion was instructed to overhaul the entire 
business done and to direct its inquiries to every act of the 
Executive Committee. 

What has been said under this head with regard to local in
spection applies with even greaj:er force to inspection by a superior 
body. Correct and uniform bookkeeping and accountancy are 
useful helps. but the main point, at stake is the sound adminis
tration of business. Mere auditing may, after all, possibly be 

• At Hamburgh in 1893. See: "Verhandlungen des Vereins {iir Socialpolitik." 
Bd, 113. pp. 149-153. 
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left to the local bank, though a second examination can never 
be amiss. However,' an outside inspector could never be ex
pected to undertake a minute actuarial examination. That is 
wholly out of the question. That is the task of the audi
tors. But what must imperatively be tested from outside 
is, whether the business has been conducted on proper lines, 
and whether personal considerations have been set aside, as 
M. Luzzatti rightly insists that they should be, misquoting, to 
enforce his meaning, a passage from Scripture, which is made 
to say that neither father nor mother should be dealt with other
wise than other folk. And such consideratio~ it was which led 
Schulze, after he had previously, for rather similar reasons, 
recommended the employment ot trained accountants in local 
banks, to submit proposals for the adoption of a Union audit 
which were of course agreed to, and further followed up. till a 
thoroughly workable method was arrived at. Inspection by a 
Union ,embracing somewhe~e about 1000 societies would be 
rather an unwieldy business. Accordingly, the work was cut up 
into parts, and the task was in each case entrusted to the local 
section, in which the number of societies is more manageable. 
Among the several sections, however, as wili" be shown, close 
touch and strict uniformity are upheld, to maintain the standard. 

The first resolution, declaring such inspection to be desir
able, though still leaving. it only optional, was adopted in 
1878. In 1881 inspection was declared obligatory within every 
three years. In 1887 a long resolution was carried, giving very 
explicit directions as to the choice of inspectors and the way 
in which inquiry is to be carried out. These directions, which 
are still in force, lay it down that only fully qualified men are 
to be employed as inspectors. They give these men more 
ample power than they possessed before to inspect in detail, in 
the presence of the Committee and the Council-for instance if 
there should be reason to suspect that the local inspection had 
not been carried out in an efficient manner-which fact, of 
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course, the, report is sure to show. A rule was also inserted 
making it illegal for an inspector to accept payment or gra
tuities from anyone but the section whose servant he is. The 
local society pays the section the regulation fee, and the section 
in its turn pays the inspector according to his work. Provision 
was also made for careful consideration and discussion of the 
inspector's recommendations by the society, and for a report 
to be presented to headquarters showing to what extent such 
recommendations had been complied with. 

So useful did the inspection introduced prove to be, that the 
German Government, in 1889, took the matter up as one of 
public concern, and made similar inspection obltgatory by law 
on every co·operative society at least once in two years. The 
Austrian Government followed suit in 1903. With seeming
but only seeming-consistency the two Governments went further, 
and, while insisting upon inspection, at the same time also 
provided public officers who were to conduct it, though osten
sibly only as an alternative to inspection by other approved 
means. However, the peculiar facilities afforded for Government 
inspection, at a fee which the taxpayers' contribution makes 
scarcely more than nominal, render it clear that Government 
inspection is what the Governments wish to see adopted. At 
the time of writing, the Italian Government appears to be con
templating some similar measure. 

It is not surprising that the two Governments spoken of should 
take credit for what they have done, as tending to raise the 
quality of co.operative credit institutions. In truth they were 
driven to it, as to a necessary sequel to their own earlier im
prudent acts. They have advisedly taken the initiative in call
ing co-operative banks into being, so to speak, by "administra
tive order," and with assistance from taxpayers' money-here, 
there and everywhere - no matter whether such institutions were 
wanted in the particular locality or not, and whether people 
were willing to have them or otherwise. The administrative 
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officer's road to promotion seemed to lie across the creation of 
a large number of co·operative banks, which were supposed to in· 
dicate growing prosperity of the district. And once such societies 
were created, they could not well be left to drift into ruin, 
when, artificially generated and overmuch coddled, they proved 
to be abortions without sufficient stamina of their own. They 
wanted looking after, and there was no one who could be trusted 
to make the limbs of the mechanical doll manufactured move 
with life·like motion, except the artificer who had first put it 
together. 

It is difficult, under the circumstances, to withhold sympathy 
from the two Governments in question. However, what they 
have done is the very last way to bring about the result that 
they may be assumed to have desired. What title, so I should 
like to ask, has the State to interfere at all in the private 
affairs of a. bank? That is not a public concern. And what 
business has it to make the taxpayer pay for the inspection 
which it imposes' for the supposed benefit of the bank? The 
plea ostensibly put forward is, that it is to the public's interest 
that the. bank, at which the public is lDvited to deal, at any 
rate to the extent of depositing money-for all other business 
is restricted exclusively to members-should be kept sound. 
We hear that argument now strongly put forward in Italy. 
However, the public is very well 'able to look after its own 
interest, It may withhold its deposits. Aod, really, that would 
be a far more effective way of bringing home to the bank the 
necessity of keeping things safe than inspection by a Govern
ment officer. We know in this country-because we have 
threshed the matter out in Parliament more than once in con~ 
nection with our friendly societies-that the Government has 
no means of making a society solvent which is not so; and 
that for it to affix its stamp, as has been asked, as a voucher 
for solvency, would under such circumstances be altogether 
misleading. That applies every bit as much, if not more, to 
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co-operative banks. What the Government has a right to do is 
just what, through the agency of the Registrar of Friendly 
Societies, it does in this country in the case of our friendly 
societies and industrial and provident societies, namely, to see 
that the provisions of the· law are properly complied with. 
However, as a test of solvency such examination is illusory. 

I have the late Dr. Ziller, who was a high authority in mat
ters of co-operative banking, with me in protesting that the 
State altogether oversteps the limits of wise policy in making 
inspection compulsory by law i and I have the evidenc~ of all 
the responsible leaders of the German Schulze-Delitzsch banks 
on- my side in declaring that it makes not a pin's difference to 
good banks:"""nor, so I am afraid, to bad-whether there is 
Government compulsion or not. The Schulze-Delitzsch banks 
have gone on just the same after the passing of the Government 
ordinance as before, perfecting their system of inspection, 
quite independently, very much more effectually than they could 
have d(;>ne under Government pressure. 

And all this is perfectly intelligible. Inspection is a safeguard 
if you can convince the people to whom it is applied that it 
is necessary in their own interest, and can, accordingly, secure their 
help for carrying it into effect. Such conviction is what you 
want to produce. Produce it, and members will welcome in
spection and make it as stringent as it can be, in order that 
they may be gainers by it. No less powerful motive, so it may 
be confidently averred, will produce inspection worth having. 
But when you tell them, with all the authority of the law, that 
they must have inspection, ox--be fined, or, it may be, wound 
up, they must be differently constituted from most other human 
folk if they do not jump to the conclusion that what you 
enjoin, you enjoin not in their own, but in somebody else's 
interest, or as a matter of mere invidious interference. As a 
matter of fact, this is what is now being openly proclaimed in Italy. 
Inspection is said to be required for the protection of depositors 
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Members, accordingly, wince under the obligation, and, like 
the boy in Punck, who was sent for a pennyworth of Epsom 
salts, and asked the grocer to make it as small as he could, 
.. because it's I as has. to take it," shirk the ordeal as 
much as they can. They talk of it as an inquisition, and 
would keep back from the inspector's eye all that is irregular 
about the bank. There is no sense of morality to restrain 
people from plotting against the law. Even if they approve 
the principle, they may be trusted to find fault with the methods 
adopted, or else with the precise provisions laid down. 

Accordingly, in Italy, wh~re inspection by a central authority 
has not yet been tried, we have had all sorts of protests entered 
against making it compulsory. From the flat "No," coming 
from the strong banks, which need no compulsion and dread 
interference, refusal shades down by various gradations to the 
plea that only banks should be subject to inspection which 
receive advances of money; and only to inspection by the body 
which in fact has become their creditor. The peas in the pilgrim's 

. shoes are to be thoroughly boiled down, so as to make the 
penance illusory. 

That is not a wholesome frame of mind to put your public 
into. And the evil becomes greatly aggravated . when the 
inspector provided, even as an alternative only, is a State 
officer. Inspection by such an officer is in t~uth the worst that 
can be devised. 

In making this remark, I of course except new countri~s, like 
India at the present time, in which inspection by the Registrar 
is unavoidable, because there is as yet no one else to inspect. 
But that is a purely temporary conditio~ of things, and should 
not last beyond the elementary educating period of co-operative 
banking. The Registrars have been sent to India to teach 
people how' to form and how to work co-operative banks. 
Inspection is, in the early period, part of their teaching. 

However, in countries. in' which co-operation is full grown 
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there is no excuse for employing a Government inspector, much 
less for forcing one upon banks. What you want- in an 
inspector whose inspection is to be worthy of its name, is not 
only independence, nor yet professional ability, but, above all 
things, a high sense of responsibility and direct interest in the 
institution inspected. The latter two· things you are not likely 
to get in _ a Government inspector. He is called upon to go 
his rounds, to employ his professional skill and to enforce his 
will-which last-named exercise of his power is apt to become 
arbitrary! and so to give umbrage. As for professional skill, I 
should like to' ask whether business firms would consider them
selves very ;nuch the better for having their books overhauled 
by an official Local Government auditor, being, I believe, a 
barrister of so many years' standing, selected for the office. 
There are very useful Government Mortgage banks in Germany, 
for making advances to small landowners; but one of the com
plaints most frequently preferred against them is, that even their 
bookkeeping differs very inconveniently from that of non·official 
institutions, which men of business understand. Be ~e officer's 
skill what it will, his inspection is sure to assume a mechanical, 
routine character, and to become formal and therefore, judged 
by a sufficiently high standard, perfunctory. His responsibility 
ends with his work. It does not matter to him what becomes 
of the bank. Nor has he any interest in keeping the bank solvent 
and prosperous. He !Ias not even means of compelling societies 
adequately to discuss his report and adopt his recommendations, 
which, as coming from an outsider and an intruder, they are 
likely to hold in light esteem. The Government can compel -
the society to have the report read at such and such a meeting, 
and to yield formal acquiescence up to a point. But, invita 
Minerva, much good is scarcely likely to result. 

How strikingly different is the position of an inspector sent 
by a Union formed of the banks themselvesl He comes, like
the Governme'nt inspector, clothed with superior authority, but 
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certainly, not as an intruder. He is one of the co-operators 
themselves, securely bound to the institution by his own material 
interest; he comes with direct responsibility due to the body 
of banks of which the bank inspected is one; with skill and 
experience of a spechll kind-and this is a specialist's work; 
he comes as an adviser as well as a judge-as an adviser 
whose advice is certain to be trusted and welcomed; he can 
Dot press his criticism home, like the other, with threats of 
fines and penalties inflicted by the State; but his clients know 
that, if they do not remedy what he finds amiss, their case will 
be discussed at headquarters, in case of persistent negligence, 
publicly' at the congress, and, if they test the'ir comrades' 
patience very sorely, their bank may be turned out of the 
Union. That would be a disgrace and might spell ruin. This 
inspector's report and recommendations are, accordingly, sure to 
be studied and discussed with attention, and heed is likely to 
be paid to them. 

But our inspector does not come only with a rod, like the 
Government inspector. In every bank there must from time to 
time be difficult questions to deal with, troubling the local 
amateur bankers. Here is a man who inspects, it may be, 
a hundred or more banks, in one or other of which similar 
questions are pretty sure to have cropped up. Employing him 
means to benefit by the experience of other banks. And, as 
for responsibility, it would fare ill with an inspector who might 
allow banks to come to grief without proper warning addressed 
to themselves and to headquarters. It is the Union's interest, 
and his interest as one of the Union, that the banks should all 
be good, that every indication of bad practice should be at 
once taken notice of. So, on all grounds, he will be by far 
a superior inspector to the Government man. And that accounts 
for the fact that co·operative credit societies-like for instance 
the powerful Bauernvert;nt-which do not judge it expedient 
to unite for business purposes, form "unions for inspection" 

14 
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(Revist"onsverbiinde), in which they can at any rate have the 
benefit of. regular inspection by a fully competent inspector of 
their own choosing. 

I hope I have made it sufficiently clear that such indepen
dent inspection is greatly to be preferred to official inspection 
by order of the State, and by a Government officer. A Govern
ment department may examine returns; a Government inspector 
may inspect factories, or shops, for which work plain rules 
may be laid down appropriate to all cases. But public authorities 
are altogether out of place where every concrete case has to be' 
judged on its own individual merits, where banking usages and 
questions appealing to men's judgment come into account, where 
hard and fast rules and rigid regulations lose their force. You 
want a business man with an open mind, a man of ample and 
special experience, likely to command the confidence of business 
men, to whom everything savouring of red tape is abhorrent. 

To show' what inspection by a central body should, or at 
any' rate what it does embrace, it may be useful to quote the 
two typical examples severally of the Schulze-Delitzsch and the 

. Raiffeisen Unions. Both Unions send their inspectors round to 
visit the banks and carryon their inspection on the spot. That 
is necessary. And the Unions take care to make it efficient. On 
the side of the societies, not only are local societies called upon 
to answer all the inspector's questions, give him all information 
wanted, and show him everything, but their governing bodies 
are also required to be present, or at any rate represented by 
some of their members, when the examination takes place, and 
afterwards to receive the inspector's verbal report and discuss 
matters with him. On the inspector's side there are very pre
cise directions. At a recent congress of the Schulze-Delitzsch 
Union, Dr: Hans Cruger, who has succeeded Schulze-Delitzsch 
as leader of the Union, singled out for remark the following 
particular points, as not, indeed, exhausting the catalogue of a 
central inspector's duties, but coming well within it and merit-
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ing attention. The inspector is to check the accounts, carefully 
to compare the ligures appearing in the balance-sheet with those 
recorded in the ledgers, review the discharge of their duties 
severally by the Committee of Management and the Council of 
Control; examine the proceedings at the annual meeting as to 
observance of the proper legal forms and of the resolutions 
passed, inquire if the rules .laid down with regard to the giving 
of credit have been properly complied with in respect of valua
tion, object of the loan, securities and limits of time and amount, 
examine the list of outstanding credits, more particularly of 
such as were granted to members of the Committee of Manage
ment or the Council of Control, compare the limit set for cred
its to be granted with the amount of assets of the society, and 
inquire whether the proportion between the two is a proper 
one; trace carefully any credits or claims for credit which may 
be in arrear, and examine whether adequate security has been 
taken in case of renewals, and how the security taken compares 
with the credit; check the cash credits outstanding and report 
upon any "dead " accounts, which ought to be stopped; his 
acquaintance with the credit-value of individual members is of 
course limited, nevertheless previous inspections are likely to 
have given him some sort of insight into special cases, which it 
will be his duty to turn to account in his new examinations
say, in the case of doubtful or heavy credits frequently repeated 
or renewed; he is, moreover, to compare the proportion main
tained between share (and reserve) capital and loan capital, the 
proper balance of which enterprising banks are often apt to 
neglect (I share capital to 5 loan is, under normal" circum
stances, 'generally considered a safe proportion; however, there 
are banks which have been known to run it up to I t~ 10, or 
even I to 20, which is scarcely safe); he is to inquire .into 
the proportion of "quick," or "liquid," assets, which is, of 
course, an important factor; he is to inquire into the agree
ments concluded with officers of the society, such as the members 
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of the Managing Committee (salaried in this Union), and whether 
the resolutions passed by the General Meeti.n~, or by repre
sentative . bodies, have been put into proper legal form and 
carried out; to ascertain if the business requirements of the 
Board are in every respect satisfa<;torily provided for; to in
quire if the payment of officers is fair or excessive, more espe
cially with regard to commissions. on business or on profits 
allowed them (members of the Council of Supervision must not 
be paid by commission), and if the society provides for the 
needs of the employees by maintaining its membership in the 
Provident Fund of the Union, and also secures itself by fidelity 
guarantees; finally,. he is to compare the actual figures obtained by 
his inspection of the bank books with those sent in to the Union 
for the annual returns, so as to prevent discrepancies. 

The sum and substance of .all this is, that the inspector is to 
inquire into pretty well everything, certainly into everything 
that may appear at all suspicious or amiss, so as to maintain 
the security of the bank and the character of the Union. 

In addition to this, he is to be at the service of bank Com
mittees, 'at any time consistently with his duties, for advice and 
information based upon his experience-which is bound to be 
extensive, seeing that in an active Union he does nothing 
but inspect all the year round; all the more so since at every. 
annual congress of the Union the inspectors hold a speCial 
meeting or two, in which they compare notes and discuss 
difficult points which may have arisen~ 

The German law (and also the Austrian) requires that the 
members of the Council of Supervision should be present at 
the examination of accounts, etc.,· by the inspector. In large 
banks it is found that thaf provision cannot in all cases be complied 
with. But it is a standing rule in the Union that one or two 
members of the Council ShOllld, in any case, attend the examina
tion of cash balances, and, furthermore, that the members of the 
Committee of Management and the Council of Supervision should 
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jointly attend at a sitting in which the inspector is to report 
upon the results of his examination, and discuss the various 
points which .may arise with the members of the two bodies. 
At such sitting, the inspector is to enter in detail into every 
point which' may deserve comment, and to give the represen
tative bodies such advice and counsel as the position of affairs 
may call for. 

As has been already observed, the inspector holds, in case of 
need, very effective power in his hands for punishing neglect. 

On the other hand, there can be no cause for apprehension 
that l1e will at all abuse his power. For damage to the bank 
must mean damage also to the Union, which the Union must 
for its own sake be anxious to avoid. There are, indeed, small 
Unions, indifferently led, which deliberately stretch points to avoid 
exposure. A well regulated Union will not do ~his; but it will 
go the len~ of resorting to public exposure or expulsion only 
in extreme cases. 

Central inspection of Village banks ought, so one might be 
disposed to infer from the greater uniformity and simplicity which 
prevail, and also from the smallness of the transactions, to 
present appreciably fewer difficulties than inspection of active 
Share banks. However, the officers and committees of Village 
banks, being less skilled than even the amateur bankers of 
Share banks, require a good deal more looking after and gradual 
training for their business .. Also, the very fact that business is 
based mainly on liability, with little, if any, share capital to handlej 
renders more minute examination even of trifles desirable. A 
further difficulty arises from the combination, so often practised, 
of banking with distributive supply, about which I shall have 
a word to say presently. And, in the last place, it is' even 
more urgent than in Share banks that the annual, or else 
biennial, rounds of the inspector should be turned to account 
for educational purposes. That is one reason why the mere 
sending in . of accounts, as it was practised in the Neuwied 
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Union prior to the entering into force of the German law of 
1889, cannot in any case suffice_ The inspector comes to the 
little bank saturated, so to speak. with knowledge which wants 
filtering into the minds, not only of officers, but of members 
generally_ One of the objects of the little ba':lk is to educate
to educate in banki.qg and in business.> An experienced man, 
looked up to> as an authority, taking for his text actual business 
incidents, with which his hearers are familiar, can impart to 
them most valuable instruction by pointing out where they 
have done right and where wrong, and why, and wherefore_ 
Accordingly, he is specially enjoined to impress upon the leading 
members of the bank, again and again, the essential points of 
Co-operative Credit, . the nature of proper safeguards, the limits 
within which unlimited liability is useful; the means of credit 
open by recourse to the Central Bank, to explain the organisa
tion of that institution and to urge to fidelity tq it, also to 
fidelity to the Central Wholesale Society, and to the Union Printing 
Works. He is more particularly to explain, again and again, at 
length and in detail, the objects and organisation of the Central 
Bank, to meet current misrepresentations-provoked by a failure 
to discriminate between the unlimited liability local and the 
limited liability central society, as to the liability which 
membership involves, to point out the advantages which mem
bership and the existence of a strong fin!,-ncial central institution 
insure; also the advantage of common purchase by the Central 
Wholesale Society. And he is to give' enlightenment on any 
other point that may appear to call for such. From all such 
teaching and inspection the inspector's periodical visits gain in 
importance and in utility. And, as will be seen from the enumer
ation of questions put and points inquired into, a large number . 
of minutia! make up a tolerably substantial interrogatory and 
examination. 

The combination of the supply of goods with the dealing out 
of credit was at first regarded as not permissible. If there was 
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to be distributive business, it was required to be sep'arated from 
the credit business, even though the members in each society 
should be the same. There is very much to be said in favour 
of this. Even in the small experience that we have had of 
experimental co-operative credit-banking in this country, I can 
recall several instances in which people, bc;nevolently or other
wise interested in the supply of certain goods, proposed the 
formation of a co-operative bank-in towns-really as a stimul
us to the sale of the articles 'which they desired to get rid of. 
That would be a direct inversion of the object of co-operative 
banking, a deliberate temptation to improvidence and to the 
abuse of credit. In country districts the temptation to similar 
aberration is not anything like as great, if indeed it exist there 
at all. There is no .. shop" to which to attach the bank. It 
is merely a question of co-operative supply--the purchase of 
feeding-stuffs, machinery, fertilisers .etc., or, it may be (though 
that is as yet only rare) of groceries and household requisites
by the side of banking. However, banking, even in its most 
elementary form, is a thing of such delicate poise and carefully 
balanced liability and security, that as far as is possible it wants 
to be kept distinct from any other business. Such principle 
ought certainly to be allowed to prevail where the volume of 
transactions becomes at all considerable. However, in many 
small village societies everything is of such ~umble dimensions 
that danger arising from the blending of the two currents of 
business can very well be guarded against. That is just what 
the inspectors have to see to .. On account of the smallness of 
either co-operative service-which makes it difficult for either 
to stand alone, whereas the two combined may be worked 
by the same staff and yield.on'e another mutual support-they 
have to be combined, for practical reasons outweighing the 
theoretical. But they must be kept strictly distinct in the books, 
and also in the balance sheets, as having their own separate 
assets and liabilities each. That wants a great deal of looking 
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after. I· am ' entirely opposed to the mixing up of the two 
services in their main channels. Indeed, I have already quoted 
experience which shows what danger that may lead to. How
ever, at the little in-take stations, or "feeders," I can see great 
advantage in combining the two. The one will make the 
other "go." And the distributive service, if carried into the 
province of 'ordinary household requisites, may tend to keep 
the entire organism more democratic and popular, and more in 
line with other co-operation, which is in itself a great advantage. 
The small cultivator and the city artisan may by such means 
be brought to realise that they are brothers, and comrades in the 
same army, with a community of interests which will make the 
exchange of give and take and mutual support all the more easy. 

The combination of the two services has also led to a new 
development, which has proved very useful to distributive 
co-operation ,in Germany,. as it must do everywhere where 
distribution is weak in capital. By the side of Central banks" 
for the use of local banks, Central banks have also sprung up 
for the use of distributive and supply societies, by means of 
which the legitimate credit capacity of local unions or sections 
may be put to practical use. However, useful' as combination is 
where two organisations would overtax the strength of a little 
community, in the accounts both services must be kept strictly 
separate. . 

To give an idea of what central inspection means among 
Village banks, I can probably not do better than show how it 
is carried out in the original Raiffeisen Union, having its head
quarters at Neuwied. The number and nature of the interroga
tories put are likely, to astonish people new to the subject. 
However, we have here primitive communities to deal with, 
and "little things are great to little men." I have already stated 
!lDother reason. Also the inspector's visit comes" but once 
every two yeats. 

The instructions given to inspectors in the Union named are 
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exceedingly precise. They address themselves to the various 
aspects of the business carried on, not a few to compliance 
with the law, which includes observance of the duties imposed 
upon the governing bodies of the bank by resolutions of their 
own and of the General Meeting. Others refer to bookkeeping. 
Many of the questions put are excessively elementary, and show 
in what may appear to some of us to be a slightly exaggerated 
form the extreme care taken to have everything regular, even 
among the most untrained people. Proof of the inquiry having 
been properly and minutely carried out is required in the shape 
of minutes, consisting of a" number of printed questions with 
the written answers appended, to be signed both by th,e inspect
or as such, and by the Chairman, the members of the Council 
of Supervision, and the "Rechner" -that is, the cashier or 
secretary-of the bank examined. In addition to this, the 
inspector is aiso to present a confidential report, which is 
likewise put in the shape of questions and answers. However, 
both are of a confidential character, the answers embodying 
his own personal impressions. 

As will have been inferred from the signatures demanded 
from the chief officers of the bank, these men are required to 
be present at the investigation carried out. 

In the first place, the inspector is to examine the contents 
of the cash box, and state the precise sum found in it, down 
to the last pfennig. If, for any reason, this cannot be done, 
the reason must be explained. Next, the books are to be gone 
into. There is the question of the correct keeping of them, 
more particularly the correct transfer of entries from one to an
other, the keeping of a separate account for every creditor and 
debtor. Then there is the question of present assets and 
liabilities, which have to be accurately stated. The accounts 
are to .be examined as to erasure or pencil marks appearing 
therein, both of which are illegal; also as to the occurrence of 
any discrepancies in the figures since the inspector's last visit, 
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or of any' cash deficiency; in either case the cause accounting 
for the fact and the measures taken to apply a remedy are to 
be explained by the "Rechner." 

The question of the personnel is next gone into. Have there 
been any changes? If so, what are they? 

The "Rechner" is to be questioned as to whether he acts 
in the same or in a similar capacity for any other institution, and 
if so, for which, and whether he· keeps the two cash balances 
distinct. The inspector is to ascertain what salary the" Rechner" 
receives, and if he has obtained a fidelity guarantee. Questions 
are then put as to what cash balance a bank keeps and what 
it does with it. Does it deposit it in a savings bank? Or 
does it keep the money idle in its own possession? If the 
latter, has it a safe that can be depended upon? And has it 
purchased such from the Union depot? After that the savings 
department accounts are to be overhauled, the rate of interest 
paid inquired into, and the books checked. The various resolu
tions passed by the General Meeting, the Committee, or the 
Council are subjected to a special scrutiny, as to their legality, 
regularity and observance. The" shares" account is of course 
carefully examined. What is the value of the shares? How 
much entrance fee is levied? Have there been any changes 
in this respect? And as for shares, are they all paid up? And 
are there any undue arrears? 

Then there is the lending. What loans have been granted? 
And at what rate of interest? And for what purposes? Have 
those purposes been ~ufficiently inquired into? And have the loans 
been kept within proper limits? Has the Committee observed 
the limits as to amount for which it has been given authority? 
And has the Council been consult~d, as required by the rules, 
in respect of all larger amounts?· For what terms have loans 
been granted? What is the security given? Are there loans 
secured by mortgage? If so, what steps have been taken to 
call those advances in? For mortgages are not an approved 
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security. Or else, are the bonds given by the bondsmen in 
order? And are the acknowledgments given by borrowers 
themselves in proper· form? And how is the debt to be repaid, 
by instalments or otherwise? What loans have been granted 
in the shape of current account? Once more, at what rate of 
interest? And do such accounts show business? Because, if not, 
they must be cancelled; there are no "dead" accounts allowed. 
Are there arrears on these or on other accounts? Or are 
instalments punctually paid? 

. Next there is the question of business with other banks. 
What is the state of the account of the bank with the Central 
Bank? How do the two balances stand? And has the bank 
done busin'ess with any other financial institution? To do so 
would be contrary to the rules. However, it it has been done, 
which is the bank and what have been the transactions .. and 
what has been the rate of interest? Has the bank any business 
relations with the Union Printing Works-as it should, if it has 
any' printing done? And are its accounts with the Central Bank 
and the Union Printing Works perfectly in order? Or else, 
are there discrepancies? 

Then there is the supply department. Are the accounts of 
the two departments kept strictly separate? And, supposing that 
the banking department has guaranteed a member's credit at 
the supply department, has that credit been kept within the 
limits decided upon, and hqw is it secured? 

There is the management account. Are the management expenses 
for the two bra~ches kept carefully distinct, and on what prin
ciple are they allocated? Have there been losses on the manage
ment account? And if so, how have they been met? Have 
all the goods supplied by the supply department been paid for, 
as they should? 

There are special questions put down, the answers given to 
which are to show if the governing bodies, the Committee of 
Management and the Council of Supervision, have performed 
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their duty' in all things and whether General M;eetings have been 
called ;lS provided in the rules, and if they have been regularly 
conducted. The resolutions there adopted are subjected to 
inquiry to ascertain if they are altogether in order, and further 
inquiry is made to show if those resolutions have been acted 
upon. Also the inspector's last recommendations and any 
recommendations made by the Union or the Section are brought 
up, with a' view to ascertaining whether any irregularities or 
abuses therein pointed out have been remedied. 

There is plenty more. Most of these men want instructing. 
And if the printed questions asked have no direct bearing upon 
what has actually happened, they will serve as useful fingerposts _ 
for the road to be followed in the future. In other Unions 
possibly the heckling is not quite as severe. But the Neuwied 
Union, which pursues other objects besides the purely economic, 
makes a point of having everything within it strict and uniform, 
supervised from headquarters, and agreeable to what are there 
recognised as cardinal principles of the Raiffeisen co-operative creed. 

The confidential report asked for from the inspector deals 
with difficult points in a distinctly personal way. In it the 
inspettor is invited to state what he thinks of the conduct and 
management of the society, whether' the machinery works 
smoothly or roughly, w,hether any of the office-bearers have 
claimed credit from the society, and to what extent, and whether 
they are punctual in repaying? 

Of course the inspector is expected to admonish the officers 
in the bank with respect to any irregularities, 'or approaches to 
points of danger that he may have detected, and to urge them 
to fidelity to the parent institution. In r,espect of supply, he 
has quite a budget of questions, explanations, and exhortations 
entrusted to ,him in his confidential interrogatories, to ascertain 
by inquiry, if a stock of warehoused goods is required, whether 
c~mmon purchase may be pushed in respect of new articles, 
such as coal, whether there is room for the purchase of imple· 
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ments and machinery, either for sale or for common use. With
out becoming unduly inquisitive or pressing, wherever the matter 
seems doubtful, he is to keep a sharp look·out for new open
ings for co-operative services, by means of which the Union 
might be made more useful to members and to the public. 

Such inquiry seems minute indeed. However, it is much 
easier to drop out points as members of local banks advance in 
business knowledge .than to put ·in new ones, at what must in. 
such cases be personal discretion for, so to call them, element
ary classes. 

It is very much better that, if a fault be assumed, there should 
be excessive inquiry than that there should be too little. For 
checking and control are as the breath of liJe to co-operative 
banking. The more its business is carried on in the broad light 
of day, visible to all eyes, the safer will it be. Business that 
wants to be done in private, and on trust, is for capitalists, who 
have ample material security at their command, and who do not 
require co-operative banks. The best proof that inquiry is, even 
in the Raiffeisen Banks,not carried beyond what is tolerable is 
to be found in the fact that it is nowhere resented, but rather 
welcomed, because it is known that the inspector .brings safety 
and valuable instruction. And the proof that it is effective is 
to be found in the results, which show safety and smallness 
of losses to be one of the chief characteristics of co-operative 
banking. Certainly, what has been told in this chapter ought 
to make it clear that there is very effective checking machinery 
available, and that, although acting entirely by and for them
selves, members of well regulated co·operative banks need not 
be left to their own elementary guessing at business principles, 
but may have efficient expert guidance to trust to. 



CHAPTER IX 

CO·OPERATIVE MORTGAGE-CREDIT 

THERE is one form of credit, older than the time of Solon 
-who put his seisachtheia in force against it-and proclaiming 
its universal necessity by ov~rspreading the whole civilised 
world with its heavy burden, which is so peculiarly suited to 
co-operative methods, that what one has a right to wonder at 
is, not that in its co-operative form it has to day become as 
general as it is, but, on the contrary, that it has not been 
adopted everywhere. Dr. Felix Hecht, who is a special author
ity on the subject, puts the amount of more or less co-operative 
mortgage liability, outstanding in Europe in 1897, at more than 
£950,000,000. What the amount of old-fashioned non-co-opera
tive debt was, standing by the side of it, he cannot of course 
estimate. What strikes one in looking over his list is, that 
ther~ is not a line given in it to the United Kingdom, which, 
nevertheless, if we may accept the testimony of 'anIrish writer 
conversant with the subject, had in or about 1893 more than 
£900,000,000 * secured by mortgage upon its land. 

Mortgage-credit is at the present time one of the best dis-
• cussed subjects of the day. Changes in the value of agricul

tural produce and in the yield of agricultural land have brought 
its burden painfully h~me. Oddly ,enough, it is most discussed 
where, under the adoption of appropriate methods such as 
co· operation supplies, its pressure is steadily yielding; very 
much less so in countries, like our own, in which inconvenient 
and very costly methods, persistently adhered to, keep it at its 

• H. de F. Montgomery :-" The Organisation of Real Credit." 
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• old figure. In Germany, where statistics show that the burden 
of mortgage debt is not nearly as great as is habitually repre
sented-advisedly with the object of obtaining State help by 
drawing an exaggeratedly gloomy picture-it is . sotnetimes 
spoken of as the main cause of assumed agricultural distress. 
But it is Germany, of all countries, which has taught us how 
easily by co·operative methods mortgage·credit may not only. 
be kept in check, put so effectively got rid of, as almost already 
to verify the sanguine prediction with which M. de Persigny in 
1860, as Minister of the Empire, inaugurated the ill-fated 
Credzi Agricole, declaring that, thanks to such action, the day 
might be foreseen when the burden of debt heaped upon land 
by preceding centuries would be finally cleared off. * 

One brief word may be permissible upon the general merits 
of mortgage-credit. Mortgage-credit is often spoken of as an 
unmixed evil, a result necessarily of previous extravagance or 
of imprudence, a very millstone tied around the land-owner's 
neck, and hopelessly dragging him down_ It is quite true that 
it may become all this. But it may also be, as it has become 
in not a few cases, the foundation of great wealth, and the 
efficient cause of the productiveness of the very land which it 
appears to burden. We did not complain of our mortgage 
debts when there was a just proportion maintained between 
debt and security, rate of interest and yield from land. Land 
wants money, to bring out its productive and wealth-engender
ing properties. And never did it want it more than in the 
present day, when Jethro TuU's primitive theory having been· 
thrown overboard, everybody recognises in the land the workshop 
rather than the ultimate nourisher of plant-growth, and the 
most successful farmer is reckoned to be he who has the largest 
working capital at his disposal, and who knows how to employ it 
judiciously. Now, once money has to be· raised for such useful 

• "On peut prevoir Ie jour ou Ie sol sera affi-anchi de la dette hypothecaire 
que lui ont leguee les siecles." 
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purpose, the most natural and most legitimate source to supply 
it may be held' to be the land itself. Thanks to convenient 
credit arrangements it may be made so, and there can therefore 
be nothing inherently wrong in pledging the land as security 

~ for its own working capital. 
. An example drawn from practical rural ecqnomy, which has 

a special bearing at the present tinie for ourselves, while we 
are anxious once more.1:o make the land the home of the 
many, the workshop of myriads of small cultivators-who can 
turn it to best account-may help to make my meaning plain. 

We talk very volubly of the peculiar merits said to attach 
to our accepted national system of landholding and tenancy, 
which, as is affirmed, places the land itself at the cultivator's
that is, the tenant's-service, at a fee for its use, which he 
himself, poor man, could never afford to be content with, and 
so leaves him with all· his little capital free for application to 
more profitable employment as working funds., That plausible 
explanation vividly recalls Mr. Disraeli's scarcely felicitous phrase, 
employed when introducing the very inadequate Agricultural 
Holdings Bill of 1875. Our system, so Mr. Disraeli urged, 
enabled us to take "three livings" put of the same piece of 
land, to wit, the landlord's, the tenant's and the labourer's. 
Where, so I should like to ask, are those three livings now? 

I think I can produce evidence to the point on the other 
side. Fortune, as it happens, settled me for some years as a 
cultivating owner of agricultural land in the midst of a multitude 
of other freehold owners-owners of freeholds of all sizes. And, 
as a matter of course, I felt moved to compare the relative 
effect of each distinct system--the one prevailing in that region, 
and ours, which I had been taught to regard as the orthodox 
faith in matters agricultural-and to test the result of each as 
expressed in figures. Now, assuming the foreign freehold of 
the medium or small cultivator to be fairly mortgaged, I found 
that the amount paid in annual mortgage-interest was a little 
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less than the rent which a tenant in our country would have 
had to pay on a property of the same size and kind. That 
left the freeholder with some small balance locked up in his 
land. But it also left him a thoroughly independent man, 
subject to no oversight or interfe~ence, unfettered by covenants, 
not liable to be turned out, free to cultivate as he pleased, to 
buy and sell what he ·pleased, and having the certainty that 
for every penny or every effort bestowed upon improvements 
he would have his full return, in grist or in meal-in heavier 
crops, it might be, if he retained his property, or else in a 
better price, were he to sell it. And not by such return alone 
would he be the better thC;ln his tenant brother; 'for every 
increase in value by betterment or unearned increment would 
'likewise go into his pocket. All things considered, it struck 
me that the moderately encumbered freeholder must be held 
to be the better off of the two. 

It would not be difficult to quote other cases, ma'lY of them 
applying to large estates, in which a mortgage, judiciously laid 
out, has enabled the owner to put his. undeveloped property 
into condition, and produce from the debt value representing 
its amount several times over. 

Unfortunately, it is not for the purposes indicated that mort
gages are invariably raised. And it seems impossible to do by 
Act of Parliament what over-wise men in Germany are now 
attempting so to accomplish, namely to put the owners 
of land in leading-strings and limit their mortgage-raising to 
distinct stated objects, circumscribed in amount as well as in 
application. However, what an Act of Parliament cannot ac
complish, appropriate methods of mortgage-credit can., so expe
rience has shown, achieve very effectually and easily. . And 
herein lies the value of those co-operative methods of which I 
shall now have to speak, almost to a greater extent than in 
the mere facility provided for raising loans. It will be easy to 
show that, although other methods may secure partially the 

IS, 
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same results, the full benefit has thus far-and probably can 
be-attained only by means of Co-operation_ And that for a 
very simple reason-namely that only Co-operation can fully. 
identify the borrower's interest with the lender's, and place, as 
in the case already quoted of Scotch cash credit, an efficient 
guard of feUow-borrowers over the individual borrower, bringing 
irresistible pressure to bear upon him, in his own interest, not 
only to restrain his operations and keep them within the bounds 
of prudence, but also systematically to reduce his own debt by 
regular repayment_ Hence co-operative mortgage-credit comes 
upon the scene as the great reliever and emancipator from 
burden, the rust of the same spear which first struck the blow, 
which now heals the wound produced, almost without exacting 
any sacrifice. 

Now when I speak of mo~gage-credit in this connection, I 
must be understood as meaning mortgage-credit dealt out by 
special particularly appropriate methods_ Co-operative institu
tions may lend money on mortgage in other ways, acting as 
mere ordinary capitalist bodies_ And partly legitimately, partly 
imprudently, they actually do so to a more or less considerable 
extent. Among German co-operative credit societies it is a 
standing complaint, that very much more money than should 
be is invested in mortgages, resulting in the locking-up in them 
to a dangerous extent of capital which they may be called 
upon to repay~simply because, from ingrained habit, their 
managers have been brought to look upon mortgages as the 
safest class of investment. Italian People's banks do the same 
thing, but at any rate they safeguard their interest as bankers 
by raising money specially for such purpose by means of long 
term bonds. That is, of course, an improvement upon the German 
practice, but it still leaves the mortgage-credit simple ordinary 
capitalist credit, without any check upon the borrower-capitalist 
credit securing none of the advantages which, as I shall show, 
the borrower has a right to look for; and, in all probability, it 
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will turn out to be of insufficient duration, because ordinary 
bankers' bonds cannot well be made to run for the great length 
of time that is required for a mortgage. In such instances, the 
body making the advance is co-operative, but the method is 
capitalist. 

A more justifiable instance of ordinary mortgage-credit engaged 
in by co-operative banks, though the amount concerned is only 
small, is that of the French caisses rurales, which have advisedly 
stepped into the field to protect the small r~ral mortgagor from 
unduly heavy interest. In respect of large mortgage· credit, as 
M. Ribot has shown in an interesting report communicated 
to our Government *, the powerful Credit Fonder acts very 
efficiently as a general regulator of mortgage-interest. Individual 
lenders cannot keep up the rate of interest against it. . How
ever, so large an institution cannot very well trouble 
much about small proprietors' business. The trouble is too 
great, the recompense is too small. Accordingly, the small 
proprietor was still left to look for his loans only to individual 
capitalists. And. without any competitor in the field, the capi
talist lending to small proprietors would not come down with 
his interest, but went on charging at the rate of five per cent, 
when three would have been in accordance with general usage. 
Under such circumstances, M. Durand thought it right to 
authorise his caisses to intervene. As I have already shown, 
they have a very large amount of" good lying" deposit money 
to rely upon, which is brought to them in such quantities as 
they may require, at 2! per cent interest. So they could well 
afford to lend at 3 per cent. They did. And, as M. Durand 
has assured me, that has brought the capitalists to their senses 
and led them to reduce their rate of interest. 

Before proceeding to describe those useful methods to which 
I have already alluded, I should like to put this question: what 

• "Report from Her Majesty's Representatives Abroad on Institutions for making 
Advances OD R~al Properties." (C.-6314l. 1891. 
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is it that the agricultural mortgagor, mortgaging his land for 
remunerative purposes, has a right, or at any rate 'a legitimate 
interest, to look for as constituting an ideal mortgage liability? 
It certainly is not what he obtains now. For while credit is 
individualised, it is the It;nder who dictates the terms. In the 
matter of interest, the' money market' may to some extent 
determine the actual price to be paid, but even on that point, 
if there be a case of need, the borrower is likely to find him
self at the lender's mercy. He has not at present the right to 
go to any particular institution, and say, good times or bad: here 
is my security, now give me a proportionate loan at the current 
market rate, I He will certainly not be able to insist that the 
loan shall be granted, without liability to be called in, for as 
long a time as-since it is to be remuneratve-he may require 
it. Nor will it be made a matter of his choice when he is to pay 
it off'. Above all things, no lender on mortgage is at all likely 
to agree to the borrower repaying his debt piecemeal, by small 
instalments, much less by terminable rent·charge. But all this 
is what the borrower wants, if he can get it. To leave it to 
the lender to call in the loan, places the borrower in an alto
gether insecure position: He is put to considerable expense, for 
his solicitor's benefit, on first negotiating his loan. He has, to 
prove a title, to produce a great amount of information and pay 
for the agreement, all of which runs into money. Now suppose 
that the debt is called in. He may be put to all the trouble 
and expense over again. He may have his debt, raised at a. 
moderate rate of interest, called in when money is dear, and 
he will then have to pay more. And, in any case, he will have 
to repay the money in one lump sum. Now, his own interest 
is to get rid of his debt gradually, and by as small an expend
iture ~f money as possible. A Mortgage bank of Stockholm, 
formed as long ago as in 1668, has the credit of having first 
applied, in 1754. the same method that is familiar to ourselves 
for redemption of the National Debt, namely by terminable 
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annuities to mortgage redemption, enabling borrowers to repay, 
at I per cent sinking fund p. a., in 55 years what that same 
i per cent, paid simply by way of instalment, would have 
repaid only in 200 years. But you cannot expect individual 
lenders to layout their money in terminable rent-charge; you 
cannot expect them to tie themselves down to sixty or seventy
five years of running time, nor to· bind themselves, never, on 
any pretence whatever, to call in the debt, so long as the 
borrower carries out his obligation. You cannot expect them 
to make you the. advance without reference to their own conven
ience, simply when you want it. If you would have these things, 
you must go to some institution which is in a position to concede 
them without damage to itself. And the best institution of such 
kind is, . as I shall show, one formed collectively by your own 
class, by those who, together with you, stand in need of 
borrowing, and w~uld borrow cheaply, conveniently, and with 
full liberty left to themselves, while being secured against any 
inopportune demand for repayment. 

And that is because only such an institution can consent to 
be repaid by annuity, and can, without very hampering inter
ference, provide for the lender of the money an absolute guarantee 
that his interest will be safeguarded. Just as in all other co
operative credit, the main merit of this particular form of it 
lies less in the substitution of wholesale dealing for retail, than 
in the interposition of a body between borrowers and lenders, 
which, although composed exclusively of borrowers, has a 
supreme interest in safeguarding the lenders' interest. By the 
very fact of the borrowers all going bail for one another, 'they 
become in each distinct instance a body of, say, 999 lenders 
opposed to one borrower. Their common class interest demands 
that they should endeavour to obtain the largest possible 
advantages for each. borrower. But on the other hand their 
liability engaged also commits them to watching with extreme 
vigilance that not in any case shall safety be jeopardised. The 
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burden of any loss occurring would infallibly fall first of all 
upon themselves. And that is why it is not only wholly off 
the point, but also absolutely preposterous to suggest, as has 
been recently done in some quarters *, that in the deliberations 
of such a body the lenders of money, as well as the bor
rowers, should have a voice. To suggest this is to misunder
stand the whole mechanism and object of the institution. 
The lender's interest is safeguarded by the borrowers' liability. 
If that does not satisfy him he has his remedy in his own 
hands. He simply need not lend. To give him a voice in the 
proceedings would be, not to improve, but directly to damage 
his security, by weakening the responsibility which lies upon 
borrowers. 

It is essential, under this aspect of the case, that the liability 
of ,borrowers should be very substantial. For the larger the 
liability, the more confident may the lender be that his interests, 
being protec~ed by those of the combined borrowers, will not 
be endangered. Collectively these, men have it in their power 
to give him in each case an absolute guarantee. And they 
should not grudge making it . absolute. For the better the 
guarantee that they give, the greater will be the confidence of 
the public, the more readily will it be accepted as security for 
advances, and, accordingly, the better and cheaper terms will 
the collective body of borrowers be able to obtain for each 
one of themselves. 

For what has long been regarded as an ideal institution of 
this kind, and what ~ertainly is an exceedingly good and most 
successful one, the prototype of all others since formed, we 
must go to Germany. The Prussian Landschaften, far famed 
in the economic world, are societies of land owners which, 
becoming endowed with certain privileges granted to them, as an 
encouragement, by the State, combine for the one purpose of 
borrowing money on mortgage, on the cheapest and most 

• In Denmark. 
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cO"lvenient terms possible, which in every case include those 
points for which in the borrowers' interest I have just contended_ 
They are societies of borrowers, nothing more, borrowers having 
their own self·governing form of organisation, in which nobody 
interferes. For the State's right of examining their accounts 
sits on them very lightly indeed. Good management and full 
publicity make it dispensable. They receive no subvention from 
the State, or from anyone. Their own combined liability is 
amply equal to any call which they may have to make on the 
capitalist market. Their utility is beyond question. They have 
multiplied to nineteen in Germany, and more without. And 
the very fact that, as Dr. Hecht shows, of about 5,000,000,000 
marks of land bonds out in Germany, as much as 1,900,000,000 
marks was issued by them proves that their services are highly 
appreciated. The fact that the idea of them was conceived in 
the eighteenth century, immediately after the close of the. Seven 
Years War, and had to be adapted to circumstances which are 
now a thing of the past, fully explains why they now present 
in the forms adopted, varying not a little among themselves, 
not a few features which appear. exclusive, cumbrous and anti
quated. But none of those features touch essential points. They 
do not affect the principle; and in some cases they have been 
alrea4y discarded with impunity. 

We shall have to bear in mind that in 1769, when Frederick 
the Great almost forced this institution upon his newly acquired 
province of Silesia, as a boon to the large landowners, the 
whole structure of rural economy was in Germany still entirely 
feudal. The measure could then apply only fo large landowners, 
owners of" knight's estates,'" or "noble estates," because only 
such men were, under the Crown, full owners of agricultural 
land. Nobody thought of towns or mere buildings. The 
peasantry were serfs. Their land was not their own. In their 
backward state they could want no money to develop it; cer
tainly they were not in a position to make themselves liable i 
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and liability, was what was wanted as security for the money. 
They had to be simply passed over. 

There were other reasons why Landschaften must be clothed 
in a feudalist garb. Frederick the Great did not intend to 
endow the Landschaften with money. He had paid various 
mortgage debts for embarrassed landowners out of Crown funds, 
or else out, of his privy purse, and probably had little left to 
spare. If that was the reason for his w;thholding a subvention, 
it was fortunate; and it is even more fortunate that the ~russian 
constitution of 1850 explicitly debarred the State from endowing 
similar institutions, or guaranteeing their bonds, from thence
forward. One Landschaft, that of Posen, now defunct, indeed 
did receive a State advance of 230,000, which was soon repaid. 
And one institution was formed by the side of the Silesian Land
schart, 'in the same province, with State money. which had on 
the ground stated to be wound up. But that is all of such a kind 
that has ever been attempted in Prussia. Of course, for their pur
pose of credit, the landowners' combined liability constituted quite 
sufficient security. But the problem was to make it fully effective. 
And that meant that there must be full and free self-government 
among those who were collectively to go bail for one another. And 
that once more meant that to the responsible posts in that self
government-which were purposely invested with great dignity, 
and which entitled to the exercise of not only high administra
tive but really judicial functions-only people should be nominat
ed in whom the Government and public opinion might freely 
rep~se confidence. Now the only persons qualified for such 
service-barring officers in the service of the Crown, whom the 
principle of self-government excl~ded-were then held to be the 
squirearchy, who were already magistrates in their own right, 
to some extent .. patrimonial" judges, and who managed the 
affairs of counties and provinces. Quite naturally, moreover, 
would their new institution have, on some points, to work hand 
in hand with more ancient feudal institutions, that is, with the 
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.. Estates" of the province-whose bank in some instances 
renders the Landsdtaft very useful service. Their work was 
likely to dovetail into that of the" Estates," and, accordingly, 
it was of practical advantage that their institution should be 
composed of the same human material. 

The privileges granted, more particularly to the older Land
scltaften, with a view to making !lelf-government and common 
liability effective, were very comprehensive. But they were 
considered to be called for by the business which the Land
scltaften were designed to transact. It may therefore be con-

,venient first to explain what that business was to be. 
The governiug idea was that the whole of the landowners 

of a province, or part of a province, being all of them actual 
or possible borrowers, pooling their liability, and, so to put 
it, going bail indiscriminately one for another, would create a 
volume of security absolutely proof against all mischances, and 
capable of commanding money at all times at a cheap rate of 
interest. With a view to providing ample, overwhelmingly 
adequate security, at first very wide ground indeed was takell. 
In Silesia every owner 'of what is called a .. knight's estate" 
was by law compelled to become a party to the generalliabil
ity. And it will have to be borne in mind that up to r889 

in Germany all personal liability-which was in this case of 
course pledged, together with the real-was, as a matter of neces
sity, ,unlimited. For the German law then recognised no limited 
liability. And unlimited liability has automatically remained in 
force since 1389 in societies and institutions which have not 
in this respect specially revised their rules. Thus, even within 
the past forty years, when the Silesian Landscltaft took power 
to make advances on the property of peasants, who are them
selves debarred from becoming members of the Landscltaft, in 
respect of loans .contracted on such, so to speak, outsid'e pro
perty, it actually pledged all its members' rural property, aU 
its own realised reserve. capital, (which had by that time become 
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considerable) and its members' personal liability as well. Very 
much of this pledging has, in the result, bc:en shown to be quite 
superfluous. The very next Landschaft, or rather Ritterschaft
but it is the same thing under an other name-formed in Bran
denburg, strongly demurred to the idea of every landowner 
becoming compul!.oriIy a member and a bondsman. The rule· 
has since become general that only those who borrow shall, by 

• the very fact of their borrowing, become members and liable. 
And since valuations are very carefully carried out, and limited 
to the actual business value of each property, not the possible 
sale price; and, since in the best case only two thirds of the 
value so ascertained is advanced upon the estate, there is ample 
margin of liability even under such limitations. To make still 
more sure, in la,ter times, as early cramping liabilities and 
compulsion on every landowner to join were dispensed with, 
additional provision was made by the institution of a special 
reserve fund, going ,by the name of eigenthiimlicher FOlids. 

The original idea was simply one of bail-going. Under its 
sway a mortgage was taken out on a specific property. One 
binding condition, laid down from the outset, and since adopted 
in every similar institution, was, that not for a penny more 
might land bonds be issued than.. there was capital advanced on 
the property pledged and to answer for the value,' so that 
there might always be full security for every liability accepted. 
Furthermore, to keep out profit-seeking, the rate of interest 
payable on the mortgage pledged was made to correspond 
exactly to the interest paid on the bond representing that 
mortgage. Originally, then, mortgage bonds were made out in 
'respect of particular properties, the names of which appeared 
on the face of the bond. . There was nothing settled about 
repayment by si~king fund. The bonds, and, correspondingly, 
the mortgages, were subject to notice. All that the Landschafl 
did was to pledge itself, so to speak, collectively by endorsement· 
for every particular amount. 
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By degrees these things were altered. Notice, to repay was 
abolished, and in return compulsory" amortisation" was imposed. 
The business, then, now stands in this way, that any landowner 
of the class (or which the society was created has a right to 
claim a loan on the security of his land at any time; the 
Landschaft values that land by its own valuers, and, if the amount 
of capital offered, which is strictly regulated by the valuation, 
should satisfy the applicant, he receives his loan down in bonds 
or cash, as the case may be, the loan running for a fixed number 
of years, within which he need dread no notice, so long as he 
performs the duties which he has contracted for. He knows the 
precise number of years for which the debt will run, and he 
knows the rate of interest which he will have to pay, which 
cannot be raised. He himself is free to payoff the whole of 
his debt, or part, at his own choice. And it is understood that 
he pays the sinking fund, the amount of which (as a rule! per 
cent) regulates the length of time for which the debt will run. 
Since he receives his money at the same rate that the Land
schaft pays for it, of course he is made to pay a trifling con
tribution towards management expenses and reserve fund; and 
there are also certain fees and commissions, none of which 
amount to' much, to provide for outgoings. Of course. also the 
applicant has the valuation to pay for; but the cost of that is trifling. 

To raise the money required for such mortgage the Landschaft 
issues bonds, which are redeemable by drawings, as sinking fund 
money comes in. Such bonds are, for convenience sake, issued 
in distinct" series." That is not only convenient for purposes 
of account and control; it also enabies the Landschaft the better, 
when times set in warranting such course, to reduce interest~ 
which is always fixed at the same rate for each particular 
II series." Furthermore, the division into "series" permits what 
may be called a provisional or conditional limitation of liabil
ity, since every .. series" is dealt with as a' distinct issue, hav
ing its own management fund, reserve fund, and sinking fund. 
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It' is therefore really as a reserve that the liability of the other 
.. series," that is, of the entire Landschaft, is made effective 
as a protection to the lender. The usual practice is to pay 
out his money to the borrower in bonds, reckoning them at 
face value. Some Landschaften have made it a practice to 
pay in money. Among such was the Brandenburg Ritterschaft. 
But when, at a time of depression, bonds went down to 75, 

,the practice 'proved bad business. At the present time, so far 
as I can ascertain, only three Landschaften, all of them 
established within the whilom kingdom of Hanover, pay, in 
money as a matter of course. I may at once add that, 
although, during short periods, Landschaft bonds have some
times been depreciated, generally speaking they rule at least as 
steady as Government securities, and have often be~n over par. 

The two transactions, then, of lending to members and 
borrowing on bonds, are now kept strictly separate. The three 
I;Ianoverian Landschaften referred to do not even issue land 
bonds, but simply debentures. In any case, the Landschaft as 
a whole takes over the claims, like a banker, and pledges them 
to holders of land bonds on its own account. The whole business' 
is thus centralised. Some of the Landschaften-not including 
that of Silesia which, I believe, is still the largest-in 1873 
went further in the direction of centralisation, and, appropriat
ing to themselves the principle which has consolidated all 
Mortgage bank-lending under the French Act of 1852 in the 
Credit Foncier of Paris-in order to provide a better known 
and more marketable security-formed a Centrallandschaft, which 
issued bonds on behalf of them alL The idea did not prove 
a happy one. A co-operative Landschaft-which is the German 
type-is not a joint stock company-like the French Mortgage 
banks comqining in 1852. The result showed that a certain 
amount OflO'~1 individuality, identification with a certain district, 
is necessary. In co-operative banking all depends upon the 
certainty that the checks prescribed wql be conscientiously 
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applied, that everything that is done will be vigilantly super
vised and controlled. And (or that a certain local limitation is 
necessary. O( the eight Landsckaflen which originally joined 
the Centraltandsckaft only (our now remain within it, being 
Landsckaften whose districts are so closely grouped together 
around the central province of Brandenburg that common action 
is practicable without inconvenience. 

Such being the business of the Landsckaften, we shall have 
to consider the organisation adopted for carrying. it out. That 
organisation is simple enough; but privileges a<;corded to it
among other things the status of .members of the public service 
conferred upon its officers and employees-invest it with a 
certain prestige. The offices pertaining to the institution have 
in this manner become offices of dignity and distinction, con
ferring a high rank in the official hierarchy of the country. 
Strongly centralised as the system is, each province is parcelled 
out into districts, which have their ~wn Landsckaftsdirector and 
members, meeting at the Landsckaftstac, to decide matters. By 
the side of the Landsckaftsdirector are two La11desiilteste for each 
.. circle," who are, so to speak, the "aldermen" of the Land
sckaft, and who in addition carry out the valuations. The 
various districts (which often have their own Fiirstentkumstace 
and the like) are united in a Provinziallandsckaft which has 
for its head a Generallandsckaftsdirector, whose position is one 
of great authority. What little State supervision there is, is 
generally exercised at the apex of the pyramid by the President 
of the province. Apart from that the Landsckaft is strictly self
governing. 

One of its most important duties of course is the valuation 
of properties 0!l which advances are to be made. For, whatever 
other precautions be taken, all will become devoid of value if 
the property be not put at a safe price. On the other hand, 
to keep the valuation too low would be to defeat the main 
object of the Landsckaft. In my opinion the Landsckaft's method 
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of valuing constitutes one of its greatest merits. I write about 
it as I have seen it practised, in Silesia, the Landschaft of 
which province, as it is the oldest, and probably the one doing 
the largest business, certainly is also one of the best organised. 

Since there is a very elaborate system of valuation for land 
tax in force in Germany, one might infer that such would be 
sufficient for mortgaging proposed and that no special valuation 
would be needed. As a matter of fact, several institutions 
dealing in mortgage-credit, including four Landschaftm, actually 
do accept land tax valuation as a criterium for themselves. 
Thus the Landschaftm of Prussian Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein 
will advance twenty times the. annual net income estimated for 
land tax, that of Westphalia twenty·two times that amount. 

However, land· tax valuation is not very much to be depended 
upon in Prussia, and only few purchasers accept it as a standard. 
It is more trustworthy in Saxony, and there, indeed, the 
"assessment unit". (Steuereinheit) often enough decides the 
purchase price. The Erbliindischer Ritterschaftlicher Credit
'lIerein of Saxony, which is a Landschaft under another name, 

. and the Landstiindiscke Bank of Saxon Upper Lusatia, which 
is an endowed and guaranteed body, both accept the Steuer
einkeit without demur, giving half the value which it indicates. 
The Landwirtksckaftlicker Kreditverei11 im Konigreich Sachsen 
likewise accepts the Steuereinkeit as a standard' for its lending. 
but as, in its own interest, it can take the Steuereinheit only 
at a moderate valuation, that is, at forty times its figure, it 
follows that, limiting its credit by rule' to three·fifths of the 

. value of the property, it can advance only twenty-four times 
the amount, which does not always satisfy borrowers. Hence 
it has, for t~e most part, in the end had to fall back upon valua
tion by its own valuers. 

In .truth, that is out and out the best form of valuation for 
cre'dit purposes. For although valuation for land tax is likely 
to be carefully enough carried out, the men to whom it is 
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entrusted have no direct interest whatever in the result, scarcely 
any responsibility in the matter. Their valuation is for that 
very reason apt to become mechanical. In the valuation by 
the Landschaf/, men are employed who have a direct and very 
substantial interest in the result, and who will be held responsible 
for the conclusion at which they arrive by their compeers, for 
whom avowedly they act, and among whom their lot is cast. 
They are, so to put it, the best men of the Landschaft that 
are to be found, and who have sufficient leisure to devote to 
the work-landowners themselves in the Landschaftdistrict (though 
not necessarily in the particular .. circle "), settled there some 
time, therefore persons who can. be trusted on the ground of 
their personal standing and character, arid as experts alike on 
agricultural and on local matters. They are speciaJly elected 
for their office, on the ground of their competency, by the men 
whose interests are to be committed to their keeping. Theirs, 
accordingly, is not a "job." The consideration which they 
receive-expenses and so much a day-is trifling inde<:d for 
men in their position. It is the distinction of the office, and 
the interest in a cause which is their own, which make them 
undertake the work. That, shows that, on the whole, it is not 
altogether bad economy sometimes to pay people in "distinc· 
tion" and status, instead of in money. But, even without such 
purely honourable recompense, these men could not lose sight 
of their reponsibility. 

Of course all that they can take into account in their valua
tion is the actual agricultural business value of each property. 
That iSI as a rule, now· considerably below the ·possible selling 
price-so much so that a two-thirds' advance, which is the 
maximum to which the Landschaft allows itself to go, ordinarily 
means only about half the market value of the e~tate. How
ever, the market value is, of course, subject to fluctuation, and 
could never form the basis of valuation for purposes of credit. 
The valuation is, however, made to include all sources of 
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regular 'and dependable income, for . instance, standing timb'er. 
Buildings. are generally taken at their valuation made for fire 
insilrance, by the provincial Feuersocz'etiit or Brandkasse, a public 
body rather similar in organisation to the Landschaft, formed 
for purposes of insurance. 
, Of the value ascertained, the Landschaften are always ready 
to advance one half, but they have power to extend the 
limit, within their discretion, to .. the fourth. sb:th," which is 
generally conceded. Acceptance of the loan imposes the obli
gation not to allow the property to deteriorate-among other 
things, if there be timber, not to cut down more than sound 
principles of forestry permit. Therefore, in case of felling, notice 
has each time to be given and approval obtained. Acceptance 
of the loan also implies liability to pay interest punctually a.t 
the rate fixed for the "series" into which the particular trans
actions falls, and at the same time the sinking fund, which even
tually wipes out the debt. However, the owner of the property 
is free after a time to apply, on the same valuation, for a 
return of what he has paid in sinking fund, practically carrying 
the mortga!{e debt back once more to its first point. He is 
also free to ask for a revaluation, on the supposition that his 
property has increased in value. 

The valuation having been made and the loan granted, what 
the Landschaft has to watch over is, that the conditions implied 
in the latter are properly carried out and the property is kept 
up to its valuatiori point. It is the better to enable it to do 
this, mainly, that rights have 'been conferred upon it which con
stitute it a privileged, self-regulating body, something like a 
State within the State. The mere fidcal exemptions conferred 
upon it, of course, stand for something. There is no stamp 
needed on its bonds, and it is exempted from certain other 
charges. But there are more substantial privileges, which mark 
it off distinctly as a body per se, and give it a superior status. 
Thus its officers rank as officers of the Crown, which adds 
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materially to their authority and prestige, and invests them with 
very useful powers. For instance, they are entitled to call 
upon other public authorities, administrative or judicial, to 
furnish any official information which may be required, relating 
either to 'persons or to properties; the deeds of the Landsckaft 
also rank as public records, requiring no certification or sanction 
by any public authority; above all things, in the event of the 
borrower failing to fulfil his duties, or allowing his property to 
depreciate, the Landsckaft may foreclose, or appoint a receiver, 
without waiting for a judgment order from a Court of law, 
entirely of its own motion. These are far-reaching privileges, 
such as it is not likely that a Legislature would grant to a 
newly formed body in the present day. No hardship has, how
ever, been known to result from their exercise. The more drastic 
attributes conferred represent ex!reme rights, which are reserved 
for extreme cases. No doubt all these powers, however excep
tional and, it may be, exceptionable, have been of substantial 
assistance to the Landsckaften in making good their position, 
and in running that course of brilliant triumph and success 
which to-day constitutes their best claim to consideration_ 

Of the fact of such success there can be no doubt It has 
in truth proved phenomenal. Money was only with difficulty 
obtainable at all in Silesia in 1769, when the Silesian Landsckajt 
received its charter, at the rate of 10 per cent, or mpre. The 
Landsckaft issued its land bonds at 5 p'er cent and at once found 
a market for them. The Brandenburg Landsckaft, opening its 
office eight years later, under the name of Kur-und Neu
markisckes rittersckaftlickes Creditinstitut, found that it could 
go down in its rate of interest to 4i per cent. The new 
security became a valued investment among capitalists, to whom 
it came as a boon, and who have poured millions· into it, 
till to-day the sum invested in such securities stands at 
something like £100,000,000, to the great benefit of Agricul
ture. The effect became at once apparent, amid the distress 

16 
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caused by the devastating Seven Years' War. It was even 
more marked in the troublous period of depression-troublous 
at any rate for landowners-which followed the introduction of 
Stein's otherwise beneficent emancipating laws, that is, in the 
period from 1807 to about 1820. Serfs were then emancipated, 
land was liberated from feudal over-rights j but also landlords' 
land, more especially forests, had to be freed from peasants' 
common rights. Much money had to be paid down j the 
Landschaften provided it. Once more the Landschaften made 
themselves appreciated as "saviours in need "-as they have 
been called-in the succeeding two decades, when the price of 
corn went down to a figure which had previously been held 
to be quite inconceivable. And, generally speaking, the price 
of their bonds has continued to advance. There have been 
times of tight. money, marked by a want of confidence, when 
quotations fell below par.o...-C)nce or twice considerably so. But, 
as . a general rule, land bonds have ruled steadier than even 
Government securities, and about as high, sometimes higher_ 
And their issuers know why. When, on one occasion, a sugges
tion was made that a guarantee from the State should be 
asked for or accepted, the members protested that they could 
not afford to have their credit made dependent upon the credit 
of a body mixed up in political questions, since that must 
necessarily mean danger of fluctuations in the price of their issues. 

There are now nineteen Landschaften proper in Germany. 
In Prussia, the pa~ent country in this matter, there are only 
two provinces, both pronouncedly industrial, which have not 
got one. And both have substitutes in the shape of endowed 
.. Land banks." And no one, neither landowner nor capitalist, 
ever wishes to be without them. There are not a few cognate 
bodies, formed after their example, besides. Some of the Land
schaften have, with questionable policy, extended their credit 
business to a small extent to lending on personal security, on 
the plea, of course, that their own districts-East Prussia, West 
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Prussia and Posen-are insufficiently provided with co-operative 
societies for personal credit. (It is satisfactory to know that 
the number of such societies is now steadily increasing. It is 
best for every institution to devote itself to its own particular 
business only.) And the institution has pushed its way into 
foreign countries in almost all directions of the compass. From 
Prussia, other German States have adopted it-Hanover, and 
Saxony, and Wurttemberg, the two Mecklenburgs, Brunswick . 
. The Wurttemberg Landschaft was the first to cast off the 
shackles of unlimited liability, which are not required. At an 
early date also the Landschaft found its way, in a modified 
form, into Russia, where it was badly needed, and where, in 
course of time, it has been quite explicably overtopped by State 
institutions. However, the mutual mortgage loan institutions 
formed for Esthonia in 1802, for Livonia in 1803, for Poland 
in 1825, and for Courland in 183z-in each case, it is true, 
with liberal grants from the Czar-were without doubt copied 
from the Prussian Landschaften. So successful were the opera
tions of these Russian societies deemed to be, that a Committee 
ofInquiry, appointed in 1859, in its report strongly recommended 
the creation of more "mutual" institutions, in preference to any 
others. "Mutual" the Provincial Bank of Kherson was intended 
to be, which was started i~ 1864 and soon, that is, in 1867, 
had three additional II governments" added to its district. It 
advanced money up to half the ascertained value of property 
pledged, charging a commission of ! per cent for management 
expenses and reserve, enforcing redemption of the debt 
by sinking fund in either 35 or else 36~ years. Its business 
came to be considerab1e. In 1890 it had 49,038,000 roubles 
outstanding in H per cent bonds, and 17,102,900 roubles in 
5 per cent, having then accumulated a surplus of 4,152,000 
roubles. At that time its H per cent bonds were quoted above 
par, and its 5 percent bonds at 99. At the same time the 
Polish Mutual Bank had 112,267,008 roubles outstanding in 5 
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per cent bonds, and the Courland Bank 17,982,700 roubles in 
5 per cent and 2,044,000 roubles in 4f per cent bonds. "Mutual" 
also the Credit.Agrarbank of St. Petersburg was intended to 
be, which was started in 1866 and allowed 56~ years for 
redemption. Anxi.ety having arisen in some quarters in connec
tion with· the state of the paper currency,. this bank was in 
1891 amalgamated with the Agricuitural Bank for the Nobility, 
formed in 1886, which is a State institution. 

In later times, the Landschaften pushed their way into Austria 
'and Hungary, and their several dependencies. In Austria, the 
Landes- Volks-Bodm-Credit- Verein owes its origin to their exam
ple, and so does the Stiindische Creditanstalt, now become the 
Galizischer Bodmcreditverein, in Galicia. The last named institu
tion, while retaining the unlimited liability of' members, is 
interesting as having introduced one new, rather liberal feature, 
to which I shall still have· to call attention. 

Another most successful' offshoot of the Landschaft system 
is the Boden·Credit-lnstitut of Hungary, which has, to some 
extent, been based upon the possession of an independent capital 
figuring as a reserve fund. In addition to 1,000,000 crowns 
(something over £40,000) granted by the Government, 209 
., founders" subscribed co'llectively £13,900, with liability for 
nine times the same amount held in reserve. This seems to 
have been considered necessary for making the institution 
" go" on new untried gr6und. " Gone" it certainly has, and 
that exceedingly well-so well as in course of time (in 1879) 
to suggest the formation of a similiar institution for mortgage
credit for peasant land. However, that peasant Mortgage bank 
has been. given a rather different form. The Bodm-Credit
Institut is intended for large properties only. It grants no 
loans below the amount of 2000 crowns, and the majority of 
its advances to landowners exceed 100,000 crowns individually, 
'which is the figure entitling to direct representation at the 
General Meeting. Smaller holders conjointly' elect delegates. 
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The existence of .. founders" exercising special rights is an 
anomaly. But it seems far from unjustifiable. For, to a large 
extent, the success of the institution at first depended upon 
these men, who exercise their rights on the ground of what 
they have made themselves liable for, and as representatives of 
their class who first came forward to stand in the breach. The 
society takes good care not to allow membership among. them 
-resulting from decease-to fall into weak hands. As "to the 
success of the Boden·Credit-Institut, Count Joseph Mailath says: 
.. The principle of cO'operation in this application succeeded 
splendidly, providing the very cheapest money to be obtained 
on the security pledged .... Up to the close of 1903, the 
Bodm-Credit-Institut advanced no less than 662,500,000 crowns 
(about £28,000,000), on mortgage and in addition 74,100,000 
crowns for improvement purposes." * The Boden-Credit-Instt'tut 
is, as a matter of course, subject to Government inspection, but 
it is also invested by the Government with very substantial 
privileges, which do not, however, extend to quite the same' 
point as those granted to the Landsckaften in Prussia. The 
Boden-Credit-Institut is not, for instance, entitled to foreclose 
of its own motion; however, the Commercial Court wiII on 
application at once grant it execution, without going through 
the tedious legal process unavoidable in the case of other 
establishments. It also enjoys exemption from certain taxes, 
including stamp' duty on its bonds and coupons, and the. other
wise very substantial tax upon earnings. Sir A Nicolson 
reports that, at the time when he was writing (in 1890), its exemp
tion under the last named head was estimated as worth 
something like '£17.000 a year. t The Institut began by 
charging, rather stiffly, 5i per cent interest, plus sinking fund 
etc., making the annual payment to amount in all to 6~ per 

.« Report of Proceedings at the Sixth Congress of the International Co·operative 
Alliaoce." 1905. 

t "Report from Her Majesty's ~presenlatives, etc." (C.-6JI4) 1891. 
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cent per annum Its present rate a.ppears to be 5 per cent, 
including .94 per cent sinking fund and .06 for reserve fund, 
clearing off the debt in 41 years. 

Here is a record of good work stamped with the evidence 
of success such as the champions of any institution might be 
proud of .. However, in spite of all its excellent features, the 
Landschaft is open to some criticism. It does not, of course, 
make advances on house property, as considered apart from 
land; but that it was never expected or intended to do, and . 
it would experience some difficulty in attempting it. For house 
property must be regarded as standing on a different footing 
altogether from agricultural land. Its value is not as accurately 
ascertainable, because it varies considerably according to tempor
ary circumstances, and is always liable. to fluctuations beyond 
the ken or foresight of man. Its life is never so long as that 
of land, and sometimes very precarious. Our building societies 
know what it means to have a house pledged which is deteri
orating in value and· may any day be abandoned at a dead 
loss to the ·~reditors. No doubt, there is house property on 
which a co-operative credit institution could with safety.fnd 
to public advantage advance mon~y by way of redeemable 
mortgage. Of such type are working men's dwellings, if set 
up under the authority of some responsible organisation, such 
as a co-operative building association would be. There would 
be sufficient elements of security in that case; and, as a rule, 
building debts on working men's dwellings are so quickly 
cleared off, that the risk would be nil. Really, one cannot help 
thinking that in this province there is a great future for co
operative mortgage-credit societies, and that they might render 
most useful services. For other house property, which is always 
more or less speculative in character, credit institutions of a 
different description are required, having special abilities to 
protect themselves against the risks involved. I shall still 
have to say a few words on this point. 
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But, even looking at agricultural property only, the Land· 
scltaft is open to this objection, that it confines its benefits 
almost exclusively to large, and to a certain extent privileged, 
property and leaves the peasantry unprovided for. That is in 
part due to the antiquated character of its charter, which never 
contemplated anything but mortgage advances upon manor land. 
In part it is also due to routine habits acquired, and to rather 
cumbrous machinery provided, the prejudicial effect of which 
is aggravated by the strongly centralised organisation adopted. 
Such centralisation, however convenient no doubt it is ,for 
business affecting large properties, must stand hopelesly in the 
way of any dealings with the peasantry. For the one thing, 
above all others, that the peasantry require and value in such 
matters is to have the person to transact business with within 
their easiest possible reach, almost at their very door. It is 
with reference to this particular point that the Galician Boden
creditz1erein, already mentioned, deserves creditable mention. It 
was the first Landscltaft to introduce decentralised organisation, 
with a view to doing more local business, advisedly cutting up 
itll large area into comparatively small districts, within each of 
which a local committee is stationed, authorised to negotiate 
loans. That shows that Landscltaften can decentralise and 
localise their business. But it does not get rid of some other 
objections. The conditions of liability, for instance, are still left 
ra,ther cumbrous, making every borrower -the minimum allowable 
loan is about £40-liable for up to S per cent of the institu
tion's liabilities. Other Landschaften have tried to' advance with 
the times and provide credit for small landowners in different 
ways. Thus the Silesian Landschaft has taken power to make 
advances down to £7. lOS. on property showing a net anilUal 
value of at least 30s. You could not well descend lower in 
the scale. However, such peasant borro·wers become borrowers 
only, not voting members of the Landschaft. In other instances, 
special Landschaften have been formed for the very purpose of 
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providing credit for landowners not entitled to become members 
of the older Landschaft in ~he same province. Thus it is in" 
Pomerania, in Posen, and in Brandenburg. But in spite of aU 
this, the entire cast of the institution remains, notwithstanding 
all its excellencies, a little exclusive and ponderous. 

1.ts unsuitableness for dealing with small peasant property is 
very well exemplified by what Herr M. Conrad relates in the 
Yahrbucher fur Nationalokonomie und Statistik, of 1898, about the 
experiences of the Neue Westpreussische Lalzdschaft. The Neue 
Westpreussische Landschaft W2S specially created, in J 86 I, to 
provide for the needs of small peasant owners, by the side of 
what the older Landschaft of the same province, created in 1787. 
was actually doing for" knightly" properties. It was authorised 
to advance money 011 mortgage upon properties of small value, 
down to £1 50, on liberal conditions. Valuation expenses were kept 
at a low rate-down to £'2 for properties valued at 30S or less 
annual land tax. There can be no doubt that mortgage-credit 
was. badly wanted among the class of landowners in the province 
for whom the institution was intended. For Herr Conrad, in the 
course of his enquiry, found much money raised on mortgage in 
the district. But, whereas the Landschaft charged only 3, or 
else H, per cent on its mortgage advances, (and its 3i per cent 
bonds were, at the time when Herr Conrad wrote, quoted above 
par), a very considerable number of mortgages on peasant land, 
including a fair proportion of first mortgages, were then out
standing at H per cent to other mortgage institutions or private 
capitalists. Indeed, only about 12 per cent of the small peasant 
proprietors of the province (4138 out of about 30,000) were, in 
1394, found to have availed themselves of the opportunity offered 
them by tile Landschaft at all. Evidently the Landschaft, with 
?ll Its undoubted advantages, had shown itself quite unsuited for 
the circumstances of those people Undoubtedly, also, the Land
schaft, as an institution, is a little out of keeping with modern 
times. For not only has limitation to" knightly owners" become an 
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anachronism, now that the ,. knightly owner" has been altogether 
done away with in everything but the courtesy vocabulary oZ 
Society-having been deprived, first, of his" patrimonial .• judicial 
rights, next of his magisterial privileges, and last of all of his, 
peculiar superior status; but under the new economic' rule, the 
small landowner has become to the nation really the more 
important factor of the two, the man whose needs have above 
all things to be considered. 

It is on such grounds chiefly that various Governments, some 
considerable time ago, took the matter into their own hands, 
deeming it to be their duty to do so. We shall see that 
co-operative mortgage-credit institutions are fully as practicable 
for small owners as for large. But the fact was not at once 
perceived. And one can scarcely be surprised at the variou:s 
Governments desiring not to let their horse starve, while the 
co-operative grass was slowly-very slowly-growing. "Paternal" 
Government interference, which means State Socialism, is so 
much on the increase, to the discouragement of individual 
effort, that one scarcely cares to see additional arguments 
advanced in its favour. However, in this particular matter, it 
is impossible not to agree with the late Dr. Buchenberger, who 
testified that the G~vernment institutions have plainly done 
good, and have, above all things, achieved their particull'A' 
purpose of bringing appropriate' assistance to the small agricul
turists. 

Among other proofs of this, Dr. Buchenberger-who must 
rank as a competent judge, if ever there was one-attributes the 
flourishing condition of peasant property, often remarked upon, 
in Brunswick, Hanover, Oldenburg and adjoining countries, 
distinctly to the assistaJ;lce given by State organised credit banks. 
More than this. under very conscientious administration, such 
have managed to render service without dipping, at any rate 
at all deep, into taxpayers' pockets. Even in the worst case 
on record, that of the whilo!ll State-guaranteed mortgage in-
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stitution 'of Cassel, in the years of dire crisis of 1846 to 1853, 
on a total business of 48,000,000 marks, not more than about 
72,000 marks was lost in that, at the ti~e, ill-fated institution. 
In the main the service has been made self-supporting. 

Being on the subject, I should wish to pay a becoming 
tribute of .the same praise to the Landesculturrentenbanken of 
Prussia, which are State-created institutions for the advance of 
money' to landowners for improvement pUrposes. I have already 
called attention in various articles, to their good services, de
scribing the settlement of peasantry on the land in Prussia, in 
the promotion of which they have played a leading part. * 
More or less co-operative organisations make similar advances 
with very good results, as for instance Italian People's banks 
and savings banks, and also the Boden-Credit-Institut of 
Hungary. There is no reason whatever why such institutions 
should not make this particular type of transaction a very 
successful branch of their business. However, the Government 
institutions have certainly succeeded exceedingly well in it- . 
better than our own joint stock· companies formed for the same 
purpose-and that without loss to the taxpayer. 

In respect of mortgage-lending proper, with which I am here 
more particularly concerned, the Government, intervening by 
giving a guarantee or granting a subvention, has not in every 
case taken the whole burden,at any rate ostensibly, upon its 
back. That it is which makes it so very difficult to distinguish 
now between State-created and merely State-assisted institutions. 
Governments have in some cases given only a limited guarantee, 
or made only a temporary advance. In spite of the receipt 
of such advances, we shall have to class the Landwirtltscltaft
licher Kreditverein and the Bayerisclze Hypothekenbank, of which 
I shall still have to speak, as co-operative bodies. The Credit 
Fonder de Paris has received a Government subvention of 

• See among others my article, ,. Re.peopliog the Laod" in the Conltmtbrory 

Review of May, 1895. 
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10,000,000 francs, and is practically placed under Government 
management. Nevertheless, it is ordinarily classed as a joint 
stock institution. The Hessiscke Landeskypotkekenbank has 
nearly the whole of its share capital subscribed by the State, 
which, in addition, guarantees every penny of its liabilities. 
Nevertheless it is formed as a joint stock company, with a Board 
of Directors. a Body of Control, and a General Meeting .. Among 
such multiform organisations it is difficult to draw a precise 
line. The only criterium to be taken can be. the object with 
which the institution was formed, whether to bring "paternal" 
assistance, emanating from the State, to the beneficiaries; or 
else to become in· course of time a self-reliant, self-supporting 
institution. 

The number of bona-fide State· organised institutions has 
become considerable. One of the first organisations of the 
kind established was that of Brunswick, which was formed, but 
at first only as a pawn·office, as long ago as 1765. Starting 
at Brunswick, the institution has in due course overrun Ger
many, and spread beyond, into Russia, Sweden, Norway, Austria, 
Hungary,. even Roumania. It has not assumed quite the same 
shape everywhere. Most of the German State Mortgage banks 
are carried on. or else guaranteed, really by the State, that is; at the 
expense of what we should call the general taxpayer. But they 
are to be met with only in the smaller states, in which of 
course direct State administration is comparatively easy. In 
large countries it becomes extremely difficult. Prussia is debar
red from saddling itself with any liabilities of this kind, not only 
by its size, but also by its constitution, and therefore found 
itself constrained, after the conquest of Hanover, electoral Hesse 
and Nassau, in 1866, to pass on the State mortgage institutions, 
which it took over at Hanover, Cassel and Wiesbaden, sever
ally to the provinces and the surrounding communes. 

The Government of Baden, pursuing a line of its own, has 
adopted quite peculiar machinery. It has bound over a large 
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joint stock Mortgage bank at Mannheim in its charter to provide 
mortgage-credit for agricultural land" at cost price "-recouping 
itself, I suppose, for the loss of profit sustained under this head out 
of its non-agricultural business, which is, of course, not likely to 
grow any cheaper under the process. That is a contract of a piece 
with that already noticed, imposed upon the Bank of F:rance, upon 
the renewal' of its charter, which obliges it to provide money 
~ratuitously, or else cheaply, for the caz'sses regionales. Under 
the Baden agreement there must be no charge for manage
ment expenses; but, on the other hand, the principal is in 
every case to be recovered by annual si~king fund. The Gov
ernment has a special commissary to 'see that the undertaking 
is properly carried out. In Austria, where Government help is 
in this matter' much in vogue, * the subventioning and guaran
teeing body in this connection is, as a rule, the "territory"
the "country,", as it is called-corresponding to the "state" 
in the American Federation. But the Empire appears to render 
contributory assist~nce. In Sweden and Norway respectively, 
once Il'\ore the eodo.v:!lg authority is the State. So it is in 
Hungary, in the case of the Peasants' Mortgage Bank, which 
was formed in 1879, partly in imitation of the BOden-Credit
blstitut, with 1,000,000 crowns of State endowment. In Russia, 
apart from the local bodies already mentioned, and the host 
of peasants' "Communal Banks," formed in I 87 4~ 'and guaranteed 
by the several Min, once more the endowing body is the, 
State, which created .. Imperial Banks" for noble landowners 
in Moscow and St. Petersburg in 1754. a .. Reichsleihbank" 
for nobles and urban house-owners in 1786, its powerful 
"Peasants I Agricultural Bank" in 1883, ,and the St. Petersburg 
"State Mortgage Bank," formed originally as the" Gesellschaft flir 
gegenseitigen Bodencredit, II in 1866, which last named upon its 

* See th~ Papers on "Co-operation and State aid," in the" Report of Proceedings 
at the Sixth Congress of the International Co-operative Alliance held at Budapest," 
in 11)04. 
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reconstruction, in 1890, at once absorbed the "Nobles' Agricultural 
Bank" formed in 1885. The "Peasants' Agricultural Bank" has 
thus far given its services rather to enable peasants having no 
land of their own (apart from the Mir) to acquire such, ad
vancing for this purpose, according to M. Apostol,* 400,000,000 

roubles, which sum has purchased somewhere about 7,000,000 

dessiatines (20,020,000 acres) of land. That is a considerable 
result. t But in future the Peasants' Bank is, according to the 
same authority, to become a Mortgage bank in the ordinary 
sense, charging either 51 or 6 per cent interest, as may still 
be settled, including sinking fund, which latter is to payoff 
the debt in the comparatively brief space of 15 years. By such 
means the bank is to become the peasants' "saviour from usury," 
enabling them to replace dearer loans obtained from other 
quarters, as by a v~rsura, by loans from itself. 

The connection above indicated of a Mortgage bank with a 
pawnbroking office (in Brunswick) is not a solitary instance of 
a deliberate policy, aiming at placing an original source of 
supply in direct touch under one roof with· the ultimate chan
nel of outflow. § In Austria, more particularly, the connection 
of endowed Mortgage banks with savings banks is rather com
mon. There seems no special reason for this. It may even 
spoil relations with the general market. 

The State-endowed institutions, then, have on the whole not 
a bad record to exhibit. They have placed money within 
reach of the peasant proprietor, who was previously too small 
for the savings banks-which are, abroad, the great purveyors 
of mortgage money-to look at, since his business was in 
each individual case only petty and troublesome; who fur-

• 7lJUNlai du '&o""",utu of I Sth. April, 1906. 
t This is, of course, independently of the gigantic transactions rel'orted by the. 

newspapers to have been' carried out or decided upon in the summer of 1906. 
§ In France several savings banks were; and one still is, organised on the same 

principle, receiving deposits and employing some ofthem in its business of pawnbroking. 
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thermore,' if not too small, was at any rate too distant from ' 
their pay office for the Landschaften to deal with; and who 
was deemed altogether unwo;thy of the notice of joint stock 
Mortgage banks. They have done this in an efficient, appro
priate way, by stationing their officers in every district, and 
making application, valuation and borrowing decidedly easy for 
the peasantry. But, after all, in 1888, their entire account in Ger
many, according to Dr. Hecht's figures already partially quoted, 
amounted to only 42 I ,000,000 marks out of a total of 4,824,000,000 

marks traceable to corporate bond·issuing institutions, that is, less 
than one tenth, whereas the Landschaften issued 1,903,000,000 

marks. That is quantitatively a poor result. 
It is scarcely to be regretted that State credit should not 

have extended any further. For, after all, it can rank only as 
a second best kind of mortgaging agency. It does for people 
what those people ought to be doing for themselves. It educates
it has in this case taught the peasantry the valuable lesson of 
which they were, like some Chancellors of the Exchequer that 
we have known, previously ignorant-namely, that debt con
tracted must be steadily repaid. But it cannot educate like 
a self-governing, institution, which teaches business by means of 
direct responsibility imposed. It can not educate like an insti
tution which, by making it th~ borrower's direct interest to be 
scrupulously fair to his lender, leads him to understand that 
plain dealing is the best policy for himself. Nor could it grow 
to the same proportions as more or less co-operative credit. 
For, looked at closely, the State's resources, often considered 
inexhaustible, are .in truth very narrowly circumscribed. How, 
for instance, could' a State, however "paternally" inclined, and 
however powerful, have provided that £100,000,000 already 
spoken of which the Schulze-Delitzsch banks keep steadily 
circulating, at any rate with anything like the same ease? Self
help, properly organised, has an incomparably greater treasure 
to draw upon than State help. However, whatever allowance 
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be made for the usefulness to small borrowers of an institution, 
whose officers have no pec;:uniary result to consider, but simply -
to carry out the instructions received, which are to further a 
movement of social development, State devised machinery is 
bound soon to get stiff and inflexible, gritty and unaccommod
ating. The very bookkeeping is in these institutions reported 
to be antiquated and difficult to understand. A State institution 
can in this application never become more than mechanical 
.. machinery," with only very little power of discernment and 
little impetus. One should, accordingly, not be sorry to find 
that something more elastic and expansive, more independent 
and sustained by individual effort-and at the same time, by 
means of self-government and quickened responsibility, more 
educating-has proved practicable. An institution so contrived, 
having cast off the stiff shell of the feudal and exclusive Land
schaft, but yet relying upon the same co-operative principles 
of common interest and common vigilance, capable of adapta
tion to all circumstances, and capable also of any expansion. 
ought to become the institution of the future. It is not un
represented in the world at present. It has given proof of its 
capacities for good in Germany, in the Scandinavian kingdoms. 
and in Transylvania; and it is amply worth studying. 

Two institutions of this kind in Germany. which were without 
question moulded on the model of the Landschaft-and may 
therefore merit first mention here-have attained considerable 
distinction by undoubted success. They have not grown up 
altogether without outside help; but, in one case, that help was 
so trifling and has so soon been discarded, giving place to 
fully co-operative organisation, as to supply sufficient proof of 
the practicability of mortgage-credit-even when rendered very 
democratic and adapted to the needs of the smallest cultivators, 
though excluding no one-on an entirely independent basis. In 
the other case spoon-feeding by the State has been carried 
considerably further, but still only· as a temporary measure. 
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The difficulties standing in the way were considered to be 
insuperable without such assistance.' It is permissible to doubt 
this, but at a distance it would be difficult to disprove it. 

Both the Lando/zrthscltaftlz"cher Kreditverein im Konigreick 
Sachsen and the Bayerische Hypothekenbank may be rcg~rded 
as Landsckafttln with the cramping and hampering restrictions 
removed. They are borrowers' institutions, but admit any agri
cultural borrowers as members, who may desire to become so, 
within their districts. In respect of one point they have departed 
rather materially from the pdnciple of the Landschaften, rather 
timidly basing their existence upon the presence of a share 
capital. There are no doubt theoretical objections conceivable to 
this. The example of the Scandinavian co-operative mortgage 
societies, which are considerably older than the German, proves 
that a share capital may very well be dispensed with. Its 
presence is, in fact, rather apt to obscure the primary object of 
the institution, which is simply to enable borrowers to borrow 
more conveniently in common by interconnecting their liability. 
But it has been found exceedingly convenient. And it deserves to 
be noted that, probably with a view to strengthening such capital 
resources, as well as to preparing a more active propaganda 
for extension, both the Saxon and the Bavarian societies-which 
are the most important ones in' existence-have deliberately 
departed from the strict principle of limiting membership to 
borrowers only. Persons desirous of" furthering the movement" 
are eligible as well, and must, if elected, take shares. In Saxony 
such persons are requ~red to be practical agriculturists or 
landowners. The idea of proceeding without a command of 
ready cash appears to have presented i~self to the originators 
of this modern movement as so inconsistent with business prin
ciples that in either of the two cases, to provide the first 
working funds, an advance' from Government was accepted. In 
the Saxon society it amounted to £37,500, and was paid off 
within four years. In the Bavarian society it was more consider-
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able, beginning with £50,000 advanced free of interest, and an
other £50,000, since increased to £200,000, advanced at 3 per 
cent, plus an annual grant of £3,000 towards management ex
penses, which grant, having been first reduced to £2,000, has only 
just been finally renounced. That is rather a strong dose of 
State aid for a "co-operative" institution having at present about 
'£>3,,00,000 outstanding in mottgages. Ready money, indepen
dent of the issue of land bonds, as cash in hand, is however. a 
decided convenience in the management of a society, and more 
specifically in the floating of bonds, which are as liable as 
any other security to "cornerings," and "bullings," and "bearings." 
And since, at any rate practically, dividend on shares is in 
both cases limited to 4 per cent, there is really nothing to 
be objected to in the practice from a co-operative point of view .. 

In truth, what source of mischief there may be in the 
issue of shares is likely to correct itself. Such effect has 
long since become observable in the Saxon society, which 
was formed in 1866. In it, shareholding by a single individ
ual was at first allowed up to £150- which stops short 
by £50 of our maximum limit in industrial ~n9 provident 
societies. Nothing was said about limitation of dividend, and, 
as the business promised to be good, there was a greater 
demand for shares than the Committee approved. Substantial 
shareholding threatens to introduce an independent lenders' 
interest. which may become antagonistic to that of the borrowers. 
In consequence, the maximum holding was in 1875 reduced to 
£75. Even with such limitation, the share capital had at the 
close of 1903 grown to 7,181,769 marks (£354,088), which is 
indeed a mere nothing compared with the 310,905,227 marks 
(£15,545,000) outstanding in bonds, but is still a very substan
tial working capital, especially since it is supported by 1,200,000 
marks (£60,000) of reserve fund. 

The holdings in shares are sys.tematically proportioned to the 
mortgages granted. A mortgage not exceeding £250 means 

I)' 
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an obligatory sos. share, a mortgage up to £1000 a£s share 
and so on till the £7 S is reached. In the Bavarian societJ 
the minimum holding is £S, in respect of a mortgage of £2SC 
'and the scale rises, by a fresh £S for every additional £2SC 
till the maximum of 200 shares (£1000) is reached. The societ: 
was only .formed in 1896, and began business in 1897. B; 
the' close of 1905 it had carried its. share capital to 2,345,90( 
marks (£1 17,300), supplemented by rather substantial reserve 
funds, amounting collectively to 463,S 18 marks (£23,176); there 
was then 74,141,600 marks (£3,707,080) outstanding in lane 
bonds. 

The value of an . independent working capital, in organisation~ 
which are by iaw strictly required never at any moment t< 
have one penny more outstanding in bonds than is covered 
by actual good mortgage assets, is sure to be appreciated in 
this country. In Germany, apart from compelling theco·opera· 
tive mortgage societies to forego certain secondary business, oj 
which I shall still have to speak-which is perfectly legitimate 
and yields them a profit-absence of funds of their own would 
place such institutions absolutely at the mercy of the confra 
temity of bankers. Bankers in Germany ar~ very much given to 
speculation, and could, with a little clever manoeuvring, easily 
spoil the market for land bonds, forcing them up or down at 
pleasure and depreciating them generally by making quotations 
unsteady. Nothing, of course, could be more detrimental to a 
mortgaging society With money in their pockets, the societies are 
able to meet such machinations, and to regulate the supply of the 
market, so as to keep the bonds at a steady quotation, which 
is not only desirable in itself, and certain to benefit their credit, 
but which is, in addition, specially important to their members, 
since fluctuations of capital-value are sure to influence the 
rate of interest. And-since the mortgage societies are bound 
by law to charge precisely the same rate of interest on their 
mortgage loans as they themselves receive on their land bonds-,-
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the borrowers would necessarily suffer_ The very object of 
their existence, as we know, is to bring int~rest down. The 
more effectually to regulate the issue of bonds, the Saxon 
society has made it a practice to issue advances to members, 
not in bonds, but in cash, the cash being made to represent 
the current market value of the bonds issued to meet the loan, 
with a fixed deduction-about 2 per cent-agreed on before
hand, to. be carried to its general fund. Whatever goes into 
that fund is, of course, in a co·operative society, nevet lost to 
members. If there should be too much, they will receive it 
back in course of .time. And, in the present case, borrowers 
have received it on one occasion in a most acceptable form 
and to a substantial amount, namely in the shape of a gratuit
ous reduction of interest from 4 to 3! per cent, which the 
Saxon society found itself strong enough to grant in 1888, in 
respect of about £2,678,186 of mortgage debt outstanding, 
meaning £13,39° a year put into the pockets of 4299 debtors. 
Albeit, accordingly, in view of Danish experience still to be 
related, it would be impossible to contend that share capital is 
indispensable, German experience shows that it may become 
exceedingly useful. 

The two German societies started with other marks of official 
favour to speed them on their way, besides an advance of 
money. The privileges conferred are not as ample as in the 
case of Landsckaften; however, they are useful. They consist 
mainly in exemption from stamp duty in respect of land bonds 
and some other facilities; in priority before other debts accorded 
in case of liquidation; and in the public recognition of the bonds 
issQed as legitimate trust security. In respect of the Sax~n 
society such recognition has been extended, not only to all 
the Thuringian duchies-for which the society has in course of 
time been officially accepted as an approved credit institution
but also to Prussia. Such acceptance of co-operative land bonds 
by markets beyond the limits of t):1eir own countries appears 
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to me full of useful suggestiveness for such of our colonies as 
are thinking of adopting similar facilities for mortgage-credit 
and to which an influx of foreign capital would be helpful. 
There is plenty of such capital seeking safe investment in the 
United Kingdom. We shall see that Danish co-operative 
land bonds find a ready market in Germany i they are in fact 
issued contemporaneously in Hamburgh and in Copenhagen. 
And it is proposed to carry them into France. Saxon co·oper
ative land bonds circulate all over Germany, and are, among 
other things, readily taken up by Prussian savings banks. Why 
should not colonial land bonds be as gladly accepted as good 
investments in Great I;Jritain? It all depends upon the system 
under which they are issued, and the safeguards observed to 
make sure that they represent good value. * 

Of course, in return for the facilities given-and, indeed, also 
as a security to the public-the Government claims a right of 
ifispection, and even the presence of a representative of the 
Crown at the sittings of the governing bodies. But when, as 
in both cases, the Royal Commissioner is employed to certify 
officially on each bond-as he is required to do-that he has 
personally satisfied himself that there is good mortgage security 
to balance the value of the bond issued, his intervention becomes 
rather a help than a hindrance, and also an economy, as 
securing a more ready sale for the bonds, and avoiding the 
necessity of other official certification, which would have to be 
paid for. 

Hav:ing been formed before I889-in which year limited 
liability was for ~he first time authorised in Germany-the 
Saxon society necessarily had to adopt unlimited liability fot its 
members. It was not considered worth while to modify the 
rules after 1889. all the more that by that time it had become 

.' It may be as well at once to explain that Argentine cedulas, which have 
caused not a few of our investors some loss, are a different thing altogether from 
the land bonds here spoken of. 
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generally understood that, in practice, such liability will never 
need to be enforced. Fer ample security is taken without it. It 
is in itself, of course, quite unnecessary. The Bavarian society has 
made the liability of its members limited; but, according to that 
curious German fancy which is directly suggested, if not abso
lutely dictated, by the law, it has limited liability for a share 
of 100 marks, or £IS, to its decuple, that is, to 1000 marks, or 
£50. This is, in the eyes of German legislators, regarded as 
affording additional security for creditors. It really means· a 
very unequal distribution of liability among members, and un
certainty as to assets. But it does not seem to have occasioned 
any practical inconvenience. 

In respect of organisation the German co-operative land credit 
societies generally resemble other co·operative organisations. 
There, are, indeed, some special distinguishing features in either 
case. Thus, in the Saxon society, the "Directorium" (Committee 
of Management), which carries out the current business of the 
society, consists of three members; in the Bavarian, where it 
adopts the name of .. Vorstand," of four. The Saxon three 
are nominated by the "Verwaltungsrath," or "Council of 
Management;" the Bavarian four are elected by the General 
Meeting. In the Saxon society the "Council of Management" 
is composed of fourteen members, which is nO.ne too many, 
considering the business to be gone through. This" Aufsichts
rath," elected at the General Meeting; is a very responsible 
body, which really governs the business ofthe society, directing 
and controlling the .. Directors," and being itself responsible to 
the General Meeting. The five members elected in the Bavarian 
society, three forming a quorum, appear as a rather modest· 
contingent. The consequence of undermanning the "Council" . 
must be to overburden the "Vorstand" with responsibility. It 
does not follow that the Bavarian Council will not be made 
larger as business increases. In either case, wisely and rightly, 
is all auditing entrusted to a distinct Committee, elected by the 
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General Meeting, and consisting, in the Saxon society, of five. 
Apart from the possession of a very able executive head, the 
remarkable success of the Saxon sqciety is probably to a large 
degree owing to . proper recognition of the importance of the 
Managing Committee and concentration of business in its hands. 
Thus it is. the Managing Committee which determines the actual 
rate of interest at which every new series of land bonds is to 
be issued, the General Meeting simply contenting itself with 
laying down a maximum and minimum limit. Up to a certain 
point the Directors have power to bind the society. Beyond 
that point they are required to obtain the consent of the 
Council. This applies, among other things, to the acceptance 
of mortgages above a certain figure. 

In the valuation of properties to be mortgaged, the societies 
proceed on lines vt!ry similar to those of the Landschaften. 
Valuation is, indeed, as has already be~n shown, in Saxony 
not absolutely indispensable. Should the borrower declare him· 
self satisfied with the standard of "assessment units" fixed by 
the political authorities, he may have his loan without further 
to do. In its own interest the society accepts such "unit" at 
a moderate multiple only, that is, forty times its figure; and 
correspondingly, since three fifths is the maximum limit up to 
which it lends, on such basis the borrower will have to be 
content with twenty·four times the value indicated by the unit. 
. Should that fail to satisfy him, he is free to have his property 
valued at his own expense by a valuer of the society, whose 
fee is very small indeed. In both cases it is laid down that 
valuers shall be members of the society, sharing in its liabilities 
and therefore under a direct responsibility; also, that they shall 
be practical ~en of known experience, resident in the borrower'! 
own' district, so as to be acquainted with local circumstances, 
and also within very easy reach of the applicant and sub· 
sequent debtor. over whom they will still have to exercise a 
certain amount of supervision. as the societies' "men of con-
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fidence." For they are to do more than value. They are to 
receive applications, to canvass for the society, secure members, 
make the advantages of membership known, and in Saxony, 
where, for the convenience of members, the society has taken 
power to collect savings deposits, to receive such. To the last 
named powers the society does not attach much value, though 
its acting as a savings bank, receiving in deposits, at only 3 per 
cent interest, what it finds occasion to lend out at a higher 
rate, certainly does bring some grist to its mill. But in a 
country, where there is no Post Office Savings Bank, country 
districts are frequently-barring the presence o~ Village banks, 
which this society has advisedly set itself to propagate 'as a 
preferable method of collection to its own-left without con
venient receptacles for savings. It is to supply such for the 
humble rural population that the society has taken the matter 
in hand. 

The Bavarian society makes advances only to the extent of 
one half of the ascertained value of a property. But, then, it 
seems to be a little more liberal in taking the sale value into 
account. The Saxon limits valuation to the purely agricultural 
value, such as would be accepted to determine purchase by a 
cultivating farmer. The, Bavarian makes such limitation only 
"the ordinary rule." Moreover, the Bavarian accepts the 
buildings on the property as pledge value, as valued, for 
insurance by the Fire Section of the Government Insurance 
Department. The Saxon excludes buildings altogether. (There 
will be something to say on this point presently.) It also ex
cludes standing timber and industrial establishments connected 
with a farm, such as' potato distilleries, beetroot-sugar works, 
flour and saw mills, and similar factories. The Bavarian society 
accepts all these, even public-house licenses, such as are often 
connected with farms, as well as timber, and, "in connection 
with agricultural land," also quarries, workable peat-bogs and 
the like. 
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To ha~e a sufficient number of competent, local men available 
for valuing purposes, both societies have carefully mapped out 
their districts into sections, and appointed a valuer to each 
locality. The Bavarian society makes a point of having, where 
possible, one man to every civil parish, and so employs very 
nearly a thousand. The position of valuer does not of course 
confer the same social distinction as that of a Landesiiltester in 
a Landschaft. But the men selected appear better suited for 
their small work. Their main business, so it will have to be 
remembered, lies among small holders. And, as the figure 
just given indicates, it is not very difficult to obtain good men 
who, being members of the society, are responsible in the 
matter, and are quite willing to do the work for the small fee 
which it puts into their pockets. 

Even where the property is expressly valued-which it is in 
'the vast majority of cases-official assessments, and in fact any 
official material available, are largely taken into account. The ap
plicant is required to answer a number of questions on a ques-

. tions-sheet sent to him; and the local "man of confidence," 
confidentially, a great number more :-with regard to the qual
ity of the several pieces of land, the condition of the farm, 
the current price for land with or without farm buildings, the 
condition of dead and live stock, and so on. 

As a rule, society mortgages are required to rank as first 
charges upon all property. However, for practical purposes, it 
is sufficient if they come within the one-half or three-iifths 
value limit. Such ordinary mC!rtgages, which make up the 
bulk of the societies' business, are invariably subject to redemp· 
tion by sinking fund. The sinking fund mC\}' be proportioned 
to the loan at various .figures. A table issued by the Bavarian 
society shows how much time is required for repayment of a 
loa:n at. various rates of sinking fund, ranging from I to 6 per 
cent. Six per cent clears off the debt in a little more than 
13 years, one-half per cent in 58. One-half per cent is the 
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smallest payment allowed. And to that has to be added ! 
per cent for management expenses. There are also some small 
commissions due on negotiating the loan. In the Saxon so
ciety 10 per cent is the usual rate of sinking fund, which 
allows conveniently for the addition. of another "j'o, within the 
limit of ~ per cent, for mam:gement expenses. The Bavarian 
society hands over to the borrower the amount of his loan in 
land bonds, which it leaves him to place in the market as he 
may choose. In the event of the market value being below 
par it allows him to make up the difference as far as he can, 
by taking out an additional loan up to within S per cent of 
the total amount of his original loan. Such additional loans 
have to be repaid by instalments or· sinking fund within not 
more than ten years. The Saxon society has a standing arrange
ment with its members to take over the bonds issued in 
respect of their debt at the quotation of the day, minus 2 or 
3 per cent, to be deducted, as has been already explained. 
That enables it to maintain a steady quotation of the bonds, 
and in this way helps the borrowers themselves; for it means 
a low and unchanging rate of interest., In addition, the society 
stipulates for a small commission (~ to i per cent) on the com· 
pletion of the transaction. 

As a convenience to members, and not without some advan
tage to itself, the Saxon society also makes loans, repayable 'in 
the lump, secure.d by a charge on property, for comparatively 
brief periods, which loaDs are always subject to notice. That means 
that at times when money. is w;;Lnted by the society they may be 
called in. The Bavarian society has taken the same powers 
under a limitation to one-tenth of its entire business, but had 
not up to the close of 1905 taken advantage of them: The 
ordinary loans, which make up the great bulk of the business 
done, are in every case subject neither to notice nor to varia
tion of interest, so long as the borrower carries out his part 
of the bargain. That is the main advantage which the latter 
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is to secure by combining with others, and by obliging himself 
to a steady payment of sinking fund; wz"thin the period for 
which he has received his loan, nobody can take it from him, 
and nobody can raise the rate of interest against him. 

In return for property so pledged, bonds are issued, just as 
in the case .of the Landschaften, for convenience sake in series 
of, say, about £750,000 each, which series are made self-contained 
in the matter of sinking fund, management expenses and reserve 
fund, but still benefit by the general liability imposed upon the 
entire institution. The rate of interest is fixed for each new 
issue, in accordance with the condition of the market at the 
time prevailing. Its tendency is generally downward. Thus 
the accepted rate of interest has already been brought down 
from 4 to 3! per cent. , 

In addition to loans upon agricultural property, both societies 
are empowered to grant loans in precisely the same two ways, 
that is, either for long periods, without any power to call in 
the money, but making it subject to sinking fund, or else for 
shorter periods, not subject to sinking fund, b':lt subject to 
notice, to local authorities on the security of the rates. In 
Bavaria such powers are rather more circumscribed than in 
Saxony, and limited to "agricultural" communities. This has 
been found a convenience for local bodies, and in Saxony it 
has become a source of some little additional profit to the 
society. For, since loans are negotiated in full amounts, but 
the full' amount is not generally required at once, local author
ities are glad to leave their cash balances, already agreed to at 
3i per -cent, remaining as deposits at 3 per cent with the 
society, which in this way pockets the odd ! per cent. 

The result of all this work: has in either case been a very 
decided success. The Bavarian society was at the time of the 
issue of its last annual report only ~ight years old. However, 
in respect of the amount of loans outstanding, it had, already, 
in 1902, taken quite first rank among eight mortgage lending 
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institutions in the kingdom (the others being older than itsel£), 
having lent out in the year 9,681,000 marks in agricultural 
loans, to a total, for the eight societies, of 26,830,000. The total 
amount of such loans granted by it, outstanding at the close 
of 1905, was 68,877,200 marks. Its losses had proved very 
small indeed. And a particularly satisfactory feature about its 
loan business is, that the bulk of it has benefited smatt proprie
tors, by means of smatt loans. Numerically speaking, 89.39 
per cent of its loans (73.72 per cent in amount) were granted 
in amounts below £1000; in fact about 80 per cent did not 
exceed £500. (The smallest amount to which inoney is loaned 
is £25.) But (or the existence of the society, tpany of the 
small owners benefited would have had to go absolutely without 
mortgage-credit. 

The Saxon society has now been in existence just forty 
years. But the latest report in my possession is that of 1904. 
It has, of course, in so much longer time done a very much 
larger business. Gradually it has extended its sphere and 
pushed its way, with the consent of the several Governments, 
into all the Thuringian duchies and the duchy of Anhalt. Its 
losses have been, i( anything, even proportionately smaller than 
those of the Bavarian society, and it weathered the great 
financial crisis of 1873, not only without loss, but with positive 
gain. Its outstanding mortgage assets, as already stated, at 
the close of 1904, amounted to 310,905.227 marks, distributed 
over 14,297 loans, whereof 12,656 stood for sums not exceeding 
'£1000. Most of these, once more, were lent out to small 
owners on the security of small properties. Not content with 
what it is doing in the way of mortgage-credit, this society has 
made itself a propagandist centre for Vmage banks, more or 
less of the Raiffeisen type, and has in this way promoted personal 
credit as well as real. The fact thatit had, at the close of 1904, 
a sinking fund standing at the figure of 26,317,752 marks goes 
some way towards showing that its financial condition is sound. 
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This will be a~lowed to be in every respect a satisfactory 
record, and to place the fully co-operative mortgage-credit 
institutions in point of utility above the others. But I am not 
sorry to turn from these very slightly capitalistic institutions in 
Germany-where there are one or two more; there is also one 
in Transylvania, the chosen eastern home of Raiffeisen banking 
-to those of Scandinavia, which, being older in their origiil, 
exhibit the co-operative principie at work in all its purity and 
simplicity, without admitting any share capital, and-with the 

. exception of two societies created for the benefit of very small 
rural landowners, severally in Jutland and in the Danish Islands 
-without any State aid whatever, barring exemption from stamp 
duty and from certain small court fees, etc. 

The idea of co-operative real credit was taken up in Sweden 
as long ago as in 1836, when the first cre.dit society was formed 
in Skaane. In the course of the succeeding seventeen years 
similar institutions grew up in Ostergotland, Smaaland. the Malar 
provinces, the Orebro country, in Wermland, Elfsborgland and 
Gotland. And in 1860 we find the institution making its way into 
Finland. Denmark took the matter up in 1850, and has now about 
a dozen societies, the rules and practices of which vary in a 
good many minor points among themselves, but which are all 
built up on the same sound and approved principle. That 
principle is, that each society should be a bona fide organisation 
of borrowers, and borrowers only, lumping their liability together 
in order to make it go the further. There is considered to be 
no need for, any share capital, although of course a, reserve 
fund is in due course amassed, which helps, at the close of 
every "series," to hasten redemption. A small levy retained 
when paying out the mortgage-a mere 2 per cent or so
provides sufficient funds for carrying on with till the first interest 
falls due. That is, of course, the purest form of mortgage
credit co-operation conceivable. And, in some respects, it sim
plifies matters not a little. But it presupposes that the land bonds 
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issued by the societies always find a ready market at once at 
a steady price. That appears to be the case. Land bonds are 
issued yearly at present at what is for Denmark a rather 
considerable figure, namely, more than £4,000,000.' And they 
appear to be gladly taken, more particularly by the Danish 
savings banks, which stand, together with those of Saxony, in 
respect of amount per hea.l of their deposits, at the very top 
of the general army of savings banks. In this way the close 
touch between mortgage societies and savings banks, which is 
elsewhere brought about by organic interconnection, is estab
lished in an indirect way. Beyond that, the bonds sell freely 
in Germany; and hopes are, as already related, entertained of 
finding a market for them also in France. A bankers', or 
speculators', "corner" might, however, rather rudely disturb 
such even flow of business. Also the drawbacks attending a 
want of working capital are to be obseryed in the necessity 
recognised of carrying over the liability attaching to one series 
to the next, which really has no connection with it, in order 
to give the latter some backbone, till it have acquired sufficient 
volume (say from 2 to 3 millions of kr.) to maintain jtself. 

The State does not, as' observed, assist the societies with 
money. But it allows them the privileges of franking, exemption 
from stamp duty in respect of their bonds (but not of their mortgages), 
and of performing certain judicial acts, such as forcible foreclos
ure in the event of a breach of agreement, without judgment 
from a court. It has also recognised their bonds as constituting 
good Trust security. In return for this, it requires a certain 
volume of intended business to be shown in the shape of bona fide 
applications for loans, before authorising the formation of a 
society, and makes members join in a collective bond to answer 
for one another's liabilities up to the full value of the property 
pledged, supposing the mortgage raised upon it be of the amount 
of three· fifths of the value, and of correspondingly less, if the 
sum advanced represent a smaller proportion. The Government 
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furthermore limits the operations of each society to a particular 
district. makes compulsory redemption by sinking fund obliga
tory. insists upon all bonds issued being" negotiable." and not 
inferior in value to 100 kr .• and upon publicity of accounts. It 
also reserves to itself the right of inspection of accounts at any 
time. and of directing the winding up .of societies in certain 
contingencies. in the event of a failure to fulfil engagements, or 
of the reserve fund becoming exhausted. Of course, no modifi
cation of the rules adopted is valid without Government approv
al. The management of these societies is entirely in the hands 
of its members. who become such ipso facto by the act of taking 
up a mortgage. In some societies a certain representation is 
also given to holders of bonds; but it is said to work badly, 
and is. of course. quite contrary to the spirit of the institution. 
Voting is generally according to holdings. Thus the holding 
of a mortgage of 10,000 kr. (something over £500) entitles to 
one vote. an additional vote being added for every further 
20,000 kr. held, till the maximum number allowable of five 
votes is reached. The law. provides that members should meet 
at least once every year in· general meeting. when it is for 
them to decide whether a new series of bonds is to be issued 
in the year, what are to be the principles of valuation. and 
similar points. To carry out such resolutions there is an Exe
cutive Committee (Direktion), ordinarily consisting of three. with 
a Supervising Council (Repraesentantskabet). composed of from 
five to nine members. to control the action of the former body 
in every particular. All these men are elected by and responsible 
to the General Meeting. Only the control. of the bookkeeping 
is reserved for two special inspectors. both of whom have to 
be approved. and one to be nominated. by the Crown. They 
are appointed for the partil=ular society only, and so have re
sponsibility for their work directly brought home to them. 

For purposes of management, apart from the levy referred to, 
made on each new loan - which practically goes to redemption 
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-a small commission is charged on the completion of the 
transaction, and an annual contribution, say, of ·le per cent, is 
levied on members: There are some other windfalls. However, 
the expenses actually incurred are very small. 

Certain fixed rules are laid down for valuation, which make 
it similiar in character to valuation made on behalf of public 
bodies or endowed trusts. There are never to be less than two 
valuers to value the property, and, in some instances-more 
specifically those of buildings-the three Directors, of whom in 
such cases one invariably is an expert builder, reserve to them
selves the right of inspecting the property themselves before 
voting the loan. 

Redemption is, of course, regulated by the amount of sinking 
fund paid. Although at no time the issue of bonds outstand
ing may be larger than the security held against it, longer time 
is sometimes taken for redemption of bonds than is exacted 
for repayment of debt. Thus, in a prospectus recently issued, 
one society enforces repayment of the debt within sixty years, 
but allows itself seventy years for redemption of bonds. 
Provided that the funds are forthcoming, the society is, however, 
free at any time to accelerate redemption by buying in-which 
some people consider the better practice *-or else by drawing 
a larger number than are provided for in the plan at the stated 
times. Indeed, particular attention is paid to redemption by 
means of what is familiar to ourselves by the name of "the 
old sinking fund," that is, by buying in out of accruing surplus, 
and, at the same time, no less to the accumulation of reserve. 
Hence, in part, that levy of 2 per cent on issuing the loans. 
It is generally laid down that, once the reserve fund has reached 
a certain point, somewhere between 4 and 6 per cent of the 
actual liabilities-which may be taken to be sure to happen 

• The same argument has quite recently been put forward with respect to the many 
millions raised in Prussia for the creation of small holdings by means of termin
able rent charge. 
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whenever a society has existed for twenty years-all overplus 
is to go to debt redemption by buying in. Under certain cir
cumstances, however, redemption may also be retarded. (shall 
still have to speak of the one such· case that has thus far 
occurred. 

The bonds are issued in series, each of which generally covers 
about ten years' issue, and amounts to somew~ere about 50 or 
60 millions of kroner. With the exception of the liability al
ready spoken of, carried over during the very first period of a 
new series, eac;:h series composes a self-contained issue, for which 
the rate of interest is specially fixed, and which' has its own 
reserve fund, sinking fund and expenses fund. It is sometimes 
made a subject of complaint that, although each series has its 
own burden to bear, the entire number of members of the society 
decide by their vote what interest is to be paid upon it, how 
redemption is to proceed, and so on. That, however, cannot be 
avoid~d; and, as a general liability rema.ins on all member9, bene
fiting each particular series, it is really only fair. In any case 
no practical inconvenience appears to have arisen. Bonds must 
not be issued at less face value than 100 kr. (something over 
'£5), but they may be carried to very much higher figures. For 
the convenience of buyers they are sometimes issued of various 
<lenomination~, 100 kr, 200 kr, and upwards to 5000 kr. They 
may be made out in a definite name, or payable to bearer; and 
if there be 20,000 kr. held by one person, they may, if desired, 
also be .. inscribed" or .. registered." The rate of interest is 
regulated by the state of the money market. There are at 
present 3l per cent and 4 per cent bonds in circulation. Not 
long ago the 3i per cent bonds were quoted at a premium. 
At the time of writing, the 4 per cent bonds are quoted at 96 
to 97. As is the interest on the bonds, so is that on the loans. 
The bonds are drawn half yearly and paid out six months after. 

Two societies, already referred to, formed for the special 
purpose of providing mortgage-credit for owners of very small 
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agricultural properties, severally in Jutland and in the Danish 
Islands, stand on something of a distinct footing. They both 
date from 1880. In view of the public utility of their work, 
and the questionable remunerativeness of their business, the 
Government has supplied the first establishmeat funds for them, 
and also guaranteed the money required for valuations and 4 
per cent interest on the bonds. In return, apart from the usual 
rights of inspection, it has reserved to itself the right also of 
taking the business out of the society's hands in the event of 
its. paying so badly that a levy of I per cent should prove 
necessary upon members, on account of their liability, in three 
successive years. Meanwhile, the Government keeps a check 
upon both societies by appointing their C~airmen. The societies 
must not make advances on the security of properties exceedinlf 
6000 kr. (a little more than £300) in value. If the property 
consist of a house only, the advance must be kept within t 
of the' valuation; if there be land, it may reach -I. 

Apart from these two societies, the purely co-operative prin· 
ciple of strict self·help has been rigidly maintained throughout. 

, And it is impossible to question that the societies have rendered 
valuable public service. Their bonds outstanding in 1900 

represented 746,666,000 h., that is, about £38,000,000, which 
is a large sum for Denmark, and re .. lly more than treble the 
amount of the National Debt of that little kingdom, and nearly 
treble the amount of the capital in all Danish savings banks. 
:rhe bonds have always maintained their price. And the 
management has proved absolutely safe. Losses have been 
altogether trifling, and even foreclosures have been few. Not' 
in any case has the liability of members had to.be drawn. upon. 

One feature worth noticing about these excellent societies is 
that, unlike co·operative mortgage societies elsewhere, either 
LandsCiiaften or independent, some of them have' found means 
of advancing money on house property as well as on agricul
tural land, some, indeed, solely on house property. Generally 

18 
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speaking co-operative societies do not, and wisely so, engage 
in such business. 

'The question is, whether they can. The comparatively in
secure and precarious character of house property has already 
been called attention to. Co-operative societies have no busi
ness to lend upon insecure property. And the experience of 
making such advances, by such bodies, collected in Denmark, 
although it very materially modifies the adverse judgment pro
nounced, does not altogether nullify it. For the one Danish 
co-operative society which has come to grief, and has had to 
be wound up-only one-was a society formed specifically to 
advance money on house property-house property, too, of 
what one would have thought an exceptionally safe kind, namely, 
villa property in the neighbourhood of towns in northern Jut
land. Such villas being situated. in what for administrative pur
poses is called a "country district," it was considered necessary 
to create a special society for the purpose. That society, formed 
in 1852, did very well up to the great crisis of 1857, which 
affected the propertied classes in Denmark most seriously. The 
mortgagors could not keep up their payments of interest. 
Accordingly, "willy nilly," under the law as it stands, the society 
was compelled to seize their properties and put them up for 
sale. They were offered. But in a time of general distress 
there were no bidders. The houses were eventually knocked 
down for a song, and the loss of principal was considerable. 
The close of the financial year 1860/61 revealed the presence 
of a deficiency of about 1,000,000 kr_ Under such circum
stances the Government could not help itself, but was under 
the law constrained to order liquidation. To some extent 
members' liability had to be drawn upon, and during ten years 
redemption of bonds was suspended, the payments made for 
sinking fund being carried to cash account. In the end, in 
188 I, a sati¥actory arrangement was made, but the lesson had 
been a sever, one. And, although there are among the Danish 
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societies some exceedingly successful' ones dealing in credit on 
house property, co-operative societies will do well to make su~e 
of such favourable circumstances existing in their own case as 
are to be met with, for instance, ,in Copenhagen, before they 
decide to venture upon this kind of business, which requires 
special safeguards, such as that of the election of an expert 
builder on the Direktion, which is adopted in Denmark. 

However, house property wants to be lent upon, and lent 
upon not rarely in' a proportion to its value exceeding that 
which a co-operative society could agree to. Such excess by 
no means argues that the credit would not be perfectly legitim
ate on business grounds. There may be perfectly legitimate 
cases for an owner of agricultural land, as well, claiming a larger 
loan on his property than a Landsckaft, or a co-operative mort
gage society, could under its rules agree to. After all, the 
probable sale price must count for something if, as the old 
rhyme has it-

The intrinsic value of a thing 
Is just as much as it will bring. 

It is in such cases-and there are many-that joint stock 
mortgage companies have often proved of very considerable value; 
It is not my business here to plead for them, or to enter 
minutely into their practices. Rather, after the mischief that 
recklessly managed Mortgage banks, like those of Argentina, 
and some in Germany, have caused, it is for me to guard care
fully against the misapprehension that Landsckaften and co-opera
tive mortgage societies might be, or might become, specimens 
of the same class. 

No matter whether joint stock Mortgage' banks be good, 
like the Credit Fonder and the Rkeiniscke Hypotkekenbank, or 
bad, like the Pommerscke Hypotkekenbcmk and the Deutscke 
Grundsckuldbank, they stand on a totally different footing from 
Landsckajtm and co-operative mortgage societies, which could 
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not, and must not, engage in business like that of joint stock 
Mortgage banks. It would be like a trustee taking bills of 
exchange, which to him would be exceedingly risky, although 
in an experienced bill broker's hands they would be per
fectly safe. Joint stock Mortgage banks are the billbrokers 
of mortg~ge-credit. They are potentially more adaptable, 
and may, indeed, as is urged in their favour, .neutralise the 
danger of greater risk by adopting administration better skilled 
and better suited for their particular work. The first duty of a 
co-operative society is to avoid risk. It is also always tied down 
in respect of interest. A joint stock society, acting at its share
holders' peril, makes a profit by accepting risk which it believes 
that it can estimate, and recouping itself by higher interest. 
The one thing is legitimate business as well as the other, but 
n.ot for the same institution. 

The tale of the more or less co-operative Mortgage banks 
• which I have passed in review will, I think, have shown that 

under proper checks and restraints, such as co-operative banking 
necessarily presupposes, such banking may be made absolutely 
safe. And there can be no question whatever that to the coun
tries in which it has been adopted it has proved of really 
inestimable value, as touching the land, figuratively speaking, 
with a finger of Midas. It has helped very materially to m0bilise 
the resources of those countries by providing ample working 

. capital for the developm~nt of agriculture, industry and commerce, 
on the practical benefit of which I have dwelt eisewhere. * 1n 
further support of what I have there said I should wish to quote 
from a thoughtful paper by Mr. D. N. Frederiksen,t published 
both in the Bankers' Magazine (N. Y.) and the Quarterly Yournal 
of Economics. .. While there are many causes for the rapidity 
with which Germany has risen economically, industrially and 

• See my article on "An unconsidered Factor in the Economic Question-British 
and Foreign Banking" in the Econo",ic Review of October, 19<'5. 

t Bankers' Magasi1lt (N. Y.), So: 361 j Quarterly 70urnal of Economics, 9: 47· 
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politically," so he writes, "there can be no doubt that the ex
cellence of the Mortgage bank facilities is ,one of them. In this 
manner the distribution and profitable employment of capital 
has been facilitated.... The excellent system of mortgage 
banking has facilitated and cheapened building operations in the 
cities, and has, in the country, made the change from serfdom to 
peasant proprietorship easier. It has raised the level of German 

-agriculture, has procured for the farmer drainage and improved, 
breeds of live stock, and, while assisting the borrowers, it has 
at the same time afforded the capitalist and investor safe, 
permanent, invaluable securities "-thus performing the useful 
service for which Southey considered that the National Debt 
might have to be created afresh, if by any chance it were ever 
to be paid off, which does not at the present moment appear 
conceivable "within a measurable distance of time." 

I leave it to others to determine whether it .would, or would 
not, be advisable to transplant an institution which has rendered 
such valuable service abroad into our country. It is a long 
time since I was told by some landlords in Ireland that some 
such convenience would proye a boon indeed to their own 
island. And there is mortgaged land in England and Scotland 
as well. The question of title can scarcely arise. . For land is 
mortgaged now. And the same security which actually satisfies 
the cautious solicitor of a cautious capitalist is likely also to 
satisfy a co·operative society. If there were to be Landschaflen 
created among ourselves, no doubt solicitors would lose j but 
landowners would gain very substantially. And if such lending 
institutions could be made sufficiently popular, they might prove 
a most useful help in the creation of that small proprietary 
which most of us now profess ourselves anxious to see estab
lished. For some of our colonies co-operative mortgage societies 
appear to promise valuable services. For, by their interposition, 
once land bonds could be made to find a market in the old 
country-which it is only reasonable to presume that they 
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would-capital, which is, in the colonies, largely wanted for 
p).1rposes of development, might be attracted in substantial sums 
from the United Kingdom. The precautions necessary for 
guarding against losses, such as have arisen in connection with 
the cedulas, are just those which co-operation for its own sake 
is bound to insist upon. They are: vigilance, careful control, 
and, above all things, the creation of a direct and supreme 
interest on the part of the borrowers themselves, made collec
tively liable, for their own sake, to keep lenders safe. Co
operation has accomplished that abroad, and it could accomplish 
it over again on British soil. . 



CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSION 

WHAT has been said ought, I think, to have made it clear 
that, although co-operative banking necessarily occupies a position 
by itself, by the side of other banking, as a quite peculiar 
form, dictated by peculiar circumstances, nevertheless it is, 'through
out, shaped well on ordinary business lines; and all its peculiar
ities, which at first are apt to strike the eye as strange and 
unfamiliar, are to be explained by business considerations and busi
ness objects which they are deliberately designed severally to 
serVe and to attain_ There is no good fairy work about 
this kind of banking, such as some people sometimes try to 
detect in it. Every penny that it produces, however much that 
may be, is. fairly earned, that is, either created by production, 
or else saved by thrift_ No more is co-operative banking a 
device, ingeniously contrived to promote improvidence and 
tempt to reckless credit_ There is, in truth, nothing more deadly 
to it than improvidence or carelessness in business matters. 
Nor yet is it a deceptive channel devised for the conveyance 
of gratuities or gifts, in a demoralising stream, under a plausible 
disguise, to necessitous or else covetous persons, prepared, or 
otherwise, to return value in' some other shape. It is all 
business- business of the simplest sort, adapted to special 
circumstances, to which it was particularly created to conform. 
, And, as it is of a piece with other business, so also, on the 
other hand, co-operative banking is completely of a piece with 
all other forms of co-operation, not least so with co-operative 
distribution, which will be the most convenient form to compare 
it with, since it is to most of us the most familiar. 
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What 'is it, so I should like to ask, that has secured, and 
still secures, to co-operative distribution its magnificent, its truly 
astonishing success? Nothing but perfectly natural causes. 
People talk mysteriously about .. co-operative spirit," about 
something so .. spiritual" and .. ethereal" as to defy definition. 
"Co.operative spirit," truly, is an' excellent thing; one could 
heartily wish that there were more of it-more particularly in 
co-operative societies" But it is itself rather a product of 
success first attained than productive of it. There is plenty 
of most successful co-operation in the world, unfortunately, 
altogether devoid of co-operative spirit. Simple results, as a 
rule, spring from simple causes. .And, in the present instance, the 
cause is, that the store has, by its membership, a certain market 
to rely upon, with certain, definite, well understood, and, in 
point of number, very limited wants, the merces popularibus 
usibus aptae, which may easily be provided, and are reddily 
'sold; that, under such circumstances, it turns ove( its money 
very quickly, and can, accordingly, carryon much business 
with comparatively very little cash; and that, the accepted ... 
principle being prompt cash payments, it is effectually secured' 
against bad debts. With such advantages· as these ill their 
favour, so Mr. Alderman Hoy well put it to the co-operators 
assembled at Manchester, when, as Lord Mayor of that city, he 
opened the Co-operative Exhibition in 1902, there was no 
reason why the champions of stores should l?o greatly plume 
themselves upon their success; with the same advantages any 
trader could as readily carryon any form of business and make 
it successful. That is no disparagement to the system; rather 
is it very high praise bestowed upon it. 

Now, mutatis mutandis, the very same conditions apply 
every bit as much to co-operative banking. Only, in making 
the comparison, we shall have to bear in mind that to a certain 
degree, as between money and goods, the order of things here 
becomes reversed. It is money which is the bank's goods~ 
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money, of which there is a constant supply always available, 
to be had without limit at its proper price, and which is so 
conveniently imperishable and contractible that it need not be 
made sure of beforehand, nor will it spoil if stocked; and it 
needs no store house to garner it: On the other hand, the 
value paid for it is that composite article, consisting partly, it 
may be, of ready cash, certainly to a considerable extent of 
linked liability and good management, for which, as an aggregate 
body, Schulze-Delitzsch invented the apt designation of" capacity 
for credit." Under such circumstances, accordingly, money 
becomes, from the paying medium that it is elsewhere, the 
commodity dealt in. But the principle of the business remains 
precisely the same. 

Just like the store, the co-operative bank starts with an 
assured market. Its members form it because they need its 
services, and may accordingly be relied upon to bring custom 
to its counter. However, the chief advantage of the assured 
market in its own case consir.ts less in the certainty of custom, 
than in the certainty of the quality of its customers. Those 
customers' have been passed through the sieve of election, and, 
having been tried and approved, are held fast by the powerful 
bond of joint interest and common liability. 

Once more, the cO-0l;lerative bank, long as the terms which it 
allows for repayment of its loans may be, enjoys, considering 
the circumstances of its business, the advantage of being able 
to operate with a comparatively very small working capital, and 
by insisting upon prompt payments, turns over its money, after 
aU, generally speaking, with comparative rapidity. The instance 
m<;lst clearly demonstrating this is the Raiffeisen bank-let me 

,rather say the hypothetical Raiffeisen bank, such as Raiffeisen 
himself first planned, before an adverse law was passed com
pelling shares-a bank without money at all of its own, but with 
plenty of acceptable liability always ready to be pledged, in 
return for mo'ney which it may raise just as it requires it. 
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There is in this case, at the outset, no working capital whatever. 
There is nothing to stock. But very prompt repayments are in
sisted upon. So the money, raised as required, comes back 
conveniently. Other co-operative banks are, or should be, as 
strict in their demand of prompt repayments, and in any case, 
knowing beforehand, in a general way, the wants which they 
are likely to be called upon to meet, they are enabled-to work, 
not indeed altogether without working funds, but with a 
trading capital only small in comparison with what it would 
have to be in a non-co-operative bank. 

The third great advantage secured by co-operation, that is, 
immunity from bad debts, the co-operative bank; has to secure 
for itself, necessarily, by special means. That it is which marks 
it off so strikingly from its non-co-operathre sister institutions. 
However, such as they are, those special safeguards are absolute
ly called for by the circumstances of the case and admirably 
suited to meet them. Although, accordingly, methods differ, the 
principle still remains wholly the same. The organism is merely 
adapted to its .. environment. II The non-co-operative bank acts 
in a capitalist centre, where customers own material possessions 
which stand for security. Their value can be ascertained with 
tolerable ease. Somewhat stringent bonds may at times be ex
acted; but the business may, all the same, be made smooth and 
easy, convenient for both parties, because there is more or less 
wealth on both sides. The safeguards resorted to are simple. 
In the larger, but, in. a capitalist sense, more tenuous atmosphere 
in which the co-operative bank is called upon to carryon its 
business, the same conditions do not, and cannot, prevail. The 
groundwork of realised wealth is absent. The customers may 
be earning and producing well; their character may be above 
all suspicion; but the material security which the capitalist cus
tomer is in a position to offer, and which alone the capitalist 
bank is in a position to accept, is not among their possessions-or 
is so only in rare instances, in which wealth has really been 
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carried into the bank, not as an ordinary incident of member
ship, but designedly as a help to those who are deficient in it. 

Accordingly, other elements of security have to be sought for. 
The linked liability of all, every member going bail for all the 
others, is, one such, but only one. The collective boud of a 
hundred, or a thousand, persons must obviously be worth more 
than a hundred, or a thousand, separate bonds of the same 
members, even assuming them all to be borrowers as well as 
bondsmen, which is not likely to be often the case. The faggot 
is, by the very fact of its being a faggot, stronger than the single 
sticks composing it. However, the direct benefit of collective 
liability is much smaller than the indirect, which naturally follows 
from it, and which is the creation, by means of collective lia
bility, engendering common interest and common peril, of 
an intermediate body, standing between borrower and lender, 
being strongly bound to either by that most compelling of forces 
applying to man, interest, and therefore certain to safeguard 
the cause of either. The lender may trust ,the intermediate 
authority, because, before he himself could lose a penny, its 
members would have to lose their all. He holds them as 
hostages. And, to protect their own liability towards the creditor, 
the members collectively, naturally, and very effectively, make 
the liability resting upon each debtor the more stringent. The 
obligations which they impose may appear complicated and 
severe. But, under the circumstances, they are indispensable. For 
the object aimed at is, as Schulze·Delitzsch put it, "to procure 
capital without II. capital of guarantee; It or, according to the 
words of Mr. F. Passy, "to find means for giving credit to those 
who have no security to offer in exchange; " or, according to 
M. Luzzatti, to "capitalise ho~esty" - to turn character, that is, 
and industry, into a mortgageable, pledge able commodity and 
raise money upon it. Inquiry as to circumstances, inquiry as to 
the object of the loan, watching its application, credit lists, and 

,all the other paraphernalia of the business, accordingly, justify 
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themselves as the only substitute to be found for capital. And 
such conditions cannot materially change, even though banks 
should, as is their duty, study to repair their initial weakness 
in capital by accumulating such. Let them accumulate as much 
as they please, they will still remain, as banks go, institutions 
weak in capital; for the majority of their members' will always 
be comparatively poor-and the banks indeed were formed, not 
to become powerful capitalist institutions, but to provide a com
mon service of credit for members of small means at the smallest 
possible sacrifice to each. 

The acknowledged necessity of sllch' peculiar methods of 
caution ought finally to <;lispel those timid fears which appear 
to be still entertained in banking quarters-not, it is true, among 
the most enlightened of our bankers-lest co-operative banks 
should be found to encroach upon the business of other banks 
and become their rivals. Other banks assuredly would not care 
to-perhaps could not advantageously-stoop to the same humble 
and troublesome methods of business. And their customers 
certainly would not wish to. subject themselves to such without 
need. Persons materially strong enough to deal with a non
co-operative bank will probably, as the late Leon d'Andrimont 
assumed, always prefer to purchase the greater ease, smoothness 
and privacy of the capitalist bank, even at a slightly greater 
cost. Such preference is very distinctly to be traced in the 
development of business in some of the great German co-opera
tive banks; like those of Leipsic and Augsburg, which, becoming 
affluent, collectively and in their units, and having failed to iIi
troduce proper safeguards to keep themselves co-operative, have 
advisedly converted themselves into joint stock companies for 
tke sake of making transactions easier, alike to the Board and 
to the customers now become well-ta-do. In this country we 
have absolutely no similar encroachments by co-operation upon 
other banking business to apprehend, because, unlike Germany. 
and Italy at the time when co.operative banking began, our 
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country is certainly sufficiently provided with ordinary business 
banks; and a co-operative bank attempting to edge its, way 
in among them would no doubt find its work cut out for it_ 

This circumstance, indeed, explains a good deal in the 
differing degrees of progress of the co-operative banking move
mentseverally in Great Britain and on the- Continent. On the 
Continent co-operative banks came on the scene when banking 
institutions of other kinds were few, and banks of ,some kind 
were very badly wanted. They, accordingly, soon attracted 
capitalist business, and grew so strong that-to quote one in
stance-the inquiry held into the affairs of the Weimar Bank, 
when a 'receiver had to be appointed, revealed the presence of 
individual credit accounts of £20,000' and £30,000; and that in 
northern' Italy the co-operative banks became the more power
ful of the two several orders, doing, in Lombardy, I believe, 
about three-fourths of the total banking business. That is, in 
my opinion, an abuse; and no co-operator would wish to see 
the same thing repeated elsewhere. He will desire co-opera
tive banks to be strong as institutions, but dealing out only 
the small business for which they were intended. In this country 
similar hypertrophe would be impossible. It is, in truth, the 
presence of so many" and such -strong business banks, which 
now retards the progress of the co-operative banking movement
more particularly in such districts as Scotland and the North of 
Ireland, where business banks are in the habit of granting very 
small loans, and of meeting the convenience of humble customers 
in other ways. That, it is true, provides for only a smaIl part of 
the wants which call for co-operative banks, but still it does, 
supply a part_ Business banks practically hold the cash-box of the 
market, and, accordingly, they must command the market. Pecuniae 
obediunt omnia. Co-operative banks promise to act by them as 
the useful "collecting banks" already act by the larger savings 
banks. Implantin,g habits of thrift, and raising' up out of odd 
pence and sixpenny bits small capitals of a few pounds, these 
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. little societies systematically do the recruiting for the large 
savings institutions. Co-operative banks promise to act much 
in the same way by other banks. So far from becoming rivals, 
they are far more likely to become feeders, endowing small people 
with moderate capital, training them up to banking habits, and 
so preparing them for business with the more capitalist institu
tions, to which they are likely to go as they become wealthy. 

There is another point upon which I feel bound to dwell, 
because there is so very much misapprehension prevalent with 
regard to it. I hope that I have succeeded in making it plain 
that, so far from co-operative banks being mere specious tappers 
of outside treasure, acting as readily absorbent suckers in a 
pump, they are, in truth, one of the most valuable and effective 
institutions, not merely for the promotion of thrift, but also for 
the creation of capital generally, that the world has seen. The 
creation of capital is distinctly one of their main objects, without 
the pursuit of which their entire work must become a failure
the creation of capital in the bank, that is, as well as in the 
possession of its individual members. A member who does 
not produce value, arid does not in one shape or another make 
himself the wealthier by the use of the bank, would be a very 
unwelcome member jndeed, and one that a co-operative bank 
might be willing to get rid of, just as it gets rid of "dead 
accounts" on its books. Co-operative banks advisedly restrict 
their lending to purposes which aim at the creation of more 
value. And, within the limits of their own transactions, they 
make it their deliberate study to amass capital. What is the 
use; so not long ago asked the organ of the Raiffeisen Union 
of Neuwied-which Union makes it its ideal principle to begin 
without shares altogether-of pretending that we are indifferent 
to the accumulation of capital? At the close of 1903 our 3,061 
societies, old and young, among them, apart from share capital
and apart. of course, from borrowed money-had no less than 
£386,488 laid up in their several reserve funds-money which 
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absolutely no one else can claim a right to, which belongs 
solely to the banks. That is about .e12S a piece in so many 
villages, money strictly earned by annual surpluses on tiny 
business. 

The effect which co-operative banks produce in stimulating 
thrift is remarkable indeed. I have already spoken of it in 
connection with Germany and Italy. I think I Olay claim some 
of the encouraging firstling-results already obtained in India
a country in which the prospect of inducing people to save 
was not long ago pronounced altogether hopeless-to the credit 
of co-operative banks. Pioneer co-operative banks of.a rather 
nondescript kind were some few years ago introduced into the 
United Provinces. The rules under which they were formed 
had soon to be changed, because, shaped on western models, 
they proved unsuited for Indian purposes. ~owever, the banks 
had not existed altogether in vain. They had taught their 
members thrift. .. In Banda," so writes the Registrar of the 
United Provinces, Mr. J. Hope Simpson-who not long before 
had expressed himself sceptical with regard to the possibility 
of the collection of savings-" there are deposits in all so
cieties. In Allahabad, with comparatively little fostering care 
on the part of the authorities, the society at Mahewa is 
rapidly developing into a savings bank on a small scale 
for small men. In Fyzabad, where the Deputy Commission 
helped the societies, and where at least one of the taluqdars 
was of great assistance, the custom of depositing at harvest 
seems in a fair way to being established." That .. depositing 
at harvest" is the Indian way of overcoming difficulties in the 
way of thrift. Harvest is the one time when saving seems 
possible-at the expense, it may be, of subsequent comfort; but 
at any rate the wherewithal to save from is there, and resolu
tion has an opportunitY given to it for asserting itself. It is the 
Indian counterpart to our gathering up odd pence by "collecting 
banks." The work is already done in the Dharma Golas, 
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or "Grain banks," In the - co-operative banks, such, as they 
are, as yet formed, the custom is spreading and being made 
compulsory. "The system of deposits at harvest," so writes 
the Registrar already quoted, "is acceptable, as a rule, to the 
members of these societies, wherever they take any real interest 
in them; and in all the societies which have been formed since 
the close of the year compulsory deposit of a small sum at 
harvest has been accepted as a condition of membership. The 
method of calculation varies from district to district. In Bareilly 
the members have agreed to deposit a sum calculated at nine 
pies Od.) on each rupee (IS. 4Ji.) payable to the landlord. In 
Bulandshahr they have fixed the amount at one anna (Id.) in 
the rupee of rent. In Banda they have agreed to deposit five 
seers (lOlbs) of grain at each harvest for each plough in their 
possession. " Thu.s, like the Schulze-Delifzsch banks, though in 
a different way, the Indian co-operative banks are becoming 
"compulsory savings banks." "If this system ,of depositing 
becomes general (and there seems every sign that it will)," so 
Mr. Simpson goes OD, " all difficulty in financing village societies 
will be at an end. The' habit of depositing money with the 
societies is the most hopeful symptom of vitality, and, at the 
same time, the most certain sign of success in the future. It 
is obvious that in those societies in which the members have 
themselves deposited money there is an incentive to careful 
supervision over loans and recovery of loans, which does not 
exist· in those societies in which the whole of the capital is 

'borrowed capital." * 
To have created a new, popular and effective opening for 

saving in erst helpless India is in itself an achievement for 
which champions of co-operative banks may take Dot a little 

• Mr. J, Hope Simpson's latest Annual Report (fOl' 1905-6) shows that com
pulsory deposits have become au established rule in 5 Central banks and 154 
affiliated societies in the United Provinces. The Revenue Department in its official 
comments rightly describes such results as I( very satisfactory." 
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credit. And I may add, that there is something of the same sort 
already to be observed in the rather nondescript thrift insti
tutions which are intended to ripen into Village banks in Cyprus. 
In that undeveloped country. groaning under its oppressive. 
and at present scarcely any longer just, Turkish" tribute," .£200 

saved in a year in so many little villages is not a bad first-fruits of 
success for co-operative banking. The High Commissioner, who 
rather too ambitiously claims these little banklets as established 
.. on Raiffeisen principles," says with regard to them: "the 
villagers are showing themselves remarkably quick in grasping 
the advantages of the scheme, and the development of the 
experiment is regarded with the greatest interest in the district." * 

However, such effect is really only of the same nature as 
that to be witnessed in every poverty-stricken district of Europe, 
in which the co-operative bank, coming into the field as the 
depositor's own, and reserving his deposits for his own fructi
fying use, has invariably succeeded in arousing a warm personal 
interest in thrift, which has nerved people to overcome difficul
ties and lay the foundation for future better circumstances al
most in spite of themselves. 

It deserves to be pointed out to what extent co-operative 
banking, creative of new money-values as we have found it to 
be, has also shown itself creative of other forms of co-operation 
in their most useful application. To take one aspect only, and one 
country, co-operative banking has covered Germany with co·opera
tive banking institutions ministering to agriculture-and developing 
it very rapidly and very successfully. A little more than thirty 
years ago Germany had no co-operative agricultural societies to 
speak of. On the strength of the little of the kind that we had here 
at the time- eight or nine county societies dealing in agricul
tural fertilisers, and the Agricultural and Horticultural (Co
operative) Association-I wrote a letter, about 1873, to the 
official organ of the Prussian Ministry of Agriculture, the 

. ., 
• High Commissioner's Report, 1904-5 (d. 2776). 
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Annalen der Landwirthschaft, calling attention to such pioneer 
work and recommending it for imitation. I do not positively 
know if the reason why my humble advice was not then taken 
was not the same which, ten years later, made Sussex farmers, 
among whom I endeavoured to form a co-operative society for 
the supply of agricultu~al article;, shake their heads, though 
strongly approving of the principle. "They are all on their 
dealers' books and cannot get off; they are not free agents." So 
one of our best known farmers of East Sussex interpreted their 
hesitation to me. In any case, agricultural co-operation remained 
in Germany a desideratum_ However, a few years later, as the 
result of an inquiry by.Royal Commission, conducted by very 
eminent men, the remarkable utility of co-operative banks came 
to be understood. Such banks then multiplied rapidly, and in 
their train followed a whole host of other co-operative organisa
tions-supply societies, dairies, productive societies, breeding 
societies, societies of every kind and description. They nQw 
number above 20,000 in all. * It was the banks- in Leon 
d'Andrimont's apt wo~ds, the ckeville ouvriere of all other co
operation-which stamped these legions out of the ground. t 

That little society's steam threshing-machine which has long 
repaid its purchase price out of its hire-so much an hour 

• The latest return issued shows that, on IS!. July 1906, there were in Germany 
20,128 agricultural co-operative societies registered, of which 19,074 were members 
.. f Unions. Of that number 13,591 were Village banks. Besides these, of the 
97 central societies registered, a large proportion were Central Banks. 

t M. L. Durand, the chairman of the French Union des Caisses Ruralts ~t 
OllfJrims, sums up the good work of the Raiffeisen banks under this aspect in 
the following words: "La Caisse rurale ou ouvriere. ne se borne pas a faire du 
cl'edit individuel. Elle prete aussi aUl< collectivites, aUl< mutualites, aUl< associations. 
Et elle est devenue la base d'un grand nombre d'ceuvres annexes. Syudicat. co
operatives, fruitieres, beurreries, mecaniques, moulins, societes de battal!e, societes de 
fabrication de vins de champagne, au de choucroute, etc., etc. Elle aide les assurances 
mutuelles, en permettant aUl< sinistres d'attendre Ie reglement de leurs iodemnites 
en fin d'exercice, etc., etc. En un mot, la Caisse rurale a ete sou vent Ie berceau-et 
toujours l'auxiliaire-d'une foule d'ceuvres sociales des plus interessantes." 
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to members, a little more to non-members-was bought with 
bank money, without the members ever even putting their .hands 
into their pockets. They have got the machine now. Elsewhere 
Dumbers of dairies have been raised up by means of bank 
advances paid off at the rate of so much per gallon of milk 
passing through their churns. Over-ambitious farmers have even, 
in an hour of reckless boldness, purchased the'ir own nitrate 
deposits in Chile-which was found to be a mistake. The banks 
have done more. They have, on the strength of security ob
tained, assigned to members of theirs credits with the supply soci
eties, which have enabled such to deliver goods, up to the 
limit fixed, at cash prices. Legitimate bank credit is in this 
manner substituted for illegitimate shop credit, and the difficulty 
of temporary impecuniosity,. the necessity of having to sell goods 
at the wrong time to procure indispensable money, is overcome. 
Banks have, furthermore, taught supply societies to combine and 
federate, and to form their own Central banks, which serve them 
with credit just as other Central banks serve the banks them
selves, thus hastening growth and development. It is a weary 
journey from the little shop in Toad Lane, or from the little 
trap that used to travel every Saturday to Smithfield to buy the 
Sunday joints, to the now magnificent stores severally of Roch· 
dale and of Woolwich. A little legitimate credit may shorten 
the road. Distributive societies bid for deposits when they stand 
in need of money. The deposits do not always come in as fast 
as they are wished for. However, the same security that will 
suffice for a thousand small depositors will suffice also for the 
one Central bank, and, being accepted, will enable the store to 
extend its business, create new productive departments, improve 
its machinery or buildings, without waiting until the most favour
able opportunity has passed by. 

Agriculture is, however,-Iike "the plough," according to the 
Chinese proverb-the first claimant for assistance. And, truly, 
it seems more than a riddle, how, without resort to co-operative 
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credit-to supply our future tmues rustici and d£ligentes agr£colrz 
of s!l}all husbandry and divided land with the necessaries for 
their. calling-we are to carry through our intended reform of 
"repeopling the land." Nowhere 'has settlement of small folk 
upon the land been found possible on a large scale without a 
supply of working capital. It really is the working capital which 
gives the' small holding its value. The land is' to the smali 
man worthless without it. Accordingly, the advice proper to give 
to a promoter of small holdings is the same wich Sir F. Nichol
son, after his interesting survey of co-operative credit institutions, 
gave to the Government of Madras. * "Find Raiffeisen," so 
he concluded his paper-u find, so I should prefer to put it, the 
precise form of co-operative credit which will suit every parti
cular locality in which you propose to operate!" 

As to what that form should be, it is regrettable to find such 
very hazy notions still prevailing as to the merits and applic
ableness of the several types. I, personally, am very strongly im
pressed with the value of the Raiffeisen banks, if kept true to 
their original principle-and, of course, only within suitable sur
roundings, which are circumscribed. However, that is mainly on 
the ground of their social and morally educational merits, and their 
humility-that is, on the ground of their distinguishing feature 
by which Raiffeisen himself set greatest store" as his followers 
still do. There is so very much human nature in them. They 
dive down to the very root of poverty, welcoming those impe
cunious persons, whom Schulze-Delitzsch-quite rightly from 
his own point of view-did not consider yet "ripe" for co
operative banking. They lift the very beggar from the dung
hill, lead him, teach him, influence him, raise him, make him 
independent and well-to-do. And all this consistently with very 
sound economy. ,But they are by no means the only co-oper
ative institution ,to effect good moral results, or the only one 

• "Report regarding the possibility of introd ueing Land and Agricultural Banks 
into the Madras Presidency," 2 vols. Madras. Government Press, 1895 and 1897. 
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adapted to rural and agricultural uses, They themselves could 
scarcely attempt urban, and certainly not individually large 
business. They are destined to be village or parish banks. 
And their very virtue and charm lie in their being so very 
familial. making members so much one family, united by 
brotherly interest. However, banks of other types render admjr
able service as well, under the very same circumstances-dealing 
out quantitatively even larger amounts of money. And wher
ever that indefinable quality, co-operative spirit, makes for 

. itself a home within them, they become so like Raiffeisen banks, 
that I, for one, have failed to detect any difference. "Oh yes, " 
said Cavaliere Spingardi to me, when I remarked upon this in 
his little bank of Spigno, "our liability is limited; but we have 
a moral responsibility." Herr Siegl of the successful Creditbank 
of Kaaden, in Bohemia, said practical.\y the same thing, "We can 
be philanthropists as well as the Raiffeisen people,anq .we should." 

People act quite wrongly in accepting one or other type of 
bank simply because uninformed opinion pronounces temporarily 
in its favour, as it might in favour of a particular fashion·able 
make of motor car; or to select it, as Thackeray's" Captain 
Hicks" selected a Breguet watch, because it was a "Breguet." 
Every distinct type serves a particular purpose. Its distinguishing 
features are not capriciously selected, but carefully adapted to 
certain objects. You might compare the useful little Raiffeisen 
banks to the cultivator's spade, which can penetrate anywhere 
and adapt itself to every unevenness of the ground. It can dig up 
the corners and the headland, in respect of which the great 
steam-plough-producing, like the Schulze-Delitzsch banks, much 

,larger results, wherevel,' the ground is favourable-is helpless; it 
can follow all the curves of the edge of the field, and turn over 
the soil close up to the hedge; it can carefully dig out stones or 
gnarled roots, over .which the steam-plough slides, if they do 
not indeed break its shares; it can delve in a hollow as well 
as on a crest. It would be useless in· the wide field of a 
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prairie-farm, but in Europe the more pretentious work of the 
steam-plough would be lamentably incomplete without it. There 
is ample work for both. They are not rivals,' but allies in a great 
cause. And, as Leon Say has quite correctly put it, they really 
are" of one family." The groundwork is everywhere the same, 
the governing. idea is the same, the animating spirit ought to be the 
same. The application differs; and they severally touch different 
fibres in our system, to set the system in motion. One addresses 
itself mainly to the interest, whereas another appeals rather to the 
higher moral motives of human nature. However, the differences 
are in no way of the mechanical sort that people in England, 
not t~oubling to study the systems carefully, appear to imagine. 

On new ground we have to experiment, and find out which 
is the best form to adopt for the local circumstances. In India 
the European form, originally adopted for co.operative banks in 
the United Provinces, has had to be changed for other forms 
more consonant with native habits. In the West Indies some
thing ",ery similar has happened. Unlimited liability has frightened 
people, and a beginning has had to. be made with limited . 
. As our law at present stands in the United Kingdom~there 

is reason to hope that it will soon be modified-eo-operative 
banks with limited liability (such must necessarily be Share 
banks), in addition to having things made easy for them in their 
individual, purely banking, action, also enjoy these two valuable 
advantages, that they are free to combine to federations or 
Central banks, and to couple, in- country districts, trading in 
goods with trading in money. Unlimited liability banks, registered 
under the Friendly Societies Act, can at present do neither the 
one thing nor the other. * However, federation and uniting to 

• At least it is very doubtful if they may. A Treasury minute of recent date, 
as observed, aUo,,·s them' to invest in shares of Central banks. Not long ago I 
was advised that this was contrary to the Act. And, even now, counsel of standing 
assure me that in giving such permission the Treasury has exceded the powers 
conferred upon it under the Act. 
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Central banks are exceedingly useful things. German co-operators 
to-day ask themselves how it could ever have been possible 
to do without them. A Central bank ought not now to be very 
far off in Ireland_ And while co-operative banking remains 
undeveloped, and the country side is condemned to go without 
co-operative stores, I hold the combination of the two to be, 
in country districls, very desirable indeed, as enabling two 
institutions, either of them weak at the outset, to render each 
other valuable support; and as bringing agricultural and industrial 
co-operation into line, with a unity of feeling and a realised 
common interest. On the small scale proposed, I hold this to 
be perfectly legitimate_ One may well hope that the Legislature 
will, before long, come to our aid in conceding to unlimited 
liability banks, which have fully answered expectations in Ireland, 
equal rights with others. 

There is one point which remains for me to deal with. How 
is it, so one cannot help 'asking, that, after co-operative banking 
has overspread all Europe, and pushed its promising advanced 
posts even into far Canada, further Jamaica and Barbados, and 
also into India, Great Britain alone lags behind? The institution 
is new, of course, and Britons, unlike the Athenians of old, 
instinctively shrink from any .. new thing_" Also our' dis
tributive co-operatots, who love to pose as the only co-opera
tors existing, cannot bring themselves to understand that there 
is an essential difference between "shop credit," which they 
rightly hold in abhorrence, and "bank credit," which affords 
the best means fo~ stamping out shop credit-as, apart from 
myself, their great leader, the late Mr. Holyoake, has more 
than once been careful to remind them, telling them that what 
they want to bring the poor to .their counters is "some. of 
Mr. Wolff's banks," as he was pleased to call them. 

But the main hindrance, I take it, has been a failure to under
stand the principles which underlie co-operative banking by some 
who have constituted themselves champions in the propaganda. 
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In the first place we have been too mechanical. Our great 
belief is in Rules. We seem to accept rules as we do a new 
recipe for some popular dish, which is bound to come out 
right from the oven if you only put in the proper ingre
dients. Our eagerness is all for rules and precepts-" positive 
precepts," th~t is, according to Bishop Butler. I still hear the 
words of a noted, most philanthrophic, "captain of industry" 
,ringing in my ears, who, when I t~ied to explain the principle 
of co-operative banking to a gathering of members of Parliament 
at' Westminster, called out to, me: "do not trouble about the 
principle; give us the rules; we will find. the money I " 

However, co-operative banking is not to be learnt by rote. 
It is not a matter of "do this and avoid that," any more than 
is 'medicinc a prescription to take such preparation at such 
and such an hour, sick or sound. Principle stands in it for a 
good deal more than rules. To rccur to my simile of" animate 
machinery," it is the impressing of active interest, coupled 
with a keen sense of responsibility, in all the active parts of 
the machine-placing eyes, ears and judgment everywhere
which secures its apparently almost miraculous success. That 
is not to he ensured by rules. What wonder that failure to 
grasp the main principles should lead to precepts being given 
which present rather Co-operative banking .. as she is spoke," 
than Co-operative banking as it is, and as it must be, practised I 

In the next place, those who have set up for teachers in the 
cause do not appear in every case to have taken the trouble 
to qualify themselves for the part by first becoming pupils. I 
have seen rules-issued and approved-in which it is scarcely 
too much to say' that nearly every paragraph is wrong, and 
which argue anytbing but that profound study of the organism • 

. and more particularly of its operative parts, the hidden springs 
which move action,' which may be taken to be desirable in 
propaganda. They are issued as embodying this or that parti
cular principle. The authority generally appealed to is ~. Raif-
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feisen." But Raiffeisen would be the first to repudiate them as 
constituting the very Antipodes of his system. You cannot 
make headway by such means. You may in this way form 
banks. But they cannot last. 

Nor can you, as persuading yourself that you must know 
better than .. ignorant" local people what is good for themselves, 
form a bank for them. If the bank is to be worth anything, 
above all things if it is to' be successful, it will have to be 
the members' .. very own," springing forth from their. own 
judgment, their own conviction that they want it, and their own 
resolution to act in it and stand by it. I admit that to gain 
the people over to this is a more difficult task than to tell 
them of the brilliant success that the institution has achieved 
abroad, hand them down rules, and then leave them to. them
selves. However, that is what has to be done, unless the 
banks, when formed, are speedily to collapse again-as some of 
ours have done-and so provide an argument against your 
proposition rather than in its favour. It is .. more haste" which 
in such cases· means .. worse speed;" an eager desire for 
.. results" which defeats its own object. 

And, in such matters, outside help is of little avail, if not 
indeed of worse than none. As a sequel to disappointment at 
the failure of unaided efforts, we have had talk about Govern
ment grants, about savings banks advances, about a coddling 
institution to be formed as a parent stock to throw out seedlings. 
The miserable failure of the Co-operative Wholesale Society in 
attempting to force co-operation upon London by means of its 
People's Societies ought to be a sufficient warning against acceptance 
of the last named proposal. You can never, in such matters, 
do for others what they necessarily have to do for themselves. 

I grant that, in not· a few cases, a little first nursing in the 
cradle may be indispensable to enable the infant Hercules to 
acquire the use of his arms and legs. Raiffeisen had to draw 
upon such outside resources, so had Schulze, and so had M. 
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Luzzatti. 'But such nursing in every case involves danger; and 
its utility depends entirely upon the form which it is made to 
take. In all proposals which I myself have made with such 
object in view I have 'been very careful above all things to 
emphasize the temporary character of the help given, and to 
ensure that it is accepted distinctly as a loan, on the clear 
understanding, kept vivid by a sense of ever present respons
ibility, that it is. to be repaid. Such conditions can in the 
fullest measure be carried out only by help coming from private 
purses. ' Those who render it ought by preference to be local 
people, whose very presence will remind debtors of their own 
liability, and who can watch, warn and remind the bank when 
occasion requires. Indeed I prefer a guarantee, given to a 
banker who opens a cash credit, to assistance in money; and it 
was only the late Chief Registrar's veto which prevented me from 
putting tha.t into my model rules. But for the very reason for which 
I prefer assistance from private persons-combining possibly to 
an .. endowment committee "-to a Central bank, which would at 
any rate be appearing to be doing" business," and would suffer, and 
damage the movement, if there were to be loss, I place local 
help above the assistance which a central body could give. 
For, unless such body is exceedingly careful, people will have 
their sense of their duty to repay sitting lightly upon them. 

State help is not desirable on any account. It relaxes the 
fibre of responsibility instead of stiffening it. It turns people's 
thoughts away from self-help. It is gratifying to me to find 
that in India it has been my pleading against State help which 
has determined Lord Curzon to cut it down to a minimum. * 
But even within such narrow limits Mr. Hope Simpson's first 
annual report t shows how it has worked mischief. The State 
cannot make advances at a high rate of interest. It has ~ade 

• Sir Thomas Raleigh, "Lord Curzon in IDdia," p. 179. 
t "Annual Report on the Working of the Co-operative Credit Societies Act," (X 

of 1904) Allahabad. U. P. Government Press. 1905. 
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t~_em in India at the rate of 4 per cent. That has led local 
~nks to grant loans at from 7 to 9 per cent, whereas no self
sustai~ing co-operative bank can as yet grant them at less than 
12 per cent. The lower interest artificially produced has, accord
ingly, spoilt the game for self-help banks, led borrowers to 
expect gifts, rather than loans on businesslike terms, and fright
ened them away, in some cases altogether, from banks which 
cannot subsidise them at the general taxpayer's expense. 

ArW appeal to the savings banks is in this country altogether 
out of place. In Italy, independent savings banks lend to 
People's banks (of the L~zzatti type), because they have ascer
tained those particular banks to be "good" for repayment. 
They have no rule whatever in the matter, except that they 
do not ~ake advances to unsafe customers. In Belgium, the 
National Savings Bank offers loans to Village banks; and the 
Savings Bank of Parma does the same thing. In either case, 
however, the little village institutions accepting such aid are 
kept in leading strings so tight as evidently to hinder free 
development. The success of the movement is trifling; and, even 
so, the Village banks formed in the way described have become 
to a far larger. extent receiving offices for the parent savings 
bank, than borrowers from it. If co-operative banks would 
benefit by national thrift, they will have, as they should do on 
other grounds, to become their own savings banks. 

There 'absolutely is no royal road to success in this matter, 
and it is contrary to reason to be impatient of results, The 
results are certain .to come if a good foundation is first laid; 
but never without such. Such laying of a foundation is neces
sarily slow work. Chat Moss had to be filled up before you 
could build' a railway accross. However, in its first stage a co
operative banking movement is far better promoted, and to 
much better purpose, by the formation and sound management 
of even only very few thoroughly well regulated banks, than 
by a stumping campaign through the country, and many for-
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mations of banks which. will probably turn out to be doomed 
to early decay. 

We want co-operative banks in the United Kingdom. The 
proposed transformation of Agriculture into cultivation by small 
holders is impossible without them. We want them-eo-opera
tive societies more particularly do so-for housing purposes. 
Co·operative societies want them, not to fall out of touch with 
the poor people for whom they were really intended. Work
ing men, trade, industry want them, to enable them to hold 
their own in the struggle with the corresponding interests in 
other countries. From 1895 to 1900, Germany has-to a large 
extent through her co-operative credit-banks-fought us in 
industry and commerce ,with our own money, for which without 
similar institutions we could find no use. * Men of business 
want them, to keep money plentiful, and make it cheap. The 
useful action of co-operative banks has in Germany, where they 
are to be numbered-by thousands. reduced the current rate of 
interest for money, as their advocates will have it, by a full one 
per cent, certainly by an appreciable proportion. In Italy, M. 
Luzzatti claims for his co-operative banks, with reason, that they 
have placed credit for business purposes within reach of even 
the smallest trader or producer. Poor people want co.operative 
banks, to be able to work out their emancipation, and raise 
themselves above the necessity of wage labour. They want 
them to take the place for them of savings banks, which, in Mr. 
Asquith's words-spoken in the Budget debate in 1906 : t
Il compete for and lock up funds that might otherwise be avail
able for commercial and industrial purposes." 

There can be no question· about the need. But what will 

• See my article already quoted on "British and Foreign Banking," in the 
Econom;c RnJ;tw of October, 19°5._ 

t Mr. Asquith said this with reference to the Floating Debt; but it applies to 
the very letter to the employment of savings hanks capital by tile National Debt 
Commissioners. 
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have to be borne in mind, iJ;l the United Kingdom as every
where else, is that co-operative banks, to be useful, can be 
formed only by their own members, and must stand independ
ently, each upon its own solid foundation_ Not every institu
tion, unfortunately, is a co-operative bank, which is called so, to 
catch public favour. Principle must be everything, and the 
management must be strict. The machine of the bank must 
become animate, instinct with life. It is its own members who, 
propelling the various parts of the works, among themselves must 
manage it. And, to whatever extent its rules be adapted to 
suit a particular case, whatever is laid down must be rigorously 
adhered to, without fear, without favour, with the one object ever 
kept in view, which a quickened sense of individual responsi
bility may be relied upon to place in prominent relief, of the 
safety and solvency of the bank. Such duty having once been 
accepted, the work cannot be difficult, and success is bound to 
follow. 

THE END. 
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